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Pteface

-^H picture, in fte National Gall«y are ar-rangwl according to the school, of p«inZ fa, u,drh.«onc order, thn, enabling on. To ZofZ
tZ^U: %:"" ""''^"^ ""^' "^ "^progrewion. The comparative value of the iichool,

author , „,e„.,o„ .„ elain, a»t ,he offer, a historyof the «,„ous «AooIs of art Only so far as itZ
continuity be emphasized.

In tradng the early history of the art of pafait-
««. « ha, been thought more inte,«,ing ,o co^ t

«^'dl?" •*" «>"»««ators, when dealingwith technical procewes, mch a, tempera freM»^
encaustic and oil.p«„b„g. "^V '"*"'

often made a ,ubj«rt for di«u«Hon, the orthogw

I



^ preface

raphy of the Official Catalogue of the National
Gallery has in each case been adopted.

In this gallery, more than in most collections, one
is unwilling to pass by the minor pictures; the un-
usual standard of excellence has led the writer into

a casual mention of nearly every work. While such
notices are in many cases extremely brief, an effort

has been ma. e i » have these few words pertinent,

at least to the reader who is in the presence of the

picture to which allusion is made.

The National Gallery having been for many
years the only great collection of pictures with

which the writer was familiar (her childhood hav-

ing been passed in England), the preparation of

this volume has been much enjoyed, and if any of

the delight which these masterpieces of art have

awakened in her has been communic-*»d to others,

she will feel more than repaid.

LOMOOM./iMM /d, igt^.
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CHAPTER I.

«A1LY ABT IN ITALY

Each great picture-gallery in the world is famous
for some special reason ; the Dresden GaUery stands,
inthe estimation of many people, at the head of all
because it possesses the greatest picture, Raphael's
Sistine Madonna; the Pitti Palace enshrines espe-
aally the works of the Italian painters of the Golden
Age; and the Luxembourg displays in its perfec-
tion all the vigour and brilliancy of the modem
French school.

The National Gallery in London, besides being
the home of some of the world's greatest master-
pieces, IS particularly noted for the fact that in
this building one may study the history of art by
Its examples, neariy all schools being represented
and so arranged that it is possible to make a sys^
tematic stud;r of the growth and development of

a
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art from very early times until the days of the
century just past

The true way to visit and enjoy the National
GaUery is to take it by schools, b^inning with the
Italian, as one normally would do in following the
course of art-progress through the civilized world.
As the pictures are hung in this order, the pro-
gression is easy.

Before proceeding to do this, however, it will
be interesting to consider for a few moments the
history of this unique collection as it became na-
tional property, and to observe the various parts
of the building in which it is lodged.

In 1824, Mr. Angerstein sold his collection of
thirty-eight pictures to the British nation. This
group was the nucleus of the present gallery. The
pictures remained in the house of Mr. Angerstein
in Pall Mall for a number of years, while the build-
ing which had been planned for their reception
was in process of erection. Sir George Beaumont
bequeathed sixteen valuable pictures by the old
masters, in 1826; and thirty-five more were added
by Rev. W. Hollwill Carr in 1831. In the year
1832 the new building in Trafalgar Square was
finished, and the pictures placed there. The public
was first admitted in 1838. The building was
designed by William Wilkins, R. A. In a semi-
classic style, surmounted by a very inadequate

T
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dome, it is not, strictly speaking, a triumph of
architecture. A drawing was made of it by Thomas
H. Shepherd, and v/as engraved, under the title of
" The New National GaUery," by W. WaUis. It
is a quaint view of Trafalgar Square, with mounted
dragoons, and ladies and gentlemen in the costume
of the period, suggesting a very different London
from the one which we know. In i860 the National
GaUery was enlarged, additional space being re-
quired for the increased number of pictures. In
1838 there were one hundred and fifty pictures; in
1880 there were something over nine hundred, while
at present the number amounts to nearly fifteen
hundred. Again, in 1876, Mr. E. M. Barry, R A
designed and built a " new wing," as it was -ailed.'
There are now over twenty-two rooms in tfte gal-
lery. Large bequests have been left from time to
time, which have made a substantial increase.

The arrangement and systematic hanging of the
pictures have made this gallery invaluable to the
student of art. Many years ago Ruskin alluded
to the gallery as "an European jest." But this
is no longer the case. Indeed, in Mr. Ruskin's
opinion, the opprobrium was much modified by the
purchase of Perugino's great altar-piece, which,
said Ruskin, "raises our National Gallery from a
second-rate to a first-rate collection." He con-
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sidercd the Perugino in this gallery to be the finest

in existence.

As it is frequently necessary still to change the
hanging of pictures throughout the various rooms,
in order to make space for new acquisitions, it is

not possible to deal with the pictures in the National
Gallery as one would with those in completed his-

torical collections, and to direct the visitor to the
exact spot upon the wall where any special work
may be found. But as there is an inflexible rule
that the number affixed to each picture shall always
remain the same, the student will have no difficulty

in locating any picture when he wishes to consult it,

with the aid of the catalogue.

In the North Vestibule one is immediately in-
troduced to the very earliest examples of art in the
gallery. These are a set of remarkable portraits,
painted in encaustic, or wax medium, a thousand
years earlier than any other works in the collection.
They were found by Mr. Flinders Petrie in the
cemetery of Hawara in the Fayoum, and are among
the most significant examples of ancient Greek art
that have survived. Such portraits used to be
placed inside the sarcophagi, over the face of the
deceased, and in all probability they were painted
in every case from the actual person, so that they
have marked individuality and a very vital ex-
pression. Professor Ebers pronounced them to be
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of the third or fourth century before Christ, while
other critics assign them to the first or second cen-
tury A. D. The types of the faces are Oriental, the
eyes being large, ai. , usually dark. In some of
them the colour is less strong than in others; and
in one or two the surface is quite hazy, as if one
were looking at this face from the dead past through
a thin veil.

The medium in which these portraits are executed
is difficult to determine at thft late day, but most
authorities agree that there is some tempera paint-
ing employed, which consists in the use of powdered
colour mixed with yolk of tgg and a little oil;
while a great part of the work is pure encaustic,*— colour-powder mixed with oil and wax, and
applied hot. As a rule, the colours in encaustic
painting were put on in small crude patches, and
then worked together by means of a tool; they
received their final polish by being smoothed with
some hard substance, heated.

Oil-painting, especially in conjunction with wax,
was certainly understood in these early days, al-
though, in the Dark Ages which succeeded them, the
art is generally believed to have been lost. It will
be our purpose shortly to examine the facts, and
see, by consulting contemporary treatises upon this
subject, whether there was ever a time when the
use of oil had been entirely abandoned.
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,

'< Matfaritone of Aretso
With grave<lothes garb and awaddliog banvtr
(Why purse up mouth and beak in a pet ao,
Yov jald old Saturnine poll-clawed parrot i)"

The arts had suffered a decline during the Dark
Ages, and Margaritone must be classed among those
who had not been touched by the dawning revival
which was to follow in the next centu-y. Pictures
were painted by rule in his day ; no one had thought
of departmg from the old traditions regarding the
necessary symbolism and the conventional idea of
colour. The " Byzantine Guide to Painting " was
the only text-book to which artists had access, and
that was a code of esthetic etiquette which resultedm the production of hundreds of just such pitiful
works. Both as to subject-matter and method of
execution, the masters of the early thirteenth cen-
tury suffered a great handicap. In painting a pic-
ure of the Virgin, for instance, they had to con-
form to the Churxrh's ideals as set down in the " By-
«ntme Guide.- " We have learned not only from
Ae Holy Fathers," says the manual, "but even
from the Apostles ... and from Christ himself

y .
how holy images should be painted." Then the

Gmde " proceeds to ^ive minute directions. " On
the character of the physiognomy of the Mother
of God, ,s the heading of a set of careful direc-
tions for producing a.i accurate likeness of the
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Virgin. In another place occurs the phrase, which

seems to have been invariably followed, " The Holy

Virgin seated, holding the Infant Christ, who

blesses." This composition is constantly seen; and,

to prevent any wavering from the established law,

even in the form of the blessing which is thus

vouchsafed, the " Guide " adds a paragraph, " How

to represent the hand in blessing." After giving

exact direct ms for the position of each finger, and

explaining the symbolic meaning in each case, il

sums up by saying, " So, by the divine Providence ol

the Creator, the fingers of a man's hands, whethei

they be long or short, are so placed that it is pos

sible for them to figure the name of Christ." Al

possible subjects for religious pictures are prescribec

by the " Byzantine Guide "
; some of the heading

are as follows : " The ladder of Salvation and th

Heavenly Way " ;
" How to represent the death o

a hypocrite." This recipe is so terse and graphi

that it is a temptation to quote it in full,
— "^

monk wrapped in bedclothes, a great se.pent issue

from his mouth. A demon over him buries a trider

in his heart." Quite a bloodthirsty scene. In th

directions for painting " The death of a righteov

man," the text reads :
" An angel above looks s

him with joy, and receives his soul in vencratio

and respect"; while in "The death of a sinner,

a demon is admonished to " torment him with a
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manner of atrocities, and to tear away his soul
by force." In a time when such vengeful ideas
represented the state of the Christian doctrine, and
of the Church's teaching, it is not remarkable that
art was somewhat backward also. The whole state
of civilization was at a low ebb, and the arts merely
kept pace with the spiritual and ethical culture of
their day. On ei:her side of Margaritone's Ma-
donna are small scenes from the lives of the saints,
which reflect, in their choice and treatment, the
cynical theology of the times. Margaritone has
selected scenes from the tribulations of the faithful;
St. John is being boiled in oil; St. Margaret bursts
gleefully forth from the body of the dragon which
had presumed to swallow her, and St. Benedict is

seen rushing for a brier-patch, in hopes that the
counter-irritant of the thorns may help him to drive
from his recollection the image of a beautiful
woman. St. Nicholas, too, is superintending the
thro'7ing overboard of a cup which the devil had
presented to the sailors on his ship. Altogether,
the key-note of the composition is that " the world
is very evil, the times are waxing late." It is a
gloomy panel of a gloomy age, and, except for its

antiquity, would excite little interest among us
to-day. The grotesque stiffness of the figures verges
on the comic.

Margaritone of Arezzo was famous in his day
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the execution of many large wooden crucifixes. Hi,work was admired by his contemporaries, and hestood as well as any artist of his period. Vasar!
gives h,m credit for having invented the laying andburmshmg of gold-leaf on a ground with Marmomac; but this art. as may be seen, was un-
derstood by the Byzantine painters much earlier
than the thirteenth century. Margaritone mayhave been the first to practise the art in Italy

In examining the technical methods employedby the thirteenth and fourteenth century artists it
will be seen that they differed essentially from Ihe
art as practised later in the Renaissance. The workwas done on panels of wood ; but the painting, being
.n tempera (that is. water-colour tempered with eggand gum), could not be executed directly up^n

^ itro^.^"
"''"" ^ '^' "^ p'-^-^''^* --

pos,tu>n. known as gesso, was laid upon the panel.
which was sometimes first covered with linen or
father, and the colours were applied to this. Ino her words, they made their altar-pieces to haveas nearly as possible the same surface, on a minute
scale as the walls upon which they were in the
habit of painting in fresco. The basis for this
gesso seems to have been pulverized bones. In
the treatise by Cennino Cennini is a paragraph
headed

:

" What kind of bones are proper for^T-
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ing pictures"; and he directs that the bones of
the " ribs and wings of fowls or capons " be used-
" the older they are the better." He adds, naively'
" When you find them under the table, put them
mto the fire, and when you see that they are become
whiter than ashes, take them out, and grind them
well on a porohyry slab, and keep the powder for
use." The monk Theophilus directs that this pow-
der be carefully ground with water upon a stone
and then placed in a baked earthen vessel; he con-
tinues: "And pouring in some glue, made from
skins, place it over the coals, so that the glue may
liquefy." One is next instructed to paiit three
coats of this mixture upon the panel, which may
first be covered with cloth or leather. "

the un-
tanned skin of a horse or an ass." " When it is
qurte dry," proceeds Theophilus, " take the herb
called shave-grass, rub this whitening with it until
It IS made everywhere smooth and polished." In
the treatise of Eraclius the preparation of the panel
for painting is described in much the same way,
the ingredients recommended being pulverized tile'
wax, and white lead. Thus we see that wax was'
sometimes used as late as the thirteenth cen-
tury.

Before the death of Margat .one, which occurred
'n 1293, Cimabue was painting in Florence. Wemay compare the panel by the painter of Arezzo
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.touch of „.„re i„ a,, J^ w^k';;*'™
"

.>»«« in the ««rli«r.
'*' *"

Giovanni Cimabu. w„ born in imo .nrf i,

U5 KuceJJai Madonna which he painted .n^which was escorted to its place over S^lt kan enthusiastic mult.H,H. •
*^**'' ^^

picture after ha»i,^» aZr^^K .

''''"*'* "•'»

^^^a-artUt,. F^^^ are' aTto^thi

.tZetti'rratir---"
«.«.c=and„o.,i..„,.':^i~^2"^T"
Browning's words

:

' *" ^"-
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- BtetuM ol lom. stiff dr«p«ri«. and looM lotou
Gaie icorn down from tb« hdchts of Rapbadhood
On CimabM'a picturt."

>l

-imabue as a boy was sent to be educated at the
Convent of Santa Maria Novella; but, like many
incipient artists, he spent his time in drawing " men
houses, horses, and all kinds of fantastic things"'
He also played truant in order to watch "

cerUin
Greek artist. " at their work. He being one of thebom artists of history, his father and masters had
the sense to recognize it, and to arrange for his
education in his chosen field.

A commentator nearly contemporary with Cim-
abue speaks of him as knowing more of the "

noble
art than any man. but as being so proud and
arrogant that, if any fault were discovered in one
of his pictures, or if he himself detected a flaw,
he would immediately destroy the whole work. In
the Spanish Chapel in Santa Maria Novella in
Florence may be seen the portrait of Ciinabue; it
IS easily distinguished among the figures in the
fresco, for he stands in profile, dressed all in white
with a short flowered cape and pointed hood, hold-

thumb visible ovfr his turned shoulder. It is a
spirited figure and the pose suggests just such a
character as that which the Anonimo gives him.
The example of Cimabue's work in the National
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Galley, is an excellent one. The authenticity of
the pxture has been called in question, but it is so
complete a manifestation of the style of Cimabue

onel^Ju'Vru
°^ ''"^^'"^ ^'' characteristics

one could hardly have a better specimen

aim?,!
"'' °^,,''"'""'^^«^ ?°'<J backgrounds was

almost mvanable with the r.rly painters of the
Ita .an schools, and we shall constantly find them

TJ^l^'^'Z""
'" ^"^°"- '^^^ "^^^^°d oi apply,

ing th,s gold was a most interesting process. The

^nM K
°! ^"'"^ '""'' hammered not quite as thin as

gold-beaters to-day are accustomed to make them

alT "^"t '^ "'"^"^ °^ ^ ^-"g. -n<i> when
quite dor and "set," were burnished to a very
high pdish. Much ornamentation was also used
as may be seen in the Cimabue Madonna, especial^
in the mmbus surrounding the head of the Virgin-h« was accomplished by tracing with a stiletto or'
sti^e the pattern desired, while the gesso was in a
sof condjfon^ The laying of gold-leaf required
much sk.ll. Theophilus directs that the clear part
of the white of ,gg, beaten up without water, shall

1^
pamted hghtly over the place in which the gold

« to be Ia,d; one corner of the cut leaf is then tobe raised on the brush, with the "greatest quick-
ness. 'And at that moment," he says, "youmust beware of a current of air, and refrain from
breathmg; because, if you blow, you lose the leaf
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arid with difficulty recover it." The burnishing of
the gold was accomplished by constant rubbing
gently yet firmly, with a hard substance, often a
stone, such as crystal, or. for more delicate work
a dogges' tooth set in a sticke." But the tool of

the burnisher was of less importance than his
patience. In a manuscript by Jehan le Begue, the
Illuminator is directed to burnish and go on burnish-
ing, until the sweat runs down his forehead In
grmding their colours, too, the thirteenth-century
painters were admonished to use great patience;
Cennino Cennini directs: "Put some clear water
... to the colour, and grind it well for half an
hour, or an hour, or as long as you please; but
know that. ,f you were to grind it for a year so
much the better would be the colour." Cimabue
was famous for his use of the expensive colour,
ultramarine, of which Cennini says: "Its good
qualities exceed anything we can say in its favour."
Gmabue died in 130., -the beginning of that
great fourteenth century, in which the arts of Italymade such wonderful advance under the inspiration
of the immortal Giotto.

Greater than Cimabue is his contemporary Duccio
^-

Buonmsegna, who. although the founder of the
Sienese school, is unique, being the only other
great painter of this epoch, and is usually studiedm connection with the Florentine. In eveiy pat
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ticular in which Cimabue is superior to Margari-

tone, Duccio is equally superior to Cimabue. The
National Gallery has a goodly collection of his

works, and it is only necessary to glance at the

exquisite little Annunciation, No. 1139, to feel that

Duccio had all the faculties of a painter in a greater

degree than did Cimabue. The other pictures by
Duccio in this gallery are No. 566, the Madonna
and Child, for some time the only example of his

work in the collection; No. 1140, which represents

Christ Healing the Blind, and 1330, the Transfig-

uration. To an uncritical observer, the differences

between the work of Duccio and that of Cimabue
are very slight ; but almost any one will admit that,

as they are to be seen in London, these pictures

by Duccio far exceed in interest the Madonna by
Cimabue. And so, if one were able to study these

men both in their native cities, one would be forced

to award the pahn to the Sienese. There is more
action, more feeling, and more human nature in

Duccio's works, especially the Annunciation, than in

any of the remaining works of Cimabue. Indeed,

several modem critics ascribe the picture which has

always been r^:arded as Cimabue's masterpiece to

Duccio; but that is a point which is not in order

for us to discuss in this volume.

Very little is known of the personal life of Duccio.

But one pertinent fact should be noted. He was
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taught his craft in a guild in Siena, from whose
laws the following quotation is made: "We are
by the Grace of God, shewers to common men . .

.'

of the miraculous things done by virtue of the holy
faith, ... and because in God is the sum of all
perfection, therefore, in this our however small
busmess ... we call with much desire for the aid
of Divine Grace, ... and we order that no one
of the art of painters shall dare or presume to put
in the work which he may do other gold, or silver
or colour, than that which he shall have promised,'
. . . and who contravenes in the said matters shall
be punished and condemned ten pounds for every
offence." Thus we see that a conscientious spirit
of honesty dominated this guild, and no better train-
ing could have been given to the young genius
The simple dignity of the figure of the Virginm Duccio's Annunciation, quite free from affected

mannerisms, is imposing. The angel, too, is
straightforward and graceful, moving with remark-
able action and directness. The picture of the
Madonna shows a touch of realism in the fact that
Duccio has had the independence to represent the
Divme Child as pulling aside his mother's veil
instead of sitting up and bestowing a blessing, as
was almost invariable in pictures of the Infant
Christ up to this time. Thus the inner motive
and thought of the master has advanced toward
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CHAPTER II.

GIOTTO AND HIS SCHOOL

It is much to be regretted that there is no attested

example of the work of Giotto in the National
Gallery. His name is, of course, the foremost of
the fourteenth century, and he founded a school
of followers which made it possible for his influence

to dominate the whole art-work of the century. But
there are several bits of his followers' work in this

collection, and, by an observation of them, and
their methods, which were inherited directly from
the master, we may come at a fairly good idea
of his style.

Giotto himself stood for three special innovations
in the field of art: he was the first painter who
was able to transcribe his own thought in his work,
painting with realism instead of being hampered
by symbolism; grasping the essential points of in-

terest, he presented them in so convincing a way
that the spectator felt instinctively the true import
of the picture. Another entirely new feature, origi-
nal with him, was the ability to make objects stand

»9
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adopted by Giotto, the great master, who had Tad-
deo Gaddi ... for his disciple for twenty-four
years; his disciple was Agnolo, his son; I was
Agnolo's disciple for twelve years, and he showed
me this method." So any student of Giotto can
hardly do better than turn to Cennino Cennini for

elucidation as to the methods employed by the
master and his school.

Cennino's directions for painting on walls com-
mence with instructions to procure lime and sand,
and to sift them well. These, after having been
tempered with water, are to be laid on the wall.
" First sweep the wall," says Cennino, " and wet it

well; you cannot wet it too much." Minute di-

rections follow, for measuring the spaces, laying
out the drawing, and applying colours. In giving
suggestions as to the colouring to be employed,
Cennino, speaking of the hair and beards of the
figures to be portrayed, says: " I warn you, how-
ever, to let it be of some colour that you are ac-
customed to see." Then he gives didactic and re-
lentless information, stating: " I will now acquaint
you with the proportions of a man; I omit those
of a woman, for there is not one of them perfectly
proportioned." He proceeds: "I will not speak
of irrational animals, because they appear to have
no certain proportions." Cennino then gives a
recipe for tempera. It is compounded of white and
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yolk o£ an egg. and some cuttings from the toi
of a fig-tree; this mixture is the vehicle, but i*

to be employed " not in too great quantity, but »
If you were diluting wine with water." He feels
sure that this warning is prudent. He further con-
jures all artists to use the best colours only. " And
«f you say that a poor person cannot afford the
expense he argues, ' I answer that if you work
well, and pamt with good colours, you will acquire
50 much fame, that from a poor person you will
become a rich one." In painting flesh-tints, he

^jt. the yolk of a town-laid t^^g; because high-
coloured yolks of eggs, laid by hens fed in the
country are only fit to colour the faces of oldand dark persons f " And even at this early period

employed, for he directs: " If you desire to make
your colours more brilliant, you may temper them
with o,l or with hquid varnish, which is the most
powerful of temperas."

The only pictures in the National Gallery which

f^oT "''T^^
'° ^'°"°' ^^^ ^ '^^-^^ of

fresco No. 276, and a Coronation of the Virgin.
No^S68. Both of these pictures are now ascri^ld
to h,s scholars. But they are both fine examples
of the style of the Giottesques. The bit of fr«co
was taken from a wall-painting in the Church of
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the Carmine, in Florence, and may easily have been

the work of Taddeo Gaddi, or Agnolo, his son.

As the fresco was not painted until after the death

of Giotto, it is impossible that it should be his

actual handiwork. But one may learn much of the

detail of the art from this beautiful fragment ; the

marks of the stile may be seen in the outlines, and

the whole spirit of agony, as Giotto conceived it,

is here portrayed.

Of the other works given to Taddeo Gaddi in

the gallery, le*. us examine one. No. 579, the Bap-

tism of Christ. This is an altar-piece with a pre-

della below, showing numerous scenes irom the

lives of the saints. The picture is inscribed with

the date 1387. As Taddeo died in 1366, he could

not have painted it. The fish in the water in this

picture are not in accidental groups; they are in

a regular procession, as if the artist had it in his

ingenuous mind that the fish should observe a fit-

ting ritual on this occasion! All the pictures said

to be by Taddeo arc rendered in tempera, or dis-

temper, on gesso grounds ; these grounds, however,

are laid on a canvas f rst stretched on the panel.

Another work in his manner and in his school

(why not by Cennini himself?) consists of a couple

of panels with various saints, Nos. 215 - 216, a very

peaceful impressive company of the Spirits and
Souls of the Righteous. The Coronation of the
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Virgin, No. 568, should be compared with the same

subject as treated by Orcagna, No. 569. In both

cases the pictures are the work of pupils of Giotto.

Orcagna was one of the greatest followers of

the master. Both these altar-pieces have the rev-

erent spirit which characterizes the art of the four-

teenth century; in many of the more secular sub-

jects, it has been thought that Giotto and his school

lost sight of the ecclesiastical traditional treatment

(as, indeed, was only consistent with any progress

in realism!), but in altar-pieces, where the person-

ages to be ^rtrayed were divine, then these four-

teenth-century men turned their eyes as near heaven

as they knew how. A wealth of jewelled detail

represented to this school the idea of decency and

order in heaven ; and they certainly spared no pains

and expense to render what they considered true

and laudable service. Orcagna was one of the most

brilliant of the school of Giotto; indeed, he is

often regarded as having improved upon the work

of his predecessor. In Italy, there is some reason

for this statement, but, alas! in London, it would

be difficult to convince a spectator, from this work

here attributed to him, that he was in any way

great. The example is unworthy of his reputation.

There is a series of pictures by Landini, a pupil

of Taddeo, which is very interesting. The cen-

tral composition. No. 580, represents St. John the
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Evangelist being lifted up to heaven, and is stiff

and awkward; but the draperies of the saints in

the side-panels are charmingly disposed, and the

figure of the Virgin in the smaller panel, num-
bered s8oa, is full of grace and sweetness. In the

predella to this altar-piece, the scenes are well-

conceived and carried out.

All the Giottesque altar-pieces so far have been

more or less on the same order; th-re is a little

one, however, by Justus of Padua, No. 701, and
dated 1367, which far surpasses the larger ones in

originality. Cosmo Monkhouse calls it " filled from
corner to corner with the very passion of inven-

tion." Observe the pretty, fresh type of the Virgin,

and the manly bearing of St. Paul. The alert

little attendant, in the panel which represents the

birth of our Lord, is excellently drawn. Note, too,

the remarkably modem little tub in the left panel,

and the naive " repeat " of three angels, who look
like rosettes set on the edge of the roof of the
cattle-shed! All these touches are very original

and delightful, and the coiling dragon tied in a
double knot at the feet of St. Margaret is also

anatomically instructive

!

There is a good panel, also, by Barnaba da Mo-
dena, No. 1437, representing the Descent of the
Holy Ghost. The little group of disciples, with the
Virgin in their midst, are full of awe and rever-
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ence. The heads are very varied in type; the

rafters of the ceiling, being close above these heads,

increase the sensation of brooding wonder. The
draperies are all painted with such naturalism as

Giotto's school had reached, with the exception of

that of the Virgin; this robe, touched here and

there with fine gold lines, conforms to the Byzantine

rule.

Spinello Aretino, who is associated somewhat

with Sienese art, but whom we recognize as be-

longing to the Tuscan school, has several examples

of his work in the National Gallery. Bom about

1333. he is a disciple in a direct authenticated line

from Giotto. No. 581, a group of three saints,

shows little to warrant us in admiring this master.

We pass to another of his works, the Crucifixion,

No. 1468; this is a conventional treatment of the

subject. It looks much like most altar-pieces of

its period, both in rendering and conception. But

there is another work, full of vigour, decorative,

original; this is a fragment of the great fresco

which Spinello painted at Arezzo, when he was

an old man, over eighty, in all probability. Here

we have, in No. 1216, St. Michael leading his

hosts of warriors, presiding over the fall of the

rebel angels. Here is a swift rush of energy, the

spirit which should animate the Church Militant.

Vc -! tells us that, while he was painting this
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fresco, Spinello had made an effort to conceive and
portray Lucifer in the most hideous form imag-

inable. He had Studied this horrible face so long

that, one night, "the figure he had painted ap-

peared to him in his sleep, demanding to know
where the painter had seen him lodking so ugly
as that, and wherefore he permitted his pencils to

offer Lucifer so mortifying an affront." The artist

awoke in much terror, and could hardly be re-

covered; Vasari says that he "was on the point

of expiring, . . . and did not, in fact, survive be-

yond a very short time, during which he remained
in a dispirited condition, with eyes from which all

intelligence had departed. It was thus that Spinello

closed his career," adds Vasari; and, if we may
credit his account, certainly Spinello Aretino en-

joyed the unique distinction of having scared him-

self to death.

A striking painter among these early Tuscans,

who were beginning to turn to the light, was Paolo

Uccello. His last name signifies "bird"; it was
adopted from his intense love for birds, and from
the fact that he constantly painted them. But there

is nothing so trivial as a bird in the great pic-

ture by Uccello in the National Gallery, the subject

of which is the Battle of St. Egidio, and the num-
ber, 583. Here we have anything but sylvan tran-

quillity; the picture is usually considered the finest
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example of the master in existence. Uccello mad«
a special study of perspective, and whether he was
successful in depicting things in perspective or not
IS less to our purpose than the fact that it was
his constant effort to do so. He spent many pre-
cious hours, which might have been better em-
ployed, in calculation and experiment. Donatello
said to him: "Ah. Paolo, with this perspective of
thine, thou art leaving the substance for the
shadow!" Indeed, it is recorded of him that he
would stand al| night by his drawing-board, work-
ing out problems in i.is favourite science, and when
his wife remonstrated with him, urging him to take
the necessary rest, his only answer would be • "Oh
what a delightful thing is this perspective!"'
Uccello was bom in 1397. and stands almost alone
in his period in his line.

The Battle of St. Egidio represents a historic
scene, which may be interpreted in two ways. Ac-
cording to one hypothesis. Carlo Malatesta, Lord of
Rimmi, has just met Braccio di Montone. Lord of
Perugia, and is about to be taken prisoner. The
actual moment chosen for presentation is when the
young Malatesta rides into battle with his uncle
Carlo, the leader of the army. Carlo is shown as
six^ years of age. The knights are closing; two,
witi, lowered lances, are pushing forward, and the
fight is beginning. The helmet of the young Mala-
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tesu is not yet placed upon his head, which is cov-
ered with golden hair. He sits calmly awaiting his

captain's orders. The intention of Uccello in in-

troducing a beautiftd rose-hedge as a background
for this scene of carnage is doubtless to mark the
contrast between the benignity of nature and the
warring passions of men. This scene may be differ-

ently interpreted. The condition of the ground
may indicate that the battle is finished, and that

Malatesta and his nephew are being led away pris-

oners. This theory is substantiated by the fact

that they are not under their own standard. Ac-
cording to this interpretation, the active fighting

going on at the right might be an effort on the part
of Malatesta's forces to rescue their leader. In
either interpretation, the picture is interesting be-

cause it presents a scene in contemporary life, which
the painters of that day seldom attempted, and also
shows several efforts to display Uccello's knowledge
of perspective. The fallen knight, lying on the
ground, is in such extreme perspective that he is

almost disposed of altogether with his rapid van-
ishing-lines I The black horse on the right is well

foreshortened, and the introduction of figures at

various distances in the background, also, is done
to exploit the artist's knowledge of diminishing-
lines. There is a good deal of feeling in common
between the work of this man and the Japanese
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njethod of treating a battle-scene. The selection
of simple dramatic episodes which tell the story in
a straightforward way is a trait of both early Italian
and Japanese art



CHAPTER III.

THB OAWmifO OF THI UNAXMAlfCB

The climax in the -csUtic school of religious
art was reached by Fra Angelico, the gentle monk,
who devoted his life to art for love of his brethren,
and not for temporal gain. Fra Giovanni was a
man of most holy life. This simplicity, goodness,
and purity are the foundation of his appeal to
the hearts of ail generations. If one becomes an-
alytic, one will probably observe that in imaginative
power and dramatic feeling he is bdow Giotto,
Orcagna, or Spinello. Yet there is a spell about
h.s lovely angelic hosts and his ascetic saints for
which It is hard to account on critical grounds.
H.S works in the National Gallery are very inter-
esting, and especially demonstrate his spiritual grace
aiid feeling. No. 582 is the Adoration of the
Magi which expresses much of the sentiment for
which the blessed Giovanni was famous. The deli-
cate wistfulness of the Madonna, the reverence of
the worshippers, and the highly decorative gar-

3«
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men^ which they wear, are all characteristic ofhe ma^er. But even more perfect as an illustra-
tion of his genms is the group of panels, No. 66^known as the Christ in Glory. The central iigu'e'
of the „sen Lord is inadequate; whenever FraAngehco attempted to paint an undraped figure
It was unnatural for his studies and meditadons'
had never led h,m to observe the nude; but theangehc host and the group of the blessed, many

co„hT rM-'''
"""^'^ "^"'^ °" *heir halos,

could hardly be more satisfactory. There are ove,^

and the detail and conscientious workmanship are
as r^arkable as in any of the famous picLesby Fra Angehco m Italy. The Virgins of FraAngehco have been called "visible incarnations ofthe spint of holiness"; tradition has it that thegood Beato was originally an illuminator of manu-
scripts and the internal evidence of the quality ofhs colouring, bright and almost crude, sometimes
realty dazzling, confirms this legend. His palette

charm of his works, one must believe that his im-
agination was dominated by actual visions; he^ned from what he must have seen with his
spiritual eyes, while in a state of e^^altatic Toh.m the painting of a picture was an act of
worship; he never even corrected a line which
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he had once made, going so far as to believe

that his hand was an instrument of the divine

will.

If we turn to the large altar-piece by Bcnozzo
Gozzoli, No. 283, we will see that this favourite

pupil of Fra Angelico, in all techr, ,1 methods, has
profited by his teaching; the pupil is, if anything,

in advance of the master. The meek Virgin and
the robust human Child are well drawn and
modelled, the kneeling saints have beautifully in-

scribed halos; but there is more pose, more con-
sciousness of an audience than in the absorbed little

saints of the Beato; the vision has faded. The
world is making more headway with Benozzo. And
in the little octagon panel. No. 591, we discover

that Benozzo has undertaken, not only a secular,

but a shady subject! no less than the Abduction
of Helen of Troy! We say advisedly that he has
undertaken to portray this classical subject, for it

were vain to claim that he has succeeded. The people
are Florentines. The merry group are enjoying
themselves in strictly mediaeval attitudes ; and Helen
herself, mounted triumphantly on the neck of Paris,
is riding off in glee, while her lover, holding her
firmly in place by the wrists, dashes down the temple
steps, and makes for the river. Benozzo has a
wonderful faculty for painting the beauty of the
jewels and clothing of his period, but he has not
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tte same id«r, which govmied Fra Angelico da

Do^"T '•^''''* ^"'^° »«' "is friendDonie„.co V.„ezi,„o ^^ t, h.„ ^
to employ o,I as a regular median ;„ ,,;„,)as w. have se«,. oil was used for many Lturil'

:^ rorm^"" ^.'''^^^ Pigments":, ta

vehicle at th.s time. But of them later. Theleeend".ns that Domenico told his s«:re. to MiJ^^iCasugno. who, a«ious to be the sole«tof «..s new discovery, murdered his fri«,d But as

l^
"""ly possible now to cr«ii. .hi, n^,^,,-,'

Z^J^^"'""!'^- Twoheads.an,«Jc,No 766, and a saint, 767, are well-drawn stalwartn»dels, originally part of a tabernacle in ft an,"

of this tabernacle was the Madonna and cJl No

t^rded wifl, special respect, for, wia, the c :-cq.t.on of one picture in the Uifei, they are all thathave survived of the works of this naster
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Andrea del Castagno, the friend and reputed

murderer of Domenico, is represented by one pic-

ture only in this collection; this is a small dark
panel, a Crucifixion, No. 1138. It is chiefly in-

teresting as being the eariiest specimen of land-

scape painting in the gallery.

A painter-monk of a very different mould from
Fra Angelico, Fra Filippo Lippi (endeared to all

of us by his human frailties and his pretty Ma-
donnas), was not a good monk; he did not see
visions, nor was he a religious enthusiast; but
he was a painter of the most exquisite pictures,

and with his ardent nature, which was under the
suppression of the Church, he managed to infuse
into his work an inspiration differing in kind from
that of the Beato, but none the less good to look
upon for that. The most remarkable feature about
the large picture. No. 248, the Vision of St. Ber-
nard, is the study of facial expression,— individual
surprise is depicted on the face of the saint, when,
upon looking up from his book, he sees the Divine
Mother before him. This picture, which is in tem-
pera, was painted to occupy a certain space over a
door in the Palazzo Signoria in Florence. Thus
its shape was determined for it, but Fra 'Lippo
proved himself an able composer as well as a good
delineator, for he has filled the odd-shaped lunette
very admirably. No. 589 is a charming little panel
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representing the Virgin receiving the Child from

^ attendant angel. The mother-love appealed to
Fra Lippo quite as much as a more austere form
of reverence, and there is little of the formal majesty
of some of the earlier Madonnas, but it has great
dignity. The Annunciation, No. 666, is a rather
conventional but very pretcy treatment of the sub-
ject. The picturj is enchanting in all its details,
from the little flowered lawn on which the angel
kneels, with his beautiful peacock wings, to the
exquisite bordering on the robe of the Virgin —
everything is refined and lovely. The colouring is
harmonious, too; it is soft and more subdued than
the tints used by most of Fra 'Lippo's contempo-
raries. The same delicacy of tone is observable in
his St. John the Baptist and Other Saints, No. 667
which is the companion-piece to the Annunciation,
and in the same semi-lunette panel form. This
charming composition shows St. John seated in
the centre, with six saints grouped about, listening
to his words. The young saints, sitting on a marble
sediha. m a beautiful garden, listening to inspired
words, -- this all typifies the quality of the religion
of Fra Lippo. Ruskin calls attention to his love
for flowers. He had the same love of beauty which
characterized the artists of the Renaissance. The
medieval ascetic has died, and the lover of allthmgs good and beautiful exists. The spring of
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the new art is dawning. The two figures of the

young saints Cosmo and Damian, sitting on either

side of the Baptist, are full of the spirit of this

Renaissance; they were the patrons of Cosmo de

Medici, for whom these panels were executed.

Good has come out of evil for us through the

existence of Fra Filippo Lippi's son, Filippino Lippi.

It was a great scandal at the time, that this youth

should be the son of Fra 'Lippo and his beautiful

model, the nun Lucrezia; it is, after some centuries,

an unmixed blessing that we have the works of

this delightful painter, whose pictures equalled those

of his illustrious father. He has bequeathed to

us a most attractive type, that of the Virgin, in the

large picture. No. 293, where, in a beautiful land-

scape, the Child and his mother are adored by
the saints Jerome and Dominick. The same face

occurs again on a fragment in tempera. No. 927.
No more lovely bit of Filippino's work exists than
this exquisite scrap, with the sweet round-browed
angel raising his hands in adoration. The touch of
this artist is very crisp. There are two renderings
by Filippino of the Adoration of the Magi, one,

No. 592, a long, low panel, with historical treat-

ment, and the other, a tondo, or circular panel. No.
1033. Both are well-executed, well-filled spaces;

and the round one is almost like a Botticelli. As
Filippino's father died while he was very young, he
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rt. In the St. Francis in Glory, Fihppino is less
apP)' - h,s composition. This panell^ nun^L^

598. It seems as though the artist had brushed hi,angeb up ,nto an inc«,spicuous place, so th« t^ u \" T^"'*y "> *»* an etaborately

Pollaiuolo's St Sebastian, No. 292, i, a,, g..

O'is. (The Nativity, by Piero deUa Ftancesca i.abo .n c»l, but it is a little later). Pol "urw««»ong the earliest painters to practise disslr»d h„ anatomic knowledge, and also his T^.^*ng of aerial pe„peciv., ™ i„ advance of

the artist rZu '^ -=»n>P<»ition, to enablethe arftst to wotk out various problems in fore-d^ort^mg. One figure is studied entirely fZWimd, another from the side and St ZJ?Wms^f from below. Although ^r^i.^^n::be beaufful, „ is, at any rate, clever. The M-«ap. .s qu,t. extensive, and, instead of looking 1^
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a scene painted on a vertical plane behind the fig-

ures, as many early landscapes do, it seems to recede

like real country,— in other words, it is correctly

foreshortened. Few painters of Pollaiuolo's day

painted anatomy any more correctly than he; if his

figures are meagre, it must be remembered that the

Florentines of that period were probably a rather

thin, cold, poorly nourished people. He painted the

nude as he saw it ; also it is well to bear in mind
that the nude was probably seen by him after death,

in most cases. His ambition was not to create a
thing of beauty, but to place within his picture the

unflattered human form. St. Sebastian is calm
and exalted in his suflfering; this is the only spir-

itual touch in the composition. This picture should

be compared with Crivelli's altar-piece, No. 724, in

which St. Sebastian is seen to cringe as an arrow
fixes itself in his leg.

There are two Tuscan pictures considered to be
of the school of Verocchio, Nos. 296 and 781. They
are both very fine works, whoever painted them.
They have certain characteristics of this master, to

those who observe critically the traits of the artists

of the Renaissance. One Madonna, No. 296, is

very like the work of Lorenzo di Credi, the faces

being calm and lovely. The quaint attitude of the
Child is interesting, with his little fingers up to his
lips, as if he were asking permission to eat some-
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fnd fi ""f',^!
''"''" '" '" '*"^- The execution

and finish of the picture, too. are very perfect.
Ghirlandaio is one of the artists who is not very

well represented in the National Gallery. He was
primarily a great composer of decorative fresco, and
here we find him only as a portrait painter. No.
1230. a bust of a girl, and No. ,.99. portrait ofa youth, are pamted acceptably, but are rather un-
imaginative and phlegmatic, showing little of the
great scenic ppssibilities of the Florentine. Ghir-
landaio had the honour to teach Michelangelo. Hewas born in 1449. the son of a goldsmith in Flor-
ence. who made wreaths of silver, which were wornby young girls in those days, and from this occu-
pation. as a garland maker, he derived his name
Domenico's chief virtue, beside able colourfng
and composition, wfts his remarkably accurate
eye. He could make architectural drawings with-

play by ear." for. when his optical measurement
were centred with the actual ones, they wer^found to be mechanically correct. He and his
brother worked together fr^uently. They had a

of Wo'^T: '"''' "'"^ ^"^^«^ - - Wt

Nuovf TH
" *'* "'^"'^ °^ Santa Maria

ZTr ^^'J:"'''
dissatisfied with the fare whichhey received for their dinner. They complained

that ,t was only fit for common labourers, and they

:;?
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petitioned the monks to provide them with better

food. The next day the same bowl of inferior

soup and a poor loaf of bread were presented, the

monks paying no attention to their request. Where-
upon these high-spirited boys took the soup and
poured it down the neck of the brother who brought

it, and beat him with the loaf. After that, they

had better viands. Domenico worked also in

mosaic. He died, according to Vasari, in 1498, " of

a violent fever, the pestiferous nature of which

deprived him of life in five days."

In the reign of Sixtus IV., the Pope who was
such a great lover of the arts, and who built the

Sistine Chapel, the leading painters were much
affected by the reaction which set in in favour of

pagan art. Sixtus had superintended many exca-

vations, and had rediscovered much classic treasure

about Rome, while the myths of both Greece and
Rome were the fashionable literature of the readers

of the period. Many pictures of classical subjects

were executed at this time, although, owing to the

fact that the revived taste for the antique was only

in its infancy, the education of the painters had
not yet made it possible for them to know much
of the costume or daily life of classic times. So
they selected the subjects from the ancient stories,

but clothed their people as their own citizens were
clothed; they did not concern themselves much
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with detail, of realism. The rage for antiquities
had reached such a height, that, at the end of the
fifteenth century, when an embalmed body of a
young Roman maiden was discovered, the Pope
thought best to have it buried secretly, lest the
populace should be moved to offer it some kind
of worship! The passion for classical learning
spread, so that many individuals even returned to
the pagan faith, and changed their Christian names
for Greek and Roman ones.

When Lorenzo the Magnificent became ruler of
Florence, the classic revival was in full swing, and
swept m a wave of paganism unrestrained. Im-
morality and scepticism obtained among the cul-
tured people of the city. In the midst of all this
confusion, one can understand the need for Savon-
arola, and one can the more reverence such artists
as Fra Bartolommeo. Botticelli, and Lorenzo di
Credn with their many followers, who. known as
the Piagnoni Painters, kept before the people the
essential teachings of the Church as they knew ii
and were untouched by the decadent state of the
society in which they lived.

The only example of the pious Fra Bartolommeo
•n the National Gallery is a Madonna. No. 1604.m which the little St. John is figured as a pilgrim
with suff and flask; the infant Christ reaches
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toward him. The picture is a particularly fine spec -

men, rich and tender, full of spiritual grace

Among the naive artists of the classic Renais-

sance, Piero dt CcMimo sUnds well represei 'ed in

this collection, by his characteristic picture of im.

Death of Procris, No. 698. The poor nymph lies

dead on the low sandy marsh, where her jealous

watchfulness of her young hunter-husband had

caused her to follow him. Wounded by a random
shot from the unsuspecting Cephalus himself, she

lost her life, without his realizing what he had

done. Carelessly he went on his glad way, leaving

his beloved wife to be discovered by the strange little

medixval satyr who bends over her in the picture.

A curious creature is this; his ears are the weirdest

imaginable, and would presuppose a face of vicious

expression. But no; a helpless, simple, kind-

hearted furry hybrid is the satyr, not in the least

Greek, nor terrifying; just a woodland creature of

harmless ways, who is distressed to find the poor

maiden lying dead. He kneels by her ; and, by the

way, his knees turn as human knees do,— Piero

had forgotten that satyrs had goat's legs, and he
has endowed his with very thin shanks, covered

with fur, but anatomically the same as a deformed
man mi^rlit have. The dog Lelaps sits by, with

a wonderfully comprehending expression on his

face. It is as unusual to see a dog with an ostrich-

'1!
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feather tail as to see a faun with human knee-joints!
But one does not care. The whole scene is so
ingenuous, so innocent, and so eloquent of the early
flower of art, that its little technical irregularities
are as pathetic as a child's effort to draw his idea
of ? beautiful face. The panel, which is of poplar-
wood, is long and narrow. Austin Dobson's poem
on the subject seems to be describing this very
picture.

Piero di Cosimo was an eccentric man, and
George Eliot, in " Romola," has given us a hardly
exaggerated picture of him. He lived the life of
a hermit, allowing no one to visit him, preferring
to work quite by himself. The presence of human
beings interfered with his inspiration; even to hear
the usual sounds of the street caused him great
annoyance. He delighted in constructing strange
anatomic freaks, based upon various animal forms.
In passing a wall which had marks of mould or
weather-stain upon it, he would often see imaginary
landscapes or cities in these accidental embellish-
ments, and he was constantly observing scenes of
this description in the clouds. He was in great
demand for designing pageants and processions,
and the results were often weird, and not infre-
quently very impressive. He ruined his health by
an exclusive diet of eggs. To save trouble, he
would boil fifty at a time, keeping them in a basket,
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from which he could help himself when he happened

to feel hungry. In his excitable nature lay a terror

of lightning and any natural phenomena of such

character; he used to go in, shut up all his win-

dows, and roll his head up in a cloak during thtm-

der-storms. His objection to being watched at

his work was carried to such an extreme that he

once refused to allow the superintendent of a hos-

pital to see a picture which he had ordered, until

it was entirely finished, while he nevertheless

charged a certain amount at intervals toward its

completion. The superintendent finally refused to

pay any more instalments until he should be con-

vinced of the progress of the work. " Very well,"

replied Piero, " then I will destroy what I have

done." By this threat he obtained his regular

payments, and not imtil it pleased the artist to

consider the picture finished did the owner set eyes

upon it! This lonely and eccentric man was finally

discovered lying dead at the foot of his own stair-

case.

There is also an interesting portrait of a warrior

in armour by our friend Piero di Cosimo, No. 895,

the background of which displays the Piazza Si-

gnoria in Florence, with the Palazzo Vecchio and

the Loggia as they stood in his day. The Lion

Marzocco and Michelangelo's David may also be

f
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distinguished. The great sculptor was in the be-
ginning of his fame when this picture was painted.
The greatest pupil of Piero di Cosimo was

Andrea del Sarto, the "faultless painter." The
National Gallery has only two of his works. One,
No. 690, was long supposed to be his own portrait!
The fascinating, somewhat melancholy face, with
its subtle marks of experience, might easily be an
image of the unhappy Andrea, but it happens that
his authenticated likenesses do not bear out the
similarity. Probably this is some weU-known
sculptor. He is holding in his hands a block of
modelling^lay. The lights on the face and the
wonderfully living expression of the eyes in their
side glance make this one of the most attractive
portraits in London. The Madonna and Child,
with St. Elizabeth and St. John, No. 17, is not
one of the finest of Andrea's Holy Families; and it

is questioned whether the picture be a genuine one.
Andrea del Sarto learned much from some men,

and bequeathed a great deal to others. From his
master, Piero di Cosimo, from Leonardo, from
Raphael and Michelangelo, he absorbed much. As
he tells his wife, in Browning's poem (showing
his deep veneration for the last two) :

" Said one day Agnolo his very self,

To Raphael,— I have known it all these years,—
(When the young man was flaming out his thought
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Upon a palace wall for Rome to see,

Too lifted up in heart because of it),

' Friciid, there's a certain sorry little scrub

Goes up and down our Florence, none cares how,
Who, were he set to plan and execute,

As you are, picked on by your Popes and Kings,

Would bring the sweat into that brow of youn I

'

To Raphael's!"

I;
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CHAPTER IV.

THE FLOWERING OF THE TUSCAN SCHOOL

The first bud of promise for the flowering of
the Tuscan school may be said to have appeared
m the unique genius of Botticelli. He lived in
the last half of the great fifteenth century, and
antedates Michelangelo and Raphael, who domi-
nated the full ripeness of the Golden Age.

It is true that neariy all the Madonnas of Botti-
celli have that expression which has been referred
to as " peevish," but they are more humanly im-
pressive than some of Raphael's apathetic Virgins,
whose beauty is often inexpressive and conven-
tional. Botticelli was perhaps the most intellectual
and thoughtful painter of his day. His works,
although appreciated by contemporaries, soon went
out of vogue. Not until the last century has this
man been quite understood, and a place high in
the arts assigned to him.

He was born in 1447,— five years before Leo-
nardo da Vinci. He lived sixty-three years, dying
in 1510; though Vasari claims that he became

48
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aged and decrepit and lived until 1515. After he
came under the influence of Savonarola, it is said
that he painted no more; in that case, his period
of activity is restricted to about forty years. The
chief fascination of this painter is owing to his
penetration into the realm of sensation. He has
little poise or equilibrium, but his sensitiveness has
a poignant charm.

Compare the two faces by Botticelli in the Na-
tional Gallery.— one entirely human, and one en-
tirely spiritual: his Portrait of a Young Man,
No. 626, and the lovely little Madonna of the
familiar tondo, No. 275. The youth, in his dusky
browns and reds, speaks of the prosperities of the
earth; the Virgin has about her all the ethereal
charm and glow of the celestial world. The eyes,
with their rather heavy lids, suggest, in the youth,'
a sense of humour and a capacity for pleasure; the
same wide-set eyes of the Virgin denote an innocent
dreamy rapture. Facts like these prove that Botti-
celli could paint the soul, and not only the outward
shape of the featiires. Few artists can thus use the
same anatomic characteristics of a face so as to
express, in two cases, entirely opposite tempera-
ments. Some critics say that the tondo is not the
work of the master; this may be true of the Child,
and the accessories; but it hardly seems possible
that the Madonna can have been painted by a pupil.
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The colouring is very subdued. On the back of the

panel is inscribed the name, " Giuliano da San
Gallo." This is more probably the owner of the

painting than the artist. If San Gallo had been able

to paint such pictures as this, his name would be

more widely knr ^n in the graphic arts.

The picture sually supposed to represent Mars
and Venus, '

915, is interpreted by Jean Paul

Richter to n fei o a different subject. He believes

that it is iV .strative of an episode in the poem of

Angelo Polizian mtitled, " Stanze per la Giostra
"

("Song of the i uma ent"), which was written

in honour of Giulano ie Medici. The plot of the

poem is too intncate to outline here; but the scene

to which the critic has reference is, when Giuliano,

dreaming, experiences fear at the thought of a

lady-love who is clad in the armour of Minerva;

whereupon Cupid comes and whispers in his ear

comforting words, and, the dream being dispelled,

the lady-love appears again, divested of armour,
and robed in white. This lady-love being the

famous Simonetta, Richter is convinced that the

head of the Venus in this picture is a literal por-

trait of the renowned beauty The composition
of the picture is singular, being brought into a
space neariy three times as long as it is high ; there

is another of these horizontal panels (but more
likely by a pupil), numbered 916, in which the lines
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are much less harmonious. Still another inter-

pretation has been put upon this picture. It it

suggested that it probably represents the Bower of

Bliss which was overthrown by Sir Guyon, in

Spenser's "Faerie Queene," Book II., 12; and the

descriptions of the two persons certainly corre-

spond remarkably to these

:

« Upon a bed of tvMM she'was layd . . .

And was arrajad, or rather disarrayed,

AU in a veil of silk and silver tkin."

Of the " young man sleeping by her," k is said:

" His warlike arms, tlie idle instruments

Of sleeping praise, were hung upon a tree.

Ne for them ne for honour carid ht,"

No. 782 is a school piece; it is a pleasant, but

not brilliant, work. Another round painting. No.
226, is somewhat reminiscent of several works of
the master; for instance, the two angels crown
the Madonna in a similir manner to those in the

Magnificat Madonna in the Uffizi, while the Child's

hand is in the attitude of that of the infant in

another circular picture in that gallery. The pic-

ture here is only claimed as a copy, the original

one being in Rome. Another work, of which the

authenticity is questiwied, is the curious " Assump-
tion of the Virgin," No. 1126, in which a viste of

i
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heaven, like an inverted bowl, is shown, with the

ranks of the blessed in varying degrees ranged in

most uncomfortable and precarious circular gal-

leries. The picture is a large one, and is a curious

and literal idea of an actual throng of worshippers

spending Eternity as the old hymn suggests

:

- There dawns no Sabbath, no Sabbath is o'er;

Those Sabbath-keepers have one evermore I

"

The individual figures, especially of the angels, are

beautiful.

But the masterpiece of Botticelli in the National

Gallery is the exquisite Nativity, No. 1034. The
figure of the Madonna is fatiltlessly lovely in its

attitude of adoration of the Divine Child. The
picture must have been one of the very last exe-

cuted by Botticelli, for it was painted during the

time that Savonarola was goading souls to repent-

ance, and stirring up all manner of dead con-

sciences. At the top of the picture is a Greek in-

scription, which has been thus translated: "This

picture I, Alexander, painted at the end of the

year 1500, in the troubles of Italy, in the half-time

after the time during the fulfilment of the nth
of St. John, in the Second Woe of the Apocalypse,

in the loosing of the Devil for three years and a

half. Afterwards he shall be chained and trodden

down as in this picture." Mystical as this sounds,

wi
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the eleventh chapter of the Apocalypse is capable
of being read so as to interpret this picture. The
men being embraced by angels in the foreground
are evidently those into whom the " spirit of life
from God entered" (supposed to refer to Savon-
arola and the two others who were martyred with
him)

;
devils are seen hurrying into clefts in the

rocks, while the angelic host appears above, whence
comes " a great voice from heaven, saying. ' Come
up hither.' And they ascended up to heaven in a
cloud." This choir of angels is among the most
beautifully decorative of such inventions in the field
of art.

Botticelli's complex nature has been well ex-
pressed by Mr. Ralph Adams Cram in his able work
on "Religious Painting in Italy." "Gay and
mirth-loving," says Mr. Cram, "he yet painted
nothing that was not touched with passionate emo-
tionalism that verged often on the morbid; sur-
rounded by . . . all the luxury and vice of an
epoch of enormous glory, he yet turned and fol-
lowed the fierce prophet who cursed it all in the
name of Christ; loving the newly discovered art
and literature of Greece and Rome, he linked him-
self with the man who condemned them all to the
flames." He continues: "The culmination of
mediaevalism, the inception of modernism, centre
in him."

W
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I

Perhaps the two faces in the National Gallery,

the youth and the Madonna, express as well as

anything which he has left to us the two-sided

nature of this great man.

Among the Piagnoni Painters was Lorenzo di

Credi, 1459 to 1537. A sweet, thoughtful hush
seems to pervade his compositions, which are always

finished with the tender, consecrated spirit of rev-

erence which characterized the work of Fra An-
gelico, although technically his treatment is dif-

ferent. His two Madonnas here, Nos. 593 and 648,

hardly do justice to his ability, for they are not

painted in his finest manner.

Albertinelli is only represented by one picture in

the London gallery, a little Virgin and Child,

No. 645.

There are a couple of strenuous crowded com-
positions by Baldassare Peruzzi, and a Trinita by
Pesellino, which, in the old, conventional way, is

interesting.

Among the friends and co-workers of Andrea
del Sarto were three of about his own age,

—

Francia Bigio, Francesco Ubertini, called Bachi-

acca, and Jacopo da Pontormo. They arc all

three to be studied in the National Gallery. The
most intimate relations existed between Andrea del

Sarto and Francia Bigio. This talented young
artist, six years the senior of Andrea, having been

^i
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bom in 1482, was a pupil of Albcrtinelli. There
could hardly be a more delightful portrait than his
of a young man dressed in a tunic, the front of
which is decorated with the Cross of Malte, No.
1035. One can understand the sympathy which
must have existed, on aesthetic grounds, at least,
between Francia Bigio and Del Sarto; for one has
only to glance from this portrait by him. to An-
drea's Sculptor, 690, to see that the two temper-
aments expressed themselves in the same way. A
charm of pose characterizes both, and, in each cas^
all the intellectual possibilities of the face ar«
brought out to the fullest extent.

Francesco Ubertini, although often classed as a
member of the Umbrian school, may be here men-
tioned. He and Pontormo were both engaged
together with Andrea, in painting a series of panels
representing the history of Joseph, for the wedding-
furniture of Francesco Borgherini and his bride
Two of Andrea's panels are in the Pitti Palace, and
two of Ubertini's and one of Pontormo's are in
the National Gallery. Ubertini's work is brilliant
intone, and the panels are long and narrow. They
are numbered 1218 and 1219. The first shows
Joseph standing in a kind of porte-cochire, sur-
rounded by his brethren, who have brought him
tiieir offerings. The other exhibits two scenes, the
first being a journey of the brothers in the time

i^,
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of famine, little Benjamin, in blue, being conspic-

uous; he lags a little in his walk, as a tired child

might do. At the other end of the panel they are

all kneeling and beseeching help from Joseph. The
shape of the panel indicates that these were used on
a chest.

Pontormo's panel in this set is square instead of

oblong. It is numbered 1131. It has been pro-

nounced the finest piece of work ever executed by

Pontormo. It contains, by a curious system of

division, five separate scenes of episodes in Joseph's

career. The figures, though small, are well mod-
elled, and the composition is harmonious. It is

interesting to note that the figure of a little boy

seated on the steps in the foreground is a portrait

study of Pontormo's pupil, Bronzino, of whom we
shall soon speak.

Pontormo was brought up by his grandmother,

his parents having died when he was very small;

he was early sent to study with Leonardo da Vinci,

moving on from teacher to teacher until he had

been instructed by Albertinelli, Piero di Cosimo,

and Andrea del Sarto as well. He became famous

for heraldic and decorative work also ; he arranged

various pageants, one of which was that repre-

sentation of the Golden Age which had so tragic

a sequel, the boy who appeared as the Genius of

the Golden Age dying, from the result of having
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been completely gilded. In spite of this disaster.
Pontormo's fame advanced, and illustrious men'
came for their portraits, and he became a prolific
painter of historic personages and scenes.

Luca Signorelli, to whom, says Sir Frederick
Burton, " is due the inauguration of the study of
the human form for its own sake," is the next
great painter for us to observe in this famous cen-
tury. Travellers are familiar with his famous
frescoes at Orvieto; he can hardly be appreciated
elsewhere. One of the pictures by him. in London.
No. 910, called the Triumph of Chastity, is a
fresco, although it has been transferred to canvas
The drawing of the figures is vigorous and the
colouring opalescent, but the authenticity of the
work is questioned by Dr. J. P. Richter. Cupid,
kneeling in the foreground, is being bound and
deprived of his bow and arrow by several strapping
damsels,— positive Amazons, who, ii a prudish
rage, are heartlessly arrayed against the poor youth.
There are some warriors watching the proceeding.— their aspect is a trifle dejected, as if they re-
gretted this strenuous attack on the part of the
ladies. There is an allegory here which modem
self-sufficient women may absorb without detriment
to their real strength of mind.

Signorelli has also two large pictures here. No.
1 128 and No. 1 133, the Circumcision and the Na-

i
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tivity. The first of these is one of the finest of
his productions, though the figure of the Child has
been repainted. The priest on his knees before the
Virgin and Child is said to be a portrait of Signo-
relli himself. The full, rich brush-work in this
picture is significant, this being one of the earliest
paintings among those in the National Gallery
which we have examined, in which this broad
handling is observable. In the Nativity the prin-
cipal figures are a trifle stiflF. but it is a good
specimen of the realistic tendencies of Luca. It is
divided into four scenes, the first being that in
the temple, where the scribes are seen taking the
list of taxpayers. The second scene is the centre
of the composition,— the Birth of Our Lord and
the Adoration of the Shepherds. Luca has been
so independent of tradition that he fails to show
either the manger or the swaddling-clothes, which
are hardly ever omitted in paintings of this
subject. Another scene shows the angel appear-
ing to the shepherds, and on the other side a very
attractive shepherd is seen, sitting among the rocks,
playing on his pipe. Signorelli was a whole genera-
tion earlier than Michelangelo, but his vigorous
figure-drawing is prophetic of the coming of '^a

master.

Vasari tells a pretty story of Signorelli, on the
occasion of his making a visit to Vasari's father,

:M
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Signordli extended his hand to young Vasari. then
a boy of eight, and said, "Antonio. let littleGeorpo by all means learn to draw, that he may
not d^erate; for, even though he should here,
after devote h.mself to learning, yet the knowledge
of design. ,f not profitable, cannot fail to be hon-
Durable and advantageous." And he said to theboy himself. "Study well, little kinsman."

t«rrrM-\'?
*^'' ''*"*'*'°" *^° ""fi"«»'«J

P'<=-tures by Michelangelo. They are both early, and do
not exhibit the great Florentine at his best. The
picture of the Madonna and Child with Angels.
No^8o9. was executed when Buonarroti was only

Ghirlandaio. and it shows some of the master's
•nfluence. It is more virile, however, even as thework of Michelangelo's early days, than the most
mature work of Ghirlandaio. The only other
Michelangelo. No. 790. is the Entombment of Our

finished makes them valuable in telling us somc-
tiiing of the technique employed by Michelangelo.
The flesh IS laid in first with a green ground, whichm the earliest treatises is recommended.- thus
even ,„ the height of the Golden Age. this primitiv^
law of colouring is still observed. The draperies
were painted over a white ground. The drawing
Of the figures in the Entombment is splendidly

.
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strong, and the feeling of tugging strength sup-
porting dead weight is nowhere more realistically

expressed. Still, it must be admitted that the
picture is not attractive. Symonds considers the
early Madonna as one of the most beautiful easel-
pictures of Michelangelo.

Angelo Bronzino, a pupil of Pontormo, whose
portrait as a youth we found, painted by that artist,
in miniature, sitting on the lower step in the pic-
ture of Joseph and His Brethren, was bom in the
sixteenth century, 1502. and lived until 1572. He
is one of the few artists, of whom we shall speak at
this time, who was bom after the great century
had come in. There are several of his pictures in
the National Gallery, among the best being No. 649,
a portrait of a boy dressed in crimson and sable,'
-- really quite a young courtier of the period. The
picture has caused some discussion, having been
ascribed by various critics to Pontormo; but in
Sir Edward Poynter's great work on the gallery,
it is given to Bronzino.

The other works of Bronzino in London are por-
traits, with the exception of a classical extrava-
ganza, entitled Venus, Cupid, Folly, and Time, or
AH Is Vanity. This picture. No. 651, represents
Venus in an extremely awkward attitude, tuming
to kiss Cupid, who assumes a position positively
grotesque and almost impossible, while Father
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Time, apparently much irritated at the pranks of
some children in the background, sweeps out his

arm angrily, as if wishing to brush them from the
face of the earth I A very innocent-looking little

harpy squats behind the rampant young Folly,
amiably offering a bit of honeycomb to any one
who will accept it; but, as they are all engaged in

other interests, it is probable that she will continue
to offer it in vain. The picture is not a powerfully
conceived allegory, although it purports to be one.
It smacks of the mannerisms of the Decadence,—
the Golden Age is tarnished.

A good conventional portrait is No. 670, of a
Knight of St. Stephen, the other two portraits by
Bronzino being only heads, No. 704, a likeness of
Cosimo I. of Tuscany, and No. 1323, of Piero de
Medici, who died in 1469.

I'
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CHAPTER V.

BOLOGNESE STERNNESS AND SZBNISS BIAUTY

In the room leading off the larger hall of Tus-
can paintings are hung the pictures .{ the school
of Siena, and, in -nother, those of Bologna and
Ferrara. There is an interesting contrast between
the types of these schools. The Sienese ideal from
the first was beauty; in form, colour, and senti-
ment, the early pictures of Siena are gratifying
to the eye; the schocls of Bologna and Ferrara, on
the contrary, are more strenuous,— beauty was not
their aim,— they did not shrink from positive
ugliness, if it were only true to nature. This
refers to the early painters.— that is to say, up
to the fifteentii and sixteenth centuries. Another
school, dominated by the Carracci, grew up later,
which had nothing in common with these first
artists, and will be treated of in another place.

Bologna and Ferrara did not grow forth from
Tuscan influence, but rather from thit of Venice
and its adjacent territories. When we come to
examine the Venetian and Paduan schools, we shall

6a
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POM We. Lippo WM qui,. ,h, f„hio™bI« Zter
saw to ,t that they poss«ss«l a bit of hi, handiwoT

supmatural about th. touch cf Lippo- Zt«d!
h. considered mo,, original.

After Lippo, the next important artist of this«ho„I m the National Gallery is Cosimo Tura

"

Ferrate (i4«>?.95). who was court painterto D'Este «,d Strozzi. While Lippo's p^^a« w«* and yet paceful, Tum'sTere "^r^
dTnotlrir'^'^
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pan.«l by the oigan in its most primitive form.
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which is being operated in the foreground by two

more angels. The Virgin herself is most disap-

pointing,— tasteless in treatment, hard and coarse

in expression. A pair of tablets inscribed with

Hebrew characters are on either side of the throne;

the architecture of this throne certainly shows

power of invention, but it is an invention which

needs drastic pruning. It demonstrates the chief

characteristics of Tura's manner; he has careful

execution, great patience, a love for florid ornament,

originality in colour, and in the peculiar modelling

of his heads and hands. St. Jerome, No. 773, is

stern and powerful ; not beautiful, but < npressive.

It shows the saint as Browning descnbes him:

«... knocking at his poor old breast

With his great round stone, to subdue the flesh."

Singularly lacking in " prettiness," and even in

ordinary feminine grace or spiritual appreciation,

is the Weeping Virgin, No. 905.

More mellowed in every way is the work of

Francesco del Cossa, also of Ferrara, who died

about 1480. His picture. No. 597, represents either

St. Vincentius Ferrer or St. Hyacinth. A curious

little composition is this. The saint stands with

one hand raised, to call attention to the heavenly

choir above, an open book in the other hand. He
is standing upon a species of squat octagon dining-
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table, with a cloth laid symmetrically upon it; it

is the only instance in art which I recall of a
pedestal support of this description.

No. 629, by Lorenzo Costa, a pupil of Tura,
shows marked advance over the others. Costa was
intimate with the soulful Francia, living in the

same house with him, and instructing him,— or,

rather, interchanging ideas with him, for it seems as

though Francia had imparted quite as much as he
imbibed. This enthroned Madonna is most de-

lightful; the angels, although somewhat strained

in attitude, are on the whole satisfactory. There
is a curious bit of literal interpretation in this

picture; an opening is cut beneath the throne,

through which shows a landscape, supposed to

carry out the text, "Thus saith the Lord, the

Heaven is my throne, and the earth is my foot-

stool."

This school of Tura, Costa, Cossa, and the

Grandi, finally led up to the great Correggio, but it

is not yet our purpose to follow this chain.

We turn now to three of the most solemn and
reverent pictures in the collection: the works of

the spiritual Francesco Raibolini, better known as

Francia, who was perhaps the climax of the early

Bolognese school. No. 179, a large altar-piece,

represents the Virgin and St. Anne enthroned,

with the infant between them, the little St. John,

!i
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who is at the foot of the throne, being one of the
"purest creations of Christian art." The pious
serenity in the figure of St. Sebastian is one of the
features which one especially remembers in recall-
ing this picture. The figure is not intellectually
conceived, but it has a tender charm,— in fact,
Francia is one of the few artists of Bologna who
allows grace and beauty to outweigh virility. No.
i8o is the lunette which belongs to this picture. It
is a Pieta,— the Virgin, figured as a woman of
npe age, weeps over the prostrate body of our
Lord. The sentiment in this picture is full of
infinite pity and love. The angels have been weep-
ing until their eyes are red. This was a naturalistic
touch quite different from the feeling in any of the
more conventional schools. The finish is positively
like enamel. In No. 638, the figure of St. John
is charming, and the Madonna very girlish and
sweet, but the Child is ineffective.

Francia began life as a goldsmith, and was thus
from the first accustomed to use the tender touch
of the craftsman who deals with subtle effects in
metal. In this craft he succeeded to perfection, and,
as the practical Vasari puts it, "obtained not only
the immortality of fame, but also some very hand-
some presents." He did not take up painting until
he was thrown with Lorenzo Costa. It was, with
him, simply another expression of the artistic tem-
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^rament,- but what an expression ! Compare his
Pieta with the harsh, uninteresting picture by
Marco Zoppo, a contemporary townsman, No 500
and we shall see how he dominated his schcil.'
When Francia had decided to become a painter, he
conceived the adroit scheme of inviting artists to
his house on long visits; by watching them at
work and conversing with them, he was able to^m much knowledge. He became an admirer of
Raphael and the two entered into a correspondence.
Evidently Francia sent a portrait of himself to
Raphael, for in a letter from Sanzio occurs this
sentence: " I have this moment received your por-
trait, which has been brought to me safely without
having suffered any injury whatever I thank
you for it heartily; it is singularly beautiful, and so
hfelike that I sometimes fancy myself to be near
you and listening to your words." Raphael had
a great admiration for Francia,- in a letter writ-
ten m 1508 Raphael asks Francia to send him his
design for Judith, in return for a study by himself,
he conclusion of the letter reading: " Continue to
love me as I love you, with all my heart

"

Malvasia says that Francia was "esteemed and
celebiated

^ the first man of the age," and Vasari
testified to his being held in Bologna "

in the esti-
mation of a ^." In his pictures he sometimes
signs himself Francesco Francia Aurifex, to show

:

'
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that he still made no claim to be other than a gold-
smith. Vasari gives the year of his death as 1518,
and says that he " perished with shame and grief

"

at seeing a picture by Raphael which was finer

than he could produce himself; yet Vasari recog-

nizes that this statement is exaggerated, and qual-
ifies it by adding that his death was so sudden
as to give rise to the belief that "

it was caused
by poison or apoplexy rather than anything else."

Just what symptoms in common poison and
apoplexy may have we leave it to Vasari to ex-
plain.

There are three quaint pictures by Ercole de
Roberti, who painted in Ferrara at the end of the
fifteenth century. No. 112; is a Last Supper, very
formal and uninteresting; No. 12 17 represents the
Israelites gathering manna, which is a much better

picture on all accounts, and almost makes one feel

that the Last Supper must be by another hand.
This painting of the Israelites indicates a familiarity

with the works of Mantegna. There is considerable

old-world charm, too, in the little diptych. No. 141 1.

There is a good stiflF little picture of St. Jerome
by Bono of Ferrara, No. 771, which has a distant

view of a church lighted from within; this is the
earliest example in the National Gallery of the
effect of illumination inside a building.

There flourished at this time one Grandi, with a
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grandiloquent name. Ercole di GiuJio Cesare fit
.s evident that the classic revival had reached
Ferrara when he was christened!) Grandi. livine
between 1460 and ,53,. is splendidly exhibited
here by h,s large and decorative altar-piece. No
1119. the Madonna and Child enthroned, with the
Baptist on one side and the stalwart young St.W^lham on the other. The youthful warrior, alert
and full of action, yet with the passive and lovely
tace of the saint, is a very striking figure. The
picture of the Conversion of St. Paul. No 7,
which is attributed to Ercole Grandi. is probably
by another, for there is certainly little in common
between the two. The detail painting in No. ,119
.s truly microscopic. -it is equal to almost any-
thmg m Flemish work. Grandi is said to have
been so much annoyed by jealous artists, who broke
into his house in the night and stole his sketches
that he finally left Bologna.

Of the works of Mazzolino da Ferrara, the Na-
tional Gallery has four excellent specimens. Maz-
zohno was called the " glowworm of the Ferrarese
school." A contemporary of Correggio. without
havmg the same qualities which made the latter
great, he still has something of those traits which
Correggio inherited from his predecessor. Costa
who was the master of Mazzolino. These paintings
are all small, No. 82 being a Holy Family, and

•I
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No. 169 another; No. 641 represents the Woman
Taken in Adultery, and No. 1495, Christ and the

Doctors. These pictures are all very similar in

their characteristics. There is a great deal of

architectural ornamentation, and, in each, the fig-

ures introduced are small and numerous. The
Virgin in No. 169 is original in type; her face is

like those painted by some of the masters of Spain,

— a very childish, innocent type, wholly pleas-

ing.

Of this period is the portrait of Leonello d'Este,

with a most unfortunate profile which he has had
perpetuated by Giovanni Oriolo. Hard, stiff, and
fine as is the handling, there is much good work on
this strange painting. It is numb . yd 770. One
becomes more resigned to the facial angle of Leo-

nello, upon learning that he " had not his equal in

piety toward God, in equity and kindness toward
his subjects. He was the protector of men of let-

ters, and was himself a good Latin scholar." These
facts are vouched for by Muratori.

There is a St. Sebastian by Ortolano, No. 669,
which might have been started as a study for an
Apollo striking his lyre, and afterward adapted to

other needs. The saint is accompanied by St.

Roch and St. Demetrius, who appear to be deeply

concerned at his elaborate suffering, but quite

powerless to suggest any relief. If one had to
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select either, it would be hard to choose between
this St. Sebastian of Ortolano, with his gracefully
waving arms, and the wooden, weak-shouldered
saint as figured by Zaganelli, No. 1092. This pic-
ture is only interesting because it is the sole sur-
viving example of the artist's work. He lived in
the sixteenth century.

The climax of art in the Ferrarese school is

reached by Dosso Dossi.and Benvenuto Tisio,known
as Garofalo. Dossi is not easily appreciated in Lon-
don, as one picture which is ascribed to him is

probably not his at all,— No. 640, Adoration of
the Magi,— and the other. No. 1234, is not espe-
cially characteristic of his style. It is supposed
to be a Muse Inspiring a Court Poet. Never did
Muse look less capable, or poet less inspired. It
has been suggested that this may be a sarcasm,
for Dossi was given to mirthful conceits, as witness
the satirical Bambocciata, in the Pitti Palace. This
may be the portrait of some inadequate court poet
at Ferrara, and it may have been the artist's little

joke to bestow upon this poet just one jasmine
blossom from the wreath of the Muse! Dossi was
primarily a great decorative painter, especially
famous for his landscapes, and clever in portraying
ornament and detail. He was bom in Ferrara in
I479» about the same time as Ludovico Ariosto in
the same city. But, as Vasari remarks, " He can-

]
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not be accounted so great among painters as the

latter among poets." Still, he was sufficiently

prominent for the great Ariosto to mention him in

one of his poems. " The manner of Dosso," con-

tinues Vasari, "has thus obtained greater fame
from the pen of Messer Ludovico than from all the

pencils and colours consumed by himself." The
Duke of Ferrara showed many favours to Dosso
Dossi, not only because he was a fine painter, but
because he was a courtly gentleman, and deserved

the honours which attended him. Late in life he
was pensioned by the duke, so that his old age
was spent in comfort; and when he died, in 1542.
he was interred with ceremony in his native

city.

Benvenuto Tisio, called Garofalo, was bom in

Ferrara in 148 1, and studied there, and at Rome,
Mantua, and Cremona. He was painter by appoint-

ment to the court of Francesco Gonzaga, Marquis
of Mantua. In 1503 he went to Rome to study

Raphael. He became a friend of the great painter,

who taught him many things. He studied as much
as possible from real life, and, when this was not
convenient, used clay models or lay-figures. Ben-
venuto had intended never to marry, but at the

susceptible age of forty he fell in love, and married
some unknown lady. In about a year after this,

he had a serious illness which deprived him of the
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sight of one eye, and very nearly caused him to
lose the other. Benvenuto suffered much in this
situation, and prayed that he might have his left
eye preserved; he registered a vow that he would
for ever after wear nothing but gray clothing if
this boon were vouchsafed him; and, in effect, the
eye recovered its sight, and he kept his vow.

Every festa day, for a period of twenty years,
this good man worked at the Convent of San Ber-
nardo, for the nuns of that house, "without in-
termission for the love of God." and with no pecu-
niary returns. He frescoed and painted parts of
the establishment as a free-will offering. His char-
acteristic mark or signature on his pictures is
usually a violet. In 1550 Garofalo became totally
blind; this cross was borne with patience and forti-
tude for nine years, at the end of which time he
was released from his troubled life, in 1559.

Garofalo appears to better advantage in London
than his contemporary, Dossi. There are three
good pictures by him in the National Gallery, No.
81 being a charming rendering of the old l«Jgend
of St. Augustine and the Child. The saint, pre-
sided over by St. atherine, patron of scholars
and philosophers, turns to see the Child, who is
trying to empty the sea into the little pond which
he has dug. The saint tells the Child that he is
attempting the impossible; to which the Child re-

i
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plies: "No more impossible than for thee to
explain the mystery on which thou art now medi-
tating." The visionary character of the scene is

emphasized by Garofalo. Noc 170 is a Holy Family.
The dresses are quaint; little St John wears a
strange cap, and the Virgin's head-dress is also a
departure from the usual fashion. The treatment
of the heavenly host above is very flamboyant, and
shows the coming decadence of art. In his Christ
in the Garden. No. 64a, Garofalo is very dramatic;
it is not a convincing presentment of the scene. His
Madonna Enthroned, No. 671, has the figures of
St. William, St. Qara, St. Francis, and St. An-
thony, sundtng at the sides.

Before Iwidinj up to Raphael through the Um-
brian school, it will be well to step aside into the
smaller room at the left, and examine the beautiful

productions of the school of Siena. Duccio, their

great original, from whose influence a host of relig-

ious painters descended, we have already spoken
of, because Cimabue and he represented practically

the art of Italy in their time, and, having no other
contemporaries, should always be studied together.

As the Abbate Luigi Lanzi justly says, "The
Sienese is the lively school of a lively people."
There is a certain dash and piquancy about even
their conscientious religious work, which is inef-

fably charming. Perhaps one reason for this may
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be that the first influence on Sienese art was Greek
either through the crusades in the East, or derived
from Pisa, whose governor was Lord of Athens
At the time that this Greek fee«^ - appeared, ii
had taken on the Byzantine instead ^f the classic
Athenian form; but the spirit in some way seemed
to enter mto Sienese work, which, when the By-
wntme yoke was superseded, displayed itself in
a cheerful delight in beauty.- especially the beauty
of a woman's face. The Sienese drew from this
source a subtle loveliness, almost Oriental; they
portrayed none of the snub-nosed types of Tuscany
nor the bald-browed Bolognese
The only picture in the National Gallery which

shows the absolutely unwavering steadfastness of
the Byzantine tradition, in hampering the progress
of art ,s that by Emmanuel. No. 594. called the
Holy Money-Despisers; in other words. Sts. Cos-
mas and Damian, who. being patron saints of the
medical profession, would accept no fees for their
services. This picture was painted only about two
hundred and fifty years ago, signed. " By the hand
of Emmanuel, priest son of John," who was living
in Venice about 1660. One can here see how ser-
vilely the " Byzantine Guide » is still followed, for a
picture painted in the sixth century, instead of
the seventeenth, would have had much the same
aspect. The Byzantine school has never changed.

1
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and the Mount Athos artists arc still keeping the
work alive.- if it may be said ever to have been
ahve at all. But when Byzantine influence invaded
another place, -a place like Siena, made up of
hvely people." -it soon became absorbed into

fresher conceptions of design.

In turning to the earliest Sienese pictures, we
find the Byzantine style used only so far as the
general treatment of the figure is concerned. Other
Greek elements- action and a certain instinctive
grace m grouping- have survived, rather than
formulas of the " Byzantine Manual." Ugolino
da i,iena, who lived from about 1260 to 1339 has
two little pictures in the National Gallery Nos
1 188 and 1 189. which are full of movement and
life. The drawing is of course archaic, but the
spint which animates them is vital and progressive.
The pictures are two scenes from the Fusion -
the Betrayal, anc* the Procession to Calvary. Com^
pare Ugolino with Margaritone.- he was only
thirty years later, -and it is evident that Sienese
art holds its own with the Tuscan. A spirit sim-
Jlar to the Japanese may be seen in the Sienese
work; some have detected Chinese feeling, and
some that of India; but neither of these nations
have so much in common with Siena as the
Japanese.

Segna di Bonaventura, whose work is extremely
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rare, may be found here. He is the reputed master
of Duccio. but there is little of the promise of better
thmgs in his large Crucifix, No. 567. It is con-
ventional and uninspired, not even satisfactory in
Its proportions.

A tender bit of miniature painting may be seen
in the little panel by Niccolo Buonaccorso. who was
painting in 1380. This tiny picture, No. iioo.
represents the Marriage of the Virgin. The detail
of the work is most delicate, and much loving care
was bestowed upon the finish. The realistic child
who stands in the foreground lends a human touch
to the composition, which is very Orientd in senti-
ment. A real effort seems to have beer made to
picture the scene as taking place in the East, so
far as the artist knew this locality.

The two Lorenzetti. Pietro and Ambrogio, were
among the most notable of the early Sienese Liv-
ing in about the middle of the fourteenth century
they, together with Simone Martini and Lippo
Memmi, dominated the school at that period. Un-
fortunately, we have no example of Martini or
Memmi in London, but there are a couple of rather
inadequate specimens of the Lorenzetti. Of the
magic of their colour, the tints of opal, gold, and
ohgoclase, one can form no proper judgment from
the bit of fresco, No. 1147, by Ambrogio Loren-
zetti, showing heads of four nuns, no one of which
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is seen to advantage; nor from the curious, misty
little tablet by Pietro, No. 1113, of which the sub-
ject is rather vague. It appears to be some sort
of a conclave between a Christian bishop and a
pagan exponent of doctrine, for the attendants
carry, one a statue of Venus, and the other an
altar-candle. Or it may be allegorical,— it is

difficult to determine without an intimate knowl-
edge of local ecclesiastical traditions in the four-
teenth century.

When the plague devastated Siena in 1348, the
art of the city was practically exterminated. There
are no records of any good painters from that time
until the end of the century. And then there sprang
up, independent of immediate influences or power-
ful teachers, a very wonderful man, Matteo di
Giovanni. This painter has a right to a reputation
almost equal to that of Botticelli in the Tuscan
school, and, when he has been more widely known
and more intelligently studied, he will be recog-
nized as a great man. Whether each separate pic-
ture that he executed will ever rank as high as the
separate works of Botticelli, it is not easy to pre-
dict; but as an imaginative student, with ideals
before him far greater than he was destined to
realize with any frequency, he must be accorded
a high position as an artist. As Browning has
said:
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•• That low nun seeks a little thing to do,
Sect it and does it;

This high man, with a great thing to puraae,
Dies ei. he knows it;

That low man goes on adding one to one,—
His hundred's soon hit;

This high man, aiming at a million.

Misses a unit"

Mattco di Giovanni da Siena stands for the Re-
naissance of art in his native city. Instead of a
large movement, composed of many artists, all
havmg developed quite normally toward the final
flowering, as was the case in most of the Italian
cities, the expression of the Renaissance in Siena
may almost be said to have emanated from one
man. for Matteo had few contemporaries, and was
not the outcome of another school. He was a
great isolated original thinker, -and thinking was
not the limit of his ability. If one will look at
the outline and the anatomy of his St. Sebastian,
No. 1461, one will be convinced that he knew
how to draw and how to model; the Ecce Homo
No. 247, is probably an early work, and much less
mtercsting. But the triumph of Matteo's art is
seen in his lordly panel, the majestic altar-piece, the
Assumption of the Virgin, No. 1155. This is
Matteo at his best; we have no apology to make.
Here we see the school of Siena in the best qual-
ities for which it stood. Cheerful and buoyant in

i 1 i
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style and colour, it is full of varied expressions,
from the exquisite beauty of the Madonna's face,

to the ascetic dishevelled St. Thomas, who, rush-
ing eagerly forward, catches her girdle as it falls

to earth. No one should leave this picture with-
out looking into the face of every angel, and there
finding, as one must, an individual vitality,— some
beautiful, some ugly, but all expressive. Matteo
was one of the first of the Sienese to paint in oils.

Among the followers of Matteo di Siena is Ber-
nardino Fungai, whose interesting tondo, No. 1331,
hangs here. It represents the Vitgin and Child
surrounded by a flock of curious little angels, who
terminate at the waist in a second set of smaller
wings. The Virgin is sweet to look upon,— one
might say she was "pretty." The first impression
received from this picture is that of brocade; for
the robe of the Madonna is a monumental example
of patient and delicate workmanship. The tones
and quality of the surface art suggestive of old
Spanish leather. In the landscape background may
be seen the Nativity on one side and the Progress
of the Magi on the other. Fungai is said by some
to have been a pupil of Matteo di Giovanni, and by
others of Giovanni di Paolo, the father of Matteo.

Pacchiarotti was also a follower of Matteo; until
very lately there has been no specimen of this

painter in the National cc"K:tion, but a Nativity
l;i ?(
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was rtirchased in 1902. and bears the number 1849
Five aundred pounds was paid for this pictureA Virgin and Child by Francesco di Georgio
No. 1682. was purchased in 1900. The arrange^
ment of this picture is quaint and unusual, the

ruu\ u^
'^°''" ^ ^^'^'"« ^"d 'wading the

Child by the hand.
*

As exemplifying the later art of Siena, may be
ci ed the pictures of P^cchia and Beccafumi.
Girolamo d, Pacchia lived from 1477 into the early
part of the sixteenth century. The National Gal-
ery has a charming Madonna by him. No. 246. but
«ie qualities which made Sienese art unique have

In Beccafumi's Esther Before Ahasuerus. No
1430. the style has changed still further. The
composition is treated somewhat as Perugino might
have treated it. -an open square, with a buildfng
at the back, is what one sees at first. Upon looking
doser, one perceives that Esther is being presented
to Ahasuerus ins.de the portico, while the peoplem the foreground are merely spectators of the main

rrT" ''^IT''
'"^^ ^^^^^^"^ Solomon and

the Queen of Sheba. but has usually borne the other
title. The figures have all a sweep and movement,
and are not ungraceful. Beccafumi worked muchon the famous pavement in Siena Cathedral. He
died m 1551.

l^K



CHAPTER VI.

FROM THE VAT.'.EY OF UMBMA TO THE SUMMIT
OF ART

To speak broadly, Umbrian art was an art of
one century. Before the fifteenth century there
was little which could be called strictly Umbrian;
at any rate, the school is hardly recognized before
that, and after the middle of the sixteenth century
it was no more considered as distinctive. Raphael
was the culmination of the school of Umbria, and
his influence spread more in Rome than it did in
his native province.

The first Umbrian painter of note whom we find
an the National Gallery is Niccolo da Fuligno, who
painted in the late fifteenth century. He was a
pupil of Fra Angelico, and some influence of the
master may be traced in his work. In the Cruci-
fixion, No. 1 107, the action is theatrical, the writh-
ing of the principal figures is painful, and the dis-
tressing attitudes of the angels who are about the
top of the cross are much overdone, impairing the
dignity of this otherwise formal composition. The

8s
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only figrure which is restrained is St. Francis, who
grasps the foot of the cross. The picture is rather
an apotheosis of suffering than a promise of re-
demption. The backgrounds of the little panels,
as well as the central one, are taken from real
nature, and arc striking. The Umbrians devel-
oped more feeling for landscape than most of the
Italian schools, for they lived every day in the
midst of the most picturesque nature, in hills, val-
leys, and rivers, which could not fail to make its

impression on their plastic souls.

An early example of the treatment of landscape
is in the Baptism of Christ, No. 665, by Piero della
Francesca, a friend of Ucc^Ho (1415-92). The
picture is rather stiff, and not illuminating in its

rendering. More interesting is a portrait. No. 758,
representing the Contessa Palma of Urbino. The
qt aint head and the embroidered garments help
to make this an individual study, though far from
beautiful. The best example of the work of Piero,
however, is the charming Nativity, No. 908. Al-
though unfinished in certain parts, it is in most
essentials a very complete picture. The Madonna,
kneeling and adoring the infant, is pleasing and
simple in treatment. The choir of angels standing
by, playing on celestial instruments, are full of
dignity; but it is a human dignity; it is the dig-
nity of a later and more realistic style than Fra

ll^h
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Angelico's. An interesting anecdote is told of this
picture and how it came to be part of the collec-
tion in London. Sir William Eraser happened to
be at an auction, where he saw this picture for
sale He says; "I was so charmed with it that
I bid up to two thousand pounds; " at this point
he stopped, not daring to trust his judgment to
bid higher. The picture was bought at two thou-
sand four hundred and fifteen pounds. " A few
days afterwards." writes Sir William. "I met
Mr. C. Having noticed him in the crowd. I said.Do you happen to know who bought that Fran-
cesca?' 'I did. Disraeli told me to buy it for
the National Gallery.' " The angels in this picture
are sturdy human beings. There is no nimbus
about the h^d. nor are there any wings visible.
Piero della Francesca had a passion for blue; in
some of his pictures he seems to have used it as
a problem, as Gainsborough did in the Blue Boy

Melozzo da Forii is best known by his paint-
ings of angelic beings, but he was also a good
delineator of a superb human type. His two pic-
tures here are symbolic figures of Music and
Rhetoric, Nos. 755 and 756. In each case the
science is represented by a woman, mounted on a
throne of ornate beauty; the faces are fine in con-
tour and expression. In the first, Rhetoric, it is
interesting to note that the book which she presents
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an attitude of benediction and grace, as she turns
with the Child toward the kneeh'ng figure of the
saint in her monastic robes. This is not St.
Catherine of Alexandria, who is frequently seen
in art as the Bride of Christ, but St. atherine of
Siena. The feeling in the picture is very Sienese,
and might have been executed under the spell of
Matteo. Behind the throne a crescent-shaped
group of angels are gathered, and the arrangement
is very harmonious.

And now we come to the father of Raphael.
Giovanni Santi. His little Madonna and Child,
No. 751, is chiefly interesting because it proves that
Raphael's genius was within himself, and not in-
herited! But the hard, careful finish of this pic-
ture proves another thing,— " the infinite capacity
for taking pains," which has been said to be
inseparable from genius. So we may infer that
the father at any rate bestowed upon his son that
valuable inheritance of an early training in thor-
oughness; he must have impressed upon him the
importance of trying to do his best at all times.
And an early start of this sort might develop many
artists of talent into a much nearer approach to
genius than they ever attain.

We come next to a consideration of Perugino,
Pietro Vanucci, who was the teacher of Raphael,'
and who is the leading light of the school of Um-

iM
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bria. For Raphael i, beyond Khooli,- hit early
work wu Umbrian. and. indeed, Perugine«,ue. but
his own independent development cannot be daisi-
fied m any didactic way. -one can hardly claim
Raphael a. a member of the «:hooI of Umbria.
although hit beginning was there.

Perugino founded a distinct style, which has
l>een perpetuated in numerous followers and pupils
-rich and yet tender, glowing and yet soft, full
of atmosphere, though close in finish and enamel-
Ike m surface, his best works are among the love-
.est creations of Italian art. His outlook upon
life was a cheerful one. No note of melancholy is
seen except in a certain artificial dejection in some
of his attitudes; but this is rather the dejection
assumed from a sense of religious fitness, than an
emanation from the personality c' the painter
Perugino painted often in tempera, and in this
his thinly glazed transparent tones remind one of
Botticelli in quality, although not in the method of
their employment. In order to perfect himself in
oil-painting. Perugino went to Venice in 1494 to
study. His home life was all that could be de-
sired. He had a family of seven children, and with
admirable foresight his wife brought him a dowry
of five hundred gold ducats. He took pride in her
and spent much money upon her, -an attention'
which IS sometimes overlooked by those whose
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wives bring money into the treasury. Perugino was

a man of determination, patience, and an iron will.

He had ambition, for his early days had been poor,

and he had felt the spur of need. He died,

probably of the plague, in a hospital, in 1523.

The earliest specimen of Perugino in London is

No. 181, painted in tempera; it is a sweet little

Madonna, but not in his fully perfected style. No.

288 is his masterpiece. It is equal to anything that

he painted in oil. It is a magnificent altar-piece,

in three compartments, the Virgin Adoring the

Infant in the central division, while on either side

are the archangels Raphael and Michael, the former

leading Tobit. This altar-piece was painted for the

Certosa of Pavia, and consisted originally of six

parts; of these, one is still in its place, while the

other two have been lost. It was executed between

1496 and 1500,— when the artist was just at the

zenith of his powers, in the vicinity of fifty. The
picture has in it the qualities which Ruskin has so

happily defined :
" Endless perspicuity of space, un-

fatigued veracity of eternal light, perfectly accurate

delineation." The colourng is extremely brilliant.

Nothing could be more exquisite than the confiding

attitude of the boy Tobit.

The beautiful Madonna Crowned by Angels, with

the Sts. Jerome and Francis, is one of the later

pictures of the master, No 1075. This was painted
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when he was sixty-one, and he had lost some of
his enthusiasm. He made no effort to be original.

The angels are very disinterested, as they hang
above the Virgin; judging from their attitudes,

they might be suspended by strings with hooks in
the backs of their garments. But Perugino had by
this time attained a mastery over colour which
enabled him to paint the very glow of heaven, and
the crowning glory of golden atmosphere is what
constitutes the charm of the picture. It is positively

liquid effulgence, scintillating and almost dazzli;ng.

There is a beautiful minute work, too, the Bap-
tism of Christ, No. 143 1, and a fresco. No. 144 1,

which was brought from the church in Fontignano
in 1843 ;

this is claimed as the last work of Peru-
gino. It is delicious in its atmosphere, with a
sentiment reminding one of that in certain pictures
by Corot. It is quite possible that it may be the
last thing Perugino painted; but one likes to cling
to the old legend, that, after the death of his im-
mortal pupil, the aged Perugino went in sacred
sorrow to the little Church of San Severino, where
he painted those six saints at the foot of the first

fresco that Raphael ever executed, and that after-

ward Perugino painted no more. This, however,
is not an age of sentiment, and we should doubtless
be superior to crediting such flowery legends. On
the other hand, Perugino had as much sentiment
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as ever fell to the lot of a mortal. Perhaps the

story is true.

Works of the pupils of Perugino may also be
seen in the National Gallery. A little Madonna,
No. 1220, was painted by his pupil from Assisi,

Andrea di Luigi.

Of the piquant Pinturicchio, we have here one
of the very earliest works and one of the very

latest. It is interesting to trace the line of devel-

opment from the exquisite Madonna, No. 703,

which was painted about 1480, to the fresco of

the Return of Ulysses, No. 911, which Pinturicchio

did not execute until 1508, only a few years before

his death. The changes in his style are almost

like relative changes in a person who grows old.

In the first is expressed the exuberance of youth,

— the adoration of beauty (for there is no more
youthful or prettier Madonna in the whole gallery

than this), and the clear head and steady hand of

a fresh ardent spirit. In the fresco the tints are

more subdued,— the faces, even of the young
Telemachus, have marks of character and expe-

rience,— the whole execution is less sharp and
more facile. A life's work has intervened between
the two pictures, and it has told, both for better

and *or worse. There is no overpowering con-

clusive improvement, the style has mellowed, and
the touch is less laboured, but the drawing is less
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careful, too; thf-re is lacking that marvellous
growth in the power of the artist which may be
seen by comparing an early and a later work by
Raphael or Perugino. Pinturicchio was not su-
preme; but he has painted many delightful pictures.
His St. Catherine of Alexandria, No. 693, is very
pleasing. Pinturicchio worked with Perugino, and
imbibed much of his grace.

In the Annunciation by Manni, No. 1104, it

seeiT'- as if we had come face to face with the
Virgin of Perugino,— Manni, who was a native
of Perugia, greatly admired his famous townsman,
and used to paint pictures in the same spirit. He
certainly succeeded in copying his model closely.

RaflFaello Sanzio was bom in Urbino in 1483.
The earliest influence in his life was that of beauty;
of beauty as seen in rural nature and in art, and
to such a degree as seldom enters into the life
of men at any age. Bellori, an early authority,
indicates for us what were the childhood surround-
ings of this great creator of beauty. Federigo
Feltri, Duke of Urbino, had built a magnificent
palace on the rugged slopes of the Umbrian hills.

"The structure had the reputation of being the
finest that Italy had seen up to that time. Not
only did the duke enrich it with tasteful and appro-
priate ornaments, but enhanced its splendour by
a collection of antique marble and bronze statues
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and choice pictures, and with vast expense got to-
gether a great number of most excellent books."
This, then, was the first environment in which the
young artist moved; bred among the most charm-
ing hills and plains, amid treasures of art and liter-

ature, wonderful artificial gardens, and choice
examples of all the best products of the culture of
centuries. The little city of Urbino was called the
" Athens of Umbria," and it is not marvellous that
the young Raphael should have responded to the
circumstances in which he was placed, especially
as his father was a painter, and knew how to foster
the genius that he saw budding in his son. The
refining influence of this noble court had much to
do with the purity and elevated character of his
early work; in Urbino the beautiful and clever
Duchess Elisabetta presided over a society of thor-
oughly well-bred and honest people,— the truest
aristocrats that Italy has ever known.

There has been much discussion as to whelier
Raphael's first teacher was Timoteo Viti, and the
general concensus of opinion seems to be in favour
of this theory. In his Vision of a Young Knight,
No. 213, which is our earliest picture here from
his hand, the manner of Perugino does not appear,
and we have, hanging by this exquisite little gem,'
the pricked drawing from which it was traced.
This drawing represents the figures in ordinary
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clothes, which was a custom of Timoteo Viti. and
IS a method which a pupil would be liable to adopt
Th,s picture, though so small, is wonderfully full
of thought. Two female figures, symbolical of
duty and pleasure, stand by the sleeping youth
each offering him her richest gifts. The answer
IS not suggested. Will he wake a devot.^ to luxury
or will he grasp the sword of conflict against evil?

Raphael was sent to the school of Perugino
(then, m 1495, the leading painter of his country)
and for some years worked under the guidance of
th,s devout and skilful teacher. It is certain that
he attamed some local fame, for in 1503 he was
mvited to go to Siena and paint with Pinturicchio
in the Cathedral Library. One of the disputed
pomts of artistic history has been whether Raphael
really went to Siena or not; at any rate, he would
not have been invited unless he had showed amarked degree of ability. His early Madonnas
show some mfluence of Leonardo, but more of his
rnaster, Perugino. They are solemn and reverent-
they are painted with a deep religious feeling, and'
appeal to the loftier emotions and the purer dictates
of the heart.

Raphael is said to have had three manners; one
was the highly finished style in which he painted
his early pictures while in Umbria. The next he
assumed by degrees under Tuscan influences, while

m>
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he lived in Florence, where he threw off the yoke
of tradition and painted with more naturalism,

although still in a finished and smooth way. The
third was the Roman manner, when, having gone
to Rome to execute the frescoes in the Vatican,

he was constrained to use a broader method and a
freer touch. Thus, the Peruginesque, or Umbrian,
is his earliest manner ; there are only a few pictures

of this period remaining. The second, or Tuscan,
manner, was the style in which many of his famous
Madonnas are painted, and which most people asso-

ciate with the name of Raphael. The third, or
Roman, manner, is seen to its perfection only in

Rome.

The famous Ansidei Madonna, which hangs in

the National Gallery, No. 1171, is often considered

to be the finest altar-piece by Raphael in either his

first or second manners. It exemplifies both of
these styles. The head of the Virgin is Perugin-
esque, and the Child also is in the earlier manner,
and yet the transition to the second is quite easily

distinguished throughout the composition. It is

one of the most valuable pictures in the world.
The price paid for it was the highest ever given
for a painting up to that time. In 1884 it was
bought from the Duke of Marlborough for seventy
thousand pounds. The attitude of the infant as he
sits looking at the little volume which his mother
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holds open on her knee is most entrancing. The
figures of the Baptist and St. Nicholas, who stand
on either side, one studying and one adoring, are
both serene; the Baptist, through faith and obe-
dience, finds peace; while St. Nicholas de Bari
has reached peace through a clear understanding
and perfected knowledge. The restfulness and
purity of the picture are its greatest charms. A
large and beautiful altar-piece hangs near by, which
is the property of Mr. J. Pierpont Morgan.

In Raphael's second manner is the St. Catherine
of Alexandria, No. 168. There is something about
the foreshortening of the head which interferes
with the beauty of the subject, but the woman is

noble in bearing in a massive, rather unappealing
way, and the lines of the face, especially those
subtle and often unsatisfactory lines about the
mouth, are well expressed. It was probably painted
about 1507.

Raphael's Roman manner is exemplified in Lon-
don by his portrait of Pope Julius II., No. 27, a
replica of that in the Pitti Palace, and in other
galleries, he having painted the same subject nine
times, -- and by his Garvagh Madonna, No. 744.
This picture was originally called the Aldobrandini
Madonna, as it hung in the Aldobrandini apart-
ments in the Borgia Palace in Rome, and after-
ward becoming the property of Lord Garvagh, was
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known by that name. The change to a greater
naturalism is evident, upon comparing this painting
with the Ansidei Madonna. This is a practical
mother, charming and tender, but not rapt in
spiritual exaltation. The two children are living
beings, with human tastes, pleased with the pretty
carnation which one gives to the other. The ideal
is .different from the earlier devotional scene;
whether this is a step upward or backward depends
upon the view-point of the individual. At any
rate, it is a very radical change to have taken place
in the spirit of a man within a few years. A new
influence had come in,— that of Michelangelo,— and the impressionable Raphael was led by it

as he had been led by Perugino.

In the portrait of Julius II., one reads the reserve
force, and yet the abilit> to be passive for a moment,
v/hich characterized this statesman of the Church
Militant. The penetrating eyes, restless even while
still, and the drooping comers of the mouth, denote
more worldly wisdom than spirituality. Perhaps
no portrait has ever been so clever a character study
as this masterly rendering of the personality of a
great representative of the family Delia Rovere.

Truly, as Ruskin says, the " mediaval principles
lead up to Raphael and the modem principles lead
down from him." He is the apex of the art-history
of Italy,— of the world. He holds a similar posi-



ftom tbe Valley of Qmiwhi „
«"!.•» rd«ion eo p.i„u„, „ ,h„

. con,b.n...,n of ^I U,. ,«„«„^^^^ ^other,, „y one of which i. enough lo confer tt^honour of gre.lne«.
* » confer the

After Raphael there .re few exunple, of theUmbnan. ,„ Ae National Galleiy. i^ SpL*!Chr« ,„ ti,. Garden. No. .03,, i7dignm^Tw

-^f .^^;JTtJ"- "" "^ -"«' "»

weaken, .h-
vigorous, and thereforeweakens the inipression of awe «,d reverence which•hould be „pre„ed by Thon». when Tb^tthe wound, of the risen Lort.
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CHAPTER VII.

THE SPELL OP THE LAGOONS

While Venetian art was doubtless greatly in-
fluenced by Padua, where the gifted teacher, Squar-
cione, had his brilliant school, there was some
native employment of the art of painting prior to
the time when Crivelli and Mantegna came to per-
petuate their ideas, and to make possible the growth
of the greatest colour-school of any land.

In Venice there was established a " Guild for the
Propagation of Arts and Crafts," the charter of
which is dated 1272. This guild included artisans
of every sort: makers of furniture, arms, house-
hold utensils; decorators of chests and other
principal pieces of stately furniture with pictured
scenes; also the painters of little household shrines
called anconae. These anconae were the originals
of the gilded altar-pieces, which developed later
into such marvellous importance under the Bel-
lini.

But the chief source of inspiration for the school
of Venice was certainly from the Paduans. Squar-
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«^ma« have Um wonderfully bl««d with thePed^c faculty, for he left a a:hool of great
P^-nter,, while there is hardly any trace of hi,*^^
art rena.n,„g. This inunortal preceptor wasTson of a single „ota,y in Padua. Bom h. .^tdeveloped a great love for the antique, tra^in^

anaent sculptures. With a substantial collectionof 4«e trophies, he returned to Padua and foundSZ^T ''*'"«'^»e this heritage of the pasta»d adaptmg ,ts lessons to the needs of the pre^

s»« ,„ tte Venetian territory. From aU parte of

Nrarl
- a hundred and a half of these pupils wentout to pa nt pictures as h. i„j . ,

The rhZ ~ "
, ~^ "* 'ad mstracted them.

^I^LT :' ^r™"" » *' National
<-a«ery are Cnvelh and Mantegna. It is well to

VZ^ study the works oZ^ ^^^,,^

he fifte«th century, is almost a miniaturist SuA^vng d«.i, ... .0 be se«, in few master J^

—.Of fruiter,It' i^-ir^yU:^
.«S Of h.s is without these leading chat^^S.
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Ammg the &,«, „f hi, pi«„r« is fl,, Annu-cia-

^'in,»^l°"'
'"™'*'*' 73«= " " ^ P«rf««^mo, of ft,, art,St at his va,, b«,, ,„„ ;, ,r«»«kabk example of minute achievem«,t It

.s d,ffiaUt to define the scene. It is partly in a-™. and partly i„ .he street. The kn^i^ Vi'

tt 1" ""«'«'»"'« ««'« apartment, is receiving

PO^ Above her room is seen an open loaria°"*
'"

^'I'^f
<"«" a most eleganTt^eTI^:

c«npam«l by St Emedius, the patron of A;oIihoH.ng a model of his dty, to which he calls th^
attention of the Angel Gabriel. The street vista

a^r.rv",
'^:^'' ""^ "^'^ «8"r.s walC

rrw^'°:iir''^ '''*'"«'''—
mc way, a child is seen peepine- at th#.

sttanger, who kneel on the flagstonr^No wonde^he „ moved by curiosity. On the top of one ofthe houses may be se«, a dove^te, and, as anan.us,ng realistic touch, Crivelli has vent;r^
"

show these birds i„ a state of perturbari,^ „pJn«e.ng fte Holy Dove coming from a glowing^
n the firmament above. A peacock, too, fn fte
^«ra, .sstraining his neck to witness the phenom!

^\>. "T' '' * "*'™ »>algamation of

w«..? T ,"*'"<*«*' ""O^val sentiment, andwealthy display. There is a play of imagi,«tive
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humour, without any sense of irreverence whi.h

In Crivelli's great altar-ni-r- m &»
Madonna is enthro,^ i„ th? !' .

^^' *"
the three tierTnT

''"'*'*' P*"*"' *«* inme three tiers of ornate arches various figures of-nts are painted. This is his earhest ptuTe inthe National Gallery. The affected pose of theV^^n s hand as she gingerly lifts a .7froL theChild, ,s a false note which instantly grates^rlthe spectator, but it is auiti* .«
^ ^"

a«to a! ir! '1"""* """^' '" "• »<> 'how,»ga.n the dehcate hun«„ sympathy of CrivdliA^ «q„,s,.ely d«orative pane,, «,iu, ,^ ,„^„

pirture,_ Madonna of th. Swallow. Flowers Thfm^ painted as conscientiously as anyT^^^^

a« sev^r r "?*' "' ^"''"'' °' ""ich aiereare several ,n the National Galleo-, will all reoav

™:l;"";^°"-
•"""""""« '^'*«*«^a

.TwhTd^ •:
•
" T" "=^"' ™'"« of ""diluted

"""''• «« <<«« "°t blend, and there is no
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comprehension of atmosphere, in spite of his clever
perspective studies.

Deliciously mediaeval is the picture by Vittore
Pisano. No. 776, of St. George and St. Anthony.
The costume of St. George is curious; with its

wide-brimmed hat shading his demure face, he
looks like anything but a dragon-slayer. Pisano's
other painting, No. 1436, is equally charming; a
very troubadour of a St. Hubert is seen on horse-
back in the midst of a fairy wood, which fairly
bristles with all manner of game, large and small,
while a stag bearing a oretentious crucifix between
his antlers stands before the saint. The treatment
is like that of an old tapestry, rare and precious in
its naive seriousness.

Another great scholar of the school of Squar-
cione is Andrea Mantcgna, a painter of even more
ability in drawing the human form than Crivelli.
He was not only the pupil, but the adopted son of
Squarcione, and married the daughter of Jacopo
Bellini, who, himself the father of the more famous
Venetians of his name, was also in the studio.
Mantegna's earliest work, which we have the oppor-
tunity to study, is his Agony in the Garden, No.
1417- It is rather crude, but it speaks of a nature
earnest and vigorous, and proclaims a close student
of perspective. The effort to draw recumbent fig-

ures much foreshortened was a passion with Man-



ITbe Spell Of tbe Xagooiw ,03^ While this picture of .he Agony i„ ft.& den denote a ,,«n and severe side to fte art

th. B." IT' J'
J'*" *"" °'"'' Enthroned with

the Bapt„, ajid the Magdalo,, No. 274. prove, thath« had a «>£,„ and more human side also. The
hnnnhty of the Virgin is rotable; the other figures
are finely poised, noble types, free from the aieticfcdmg of the earlier Florentine pictures. TheV«,««ns ircm fte first fdt the glory of healthand the joy of living.

ir °' '^'"''»- "" ^-toimion for
sralphire was so unbounded that he even made his
graphic art secondary by trying to reproduce the

rTef
' ^°/ '*"* *"" ^'"'" "h-h carving in«I.ef gives. Of such. No. ,,25. i„ t«,o pa„df j,» «ampl.; a finer specimen is his Trilph

fcTinli,^'! """r °' *• '""™" '°™ " "»"i-
fest m this late work, where all the figures in the
proc«,,on are in e«d,e„t proportion,*L,d !„Ae action ,s most virile. The drawing, also, in hisSamson and Delilah No it..c ,-.

~.'nnis

the .v~n..™ . i
*'• ' ""y ewd, withfte exception of a flatness on the top of the headof h,s hero, which suggests that Delilah has ampu-

^^ a portion of his skull as well as cuningL
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Schiavone, another pupil of Squarcione, has
some of the characteristics of Crivelli, but less of
his grace and charm. His pictures are No. 630
and 904; they are hard, and of secondary in-
terest after studying Crivelli.

The Vivarini were Venetian painters who owed
their existence in part to Padua and in part to a
studio in Murano. Antonio Vivarini is to be seen
in the collection here, in No. 768, a long panel with
figures of St. Pc- and St. Jerome, and in No.
1284. Its companion-piece, which exhibits St. Fran-
cis and St. Mark. One can see promise of the
wealth of colour and lucidity to follow in the later
growth of this school, which is really Venetian in
the main, the Paduan influence being visible only
in the fine detail and sharp touch.

Bartolommeo Vivarini, the brother of Antonio,
painted the Virgin and Child, No. 284, in which
one may also trace both schools,— the precise
handling of Squardone with the promise of the
Bellini.

Antonello da Messina, a painter of Sicily, who
came to Venice about 1473. had studied oil-paint-
mg with Jan Van Eydc in Flanders, and the
Flemish influence is shown in his works, as will
be readily proved by a comparison with the fine
Van Eyck in the collection of Flemish painters
His Salvator Mundi, No. 673, is especially striking



oajiery is 1418, a delightful paintine of

of «I. w« the fir« i„ v«ic., »„ c™. „pi<Uy'^

te«, m^pioyrt mte. I„ hi, Crud&cion. No. „66the landscape show, ,h. ,ff«, of dawn' the I»b«ng of tte most beautiful quality
^^

Giovann, who were sons of Jacopo Bellini came

re rrjr ?"•
,
'^'^ «f<^-aki»r.r.,are the real founders of the Venetian school And

^ h«r a«ual style was not perpetua,«l. Gio^Belhn, may be „id to have begun, continued,Z
q^fl^a'dif" °""" °""- H»P"Pil»adC

dency of Venetian art was in a much riper state offnufon than could have been the case tad Ws al

Of the work of Gentile Bellini, there is only onePK« m the National Gall«y, No. ...3, aZZ

iwn^ng near it, by Giovanni Bellini,
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No. 189, which ii probably u famous a portraitM any in London. Giovanni was here at his best,— about sixteen years before his death, the pictur^
being painted about 1501. There is a clear amber
tone about it, and a fineness of modelling, witn an
appreciation of the refinement of the face of his
subject. Bellini was at this time the State Painter
of Venice, so that the task of executing portraits
of the Doges who should come and go in his life-

time devolved upon him. The lovely Madonna,
No. 280, painted considerably earlier, is in Bellini's
most characteristic vein,— the style by which he
would be recognized wherever he should be found.
The Blood of the Redeemer, No. 1233, and the
Agony in the Garden, No. 726, are quite early, and
retain some of the wooden texture of the Paduan
school. The limp sleeping figure on the extreme
left in the latter, however, is wonderfully true to
life.

The head of St. Peter Martyr, No. 808, with
the formidable knife settled fiercely into his skull,
is interesting, but more in the manner of Gentile,
to whom it is sometimes attributed. One of the
earliest wood-scenes which it has been our privilege
to notice is Giovanni's Death of St. Peter Martyr,
No. 812. The rendering of the trees, each leaf
being treated with the utmost care, is very clever.
While St. Peter and his companion are being ruth-
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B.^Vs,' ?'"""'.»«^''««' «o U« Khou™ of«iiini IS a St. Jerome in His Study No fio^ ™.i.-or. ..Ty th» that by Anto„.l,7drM^iTt;

*™ Madonna,, No,. 300 and 634. Tie* dd"cate

h» fim,h wa, co„«rn«l. A more important workIS the Incredulity of Thoma. N„ i,« .

.«•-;«, «..«.„i.h\e„J^^^„^^^«;j
Bel m, employed certain artiste from time Tti^to as,,,, h,m in his studio, so that there are mZ

Pictures whidh have «»„ characteristic marta^f
*• ""'" »'»"' *«™, while they bear aCtl^.«tim„ny to the work of a^ inferio^^t
'^•^^ as genume Bellinis. Of thi, tvne i, N„

roiiaoorators. The naive battle between
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the serpent and a stork in the background should
be noticed; indeed, the whole background of this

charming painting is a study of rural scenes.

The only genuine Catena which the National
Gallery possesses is the beautiful Warrior Adoring
the Infant Christ, No. 234, which was formerly
ascribed to Giorgione. Indeed, this picture is so
significant a link between the tender work of the
Bellinis and the broader rendering of Giorgione,
that I have chosen it, in preference to a single
example of either of their works, to represent the
tendencies of the Venetian school at this period.
The informal attitude of the Virgin, and the grace-
ful lines of the man's figure, are a forecast of that
indiflFerence to traditional treatment which is such
a marked characteristic of the school.

Of the subtle charm of Carpaccio there is little

to testify in this collection; the picture by him.
No. 750, is the only example. The Madonna sits

like a wooden votive image in her niche, and the
whole execution is stiff; but there is a fascination

about all of his pictures which makes the slightest

painting by Carpaccio worthy of attention. The
dominating red colour is very usual with him.
A painter whose works are very rare is Marco

Marziale, and here we have an opportunity to see
him at his very best. It is a privile??c to study
this master, who savours a V-M c/. i Mini, and
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much of Mantegna, in his two fine altar-pieces,

Nos. 803 and 804. In the latter the little angel,

playing on a very large lute at the foot of the

throne, reminds one of Carpaccio or Bellini, and is

most attractive. In No. 803 the heads of the per-

sonages are extremely interesting especially that

of a woman at the extreme left, whose profile and

head-dress are treated very similarly to that famous

little head in the Ambrosian Library in Milan,

which was long supposed to be a portrait of Leo-

nora d'Este by Da Vinci. This head might easily

be a likeness of the same woman twenty years later.

There is a delightful group of portrait-heads by

Giolfino, No. 749, representing in an original man-

ner all the members of the Giusti family of Verona.

Girolamo da Libri (signifying Of the Book, he

being primarily a miniaturist and illuminator)

painted that most angelic Virgin and St. Anne with

the Holy Infant, No. 748, which has the conspic-

uous central decoration of a lemon-tree behind the

main personages. It is an exquisite painting, and

was extolled by Vasari, who saw it when it was

completed and sent to the Church of the Scala in

Verona. Vasari alludes to its having been hung

next to Morando's San Rocco ; strange to say, this

very picture (No. 735) is also in the National

Gallery, and has hung for a time by the side of

Girolamo's, just as it did centuries ago In Verona.
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Morando's saint is a very noble figure; the same
problem of placing a tall tree in the centre of the
background is worked out as in the picture by
Girolamo. There is a very knowing looking little
dog m the San Rocco, which should not be over-
looked; this little canine pet used to bring the saint
a loaf of bread each day. while he was in the wil-
demess.

Giovanni Bellini was the teacher of two of the
greatest painters the world has ever seen,— Gior-
gione and Titian. A new art came into existence
with these two men. Where the work of the Bellini
and the Vivarini had had a certain hardness in
outlme, more like that of wooden figures than of
hving, breathing mortals, Titian and his great
contemporary painted with a flexibility which con-
nects their people more vitally with their surround-
ings. Where the colour of the Bellini had been
rather artificial.- harmonious, but not exactly true
to hfe,- Titian, and especially Giorgione, painted
fl«h which looked as if it could feel, and materials
which seemed to move softly in the breeze. Where
the master had executed beautiful images, the schol-
ars created living personalities.

Giorgione's active life as a painter covered only
a little over five years, from 1505 to the clos^ of
his hfe in 151 1. He was wonderfully productivem that time, although a great part of his works
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have been destroyed, having been painted in ex-

posed positions, on the outer walls of palaces, etc.

Among the few probably authentic pictures from

his pencil is the Young Knight, No. 269. It

is so nearly like that of St Liberale in Gior-

gione's one unquestioned masterpiece, the Castel-

franco Madonna, that many critics believe it to

be a study for this figure. Of other pictures here

purporting to be by Giorgione, the most we can

claim for them is that they are Giorgionesque.

Among them is the attractive Garden of Love, No.

930, bearing something of the relation to Italian

art that Watteau's work bears to the French; the

Adoration of the Magi, No. 1160, and the Venus

and Adonis, No. 1 123, a picture much like a famous

Giorgione in the Louvre in its general sentiment,

although it is still more like a Titian. The land-

scape of Giorgione, and even of his school, is un-

matched; brought up in the picturesque r^on of

Castelfranco, he has immortalized for ever his ap-

preciation of his early environment.

Titian, bom in Cadore in 1477, is generally con-

ceded to be the greatest Venetian painter. Tinto-

retto and Paul Veronese arc often classed with him,

but there are paths that he trod which were never

entered by either of these. Titian showed such mar-

vellous balance and harmony of talent that his

works have both pictorial charm and philosophic
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and poetic thoughtfulncss. Nothing may be said
to predommate; there is no discord, and there areno fads. He ,s so absolutely master of his art thatthe means by which he attains his end are lost sight
of. He reaches to the grandeur of Tintoretto, and

Veronese He is more complete than these others.M«, who possess a strong artistic temperament
are not always practical, but in this Titian was agnat exception to the g«ieral rule. He was pre-emm«uly what in modem language we would call
a good business man." He did not allow his
enthusiasms to lead him into ways which should be
financially unprofitable. He had a shrewd instinct
concerning the value of advertisement. Hear him
strike a tergain: the following petition was pre-sent^in Venice before the Council of Ten in 1513:

ch idl^" f'*' ''""^ ^*"''«* P^-*'"? from
childhood upward, and desirous of fame rather than
profit, wish to serve the Doge and Signory iam therefore anxious ... to paint in the HaU of
Council. ... I should be willing to accept for my
labour any reward that might be thought proper^
but, being studious only for honour and wishLfor
a moderate competence, I beg to ask for the first
Brokers Patent for life that shall be vacant^o youths as assistants, to be paid by th^ Sah
Office, and all colours and necessaries." A reso-
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lution was carried to " accent t;*; . *
a-e condition, atUcLll^'.^Tr ' """ ""^ »«

Venice I«d a mo.. jJl ?"" «''" *<"* "

Alexander had s tol, AAi^TLi:''
*"' "

» he. Charl«, „<>„„ »ffr^ 1^ '"' '"'""-

to hand down hi, port^r.r ,? ^*^ ^^
Are-ino «id .o hin,"^^*^' f«««""•

««it. and with i, abate A.1 T* ^' P""
have „p«, y^, peZ^.^j'""" *« ""* ™ay
•hould live in S^',^""'^ **' *' «"P««>r

One da, Titi^^ ^o!? „1™*"'' -*"

c^«wcr:jrh'-:t''rr"
Peror to stoop to serv*. .„«i, ? ^ *" ^'

t" ••" serve such an arfi«t t:*-owted a Count of ti,, La^™! T,
""" "^

!«««. of Conn, PalafV^^-lf ^^^ "'* P^"-
of the Golden s^' *" *« ^-^ <h*W Knight

»^n?of^tit^r^tH fr ^"^' *' "-
the nH>,t mwLL H°'y Family, No. 4. Bat

Ariadn. ^ttj:^:jt'" ^'^ »<•

the death of GiorgionT?h^ i
'"^ '°°" »""

hy the poetic swnffT/: !•
' '™ '^^ ««y«<l

P nure. No. 35, » so pare in tone, so
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«»«ently, gMfy ,y,^ ^,W« J0,™««,«. of Co„^„ TT..t^M
rw 5carf <rf Anadne onphWze, and devel s

««^toa«,t Thee ,. rfmndance of youth and

rJLIr' "^ Adoni', No. 34, i, , b..„«fij
«P««nU,t,on of this «,bj«t, glowing and chaste.

oflT^ of cubical «.n„ thJi, J^,of the R«,a,««„c who ex«ll«i Titian. The No"M. Tanger. No. .;o, i, poetic and full ofgZThe earher ,dea of rever«,ce i, n« «en h.„^^<*« could not be a truer portrayal of aw. tiZ«»t «.gg.,t«, by the whole po« of the MagJT^Corponesque ,til, predon-inate, in thU ,and-^ Jh«e „ another Holy Fanuly, No. 635, in

ttetff,; £?*'""V','^ "^ •"««- fondling

^J!r I
'

•
""'° '" "• *' '^ °f W' "Other^ « almost a rq-Iica of «,is work in the Pitti

Pf*«. It .s especially interesting as being a very

h» earher one, No. 4, to not. the differences in

Anosto. Thirty thousand pounds was pud for
this masterpiece.

f=J=l===
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Titian was much appreciated ..id eulogized by
hit biographers. Pino, in his " Dialogo di Pintura,"

1548. ipeaks of him as having three lives, " cmt
natural, one artificial, and one eternal." (In which,
after all, one may say that Titian was no exception
to the general rule!)

Palma Vecchio's Portrait of a Poet is a fasci-
nating study of light and shade, and is strongly
suggestive of Giorgione in its modelling. It is

numbered 636, and is unfortunately the only bit
of the work of this briUiant painter which we have.
It is often attributed to Titian.

Bonifazio Veronese's Madonna and Saints, No.
laoa, is like many of Palma's paintings elsewhere,
but, without opportunity of comparison, this point
is hardly worth dwelling upon. Bonifazio was a
pupil of Palma, and painted in the light-hearted,
buoyant style of the Venetians of his period.

Paris Bordone may be seen to advantage in two
characteristic pictures, one, a Portrait of a Lady,
No. 674, resplendent in texture and colour, in which
Bordone shows himself a worthy disciple of Titian
in the art of portraiture, and a Daphnis and Chloe,
No. 637, rather artificial, though pleasant in colour-
ing.

Lorenzo Lotto is seen only in portrait-work in
London, but one should not complain at that, as
he was particularly famous in that branch, and
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these are fine examples. The Brothers Delia Torre.

No. 699, is one of the great double portraits of

the world, familiar to any student of historic like-

ness. The wonderfully natural and unadorned in-

formality of the picture strikes one as strictly

modem in spirit. It was originally intended for

a single portrait, the second brother having been

added afterward. A magnificent study, too, is the

Portrait of the Prothohotary Apostolic Juli'-no, No.

1 105,— refined, intelligent, forceful in its sim-

plicity. The charming picture of a family group,

No. 1047, is most fascinating, although a little

stiff, the eyes of all being " on the audience." The

quaint little daughter sitting on the table is among

the sweetest children in the field of Renaissance art.

After the death of Titian, in 1576, the art of

Italy suffered a very general decline. With the

exception of Tintoretto and Veronese in Venice,

the various schools may be said to have been with-

out a great master. These later painters will be

noticed when we reach the thirteenth hall in the

gallery. The art of Venice died with Tintoretto.

Of Paolo Caliari, better known as Paul Veronese,

the National Gallery is replete with masterpieces.

A great pageant painter, a scenic and dramatic

artist, he can be seen to full advantage in his

magnificent Family of Darius at the Feet of Alex-

ander, No. 294. After the battle of Issus, in
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333 B. c, the royal captives are sm^ i»««i •

•fon from .h. con,u«-or. oTco^eT™!'""
are V«,«ian, and s«^a,^^"^^- tlT« w« the fashion th«, forS V'

°''*^'

^ participants in historic
4:^^\^P" *» '»''

family of Darius >~ „^''- '" *« case the

^-'y. andt ;«:i.n::t^ t^^h.*-
^'--^

The picture was nainf-^ • "^ accurate.

-ot. urxrst';;T^r'?:'''r
never been a more «,«.

" ^^*'"« ^as

« one's "..^o; CZ.r^",!!!'
'° «"«"

b^tcn-terion "«.™S ^^I^.^''
**

tTs ""'^"-"-oftX Mo"^'>s a fine specimen of the oainter'. r-i-
'

to which Cass of subject. We, *r" '"*'
««yle of Veronese is Me adapl^"'

** '"""'""^

The Consecration of St Nirhnioe «* »;r

tiful St. Helena M/. r^ ,

^^"-20. 1 he beau-

for its Kmp^2' ^'' ""^ ^ *'<" "P-tation

those larger picturin C^"" ^"p"'' ""* """•

dehghtful alleeorical II "'""• '""f *<>"

wdlcomposeTC^'lL'S: '""""^' '»"

as panels in a ceiU^r Thev '' °"^™"^ "^
various phases in th. ti

'^.'^'^ '» d«I withPoaos m the hves of lovers. Their name.
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indicate their general subjects: Unfaithfulness,

Scorn, Respect, and Happy Union. They hang in

the rotunda.

Jacopo Robusti, or Tintoretto, was bom in 15 18,

ten years earlier than Veronese, and lived until

I594» outliving Paul by six years, so that his long
life saw the rise, summit, and decline of Venetian
art. He was the most versatile genius of all. With
out the perfection of Titian, he yet has greater
originality of conception. While it is true that

Tintoretto painted nature, he may justly be accused,

like all his contemporaries, of not rendering historic

scenes accurately. With vital truth, he paints the
Venice of his day, and not the scenei which he is

supposed to be transcribing. Colour and form, and
truth to nature -- not as he detected it as a student,

but as he saw it as an observer— were what Tin-
toretto strove for. On his studio wall was written,

as a motto, "The colouring of Titian and the
design of Michelangelo." There is something of
his " terribilita " felt in the St. George, No. 16,

where the swirl of energy in horse, rider, and
dragon is contrasted with the still, dead figure of
the victim on the ground ; this same violent action

characterizes, although with quite a different result,

the picture of the Origin of the Milky Way, No!
1313; while the devout quiet of No. 1130, Christ

Washing the Feet of His Disciples, is an entire
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examples in the National Gallery A f„rth. . 7

*eK.....ptr.:rarr;o-r

«P«i^«y acceptable ,o nK^/U^^fj-^^'?;-'-'
ject IS always an unolea«ant «« •

^ne sud-

A»K,«g .He s«„« p„«^., i„ .^tr"r^

irl

; ii
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two by Moretto, of Italian noblemen, Nos. 299 and

1025. A typical late Venetian picture, too, is Mo-
retto's St. Bernardine of Siena, No. 625, with its

gracefully draped figures. The colouring is cool

and silvery; tnere is less of the golden glow, which

is so marked . feature in Titian's paintings. Cool,

too, in tonf 's Savoldo's Magdalen Approaching

the Sepuk' No. 1131, where the sheen of satin

and the SI e , ance are too theatrical.

Domer.co orone's two gay little panels portray

scenes from oumament, and are full of merry

activit}' Thesr are Mos. 121 1 and 12 12. His

more talented on, Francesco Morone, is repre-

sented by a delightful Madonna, No. 285, with a

naive little human child in her arms. There is a

Morone almost like this in Verona. Bassano's

Christ Driving Out the Money Changers, No. 228,

is spirited.

Contrast the Portrait of a Young Man, by Ve-

neziano. No. 287, in his gay r-
' with elaborate

trimmings, with that by Licinio, No. 1309, where

intellectual poise and restraint are felt. Here we
have the two great opposites in Venetian por-

traiture; the dashing, worldly spirit of the one

balanced by the scholarly, thoughtful bearing of

the other.
*

There are no better portraits than those by

Moroni, a talented pupil of Moretto. The Lawyer,
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No. 74a, the Ecclesiastic No ,n,, . ^
•he world-famous Tailor' No'Z ^ '^""^
finest portraits ever t^,^ ' ^l"f"^ *«
of «ch type are broug^so tla ,f

"^'"»"«



CHAPTER VIII.

LOlfBARDY AND THE DECAOBNCB

The first name which greets us in the school of

Lombardy is that of Vinccnzo Foppa, who lived

during the latter part of the fifteenth century, dying

in the same year that Columbus made his voyage

to America. The picture by him, No. 729, is care-

ful, original, and thoughtful. It repays close ob-

servation. The next, in point of succession, for

us to examine, are the pictures of his pupil, Bor-

gognone, who lived until 1523, and was a master

of the spiritual type. No. 1077, a charming trip-

tych, is in tempera, as is also the Virgin and

Child, No. 1410. The Child in this picture is at-

tractive because it is really infantile. Borgognone

has two delightful panels of family portraits, Nos.

779 and 780, with faces ranged in per^)ective, the

head-dresses being characteristic of the period, with

their quaint nets and veils. The most famous of

his pictures is the Marriage of St. Catherine, No.

298. In a naive spirit, the artist has here por-

ti-ayed the mystical marriages of both Catherine

123
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'-ftnst extending a ring to each.
Poetically contemporary with Botticelli is thegreat Leonardo da Vinci R^r^ u- ,

of ^o^h ^*i.
°^™ ^'^**'n a few years

i,.k*-
^•^^o, iney may be reirarded as «>vhibitmg at the aam* ;«,- *u

8»'"ca as ex-

«.d,-^^. ccou™ such as <;rf.i^. rL^:

wirnm the narrow space ^llntt^ « *i.

«"ti™ of «ch mas,^^ tl!; K, T'"-
to honour fittinriv ,I» -I ™P°«"'"« for us

".us. suffice o 1 t r*" f""""- '•

*h^ . ^ ^^ "* ^*s probably one offte mo,, complete men m ft. „«;„ J^^«dowments who h.. ever lived. He was^Tn^bl. example of the u„iver«, ge„J ^^^ ^-

"'* " '^'" "«'«'7 of »tyle. boa, i„ proj^j
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verse; many men have been fine writers, but he
was also a great scientist; there are few scientists
who are great artists, writers, musicians, and archi-
tects, all at the same time. In that he did all these
thmgs and did them nobly, he is greater than
most men. Each art in which he excelled was
dommated. in his case, by an almost unmatched
intellect. Unfortunately, his works are few. But

T °!,?"'' ^"*'* P*'"*'"«^ " '" London, namely,
he Virgm of the Rocks." No. 1093. This, and
the picture of the same subject in Pins, are both
by Leonardo's own hand. It has been suggested
by some critics, whose aim is to prove that there
is nothmg genuine but themselves, that this was a
copy of the picture in the Louvre. If it were a
copy, the arrangement of every part would be
Identical. There are certain small diflferences,
however, between the two pictures which indicate
that they are both the work of the same master.
The only question to be settled is. which was
pamted first? I„ the picture in the Louvre the
angel is pointing in rather an ungainly way at the
Virgm with his forefinger; i„ the National Gallery
pic^re. the whole figure of the angel is more rc^
laxed. and his hand is not raised. The fine wiry
halos about the heads of the sacred group are
omitted in the picture in Paris; and St. John does
not hold his cross, but simply bends forward with
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ine earlier. Ruskin. speaking of the v,eird\.l

nardo ~ h.. Z T .
"°^ appreciate Leo-

Dow.^r t!
.~"''^*''*^^ that he dissipated hispowers It ,s quite possible that the sub^rt othe picture ii ae »,«« u »uojecr or

a disciole of tL ^ ^ Ambrogio de Predis,
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The face is similar to that of his Virgin. Un-
fortunately, Leonardo used to obtain depth of

shadow by painting on a dark ground, so that the

black pigment has often come through with time,

and spoiled the delicacy of the colouring.

The death of Leonardo is described as a most

picturesque event The king, who was a frequent

visitor, had come to see him on his sick-bed; the

artist insisted upon being raised up as far as his

condition would allow, to avoid lying down in the

royal presence. He then began to talk to his

Majesty, " lamenting," says Vasari, " that he had
offended God and man, in that he had not laboured

in art as he ought to have done." Suddenly he

was overtaken with a violent paroxysm, and, the

king taking him in his arms, with the wish to

alleviate his suffering, Leonardo died in the em^

brace of his sovereign.

Bernardino Luini q>proached so nearly the man-

ner of Leonardo da Vinci in certain particulars,

that it is evident that he must have come in dose

touch with him. His picture of Christ and the

Doctors, No. i8, was until recently ascribed to

Da Vinci himself. It ts very beautiful, and the

faces are almost identical with some painted by

Leonardo, although the colouring is far more
brilliant than that usually employed by Leonardo.

To see how this type was perpetuated to dq;enera-
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tion. it is well to glance at Lanani's Holv F-mi

V«,«ian S««i,or nT^'^ ?' ^^ *"" *«

'h« Flemi* influ^cTh™ i„
^° "™ """^

^^»d and. No. „^, andT^ii^"sentiment seetns to be revived in » .«
™eaaval

ficial !.«.« k »* .

*^^'^*<* »n a somewhat arti-ncial way by Macrino d'Alba in hi, «, i

saints. Nos. 1.00 and 1201.
^'^' ^'*

Giovannantonio Bazzi or ts^^^^
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by Correggio, the painter who is most difficult of

all to analyze, because the very elements which

charm us in him would ordinarily be recognized

as faults in a lesser genius. Gay and apparently

inconsequent, the "Ariel of the Renaissance" is

a law unto himself. His light and shade are the

wonderful features of his technique. He hardly

paints shadow— he almost breathes it. It lies as

cool and translucent as the actual shade when the

sun is shining; it glows with colour, as do the

shadows on real flesh. And the most remarkable

part about it is that he painted as a rule in fresco,

which vehicle is much more difficult to render

transparent than is oil. Probably from Mantegna
he derived his mastery over foreshortening, which

leaves him unrivalled except by Michelangelo. His
true abilities can only be seen in Parma, where he

frescoed the vaults of the cathedral. His preference

was for painting women or children ; with the mas-

culine he had small sympathy. Although extremely

emotional, his emotions are simple and easily un-

derstood. He requires no interpreter, as a more
intellectual artist often does. He is distinctly ob-

vious; one either likes or does not like him with-

out having to wait to hear why.

In his perfection, Correggio is seen in the gentle

Madonna with the Child, No. 23, an early picture

painted shortly after his own marriage. The rol-
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the b« ~^ •
"°*" ™*« «•"» one of

Infracting Cupid,7 ll^T ""/"""
>nd volatile H«m~ .. . ' ""^h'evous

«vid«,«, dol^ d^Tr^r*""' *"'*

I-eht-heartedeo^JiTa^j!!^/^ °' B«""0--

•he chief chanm o' M,'ZZ,t
'^'"""

Ecce Homo i, weak- cL I ''"™- "*
01 -.-n;rr;e„^rra'^uC"- "r

.•nUo«tx^eLt:ra*;.'::'''T''
•iown upon .he figure of cS,'.

"""""""'«

on. to indr^i^ T^r^T^* *" no.

pathetic one tTad l!l '^ '"' ""* » '
"<. une, ne had been eroDloverf i„ d

and, when he came .o claim
7^"^'* '" P*™a.

comple.«, cupola whfchthad r^^' '" *'
finest frescoes h. »7 ?..

*^°""<' *** ""s

mood. r:;„**X"« --»-» a very mean

Price for Which hri*°rh"L'^' "' *'

ov«poweHng.„auo:':?m.td^.:tr.r
««P« «.. paltry sum; h«,:^nL';„'



""««»« mite ,wJt"f
*'* *" '-"I to bZ

When his followers tri^ « •

"«« Asciple, is Pa™I
"iwxlonce. Amonj hi,

*« National co««^ "^f"™ Z" '™'*«<' for

*« "»n .« who haVe"riL
""' '" "^ «"»

*« b;»|cen.b.ck«l S. jfhl ," '""'• """^ 'or
of encouraging artf

••

'

» I"" «ay, I think.

-« '•«~«ting'^ic^ .;'^;*", <;-"• <»» a fcright

D«a«> of Dido on «,. •
^^^ "presenting the

own b„i,4°; °:„fr«»« '"""^al-p^e ofhj
ought to ha« wro"tht^T' ' ^'•'^ ""o
•" hard finish. ^L"'"T- " *'«"«• "

'a«»««<l after ,piS .ST
""'° ^*"»"- "ho

of *e «ther fb,JteZ Z""?' '» *« author

-'^«S.Ahitof^-1—
-^rin^.
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Bad of . Monk by Lodovfco da P.ni» No «<„

i-Kription o„ the talo bTg*rZ -T'^'
*•

f™«W °"«»«» ">"<>« of the prayerful «ff»!^

of echmcal success h« driven out the nwreTrZ
qualities, and the facile touch ,„H . ^? ^''
play of skill h.„. . '' * <^°«^'>>t dis-

„ '. .

*"' ""^ superseded the cautious e«v«-wnt, m which there is ever the eteZT^f
T^'

Zl "" " 'o '^•» ««' «1I the earlier«^o^ were useless because they failed to 1^^^perfect «p,«s.on. It U only fai, ^ ^j,, ^^
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to what is worthy even in the decadence, as well as

to admire the germ of artistic expression. Both

have excellences of differing kinds, but they are

excellences nevertheless.

Of the later men of Tuscany, Carlo Dolci is as

objectionable a simperer as can be found. His
Virgin and Child, No. 934, is exactly like nearly

all his pictures,— it is typical of all his mannerisms.

Less affected is the picture by Empoli, No. 1282,

representing a very much dressed-up St. Zenobio
restoring to life a dead child. If it were only

po&^.-!e that spirit and technique could keep pace

with each other, this would have been a great age
of art, for these painters had mastered their mate-

rials, and only the soul was wanting.

The art of Bologna advanced rather than declined

in the sixteenth century, owing to a really great

family, the Carracci, two brothers and a cousin,

who were ornaments to their generation, and
founded a school of many followers. There are

pictures by all three of the Carracci in the National

Gallery. Both collectively and individually we
should examine their style and read their message.

They have much variety of expression. Sometimes
the effect is of too much action. There is inventive

power in their groups, and in composition th^
frequently suggest Raphael. As a rule, their pic-

tures are not crowded,— they are not noted for



'«»ed .too-. "«•' •"<" "neon-
So much for the dr. • •

.*• *«t to Rom.. «,^,° h^ T."*'- '" '«<»

R'PhMl and ,(,. .„c^ """form., ,„,(„„

"•»« » portion of .hrru„,T"'"* " *' »"«
**""y" A ,„in;;^^ ° ^-Wo to ,„pp„„

P«««. Ouito differs, f^ K
,^""'' P"""-»Pol<«.

«"-o w« r«iri„^ anTdLT«, "
f?"" ^«"«"o.

*" "raid and hackwartT '^«°'"'"o

"»»»«»<*., and "Cfc *"t1
°' '^"'- "•'*•

on together at first ,„V '^ '''>"''' "»' get

^"'^'''^ cL'^zTr, "-'^
•« cousin. The school i.

"'" ^udovico,

«.. schoo, Of the S^r Th '^ '^'^ "' "
"«»•'«• of the family '

"""' *»" of any „„

P'«^"*Xo*raS°l,1 -^ "" -
»' «« .Tee is staLXrtr^l,°r "^^ "^'«
'«o painting, and ca;. ^^^T ' ""^ """"— artists, c:r«;:rx':^-

Hi
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«< vi«~r. fun of n.t»«. The C«™.d f,„.«fed•n icidBnj,, {„ a^ ^irtrt prop^tTa^
«w*«r,„.. S,vtn,oia,,U.ii^uJZ
»xt <kc«le gr«lu..«l „ u,.ir Khool
Of AnniWrt ..yl, „ h.»e kyctiI vecim««.

" <!.. ««.r.l virit of hi. work; thefil^ h

«"« ,. m«,l«Iy twitted. A «™. ,„„ T«o^&""»« T.Ia«g Rrfug, „i,H ft. Sl„ph.rd.,^

*: ^
J«'^..«^<^'CiJ cone.,.; white No. «,the dnink«i Silo,™ C.m«l I Fauns i, ^r^infj

N.ofb«chici„c«,«,„.„«. -So^LuS
»h.. Apollo „d P»n Ptayinp ft. Rp^, ,,,'^

No ^•'°: °' *• '*^"'" of St Anfton^

ZC^V '!?"'<"»« ««te objwion to

a.,,p,ctur. .r.«t™«ly rich, but overblown.

H^lTT ^f^ P«xi"«io», we c« form

by h,n, in ft» collection; fte«, however, Nos 147»d ^^. .re v«, holdly *«ch«i. «,d a^'^^.^i*^
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lo* tnd Aureri, ud Gtliict.
^^

Chn.t. Na «. « by no m«„ Uckj^ ,-„ „„^ '

i^r^ *«« ^«« "«n more a„„ p,^hic ph.-

r™?- '" ""f-- f**. «l»y riwuld b. honoured

™""«. He borrowed the habit of CravMnrio in

Lu,g, Un«, ,., "i, not the mo„ delicate, at le.«the mott loond and the mow juicy" i„\Zf
^"«hi.fijur..wiU.U,o«hyU,onen;:

K^ oM «y,ng. that Guide-, look a, if Jfey»«d beo, fed on ro«.|e,ve,, and Guereino', or^

noM- 1 '^'*' *^"^"° l*^' "<>*'« more

«"« « concewion to popuhrity at the expense ofmc^ty. n^ty he became a n,ere hack^t^
hurrying off hi. order, one after another.
Giuho Rppi, or Giuho Romano, was Raphael',most d,,tingui,hed pupil. He had much of1.
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aia (lis most important work h#in.

ard,^ "—P«»h«i much .•„"m:;u.'''h"

«>».- not an innovator of any new method- «smg no ,u„„„g trick with pencil oTp^'but a sane, wholesome, acceptable paintosuch was Giuho Romano W. i,. .
'

~
'ng of his, the pi^ of !I

'^'" ™'y »"« <»™'-

Jupiter, No. 6.4 ^W^ *' fT ' ^"""'"'^

his manner. GWioRl^J'^t^'"f f
,"^. 'or he was much lov^ ^"d ^f^^T
he «.ded h.s days. Vasari describe, a,e ani^s
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personal appearance, saying that he was of m^-

fi™ n h,s bu,Id, of a .-kindly disposition and

8»«1 cloth« and comfortable mod« of liw
.
^7"?™^°'' ^''•*" *' E™»»»». No. L is

L c^^Tif ,"""°^™' '•" «"•'

" -^«I-sm earned to its limit, as far as asthetic i«nl.«
^«„cen,ed. Caravaggio „„ . pu^ oTt^Roman scliool, bom in Milan in ic6o r.
extols him for "CTindin,, ftli, .

'^"**'

in. .V-which Ct^Tj^tLl'Z']

:^.'i^:r4-:^t;tttr3'"
usually artificial and gl<ly. 4e ridTJe^'J*^^'

.o-^rer!:^^rrH;''-'—

ci-ing. CaravaJi^'wTs"! p^lir^f f

'

^.•»ng al, wbo differed frl' im nt^'w
"

«d «travagant in his demands upon fnS'
»d therefore was oblige, to fiee at virious^resfrom various places. He committed homicidiTRome, and ,mm«iiately withdrew discreetly o

a:
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Naples. After a time he went to Malta, where he
was accomphshing good work, when he had a mis-
understanding with a cavalier, which made it neces-^ry for him to disappear at once, so he went to
Mcily. On his returning to Rome in 1600, he was
overtaken on the road by a malignant fever, which
soon put an end to his adventurous life

Re^^M
^h« soft "latter-day saints" are Guido

Ren. s Magdalen. No. 177, full of what Ruskin
<^sh.s pale rays of fading sanctity." His pretty
little St. John and the Christ Child. No. 191 is farmore attractive. Here is also Sassoferrata's Ma-
donna m her extremely azure robe. No. 200, and
Barocci s Holy Family, No. 29.

Bibiena's curious picture of the inside of a the-
atre No. 936, with its crowd of promenaders.
.s mterestmg. as showing the costumes and customs
of stage-hfe m his period; and the painting by

Tk?";^^
Padovanino. No. 933. which shows a

chubby ch,ld embracing a reluctant dove, is amus-
ing. Padovanino's Cornelia and the Gracchi No
70. IS rather insipid. A fanciful bit of mythological
bnc-A-brac is Ricci's Sleeping Venus. No. 851 •

the
fluttering satins and airy Cupids in this recall some
of the conceits of Van Loo. The two dressy pas-
torals by Za,s. Nos. 1296 and 1297. have somewhat
the same Frenchy flavour, as has also Longhi's
Fortune-teller, No. 1334.

^'ngnis
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Maraiti's portrait of Cardinal Cerri, No .7^

"OS. 643 and 644, are very interestine to examinJ
asm,na.„reeo„,p.itio„, with ren»rk^abrea^"h

smon by T,.p„lo show pictorial art at its !o^
too ghastly. -is ™ore like the setting for a fa^nt

bI, ,'^;r °' '''^'"'' """ '"e usuallyJ^iBAhcal .deal; and the altar-piece, No „„?1;n«h^»,re nor less than a scene at the court <;;

Great among the landscape painters of the seven-«nth centuty is Salvator Rosa, a NeapoUtan wtolived from 161 e to 1675 Hi. . - *7"™ ""O

f!n,.=i r-.>i \ '^' "'* P'«ures in the Na-tional Gallery do not exhibit his skill, for he paint«labo some strU^ing figure-pieces. Nos. 84, 8.,. 935

rdirfri"'""""'-"-—"-^'
Salvator Rosa was a fiery personage, impulsive,

««. Iitae ftought for the mor,„w, he had in reality
harboured his property well, and when he died h^

va^ble hbran, and collection of pictures, and ,large volume of the master's own designs and



MO «l»e *« Of ti>« mttomi, «,„j^
Writing,, „H.ch w« no. p„Wi*«, »„ .,^ ,^

'> » milder mood th^^^ ^ ''* '"~" "»

*. studio. ' ^: ^'h.'X'^ "".'«"" -

picture toly ;. Iron^"""?
<=»™'>' "". the

•o you how IZ Tvaf™ "t'^ .'
"" '"^

gold .n paym«,t. The pai„,„, „„, ,„ ^,
?""* °'

8"eros,.y, sen. the constabfc anJaT fa present This w» f„ii„ ..
7^ '"*"* *»

"d this con,«, Z *^ ""^ »"°*«- P^!
prince L?rha """"f

~"'^"«' ""« *«
afford.

'
""""^ "^' f^^ «" he could

«.™':S"n.^i:f'
.",.°°»-'Hino. paints,
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i^^^ '"' "" "'-'«^i~ in A. V.«cn, .he

.™L^rr?T °' ^'- J""""- "' '"ould no. b*

owas when he was in search of new tvo«

theirT^;::'' " °""',*««-'. " »»"y of

feaion h. ^: ^ '^ " »"*'•«" by pro-

1« n*rr n"
"'^ °"»-'»"on. t^^

JT A«r '"«' he « a Httle like Cor«g.

moMs. In No. 48, a small pa,„«„g „„ ^ J.Tob-a, and ft. Angd, th. p^cefuI^Und^jJ

• I

I
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«<l.»t ^r« show hta in hi, r«tf„I „KK)d. No.

nMd«»aI £Ml,ng than one ofto, ».« i„ ,„_.
^*-c«.„ry picture dealing .iu, ch"vr:L

theatncal id« of inspiration, in No 85

.Jt^tT^ '"° ""^"'''^^ "^«« of Venice in

Canaletto lived during the first half of the eieht-«"th ^tury, and Guard, in the latter half; butboth of then, studied their Venice in a strange

ZT""' *"'' '"" ^'^ i-numerable JL'.
l.ke No,. „7, ,63, and 940. Caraletto's pi«ureshave a great charm for u,. for they en,b^„ ^™p«»,on, of a close ol«erver of the nK>st fa,-«nah„g c,ty of Italy; they are not alway, topo-
graplncally correct, but are rather ddiberate ar^rangment, and composition,, including the most
s,gn,fican. features of Venice. C«,alL .Tlmy prolific painter, and nearly every gallery ofnote has specmen, of hi, work. In another veinNo. .4^ should be of interest to all Londoner,'*ow,ng a, it doe, the famou. Rotunda at Rane-'
lagh. which was such a notable rewrt in thoM day* .
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Guardi'8 pictures. Nos. 210 and 1054. are similarm general principles to those of Canaletto, while
No. 1454 is a study of a gondola, and shows the
dress of the gondoliers of that time.
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CHAPTER IX.

'^y «T „ THE ^mnu^^^ ^^^^^

thc» Jn
''*'™ °' '^'""o in Italy was

was much like Celtic work Ja I '^^^*

aH#«,«* *
*' ^° there was littl#

yet paint«, for .h«fir^/'^"'" "« "".

«P^o! prom,.,^ ,h„^ ^„, «^IyVl^
ra'^.i^'t^T. ^i- -i~



M« - . .
**••• A« our tale ruac.No painter of Colofne orM«.S^«ld have painted him „ore comelyThan a. he Mt upon hi. hone.-

Of the G«™,„ X, »«,t: ;X? ""'"'*

centuryr.
^^* '" *"« fourteenth

The first name that occim ;« r^

M«»t.r Stq,I,« and otho, T!„ .^ ' "*°''"'

National Gallery
' "* 'o be ««, ;„ y,,

of coloured I^^.^ ZtltT '" ' "^^

decorated bas-reli,f. k!^ . "* Pnwipally to

mg was done upon wood or «™.
*" •"'"«-

«P«rin»„,s wirj™ "!r*"~~"»'«'««'y
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junction .h/ZJ^:. '^""T'""^
» --

» v«y small «ale 1^~ "erythng i, on

for, according to Va:'^;..^:^'!:^'
seventeenth centurv "«-• *• T ^ '" *"*

.^XtHrCHnJ^rL^-^^ona.-
N«hcrlands a« v«, in,;^;"

°*""»^ »' «»

Althougl, Gcnnan ar. waa «,n»what prior to *.,



o' the Netherlands, the Pl«.».i. u .

«riw«d .•t.p,ed.ce,;or ^ •*"" «" »"'•

In the National Gallery the earliW r—
'-re » a St. Veronica nT^^^" P""
'ittl. painting i„ tj^i^'^^i "•"*»*• "««

Saviour imprinted o!^; .
** ** ""^ "' *«

•he figure o/T^ ** ""*'" " «"•"«• while

i, »„ •

"'"' " '" »'»« half.«ai, .,

di«on. an^.llJX:; '*
"r'"''"'^

«» '-
-» oh«rv«, b. .hL bit hT^'cr*""^*was toward naturalism wM,k * «'°*"'

denlv and n.-,
"'' *" achieved and-

'
". b^erH^^T'^ *"""• «'~umers, Hubert and Jsxi van Evck.

.

Of the work of the elder brother Hubert ..» no specimen here; he was a mnl '
**'*

than Jan. and his tJ.1
'P'"^' P^'n^er

is softer ^nT ***^^"'^"«' 'n some of his works

^orth Is aCt „1^"^ i" h '

""' ''^''' ^^"^

traitur* n, •

^" P°^«' o^ vivid por-

Oons, from tk. ^tcTt ^ TSl" "" "^'
from the head of Jov A ^fi""''

'"^ P"'"

.- o, t«hni,„e, i rLL^y'^Z"'^"^
he came, complete and inimiJ,!- / "»"»»".

f-'.Pnn.paLerso^rC'HrrXV'':
•oponra, a correct, though LjpTlirno^.:
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, *

^ of the humw body. H. midOTd ,ta«^l*« well, depicted draperie. with re.li«„, ^
J»«lnd.«K,.™. colour Greet conKien.i™;^'::^
.« portreying exMtly *h.t he nw w« hi. leading
rf-^e«..ic He *„ .. „„,„, t. p.i„. th!

^i,: o*?

*^'"'' •"'*" •°*«""" "«
expreuion of joy or wrrow. Hii portrtitt an
;;hol«t..y lifdike, ...hough the quain. do«,..^;;2
•her numerou. «,g„iar fold., have in them «,

Zl, ? ^^^ •" '^O'" <^'*l^y t« their

ST r*'!:i!i
^' ^"°"- "» Adoration of*« Un,b. Albr«ht Darw uw it in ,508, and

«co«l.rt .n his dia„: "I, i. .„ ^^i'*' ^
C.0U. and n,o,t intelligent work." Jan v«, Evckwa, p^bahly bom about ,,90. T^ ,.0 "of ht
d-scovery of oi|.pai„ti„g i, i„ a,i. wi«. ^Havi„g

,r fd'n,*"!! ';
'""'*"• *' "^ """^ ••• '"

**

work In h„ efforts to diwover some medium
wh.chJ,ould dn. in the .hade, he «.p.rimen,^

aUjy ftat had hitherto p,ev.nt«, (He ™cce«f„l
Whcatton of oil^olour to panel-painting 'T and

which had been «, long sought. This i, probably



«niploying existing method..
"^

'

A^J« v« Eyck w« far g™uer i„ the art of^^ *» in .„y other br«,ch.W i.

.^™°
. 1'

""•• ^°- "*• Thi. pi«CM • «™ gl«K., h« much of the grotesque ugli„«^

""S
" '7 ""'• •"" « f™ """"tes the ob^rvJr

ZZ^; .^•,'«y-™"' 'o •"•• diversion i, »,.

«K hat worn by Jean Arnolfino, and that i, not a

^rZ o"f **, •" '"'"' "» ""'" '^^
^iLoTofT'*' *" '*"' "" >" *« private

rf hJ. I?
!^'*' °' ^'^'»' 'he catalogueof her galtay de^ribe, it: "An «t,aisite pi^

« tody and a gentleman standing in a chamber

of fideh^ to hi. flat^.„«l spo^. The picture

. i1
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might stop there; but, the more one looks, the

more impossible it is to say where it does stop, if it

stops at all. There is almost no limit to the detail.

Look, for instance, into the convex mirror; you
can see the couple reflected; and, through an open
door, another couple beyond; you have the feel-

ing that only the limitation of your own eyesight

prevents your detecting the very colour of their

eyes
! There probably was never a more wonderful

miniature treatment of tiny objects painted by man.
The picture should be examined carefully.

There are two other portraits here by Van Eyck,
Nos. 222 anu 290. Both are virile and interesting.

Roger van der Weyden, who greatly influenced

both Flemish and German art a little later than
the Van Eycks, is represented in this room by two
pictures, No. 711, a Mater Dolorosa, and No. 712,
an Ecce Homo. The Deposition, No. 664, may also

be by him. Van der W>yden, born in Toumay in

1400, painted pictures of religious scenes chiefly.

He was influenced in his colouring by the tinted

stone carvings which he saw about him. In 1440
he went to Bruges, where he pamted many altar-

pieces and sacred subjects. The tendency of the

times was toward reali.sm,— a contract for a pic-

ture painted at Bruges stipulates that the " dead
Christ " shall be painted " like a dead man," in all

respects. This might apply to the picture here.

I

h

!
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VAN EYCK._ PORTRAIT OF JEAN ARNOLFino AND HIS WIFE
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The style of the work is essentially dramatic, with-
out being objectionably so. This painting has also
been attributed to Dirck Bo- i.

Unfortunately, among the Flemish and German
pictures in the gallery are many which are assigned
entirely by guesswork. At various times they have
been attributed to some master; later criticism has
overthrown the theory, and they have been left
nameless. But because the name cannot be specified
IS no reason for looking at these paintings as in-
ferior in any way to those whose authenticity has
not been questioned. Many of the finest German
pictures are among them. For instance, take the
most powerful double portrait, No. 653. of a man
and his wife; whether we know by whom they are
executed or not, they still are among the finest early
portraits m London. The Death of the Virgin, No
658. IS so remarkable for the varied types of the
heads, each being a thoughtful study apart from
evenr other, that one is inclined to believe that one
of the greatest names in Northern art should be
attached to it. It has been attributed to Van der
t^s. A recent writer is inclined to consider both
of these works to be by Jacques Daret, a follower
of Van der Weyden. besides No. 654, a Magdalen
reading acknowledged to be of the same school.
The rich green and cool blue of this picture are
very fresh, relieved by a touch of scarlet. The

t
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idea of realism in (German art was carried only so

far as to depict people as they then appeared, in the

costumes and styles of '^he Netherlands ; the higher

idea of realism, in trying to portray scenes as they

must have looked when they occurred, had not yet

been grasped. What could be less like the Magda-

len than 1/ is smug little Flemish person in her best

clothes?

Hans Memlinc was the greatest of the early Flem-

ish masters. In his Madonna with St. George, an

Angel and the Donor, No. 686, we see him at his

best. Memlinc lived and worked in Bruges,— there

is no record of where he was bom, but the event

must have taken place about 1430. He occupied

a position in the Flemish school similar to that

of Fra Angelico among the Italians; his pictures

are poetic and charming, filled with beauty and

pure lofty sentiment. Technically his work is based

upon the traditions of tempera painting: tempera

has to be laid on delicately at first, aiid gradually

deepened by vigorous touches; tempera pictures

are often shaded by hatchings, as are drawings;

thus, from mere force of habit, having begun his

career as a painter in tempera, Memlinc used his

oils much as his predecessors used their less pliable

medium.

Memlinc's landscapes are especially charming. In

Van Eyck's cooler tones the landscapes suggest the
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budding freshness of spring, while in Memlinc's
compositions the^ have more of the ripeness of
summer A pupil of Van der Weyden. he is more
hke the Van Eycks. and may be considered the last
worthy representative of their school. While Mem-
Imc was a religious painter, the gloomy side of life
did not impress him at all. and he painted jovous
visions of the same subjects as those loved by the
Beato He is at times almost sentimental in his
refined treatment of themes. Yet, withal, the human
gladness was as dominant a note as the celestial in
h,s pamting: in looking at his Madonna in the
National Gallery. No. 686. one of the first things
that strikes the beholder, is the fact that the baby
IS a real child. It may be painfully thin; it may
not be endowed with beauty; but there is an ex-
pression of infant contentment on its face which
one misses in most early pictures of the Nether-
lands. The detail of the picture is entirely lovely
the two charming vistas on either side of the throne'
could not be more romantic. St. George is rather
a slender warrior to have overcome a dragon; but
when one glances at the head of the monster lying
at his feet, it is easy to imagine his being able to
slay so tame a serpent. The he.d looks as much
like that of a benign greyhound as anything. The
kneeling donor, too. lacks streno+h. But in the
sweet white-robed angel playing The lute. Memlinc
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is perfectly at home, and it is the most satisfactory
thing in the picture.

The two panels, No. 747, are ascribed to Mem-
hnc, and with good reason. The same lack of
power in designing the masculine figure is exhib-
ited in these saints, namely, St. Lawrence and the
Baptist. No. 709 is a Madonna extremely like the
one in No. 686, but is probably the work of a
pupil. The portrait of i man. No. 943, has been
supposed to be a likeness of Memlinc, but later
criticism has rather failed to countenance this
theory. Passavant found it in possession of Mr.
Aders, and pronounced it a Memlinc, probably a
portrait of himself as he appeared in the hospital
where he was taken with a wounded arm after the
battle of Nancy. But later authorities think it to
be by Dirck Bouts, claiming that the painting was
done fifteen years anterior to the date of Nancy.
It is dated 1462. It was once the property of the
poet, Samuel Rogers.

Memlinc's colour was often laid so thin that the
drawing underneath may be easily detected. While
he has all necessary respect for the painting of
accessories, he always observes the great rule that
the face is of more importance than the clothes.

One of the most striking of the unnamed Flemish
pictures is No. 783, the Exhumation of St. Hubert.
The rendering of the Gothic architecture is delight-
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ful, and the figures are well drawn and very ex-
pressive. The varying types of the ecclesiastics are
studied with keen appreciation. The worldly bishop
IS there, and the unworldly monk; the superstitious
priests, and the reverent bishop who swings a cen-
ser are as true to life as the irreverent acolytes
smihng m the background. This picture is strongly
reminiscent of the work of Ouwater, a fifteenth-cen-
tury Netherland painter.

The Dutchman Engelbertz is represented by a
very lovely Madonna and Child, No. 714. The
vme-clad tree growing in the central part of the
background suggests the system of arrangement
adopted by Girolamo da Libri in his picture. No.
748, m the Veronese room, although the style is
quite dissimilar.

Very decorative is the tall panel of the Count of
Hamault and His Patron St. Ambrose, No. 264
Another interesting picture, excellent in its per-
spective, is th Adoration of the Kings, No. 1079
which is often attributed to Gherardt van der Meire'
The little street vista in the background is capti^
vating. There are two interesting portraits of men
which might be named Optimism and Pessimism
One, No. 947, represents a thrifty, bright-eyed man
wearing a gold chain and holding a scroll in his
hand; the other, No. 1036, is a cadaverous per-
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sonage, with one hdnd resting on a human skull,
and two pansies held in the other.

There are two curious panels representing arista^anng to the Virgin after his crucifixion. Nos.
1086 and 1280. Neither of these is attributed to
any known artist. No. 1086 has been embellished
by a curious set of conversational scrolls proceed-
ing from the mouths of the characters.
A very fine painter who followed Memlinc is

Gerhardt David. Two large and typical specimens
of h,s work may be seen here. A Canon and His
Patron Samts. No. 1045, and the Marriage of St
Catherine, No. 1432. The canon, kneeling and gaz^
•ng mto heaven, is surrounded by most ornate detailm the persons of the much-bedecked Sf. Martin and
St. Donatian. The panel was originally a part of
an altar-piece in St. Donatian in Bruges. The reeal
splendour of the vestments of these figures is un-
surpassed. The third figure, the patron St. Ber-
nardme. is humbly attired in the habit of his order
The execution of every part of this beautiful picture
»s of great delicacy. In the background may be
seen the traditional beggar, waiting with pardon-
able anxiety for the cloak of St. Martin
The Marriage of St. Catherine. No. 1432. is very

devotional ,n spirit. It is rich in tone and colour-
mg. and dignified in composition. It is worthy to
rank with Memlinc's works, and, indeed, the back-
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DAVID A CANON AND HIS PATRON SAINTS
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ground view, though itrictly architectuml instead
of runJ or pastoral, is as fine as any of this school.
Gerhardt Dwid has only been granted his full de-
serts within recent years, when Mr. James Weale.
through careful research, has given him his legiti-
mate appreciation.

Evidently by a follower of David is the Deposi-
tion No. 1078. Observe the figure of St. John; it
IS almost Italian in its beauty, and quite lacks that
long n ,t from eye to mouth which gives such a
hard expression to most Flemish faces of this
period. It has been suggested that the beautiful
and expressive picture of St. Giles Protecting a
Hind. No. 1419. may be a valuable example of the
work of Mostaert. a brilliant disciple of David
The fair-haired figure at the left is probably a
portrait of the artist himself.

The German school, which started so promisingly
;n a>logne. became absorbed in the Flemish. Before
Its final disappearance, however, it produced some
painters of note whom we will now consider

Stephen Lochner. called Meister Stephen, was a
famous painter of altar-pieces. The German revival
under him was short-lived, but brilliant. The Ger-
mans still used the gold backgrounds which had
obtained m the Cologne school, but their treatment
of the human form was an advance upon the older
art. Meister Stephen drew his figures in better
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proportion, and in the picture ascribed to himm the National Gallery the types are very inter-
^ting No. 70s shows the figures of three saints.
Catheraie of Alexandria, with St. John and St.
Matthew on either side. There is great charm about
these figures, that of the young Evangelist being
especially lovely. The colour is soil and yet lively
One of the artists of the German revival in the

fifteenth century is known as the Master of the
Lyversberg Passion, because his chief work was a
picture in Lyversberg of that name. He is believed
to have painted the panel. No. 706, a Presentation in
the Temple. Few of these German painters wer«
known by name, the picture of St. Dorothy and St
Peter, No. 707. being by the Master of the Cologne
Crucifixion, an artist who responded strongly to the
Flemish influence, while among the Westphalian
artists of the fifteenth century we have several
works by the Meister von Liesbom, so called be-
cause of his numerous pictures in the abbey of that
city. The series of panels by this master are rather
hard and crisp in touch, as if they had been drawn
from models of painted wood. The long panel
with the Crucifixion, No. 262, is an interesting
departure from the conventional gold background,
and also exhibits a good deal of appreciation of the
value of the repeating figure as a decorative motive.
The first figure at the left of the cross is that of
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St. Anne, who carries in her arms the Virgin, who,m her turn, is holding the infant Saviour! A
curiously naive genealogical sequence!

In No. 250. the Lion of St. Jerome and the Hind
of St. Giles are standing up in a most grotesque
way. No. 251 has more grace in its composition,
although these richly vested ecclesiastical saints can-
not hold their own with the Patrons of the Canonm No. 1045, which we have recently examined.
Among the great unnamed is a fascinating young

woman. No. 722, who sits smiling from under her
large head-dress. She is quite captivating. A fly
has alighted on the stiff draperies, and is excellently
painted. She holds in her hand a sprig of forget-
me-not.

The Northern art of the sixteenth century centred
rather about Antwerp than Bruges, where the Van
Eycks and Memlinc had held sway. About the
time of the voyage of Columbus, the Antwerp
school of painters began its prosperous course,
which was to culminate in Rubens and Van Dyck.
Among the first names which we meet in review-
ir- the steps of its progress, is that of Ouinten
Ki^sy:- who joined the Guild of St. Luke in 1491.

In the National Gallery are two pictures by this
artist. No. 295, framed together; they represent
the Saviour and the Virgin. The workmanship is
delicate, and the sentiment refined and tender. Spir-

I
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itual f«li„g is .viden, ;„ ^^^

^ One .s surpns«l to learn that Massy, l«ga„
l.fe as a blacksmith, and. to win the loVe ofawoman, agreed to give ap his trade, and turn his
attention to painting. The lady, in making ths

TOen Qu,n,«, Massys painted figures in the op«,a r, he frequently worked in partnership with Sti-

added the backgrounds for Massys. Of Patinir'swork we have here a good oppoLnity to judgefor there are several chara«eristic pictures b^ hto-n the Nafonal Gallery. Patinir is one of aZ
atriif:':;.'""'

'" ' '^"•"'" '^"^- ™-^»after l,fe qurte grew away from his early impres-
s.ons. Although his life was mainly spe„^ iX-w.rp, he dung to his memories of the delightful««^ of the Meuse, a„„ painted it often. f„ h",

c^fcs . ""T""""'
^°- 7'S (in Which JZcnhcs consider that Massys has add«l the figures)fe exqu,s,t. rolling countty is well portrayk In

Xh. f^' r;:';.
"" '^" "' S'- Christopher

with the Chnst Ch,ld on his back, is incidental Thenver m .h,s picture is more pleasing than the s„^what ,mag,nat.ve No. .^, which is too fantastfc
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in their amnhtude of L a
*"""' <"«

except in thj T,:l **
^^ZV ''"' ^^'

Another painter of this n^rio^ . ^
Patinir i„ „a„, „,^_ i7H^? a;,""

"'**"'"'"«

bom in the valley of th, M.
""' "« "as also

on his forehead' His wo* ^ fhet^i :!';
°' j"-

"not very il,„™„ati„g „ .„ his ab^^ H^r"^

ane^swr^ali^arC^r*""""""'
The only other nlcturl -^ "nsympathetic.

3»^a^«^^o„spic.„„.aiL.hthr;acetc;:,:!

/- Oossarl.t,^,;'j„rMar"' ^ '^•
painter of likenesses an7f ^' "^^ = '^«

here. There^Z' T " *°" "P"«nted

collection N^or °f
'""""' °' "» *«

alsoasoLewtet^, ' ™." *'* *'°»«»: and
*"* **"' "fl-'^fon, No. .689, which
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has now been assigned to this artist T. .
a man and his wife ^.aa .

" represents

painted
'
^'^'^ ^** ^^'y* ^ut forably

The stiff, fashionable Httle MairHflW m ^

terestmg costume of her suhi-n* ; . ,.

way. "**J**^ '" a dehghtful

Rottenhammer's Pan ami <:«.•

about ta a highly erratic fashion ^rtwH 7^» U,y and wooing „i.H Rapha;,rd ^.^^^^
g«lo, « here credited with a Holy Family N„,
both of these picture, to Gerhardt David hot *7"• ""«« as charac.er.-,«c of Score, 1^^^^'
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l*P« of f«a in both instMMs being far !«, for-bidding than most of David's.
* "" '"

Comelissen, the master of Scorel, is the punter oftwo good portraits of Donors, which evid^Uyt.^.*. ..de-shutters to some alUr-pi«», No 6^Their patron saints, Peter and Paal. t«,d g„„dover these worthy Netherlanders.
"" «""'J

r,tl ^ '"Totrndings, form a prophetic

destined to taxe upon Northern ^^ *~* «
""

II



CHAPTER X.

I^TER FLEMISH AND GE.MAN ICASTEKS

Until this year there has h^^ ,

?^«; rL
'"" T "^" "' *« -o* of ,h"r«t«t Cnnan of aII-Albr«:ht Dfirer No•938, howover, was pun:has«) for ,h. sum of "I*ousand pounds, and *.„ is J^t

™
^^ ^Wiev. ,1 ,0 be painted by the Taster li.f-

~ofDa„.sfa.bU.T^r„o?„rr

e-t vitality, and theXtwa™ "Tlt^™na being almost flame^oLr™ u>J^ ^

Portrait Bust of a sZf^^^r ^^' ^^ *^^

nWt swe b^ "" ""^ ""«• "* ^-""•"S

wv4^:7eLi*jr-ro,,r
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^. and may be IT^, ""^ """i by Hoi-

» «-fai copy,. „, I^^T^^.X'"' "'° *"
Cnuiach, a co-worker mtk nT

«» i-nior, is a pain,.r o, ^J^:"'
"" <«'^ »^r

H« *ork i, so sTO>o,h a^t t "^ '"" ^'""•
and oft«, sugges, , figure eit^uff !?

*•» '*'^''-

»' «« art. Cte. of L^^r^'"'"' "^ *« «"<'">'

'rai.«« greets us in No ^"f '^""^ '" Por-

"•d ««Ie lady in her filerv^
'
"""" *' «"-«««-

*' verdict /, .he'T^^-^'^-f
• -« "waiUn,

The recently presents, Port^
"
f, Z^ T ^'^

» also full of Crana^i,'. T '^"'' No. 192,..'-"'"*<=" s characteristics">e most important (W™.
«onal Gallerv is ^VT

^^' P"*"'' ™ «» Na-

portrait represents /eh^n J'
"'"^'mg doable

An-bassadoTto Enet^ =t ?""^""«' ''''^
«.« Bishop of LaZ CL^r "' ^"™.
•"^e. Manne, Ho)b«n ptaX 7, '" *' "'«~-

»« proud of his work af7l ^"'' "" "««
justified. There haTbl ^ """ "">« ">an

*» P.«u«. so„,e^rX .":
tr'™"'^ "^'^

O^ «d Hen., Phihp oflhXl^ranrs™".'
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ing of the Treaty of Nuremberg, and that the
various astrological instruments about the apart-
ment are arranged so as to indicate their birthdays.
But a manuscript discovered of late years, and pre-
sented to the National Gallery by Miss Hervey,
hangs in an adjoining cabinet, and decides the
balance of evidence in pointing to these personages
as being Dinteville and the bishop. Georges Selve
was afterward ambassador to Venice, while Dinte-
ville was French ambassador to the court of Henry
VIII. The arrangement of the figures is most curi-
ous; there is evidently more than meets the eye in
this weird composition, with its charts, globes,
musical instruments, and books. On the floor is the
most mysterious object of all: this long thing,
which suggests a defective cuttlefish, has been the
subject of conjecture. But these men, standing
so peculiarly on the canvas, flanking the accessories,

instead of the accessories being secondary in im-
portance, arc divided by the emblem of mortality:
the long strange article on the floor is an " anamor-
phosis," or human skull thrown out of perspective
on purpose. The only way it can be seen correctly
is by placing the eye close to the picture at the right,

a little below the level of the bishop's hand, and the
skull assumes its true proportions. What exact
significance this emblem may have in relation to
these men, cannot be easily determined; but there

1
^
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the whole of German art . tu^ u -

I.«ht all ov„ the p,c,ur. i, «,„,^ u„»<l Th^!

-^ucon Of ™i„u.. d«.U .ndT. c.J^n.'^'

""«r of the German school, living about twentyy«rs later .h»Diir„. H.^^tZX^
»bou ,497 He wa, also the founder of pSlv

fieM 1 1.
*^'' '""''' '*=»'«» " *" » fair afi^there bemg then no other peat painter of iL

h!r T""*"
*'"'• "' «"nqui,h«l his fathtt

Xf:z'z:;*e:u;r'H"^°"'""
a-pnorsospiHtuaifz-roa::^.-;!.^:

J!^"t;"in^!:o
"' "' ''""'' *' '««^- o'

There have been »Mne aspersion, cast upon Hoi-
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""« from a joke which. pl,y«j upon him by Enu-
">"». .. even to^,y q„o,«J a. c,rcum.tt„,W «H-

wor".rr 't- " ''•'^«' *" "<"^™ -
™b% m which ,h. illustnition, were cUhonife.Ho.b«n m . playfu, „^. ,k,„,^ ^^^^^
on. of u,e „,^„,. i„ ^^,.^^.^ ^
M^ctur. Of a drunkard with a pot of b«r. sittin"

.t narTS^ "" """" "* '"«rib«l withthe name of Holbein. K Era«nu, had reahzedwhat ^„„, ,„j„,.y h, „„ J ^.^

pltJ^;:^.
*" "* """" "- '""-*«' '» *'•

The mo,t popular and best-known of Holbein'sworks „ his celebrat«) Dance o' Death. ^1
t^a^fr

^""*

"
''^«"'

" --•'^ "the art of h,s country a, were his engravings. Hefounded a great Northern «:hool of portSt art

f"'7' f
«"*" ""« it. " which sacriSce, noth-mg. forgets nothing, and fears nothing." Holbeinw« a convWal careless liver; he sav^ „o mj^,

hved lavishly, and dress«i well. He died of th^plague in London in 1543.
Another fascinating portrait by Holbein in the
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National Gallery at present, but not the property
of the nation, is the portrait of the young Duchess
Christina of Milan. It is lent by the Duke of
Norfolk; it is most sympathetic and engaging.
This was the witty young person whose spirited
reply to Henry VIII. has been recorded. When he
proposed marriage, she is said to have answered
that she would gladly accept had she but "

possessed
two heads." In describing this charming Christina,
Hutton, the English envoy, wrote: "She hath a
good countenance, and when she smiles two little

dimples appear in each of her cheeks, and one in
her chin."

With war and tumult, the art of Germany died
out after the sixteenth century; only occasional
men arose after that time to revive the national
asthetic tradition. But in Flanders the storm and
stress only seemed to add vigour to the Renaissance
of arts, and, with the Dutch republic, there arose
the powerful later Flemish school, headed by Ru-
bens in Antwerp, and by Van Dyck, sustained by
the ripened forces of their r ntemporaries and fol-
lowers in the Netheriands.

Rubens was bom in 1577; Holbein had died
thirty years before, and Titian's long life had just
been ended. Rubens is considered by many excel-
lent judges to be the greatest painter the world
had seen up to that ttme. Other critics find him
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unsatisfactory and redundant. But whatever one's
pe^onal taste may be. every one must admit hismagic skill as a delineator, his enormous productive
power, and his ability to make his subjects live
whether they live according to our ideals of beautyor not. Virility is the keynote of his art; and it
IS captious to let our taste in the selection of models
overrule our appreciation of his great technical skillByron has alluded to Rubens's pictures of "his
eternal wives and infernal glare of colour "; Dela-
croix, more tolerant, speaks of his "

force vehe-
mence. and^cK- which « with him take the placeof grace and charm." It is not quite fair to judgeRubens by all the pictures which bear his namemany of these are only school pieces, for he had anenormous following of pupils, and many of the
paintings which came from this studio are credited
to the master, whereas perhaps there is hardly astroke of his brush upon them

'

^mol?lT"' !"
'''' """''^""^ ^''''^ ^'^ «=^«eredamong the various rooms devoted to the Flemishand Dutch schools. The first wh.Vh « .!

m^4. • .L . .
^"'*^" °"« norma y"eets .s the cdebrated Chapeau d. Paille, a chaj

-ng portrait in which ,h. oco. shadows all over*,
face hav. b«, the d«pair of later imiu,.ors. Thi^
P-cture, No. 852, shows a plump beauty of the .J
usually selected by Rubens, it is a portrait o/^
wfe's n-ece. It is „ft«, said that it h« been faUy
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nTal'J"
'^'

'k
""""^ '^'^ » «' h-t andnot "Straw one; but th. naro has probably growncot of a „„sr«d,„g of .h. original Ln,. '^^^^

hau w.« ,a,„w„ i„ «,. N«h.r,ands a, Sp,^*to the nam. was lil«|y ,„ a,„ ^ ^

n«^^^. No 853, the Triumph of Sil«,us: thfteh
.?

*' .O*'"""? « ta 'he «ctre™ of Rub«t
fluid quahty. There is n«h and moven,«^i„thB composition, but it is far from T

^ualiy uniovdy is ^ Goddel of
^^"'^'2

ot 5>Ioth, with her rolls of fat Th,c m . ,

—Ted-by^Xrbu'LriTHa^''

CthrcrsTbo:""
'""^ ""-» "-*-

^o:r™rra„r«:--ran:rt::

.1' ._



'7»

>••

"* »« or tbe lUHoM, oaiier.

"-a-tiful. Tie large Lts^"?^*"" "T"*' •'

bines," No ,8 k =T.
^"'"^ Rape of the S»-

•h. forms ot'^i^^^jr'.
'^•«' of hfe methods,^ upon h,Cr:„^*;v«;^^f/- ^"^

Stevenson alludes to •
that ()„.i. T-?' T' *• *'•

^lour. which positively l!!t*.,'" "" "*"*
»««ldies of hllonilt™ 1: T

'" '""
he continues, "is swen. h T "'"•«»« surface,"

o«.ero.,i,;th:;XutlTet;f""'"^
excited stretto till fh.

."^«ssive entrances to an—ethri^-rrthT-r.-^*"

-"^in^thThi^/r- •>'•--

are writhing i„ all the «?/'™ °' "" "»»•«»

"»"«» a s^ialty Ruh^''"."'7
°' "'•'='' R"be"»

« not strictly chU"„':;;'^xtr'"

--. The fo^e.1 - -~ t;-^
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painting, and the latter quite classic in its restrained

architectonic progression. The reason for this is

that Rubens was not consulting his own fancy in

this procession, but based it upoii d cartoon by

Mantegna. The Conversicm <^f St. Bavon is a

delightful composition, full of fine stalwart figures,

the central interest, however, being rather concen-

trated upon the bishop at the head of the steps

than upon St. Bavon, who stands before and below

him. It is unconventional in this particular, and is

a picture possessing great charm and interest when
it is examined closely.

Rubens was so great an artist of landscape, that

it is to be r^fretted that he did not devote more
time to the beauties of nature, which he understood

so wdl, than to the portrayal of women, of whom
he seems to have had only one impression. His

Sunset, No. 157, could hardly be surpassed in its

expression of evening calm and glow, with its long

shadows and its wonderful comprehension of the

halt between daylight and dark. No. 66, which

exhibits the Chateau dt Stein, where Rubens him-

self lived, is handled with the sympathy of one who
loved and appreciated the beauty of his surround-

ings. The scene is depicted in the autumn, a hunter

with his dog being seen in the for^round. The
greens and browns in this picture are most happily

harmonized, and the distant rolling country breathes

<».j.-.«^..*_w<r-*-' '^J
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the spirit of peace Md contentment. There are
numerous other pictures by Rubens in the gallery
and also several interesting and powerful drawings;
If space permitted, it would be a delight to examine
them all in detail. Notice the sweet group of little
cherub-angels in the Holy Family. No. 67, and the
cool wooded vista in the charming little landscape.
No. 948.

*^

Prints are stiU extant of the house of Rubensm Antwerp.
. He had contrived for his studio a

rotunda, like the Pantheon, where the light all de-
scended from the single opening at the top. This
was his museum; he had here ccilected vast num-
bers of books, interspersed with marbles, antiques,
mtaghos. cameos, and all the rare objects of art
which he had brought from Rome. The walls were
covered by his pictures and the works of his friends
There is record that the entire studio was sold to
the Duke of Buckingham.
The most famous of Rubens's pupils, Sir An-

thony van Dyck, was the son of an Antweip mer-
chant, bom in 1599. When he was only ten years
of age. he was a devoted art-student. At nineteen,
owmg to his precocious talent, he was a master in
the Guild of Painters in Antweip. In 1620 he
became Rubens's assistant, working on many of the
master's pictures; and in the following year he
went to England under the best of auspices, being
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engaged by King James I. When his term of
service was over, he spent much time in Rome^d Venice, studying carefuMy the works of Titian
He also worked in Genoa. In 1632 he visited Eng-^d agam, and became court painter to Charles IHe received a salary of two hundred pounds a
year, and the king knighted him.
Van Dyck was essentially a painter of the aris-

tocracy. He never cared for rustic scenes or genre
painting, such as the Flemish school often indulged
in; he preferred well-dressed dames and courtiers
and was most successful in his treatment of thes<i
subjects. He stands in relation to Flemish art
where Velasquez and Titian stand to Spanish and
Italian art. When the Civil War commenced, Van
Dyck suffered with the rest of the Royalists; he
died at Blackfriars in 1641. being buried near the
tomb of John of Gaunt in old St. Paul's The
ItaUan name for this painter is an expressive one— " Pittore Cavalieresco."

In No. 877 one may see the artist's own portrait,
but at an early age. The influence of Rubens is
marked here. No. 49 has been supposed to be
a portrait of Rubens, and also shows the power
of the master's personality over his scholar in the
early stages of his art Van Dyck was pre&ni-
nently a portrait-painter, and his greatest work is

thatofConieIisvanderGhcest,No.52.
Admirable
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n every l,„c and from every point of view, this
Wceness .s an epoch-making piece .t portraiture.
It IS absolutely lifelike, and is unsmpassed by any
I^rtra.t by Rubens or Rembrandt. Technically,
too, the handhng ,s unrivalled. The most remark-
able thmg about it is that it was painted when VanDyck was barely twenty. This artist reached his
zcmth early, and never advanced beyond such work
as IS here exhibited.

In Italy, where he travelled while he was still
young. Van Dyck became a close student of Titian
I^s t«np.rament which was what we denominate
artistic to a high degree, fell readily under thesway of the glowing softness of the Venetian idealA general reminiscence of Italian design, notably

of Raphael s cartoons, may be detected in No. 680,
the Miraculous Draught of Fishes. A copy of

wht"V'T '"'"'' °' *'* ^"P^^«^ Theodosius.
who, after the massacre of Thessalonica in 300 a dwas refused admission to the church by St Am*-'
brose. The moment selected, in No. 50, is a criticalone^ the emperor has just come to the ve^^ door

in tt% ; r' ^'* "•"^^' "°' ^^""^ to «term the face of the stem saint.

The magnificent equestrian portrait of Charles I
which hangs in the National Gallery. No. 1172 was
painted while Van Dyck was i^London.' t"s
striking picture, which so ably displays the love of
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««t«r riemi*b «m ottmn AMteit .„
"».t«7, togtther with the we.kn« of thi. met

HI. .I.1I • : ^ ' * '•"P"'? pane of fruit» *.ll m touch may be ««, here, although ™i,

«^.«.nife.Mi^o^r::^i^rt:»a
" ' "-" P'«««. No, .503, ha^ng^'rl'

«teir'^f"?' " •"'^'--X "wellM the birds. Another still-life painter Snver.ha, contributed a piece of varied f™i. ^d fl^'
techiral deta.1, may be studied in No, 924 raAiLan .nteresang interior of a Gothic chu„h s"l

oengntful, they show promise of those Dutch indoor scenes which are soon to appearA very clever follower of Van Dycfc was Coques,
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whose works are not very common, but of whom
we have some notable examples in the National
Gallery. No. 821, in the room with the Peel col-
lection, is a very excellent specimen. It depicts
a large and flourishing family of six children, who,
accompanied by their father and mother, are en-
joying themselves in a decorous fashion in a stately
garden. The smaller children, in their quaint, stiff

costumes, are altogether delightful, and the others
conventionally acceptable. Coques may be seen to
advantage, also, in some similar panels, represent-
ing the Five Senses, Nos. 11 14 to 11 18.

Ryckaert, the one-armed painter, also appears,
with a delicate littie pastoral Landscape with
Satyrs, No. 1353, and No. 954 is a glowing out-of-
door picture by Huysmans. Dietrich, the German,
is exhibited here at his very best, in the charming
picture. Itinerant Musicians, No. 205.
The pleasant little " walking lady " by Sir Peter

Lely, No. 1016, should be observed, on account of its

similarity to the work of Sir Peter's master, Sir An-
thony van Dyck, and a good picture, approaching
tlie " genre " style, which was constantly obtaining
giound, is No. 203, representing the poor crowding
to the gates of a Franciscan convent to receive
alms.

David Teniers the Younger w&s bom in 1610,
and is the last important Flemish painter,— the
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only Fleming who attained to a really noted position
as a genre-painter, that is, a depicter of the life
of the people among whom he lived,— not neces-
sarily, as is sometimes understood, the lower classes.
He was wonderfully versatile, and his technique is
among the most perfect of any of the Northern
pamters. Sir Joshua Reynolds, in speaking of his
works, said that they were worthy of the closest
attention. Teniers possessed great mechanical
knowledge of his art. " His Tianner of touching,"
says Sir Joshua, " or what we call handling. hL
perhaps never been equalled ; there is in his pictures
that exact mixture of softness and sharpness which
IS difficult to execute." Examine his delightful
domestic interiors, Nos. 155, 158, 242, 805, and
862, and you cannot fail to realize that this is a
purer quality o' smoothness than has yet appeared
except in a few rare instances. He used to be
called the Proteus of Painting, on account of his
infinite variety. His best pictures are painted in
what is known as his " silver period,"— the middle
of his ajsthetic career; before 1645 and after 1660
he adopted a more golden tone. These cool blue
shades predominate in No. 805, Old Woman Peel-
ing a Pear; the colours are stronger in the delight-
ful Tavern Scene, No. 242, where the players at
backgammon are clothed in harmonious shades of
brown, gray, yellow, and green. No. 155, the

fKt
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Money Changers, is dark and much heavier in
tone.

Of open-air subjects, also, there are plenty here
to enable us to judge of Teniers's treatment of
atmosphere. An early but brilliant example is the
Fete aux Chaudrons, No. 952, where the wide
landscape is dotted with quantities of amusing little
figures. Tcniers himself appears in a group in the
foreground; he may be distinguished by a scarlet
mantle. A lovely silvery landscape is the River
Scene, No. 861, and No. 817, another landscape.
IS mterestmg as representing Teniers's own stately
home, thr chateau at Perck. The little panels of the
Four Seasons, Nos. 857, 858, 859. and 860. are
cheerful, jovial figures, each set in the surroundings
suitable to his vocation.

Teniers seems to have had a sort of Jekyll-and-
Hyde quality in his art; occasionally he paints
somethmg so weird and gruesome that this style
has won for him a reputation for fantasy almost
equal to that of his contemporary who was known
as Hell-Breughel." Of this class, he has a grim
pi«e of work in London. No. 863. Dives in Hell.
The nch man is being dragged by fiends of hideous
grotesqueness down to the depths of the infernal
regions.



CHAPTER XI.

MMBKANDT AND THE DUTCHMEN

SO,!!!;; ,f
''"' ""^""^ *^ "^^' ^"^-^ *t first^unds hke an extreme statement regarding Dutch

"^ * ? u^'.
.,'^*' '^'''' '^ "° «"^h thing as a

JX.tch school." As he points out. Dutch painting
exists, -and exists in great profusion.- but Jfor a school of art. handed down from master to
pup.I,--this really has been denied to the Dutch-

ever, we will understand by the Dutch school that
p-oup of nearly contemporaneous men who allpamted m the .seventeenth century, and who hadmuch m common with one another

ne^'for
??''""'"'.'''' '" *^ Netherlands, the

need or rehgious pictures ceased. At the same
time the form of government became republican,
so that the daily life of the people was of m^
consequence to Holland than the pageantry of court
life. Thwe two conditions created the Dutch
school. Qassic subjects, as well as religious pic-
tures, were ruled out by the sterner Puritanisia:

i8i
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1*.

therefore genre, the daily doings with which the

people were familiar, and landscape and pastoral

scenes, occupied the thought of the artists. Only
for about a century did this brilliant set of painters
exist; in the eighteenth century there was hardly
any art in the Netherlands, and before that time
religious subjects had been chosen by the Flemish
and the Germans, as we have already seen. The
Dutchmen rose superior to the consideration of
subject. They gave themselves no concern as to

what they should paint, but how they should paint

it. They saw and reproduced the obvious, exterior

effects, delighting in detail and curious freaks of
light. Of deep introspection or philosophy we find

little, except of the most primitive sort. While the

Dutch were figure-painters, these figures were never

the sole aim of their compositions. As the Italians

may be said to have painted figures with back-

ground, so the Dutch may be observed to have
painted backgrounds with figures.

Preeminent in Dutch art, although far ex-

ceeding its limits, stands Rembrandt. As Charles

Blanc has said, he is "an exception in the Dutch
school," because of the unlimited resources of his

genius. His own portrait, painted by Rembrandt
in 1640, is the best picture with which to begin our
examination of his works. No. 672 shows the

artist in a fur-trimmed coat and velvet hat, and in
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the prime of life, or, rather, the fulfilment of youth,

strictT 1
*'"'-'"°- '*""''™«" "" »o' a

«r.ctty ha„<,«»,e man, but he has frequently

C ,T '"'*"" ^"^ " O" °f "« most
tamiliar of these.

Iu'eu^p'^"
°'.''""''™* fcy his biographer,

M. Eugene Fromentm, that he was of a dual na-

r^.»t; the other, an idealist, a romancer, a seer

faculty of technique, which made it possible for this

wonderful mterpreter of the luminous who has.ver ex-sted Even in his portraits, which aret
tensely praceal and realistic, this marvellous id.^

T^ I
*«/°™™ti"« future. It i» th™Son the side of the face which is the distinguishL

190, the calm, hazy Capuchin Friar, No. ,66, and«» cheerful portrait of a middle-aged man. No .43.

s^^I ,

*"* ''**'"' *"" ««*'=• "" y™ w"l»« almost a mosaic of closely set crisp touches ofmany varymg colours. The painter was self-
^ught, budding up his own method of expression.
» ;t .s true |hat this was a man with-a denature".s probable that the natural Rembrandt, if un
trained and uncontrolled, would have been a
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dreamer, and quite visionary; but his acquired per-
sonality, the result of his own effort to regulate
his nature, was systematic and practical. The
union of the two would supply many a flighty

genius with staying-power, and many a clever, alert

inventor with the necessary ideality. But it is sel-

dom that one sees the balance so evenly sustained.

Rembrandt's principle in portrait-painting was to
make the face the centre of interest, realizing how
grotesque a study of clothes becomes after the
fashions have changed. In all his portraits in the
National Gallery this will be noticed. He subordi-
nates the surroundings into shadow and suggestion,

leading the interest of the spectator to the soul of
the subject as depicted on his face.

How the shrewdness and alertness of the Jewish
Merchant, No. 51, is expressed in every part of the
composition! Not the popularly accepted cringing
and sharpness, but the real insight and activity

which characterize the best people in this nation
of genuine aristocrats, with their uninterrupted
pedigrees and their inherited centuries of intellect.

The Merchant and the Rabbi would both stand as
a wholesome lesson to those who are narrow-
minded enough to perpetuate the spirit of persecu-
tion, both unchristian and unintelligent, which has
been so widespread in history.

Three of the portraits are painted with an effect
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more nearly approaching to natural daylight: No.
775. the delightful old woman, with a deep lace
collar, and No. 1675. a masterly study of hale old
age. H.S own portrait occurs again in No. 221
executed after the cares of life had passed over
him.

There is a popular impression that Rembrandt
usually painted in about the same manner, so that
his pictures are easily recognized; in all of his
works, to be sure, is that undefinable virility and
personal touch which gives them an expression in
common; but no one who looks from the Jewish
Rabbi to the Old Udy, No. 775. can claim that
nis technique was unvaried.

Of figure-compositions there are several speci-
mens for us to examine. The sketchy Deposition,
No. 43. and the highly polished rendering of No
45. Christ and the Adulteress, may be compared
with advantage as showing entirely different but
consistent treatments with the brush; i„ the first
the light is equally distributed; in the second, it is
^refully graded, the figures of the chief importance
being more illuminated than those of secondary in-
terest There is a soft, mellow Adoration, No. 47m what is sometimes alluded to as the "

Bible-bv-
candle-light " effect. What could be instanced as
a greater proof of versatility than the curious little

i i^
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short, stout woman wading in a pool, No. 54, con-

trasted with this religious subject ?

A pleasing landscape, with characteristic light-

ing from one side, is No. 72, to which the small

irrelevant figures of Tobias and the Angel give

its name. Rembrandt was the great apostle of the

simple, the uncomplex, as far as the plan and de-

tail were concerned. He made his light and shade

tell the story which many artists had told by means

of line, or a confused multiplication of facts.

Among the works of Rembrandt's school there

is a sweet, quaint rendering of the scene, Christ

Blessing Little Children, No. 757. His pupils are

represented in large numbers.

Ferdinand Bol, the painter of an Astronomer's

Portrait, No. 679, is among his best disciples in

portraiture.

Fabritius painted the two pleasing genre pictures,

No. 1338, the Adoration of the Shepherds, and No.

I339» the Nativity of St. John. Like most of the

Dutch figure-painters, Fabritius has f.cted religious

names to studies of Dutch interiors. The chubby

child in his little round hat and reefer is singularly

unlike the usual presentment of young bystanders

in religious pictures.

An excellent piece of good wholesome daylight

may be seen in Jan Victors's Village Cobbler, No.
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1312. This is as merry a bit of homely cheer as aHogarth or a Wilkie.

m.vll*^^!!"!!^"^'''
°^ "^^ ^^''^ °^ Nicolas Maes

Z^. *'*"!" ''^ ''''''^^' ^^"•'y- He livedf^m 1632 to ,693. and was especially famous for
h^s figure-pamting. Of No. 159. the Dutch House-w. e, the pamter. C R. Leslie, has spoken so appre-aat.vdy that it would be a mistake not to Zlh.m at th,s pomt. He says: " There are few pic-

ZZr °"'
""f

'°"'' ^'"'"^ *^^°^' ^h'<=h I findmyself more often standing than the ve,y smallone by Nicolas Maes, the subject of which is thescrapmg of a parsnip. A decent-looking Dutch

IZTll 't.T^'' '" *'« operation with a
fine chubby ch.ld standing by her side watching the
process, as children wiU stand and watch the mostordmary operations, with an intensity of interest.
• . .

It >s not the light and colour of this charming
mle gem, superlative as they are, that constitute
the great attraction, for a mere outline of it would
arrest the attention, among a thousand subjects of
Its class, and many pictures as beautiful in effect
might not interest so much; but it is the delight at
seemg a trait of childhood we have often ob^ed
and been amused with in nature, for the first time
so fehatously given in art." No. 153, the Little
Nurse, is full of this same quality of interest. The
pride m responsibility, expressed on the jovial face
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of the little girl, is admirable. No. 207, the Idle

Servant, is very well known, and is among the

finest pictures by this artist. The tolerance, and

yet the discouragement, of the patient Frouw, who
comes upon the stupid sleeping maid in the pantry,

could not be more expressive. In this picture one

may note a feature which will be met with con-

stantly among the Dutchmen,— their love for lead-

ing the eye beyond the main centre of interest

through an open door or window, or up a little

vista; an opportunity to introduce a second prin-

ciple of lighting in the background. It is a most

delightful trait in these domestic scenes, and con-

stantly to be met with ; perhaps this peculiarity goes

farther than any one other in producing the " cosi-

ness " which is so general a quality in Dutch genre

painting. Very interesting is the picture of the

Card Players, No. 1247, also by Maes, the earnest

anxiety of the girl being excellently contrasted with

the assured satisfaction of the young man.

Eeckhout's Chiefs of the Wine Guild, No. 1459,

is a strong study in types, and the Convivial Party,

No. 1278, by Hendrik Pot, is a jovial group of

excellent delineation. Observe the little dog which

licks the hand of his tipsy master, as if to ask

for an explanation or to express sympathy. No.

1294 is 1^ Poorter,— the subject is not easy to

define. It may be allegorical, or it may be the
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Dutch interpretation of the vigil of arms of a
young knight.

Van der Heist, who, according to Sir Joshua,
was the 'painter of the first picture of portraits
in the world" in his famous Banqueting Scene
in Amsterdam, is represented in London by two
portraits of women, Nos. 140 and 1248. Carefully
finished, they are excellent examples of the smooth
varnished type of Dutch workmanship.

It is always a delight to come upon a portrait by
Frans Hals, and here we are greeted by two charm-
ing subjects, a man and a woman, Nos. 102 1 and
125 1. Both have the expression of being ready
to burst into a laugh, although there is no actual
smile on the face of either. Most virile, almost
with the play of thought made visible in the coun-
tenances, these two people look out at us from the
thrifty, happy Dutch life of the seventeenth cen-
tury. Some portrait-painters are great as Italians,

others as Dutchmen, and others as Frenchmen;
Frans Hals is universally great. There is no strictly

local quality about his work,— it is vitally natural,
and human in its appeal. There is nothing about
his art which would not apply equally well to the
demands of the French, the Italian, or even Eng-
lish standards. He was a great modem,— and he
will never be out oi date. A story of Hals is fre-

quently told, which sounds characteristic of the jolly

f ?

!
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painter. Van Dyck, then only twenty-two, paid

a visit incognito to Hals, requesting him to paint

his portrait. Hals agreed, and, with his marvellous

facility, painted the likeness in a surprisingly short

time. Van Dyck inspected the picture, and then

observed, nonchalantly, " Painting is easier than

I thought,— let us change places, and see what I

can do." Hals, to gratify his eccentric sitter, sub-

mitted with polite tolerance. Van Dyck, who was

equally rapid in his execution, quickly turned out

a sketch of the older artist. When Hals saw what

he had done, he rushed upon him and embraced

him, exclaiming, " The man who can do that must

be either Van Dyck or the devil
!

"

Comelis van Poelenburg's small picture of a ruin,

with women bathing in the foregroimd. No. 955,

is unusual in Dutch art, in that it exhibits the nude.

A bright, pleasing little tondo is Avercamp's gay

little scene of skaters on a frozen river, No. 1346,

and his other similar picture, No. 1479. These

studies are full of crisp wirter glee, and one is

surprised to hear that the painter was called the

Dumb Man of Campen, not because he was unable

to speak, but because he was such a glum, silent

recluse! Walter Pater alludes to pictures of this

class as having " all the delicate comfort of tbe

frosty season," speaking of their " leafless branches,

the furred dresses of the skaters, the warmth of the
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^^
brick hou«-fro„.s, and «,. g,ea™ „, p^fe ,„„.

is ram« w "'"'" "' ""-'='"« ="" «-'<>" lifeB Ph l,p8 Wouwerman. His Battle, No. 076 is afin. b„ of d.M. While f„„d of ^/.i^^ ^^j^^

973 are charactenstic and inter«.«Hno. - i

The Sta, H„„, No. J Tm7^Z'^,
.«-. whi,e No. 880. dealing „,h ^Zl ^'
ter and exchange, shows a huntsman driving

mirthful p,ece ,s No. 878, called, in the cat^og.e, A Ha., of Officer, but oftener L^as the Pr«ty Milkmaid, for the halt i, madHnorder ,o enable one of their number .0 drmoun"andW compliments .0 a pretty giri who isTr^2 a n..lk^n. Rusk,„ does not consider Wouwlman ag^ artist, criticizing his handling sevl^^.

"Old. His works have also been characterizwl asnonsense pictures," a mere collection of "Tera^w. out a meaning." which criHcism see^s a Memtolerant and exaeeerateH « a., JT f
usually is.

•*««*"««'. as didactic criticism

Of the work of Adriaan van OsUde we have™ y one specim^ No. 846. the Alchemislbut •

« a fin. one, exhibiting his love for homely detai

I'
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and his indifference to the consideration of beauty.
He was a pupil of Hals, but obtained the sobriquet
of "Rembrandt in Little." In his early work
golden tones prevail, as also in his latest; but in

the intervening years he tended rather to red and
violet tones. This picture is of his middle period.
In this painting of the Alchemist, there is a scrap
of paper lying beneath a stool in the central fore-
ground, on which is inscribed the Dutch equivalent
for "You are wasting your cost and pains."
Adriaan van Ostade brought up his younger
brother, Isaac, to be an artist also, and there are
four pictures by him in the National Gallery. A
delightfully crisp frosty bit, called the Frozen River,
No. 848, almost seems to crackle with the winter
chill, while a Pastoral, No. 847, glows with sun-
shine and warmth. The same contrasts may be
observed in Nos. 963 and 1347,— one of winter
and the other of summer.

The Philosopher, No. 148 1, is also by a pupil
of Adriaan van Ostade, Comelis Bega, and the
idea has been somewhat inspired by that of the
picture by his master, although technically there
arc many points of difference.

One of the most fascinating figure-painters of
Holland was Jan Steen. An irregular Bohemian in

his mode of living, this artist has infused into his

work a certain careless abandon and cheerful quality

is
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which, when not carried to excess, is both charm-
ing and amusing. As he left a legacy to the world
of more than five hundred minutely finished pic-
tures, full of coherent thought and consistent de-
tail, it is not possible that he was so entirely a
sot and a ne'er-do-weel as he has been represented,
for the actual time required for the production of
such a gallery of masterpieces proves that he had
industry, clear-headed ability to observe life, and a
steady hand to portray it. No. 856, the Music
blaster, is full of expression, and both that and No.
1378, An Itinerant Musician Approaching a Family
Group, have the attractive little vistas in the back-
ground for which this master was famous. Music
seems to be the basal principle of all the Steens in
the National Gallery, for in No. 142 1 it is again
the theme. The scene this time is out-of-doors;
the lady is holding a sheet of music, while a per-
former on a lute is entertaining her and a gentleman
with a selection. Steen may be characterized as
holding the position of a Dutch Hogarth: satire
and comment are evident in all his pictures. These
three pictures in London show him at his most
refined, port'raying scenes from respectable and
even high life, while we have no sample of the
boisterous vulgarity which frequently mars the
grace of his achievement. No. 1378 was bequeathed
to the National Gallery by Sir William Gregory,

'U;
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who had obtained it at " a bargain," as he writes.

"A French dealer," he says, "offered me two
hundred and fifty pounds for it the day after I

had bought it for two pounds three shilHngs
!

"

There is a curious crowded little Dutch study
of ruins. No. 1061, by Poel, representing the de-
struction caused by the explosion of a powder-mill
near Delft in 1654.

Jan Molenaer's Musical Pastime, No. 1293, re-

minds us of Steen's subjects as we see them here.

It is very lively and agreeable, full of enjoyment
and spontaneity.

A most important Dutch painter comes next
under consideration,— Gerard Terborch, formerly
called, incorrectly, Terburg. He was born in 1617,
and early showed great talent for drawing, making
numerous little sketches. His father collected these

manifestations of genius, and some of them are
still preserved, with loving inscriptions on the mar-
gins, such as, " Drawn by Gerard after nature, on
the 26th of April, 1626," and other proud parental

comments. A letter of the elder Terborch to his

son proves that the artist's earliest influences were
of the best. " Draw constantly," writes the father;

"when you paint, treat modem subjects as much
as possible. Have regard to purity and freshness

of colouring. . . . Above all, serve God, be honest,

humble, and useful to all, and your affairs will

I
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t^ <mt W.II." The young anist travelled a greatdeal; he v,s,.ed England, France, and Italy. xLeb«o,n,„g acquainted with the Spanish anfbassado
ihe was mvted to Spain, where his youthful fascina-s worked such havoc an,o„g the SpjL i:rs

SetL r ""'^ '° "« f™" i*-'"-' rivalsS«tog down „ Holland after this, Terborch be-can,. „p,d,y famous. By that time the countryhad been n a sute of peace long enough for the

Terrr°"
°' """" ""°"^ "^ '""abhants. JTJTerborch was constantly employed with portraitsand p,ch,res representing the luxurious liffof theupper classes. He was the first of the Dutrhml

able pamter, he naturally studied to please thew^lthy patrons who «„p,oyed him. ffis^urL

;„« ^
"«"a»ngs. Hut he was not led astray

Trlt'el " ^^^"— "e drew ratl^rthe refined elegance of really good society than theno,^.nate display of the newly rich. Hfsp"
'T'.' •«'-'« -.Plicity and intimate charmwh ch are very refreshing. His colour-scheme, to^

»me of h,s works than in tho-,e which we shall have

Munster, ,s h.s most famous work. It i,, on copper

rf.
! _

N

••i«*sE«..
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and barely two feet by one and a half; and yet

he has enshrined in this small space one of the most
notable events in history. Wonderful character is

depicted in these tiny faces, and, considering its

proportions, an almost incredible amount of dignity

pervades the composition The scene is the signing

of the great treaty of peace which terminated the

Thirty Years' War. he delegates and ambassa-

dors of the various F *pean powers are standing

about a table,— ami »t is practically all there

is in the actual cr iipt^iition. But the masterly

way in which these si little heads are differ-

entiated and rendered i- most unique in a picture

of its size. Ter orch's )wn portrait appears in

three-quarter face behind he officer who rests his

hand on a chair at the left.

In the Guitar Lesson, No. 864, Terborch is seen

a* his best as a painter of high life. The golden

and white satin of the lady's dress contrasts in the

most extreme way with the Turicish rug which is

used as a table-cloth, and yet there is harmony be-

tween the two textures, and no incongruity :., 'elt

in the colour-scheme. No. 1399 is a full-length

portrait of a Dutch gentleman in the stiff dress of

the period. Certainly one is convinced of Ter-

borch's simplicity when one contemplates this punc-

tilious personage.

Following his master's traditions, the pupil of
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Terborch. Gabriel Metsu. painted the same delight-
ful high-bred Netherlanders in their homes. No
839, the Music Lesson, a favourite subject with
Dutch pamters of this time, is a lovely bit of light
and shade, while No. 838, also a musical subj«:t
he Duet, .s equally pleasing in a lower key. More
Wee the usual Dutch genre painting is No. 970, the
Drowsy Landlady, the inquiring expression of thedog bemg inimitable and absolutely true to life
Another fashionable Dutch painter, Caspar Net-

scher, may be seen to advantage in the Na-
tional Gallery. No. 843. Blowing Bubbles, is acharmmg httle scene of two children at a window;
this ,s the first example with which we meet in this
collection of the popular Dutch arrangement in
presentmg people looking out of an ornate window •

a curtain caught aside is usually seen, and below
the wmdow is generally an elaborate piece of bas-
rehef carving, as in this instance. A charming little
picture. Maternal Instruction, No. 844. exhibits
some attractive little Dutch children being taught
by their mother. On the wall hangs a tiny copy of
Rubens s Brazen Serpent. No. 59 in the National
Gallery. The Lady by a Spinning-Wheel, No. 84c
IS a beautiful example of the treatment of textures •

the swan's-down lying softly across the crisp satin
bemg especially pleasant in its contrast.
A " window-piece." illustrating what has recently

f

}%
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been said concerning this form of composition, may
be seen in No. 841. by Willem van Mieris. the
picture, while extremely hard and dry, being fin-

ished with great labour. It is sometimes called the
Cat, for, after all, the centre of interest is in the
touch of feline nature in the foreground, where
the cat eyes the head of a tempting duck, which is
slung across the sill above. The most attractive
Frans van Mieris. the father of Willem, painted the
typical Dutch lady. No. 840, who is so earnestly
fcedmg her parrot.

Gerard Dou, bom in 1613, was one of the best
Dutch pamters in genre subjects, some humble and
some fashionable, and in portrait-painting. As a
worker, however, he was so extremely slow and
pamstaking, that his sitters often became almost
discouraged. He was known to have spent five
days in working on one hand of a lady who was
having her likeness painted, and, by the time he had
finished a face, the model had so weary and un-
natural an expression that the result was sometimes
unsatisfactory. In No. 1415. i„ this room, one can
detect the tired, strained expression on the face of
the woman. This, to be sure, is practically a min-
lature, and necessarily slow work with most artists-
another of the same size. No. 968, is more pleasing.'
His portrait of himself. No. 192, is delightful, and
when one sees the minute proportions of his work
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"dust

entirely subside He h^H I
*"*''*"'* "^'^^^^

"caoacitv fn/; u
" ^'' numipulation the

c,^^^ ^'""^ '"^"'** P»'ns." but he es-caped being a genius.
**

mo^t'nfS
'': .^°"^^^^-'^ Shop, is one of Dou'smost noted achievements. The scene is set i^ 1wmdow. hke many of his pictures fo n!!™y addicted to the us^ of t"s IVoTZTrframe for h.s compositions. The bas-reJief ill

front is copied from a work J k
*^*

sculntnr n "^ **^*^ contenworarvsculptor, Duquesnoy. The carpf.,i -i u :

^
the d*tait ;„ Ti,- .

careful elaboration oftile detail in this picture is almost unsurpassed anHone can readily believe all the stories aS thetime which Dou bestowed upon his w^.^
'''

Merry little bits of convivial life are the tsmall ovals by Hendrick Sor.h Nos
'

c .
1056.

^"*fe''» i>ios. 1055 and

A follower of Dou's was Godfried Schafcken th.pamter of four charming little oZTT
997. 998. and 999. One'of th m et^^f

^^^'
at a Window burnishing a vessel oT^:;rh::

n
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is one of the well-known musical pieces of this

epoch, while No. 199 represents a somewhat senti-

mental Lesbia weighing her jewels against her

sparrow, which appears to have been a phenom-

enally heavy bird.

Of the work of Aart van der Neer, there are

several examples; delightful out-of-door studies,

No. 152 being full of sunset glow, while winter

freshness sparkles in Nos. 969 and 1288. The

figures in the larger picture were painted by other

hands, those in No. 152 by Cuyp, and those in the

beautiful canal scene. No. 732, by Lingelbach.

Pieter de Hooch, that inimitable painter of do-

mestic life and fascinating Dutch children, is well

represented here by three pictures, Nos. 794, 834,

and 835. The last named is one of the loveliest

ever executed by this painter; the figure of the

child is bewitching, and the effect of the vista down

the little alleyway very piquant. De Hooch is a

more brilliant colourist than many of his contempo-

raries; he had an accurate appreciation of relative

tones and values ; the merrymakers in No. 834 are

in a cheerful high key corresponding with their

mood. In No. 794, one should note how elusive

is the aerial perspective ; the very air seems to have

been made to fuse together the various planes, and

in each gradatimi the sunlight is living and bril-

liant.
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The clever artist. Vermecr of Delft, who was

tite National Gal e«7. The Udy at a Spinet. No.
1383. >s particularly characteristic of his use of
blue and gray tones, relieved in many cases bya ^ft lemon yellow, which is the exact complement
to the moonlight blue." as it is usually called T^e
effect of transitoriness in Vermeer's pictures is
remarkable; he catches the life of the fleeting mo-
ment. He painted on a more even plane of light
than most of the Dutchmen; he used no vistas or
background illusions to give depth to his com-

dTllr H- t ^'^'^"^ "' ^°°' ^"^ -^^«*

i^ n J ' ^^ ^'^ **'^°'» ^J^arp. but are
modelled and blended in a delightful way

Comelis Janssens's two portraits of Aglonius
Voon. No. 1320, and Cornelia Remoens. No. i«i
are excellent examples of this painter, who ifved'
from 1594 to the middle of the seventeenth century
Of Dutch family portrait groups, that by Byleri

should be observed. No. 1292; also No. i3os%y
Dondc. The Interior of an Art Gallery. No 12S7
IS a fascmating subject, and worthy of the closest
exarn.nat,on, although its author is unknown.
Wilham Duyster's two pictures, No. 1386, a group
of quarrelhng soldiers, and No. ,387, player at
tnctrac. a popular game in the seventeenth

century, are good bits of figtye-drawing.

IV^
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Of Dutch landscape-painters, the National Gal-

lery has a large collection. Owing to the limited

space for consideration of detail, we must not ex-

amine them too minutely. Goyen's two River

Scenes, No. 151, in summer, and No. 1327, in

winter, should be compared in order to understand

the versatility of this painter. An exquisite trans-

parency and genuine effect of atmosphere character-

izes his works.

Ruisdael is seen to perfection in this gallery ; his

numerous landscapes and nature-studies exhibiting

him both as a delineator of stem and barren scenes

and of peaceful and domestic ones. Poetry and

melancholy characterize the pictures of this artist.

Often he selected scenes with a view of expressing

only the cruel, unrelenting natural forces. Men
and animals he did not succeed in drawing well;

so he is very apt to leave them out of his pictures.

His work has a mystic fascination. Ruisdael died

in great poverty in the almshouse in Haarlem
in 1682.

His pictures, though sublime and grand, are not

so sympathetic or appealing as those by Goyen.

Waterfalls, cataracts, ruins, pine-trees,— these are

the chief features of his landscapes as they may be

seen in London. There is a good deal of sameness

in the pictures, but it will repay the student to notice

certain features, sucl^ as the sun shining on distant
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,n Si r?H
*""^'' *"* '"* ^»^*P« °f *hc treem the little picture. No. 988. on a deeply rutted

ri1;''V?' """^* ^''•"«^ °" '"^^ hilltop
n No 986. The horizontally spiked fir-tree is afavounte,-,t may be seen, in small groups, in

Ruisdael s mfluence to soothe and charm, is told of

t2t?- T';?""
'^^"^'"^ ^* *^* '^o'-^^ Scene,

.n the National Gallery. " I cannot express to you."

with which, in an interval of harassing officia
business. I look around me here!" He gazed a
the Forest Scene "as if its cool, dewy v^dure."
says Mrs. Jameson. " its deep seclusion, its trans-
parent waters, stealing through the glade, had sent
refreshment into his very soul!" The only verv

^""S'^l 'k'"'';
°' ^"'^'^*' '" ^"^0" ^^ No

44. the Bleaching Grount*. Ruisdael left over four
hundred works.

ooJ^/'T
^""^ P'''"''*^ ^y J^" ^y"a"t«j Nos.

W u !^ "'" '*"^'"' ^^ ^""^ *"^ «"«rled trees,
for which he was especially noted
Hobbema. delightfully rural, unexcited. sane

gives us die lovely Avenue at Middelhamis. No.'
830^ which has become familiar all over the world.A moist, de icious bit of atmosphere is No. 685. -Showery Weather. The sun breaks forth bey;„d

t ii
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follow. All hi, picture, diooid b, ..^h^ „ ^
.pectator will try to exclude tnm hi, vision «k1

attenhon up<m any of these exquisite lan<l«apes,
he W.1I (tad that he seam to be .™sport«l to^
I'ZT""

•'""»«''«• »«' wH "joy, first, thehmonc romantic charm of Breder^le Castle, No.B3I, or the purely rustic comfort of the Village inNo. 832; or he may climb fhe rocks in No. 9^'
or«« m golden light by the pool in Na 833

pJ^L***°* "V"'
^'™" P"^ '«'"'". Paul

Potter. Uiere are but two example, for u, to ob-«rve No. 849 is a pleasant landscape, with cattle,

«h"l » Adrian van de VeMe. whose Fann^. No. 867 is interesting a, an examplewh ch I, nearly all Ay. the horizon beingT^w
that a great effect of cool space is giv^. Zranous mossy dead tree i, an unusual feature In
^. 984 the opposite scheme, of a very high hori«n,
has been en^loyed. A mote ,»mantic type ofP«toral is the Ford, No. 868. where the d^H,
»Sr^7.t

'^""- I"No.869ave,ydiffer«^
V.m ., felt, -men are play..., hockey on the iceand a gray chill hangs over all. Showing h,^
ven«tUe and ,ympathetic i, Vm de Velde Z

t I



«« 'I common with „. on^J. "^ ' "^ "°*-
flavour of ««h 0, a,«?!lJ"'

"^"P'«"«^ Th«

Adbm Cuyp i. . ,,

,^''' «»'l«i»n.

»tnd«t of Jr Hi.
,'""'"'' name to «v«y

•«»iowwi.H'Cit'.^';r7«*«-
» nan on horsdacl, with W k ! '"««*««
•P««»tor. l«d, onT „!' '

""^ """"d «o the

Wn, both «nd.«"fS;rl^ •"' "'' »*«'
The Windmill., No gS^, ^""f

.'" *« •^-'nf-
'» n«« from k"!*^; ''

.f"**^-
having tak«,

•>»"«.,, ,„ altaLfri'",''
"' *« »'•"». which,

a nnn«, c«a. if '^/°,^,V ""wing of

»«Kestion. The wftll "./"" »' '•'»«>&

'h»e««.of„gh.,h^':,t:^'"P«ci...yin
Another painter «,»,«

*-""^n.

a.«d. wa,7.rL>^ ^^ """- th. ,p.„ o,

picture, h«. I, i, „,?r\"'* ««"«I of his

«°al id«. of . ^ ;,t^'
«»' *' »»« arti-

"ap Of locali«d ^^^TZ'- "*" •"a" a
No- 7« is a grand di»l!'„ ,

^*"" '° "^in.
No. 956 i, ^^ impt^i °^"r•»"• """y^
Th« J«dgm«« of ParifTM ""'J-^Paftttic.

*™' '" No. 209, is a mere in-
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cident in a study of compiled natural phenomena;
more directness and simplicity appear in No., ocg
and 957.

^^

c^^i . w^*":
''''' '^' '"^ 974. and. in sharpom ast Hackaert , Stag Hunt. No. 8^. with i,;

jaunty riders and leaping animals
Among the Italianizers is Nicolas Berchem.

whose S.X rather uninteresting pictures hang here;
they are warm and fine in colour, but do not greatly
attract the interest. His work and that of Karel
dn Jardm may be superficially classed tog^her
although the human interest is greater in the latter.'
especially m Nos. 827 and 828.

cheron s Garden Scene. No. 842. An unwarrantable
ainount of variety exists in many landscapes of
Dutch seventeenth^entury conceit. This classical
and Itahamzmg tendency was met and answered

depict their own native buildings as rivals to the
prevailing forums and piazzas. One of these menwas Beerstraaten. who is represented in the London
CO lection by a castle of Dutch construction (prob-
ably that of Muiden). surrounded by skaters Z the

Hrem""',
""^ ''"• «-^-hU's view in

f^n K-l
"**" ""^ "^"^ ^'"'"^'^S works. No.

1420, which. It must be admitted, is a verjr pictur-
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"que Dutch ««,.. An «ch,t«tur.l p.i„,i„g of

No. 866 , Str«l ,„ Cologne, «,d No.. 99, and
994. which exhibit eood in-hit^. 1 . .

Wi».'. I.. •
•°°<' »":hitectural painting, andWitte. Interior of a Church, No. ,053, b«h inth« cl«, are „,ore interesting. I„ rend'Ll^^

.rprii^r"'-~ "««'^ - -•-

»*<»I stands the name of Willem van de Velde

"orrwe hT" " ^1'^ ^" "• ^"'"- "^works we have recently mentioned. He is un
quesfonabl, one of .he greatest marine p^L.™"who ha, ever Hved. indq«,den. of locali^ l"the National Ga.Ie„ are no les, ,han f^rteiof h,, work,, ranging from absolve calm and p.^
No. 875 or 872, to such scene, of tempest and terror

for fte purpo^ „f the artist, and no man ha,ever «, en,laved the elements within the limits ofPamt and panel. Hi, preference is for calm^ ,any rate, pl.asan.ly animat«i subjects, in whi^h"d,.^ from another famous Dutchman. LudolfBakhu,z«,, who Ivories in the uncomfortable in hLnaufcal selections. Hi, picture, No. .2;^^

^u> I i
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Shipping, is crowded with boau tossing at every
angle, and he delighted in such scenes as No. 144a,
in which peril seems to await any movement on the
pwt of any vessel I When one looks at Bakhuizen's
pictures, the inimitable doggerel of C. S. Calverly
will insist upon coming into one's mind

:

- BoMi wera curtMylng, rising, bowiii(.

Boats in that climate are so polite I

"

The charming coast and river scenes by Capelle
should be noticed, and admired particularly for
their beautiful feathery cloud effects. Five fine
specimens are to be seen at the National Gallery.
Among the Dutch painters of still life who

greatly resemble each other at a superficial glance,
may be noted Walscappelle, whose study of flowers
and fruits. No. 1002, hangs here. There is a large
panel of flowers by Jan van Huysum, No. 796, in
which the centre of interest is found in a little

bird's nest with eggs in it, lying at the base of a
stone vase. The execution of these works is ahnost
miraculous for its extreme finish. In No. looi, also
by Huysum, observe the little snail which is crawl-
ing toward the bunch of flowers. Similar and ex-
cellent flower-studies may be seen by Jan van Os,
Nos. lois and 1380, and by Rachel Ruysch, a
talented woman who was famous for her pictures
of still life, Nos. 1445 and 1446. Melchior de
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niere are thrw of nu p,i„ti„g, ,„ .h, „,|^ „„

.^«"
*"" *• """^ """ ""ckoTrnl,

att«c.,ve comp.ri„i ddightfully wi,h ft, «„„

upon thtm. » ,muiing, and shows love .ml obmva-

the humourou. in .ititttion. of thi, kind. H«U'.Sh.dy of Still Life-, very „„,idy corner 71
.upper-UM. No. ,469- i. ,ui.e a ,our i. f„c"

S JIi^w'v
"*"'"»'«»'« Pi«"« by Herman

Steenwyck, No. ,256. in which a human skull fonma conspicuous part

tZ'r'l"^^" '**"'" *'"• ' "•«««««• from
John C. Van Dyke, who ha. writta, most app,^
c..t,vely of U,e Dutch «:hool: "The Dutchman

S.1.^ °,
*•"""»" »«« of 'hfngs, Md care,

httle for ,d«d,t,e,. Obviously, as From«,tin ha,
«*««rv«d. there wa. nothing in art for such a peo-
pie but to have its portrait painted. Dutch arUsonly a portrait of Holland and its people."



CHAPTER XIL

1 i

SPANISH AKTUTS IN LONDON

The work of the Spanish school is not very fully
displayed in the National Gallery. One can hardly
follow the history of the art of that nation by a
study of it? masters here; but. by taking the few
examples chronologically, it is possible to arrive
at t^me idea of the progress of painting in Spain.
Of primitive art, the principal exponents were illu-

mip-.tors of manuscripts; these are not to be found
in the National Gallery. We have opportunity here
of observing Spanish art prior to the sixteenth
cenMry, and. as the national aesthetic development
was very late, so far as picture-painting was con-
cerned, we lose little by not being able to trace its

earlier stages.

The art of Italy was influenced greatly by the
Church in its earlier periods: the art of the Dutch-
men was especially free from ecclesiastical tradi-

tion; but in Spain the Inquisition undertook to
dictate to the painters as well as to every one else,

so that the absolute domination of the Church is

felt more than in any other country.

tie
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«w. for the guidance oJ artiiu, at welt as to
.-.pec. .heir worU. On «« ;,h „ Ma"",

"
.8

he office o( I„,p«,or of Sacr«l Picture, to then,u,..„on" upon Franci«„ Pacheco. i„ thl fl,lowng ,em»: "We give him con,mi«i«, andcharge h«,ceforw.rd that he take particular car.to inspect and vi.it the painting, of ««:red ,„bi«:t.
which may ,und in .hop, or in public place.

"
P»checo, m hi, work, •• Arte de h Pintura," ex-Ptam, how particularly adapt«l he wa, to fill thi.
offi«. «y.ng: •• My remark, will „rve a, .alutarv
cou„«l. offer«. a, they are at the age of «ven,/
•_. I find my«lf at thi, moment rich in hint, andob«rv.„oi„. .h. ^„„ „, ,h. .,,)„ ^j
of the w.«,t men ,i„ce the year ,605. Tf r
find anything ,0 object to in th«„, I am .0 take the

« If^ r'"* T" """• "^y "^' '"^ order

Z^- r'";
"'*™"" <^''" '»'»i'"«"« of«tmainment thi, open, up for the Inquisitor, I)But probably the painter, were veiy di«re.t in*e,r selection o, ,„bject. for it i, one thing .0 haveone, work advmised by condemnatory critic, a,

., *e fortune of naughty painters toKlay. and quite
another question to be subjected to torture or im-
pnsonment for having transgressed the rigorou.
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rnoral or religious law! Pachcco. thus armed with

-absolute despotism, -proceeds to lay down laws
for the govermnent of painters. " As to placing
he damned m the air." he remarks, "fighting as
they are with one another, and pulling against the
devils, when it is matter of faith that they must
want the free gifts of glory, and camiot therefore
possess the requisite lightness or agility, the im-
propriety of this mode of exhibiting them is self-
evident. (No more Last Judgments for Spain
Leave these details to the Inquisitors, please!)
Other improprieties also shock the susceptible
racheco. who seems at seventy to have retained to

1 TT^^ f"^""
'^' ««>^-<=onsdous innocence ofwhat Mallock calls the Blameless Prig. He objects

to angels being represented without wings, naively
giving as his reason that "angels without wings
are not known to us." He also proscribes the
painting of undraped saints, saying. "Our eyesdo not allow us to see the saints without clothinir
as we shall hereafter." The ingenuous PacheS
wishes to be more modest on earth than he expects
to be m heaven! He also condemns those artistswho represent the Angel of the Annunciation com-
ing down, falling, or flying, with his legs uncovered.

firmly on both knees before the Virgin! He also
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bishop, Of whL°H"?'?l."r'^"' °' * ««'i"

"*«r ««.rZ. 1 t^ "^ *" '" "'<• h. would

who, ha,,"r ?1^" """"^ ^ ''"-y »f a- art,.,

chained w^.-.'^^H^'hT"™' "'«"*• «»

The painter whil, i7„ '^ °™""' °' ''«''•

thus IvT .
P^e^'OT. to which he hadthus b«n promoted, made himself visible tn i7

owno- of the wicked picture to bum it Wh« ,L

and a doublet cut in points.
^°™ Pantaloons

The rules for painting the Virgin were as <,tr^uous as anv in fi,- «* t»
** stren-

dava I^hJl
* Byantme Manual " of earlier^y. Pach«», m righteous w«th. asks.- "vC

i

' I

«
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can be more foreign to the respect which we
owe to the purity of Our Lady than to paint her
sitting down with one of her knees placed over the
other, and often with her sacred feet uncovered
and naked? " Thus it will be noticed that in Span-
ish art the feet of the Virgin are rarely allowed
to be seen. Another writer remarks that it is

entirely ignorant to draw the Virgin with bare
feet, since it is easily proved that she wore shoes,
" by the much-venerated relic of one of them " at
Burgos.

The earliest Spanish picture which hangs here
is a Madonna and Child, by Morales. No. 1229.
This is a sixteenth-century painting, Morales dying
in 1586. It is not a very remarkable work for its

period, but, as we have observed, Spain was back-
ward in this particular. It greatly annoyed Pacheco
to see the infant Saviour depicted without clothing,
not so much on the ground of nudity, but because
it suggested that Joseph could not afford the proper
comforts for his family! Morales, for some un-
known reason, was called the Divine Morales. He
painted on wooden panels primed with gesso, like
the Florentines, whom he further resembled in his
sharp, clean drawing. When he was between fifty
and sixty, Philip IL, hearing of his fine work, sent
for him to undertake some work in the new Es-
corial. Morales attired himself in what he con-



te^j"^
'"""^ "*"^ ^"^» '«". Philip 11.

humble apparel '• V™,
'^"*""«' '""'«» '" most

the king. "^Y^ sl^rZV' ""•"'"•" ^^
poor." The W^g "'ve^''', 'T'

"
'"' '"^

^^ smiled in his
°^,^'

A
" ^.'^'''«'- Mo-

u^ ""^- And for suooer ^irt- ?

"

si':r^. ™"'" """-^' '--rL^i'^ier

artists obeyed^V,, ^" ^W*'""! it when

howshe™«s^Ll't Tr"f' ''^^'""'' -O
h. had dehCe^lerra ^r^ 1?

'"" '^''"

Virrin h„M
'"^ P'^^P""'"!. he called out. "HolyV.rg.n, hold me up! " Instantly the arm of Vhlpicture disengaged itself from the waH

™
H .^.

tHe devoted painter until a,addefeUdlr^t /
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to his assistance, when the miraculous arm was
withdrawn, subsiding again into the fresco.

Theotocopuli, or El Greco, is next to be ccm-

sidered. He was bom in Greece in 1548, but of

Spanish parents. He probably studied with Titian;

his colouring leans to that of Venice, but he
passed most of his active life in Toledo, dying there

in 1625. He was an architect as well as a painter.

His tendency to elongate his figures may be seen

illustrated in the Portrait, No. 1122, said to be

intended for St. Jerome. The figure is in cardinal's

robes. While the picture was in the Hamilton col-

lection, it was supposed to be a Titian. Pacheco
states that he once asked Theotocopuli which he

considered the more difficult and subtle art, draw-
ing or colour; he replied, "Colour." El Greco

showed this writer a lot of clay images which he

kept as mo' "' and also small oil duplicates of all

his pictures, ,x which he always preserved a min-

iature record. Of Michelangelo, Theotocopuli said

he was "a good sort of man, but did not know
how to paint !

"

No. 1457, Christ Driving the Money-changers

from the Temple, is extravagant in its postures, and
the drawing is faulty; but in these very charac-

teristics there is some suggestion of the work of

Tintoretto, whom El Greco is sometimes said to

resemble.
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Place in Spain or i^t^ »" 'T""« ""« took

and in toly wf^
"' "'™"?' "^"ou, in Spain

is said to havfpaTnl^" "^f"
»' Napi«. H.

o/sra^^Sori"'"'''"-"*'?^^'

trolled bv the ,0.71?" ~. """"' "»" «»"-

dominant-f^tJ^ .^^hT re,*'™-"'
*'

i>o. 244, a shepherd with a lamK »
to be a portrait .h,/.

'
"'"^^^ ^"PP^sed

.£r.:-rrii-r--

dling of Ri^;r''
"""* ' "-''«' " *e han.

bolTZ^'^'f'"'"'- ' P"-""" »' humble originbom m ,598, demands our notice at this ooint^'fore w. advance ,0 a conside^tion ^Tlt

^i H
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of Velasquez, although he was contemporary, the
two artists having been bom within a year of each
other. Zurbaran was especially noted for his paint-
ings of monks, and we are fortunate in having so
representative a work as No. 230, the Franciscan
in Prayer, clasping a skull in his hands. The light-

ing of the picture is admirable, and it is interesting

to observe the realistic touch in the worn and
patched condition of the monk's habit. In Spain
in those days it was common for the country people
to purchase old Franciscan garments to bury their

dead in, in the belief that St. Peter would pass
hem unquestioned into heaven, supposing them to
be Franciscan monks! Zurbaran painted many
female saints, also, which were generally portraits
of famous Spanish beauties. It must have caused
the Inquis-tors some displeasure when the St. Mar-
garet, No. 1930, was painted. This picture was
recently purchased from the Marquis of Northamp-
ton for a thousand pounds. With her shepherd's
crook and her embroidered satchel, she would be
difficult to recognize as the saint, were it not for
the dragon which appears behind her. Her costume
is quite coquettish, and entirely of the period
when Zurbaran painted. Zurbaran acquired the
pseudonym of the Spanish Caravaggio, from his

sweeping style and deep contrasts of light and
shade.
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«"!« child lira aretn „, ^ """«"• *•"« *«
We offering, ^.Ui "".;M^'n ^ l""'

'•"™-

«Pr«..o„ of ,h. boy, wh^olH
"***'"'"'

fowb to attract th, L .
°"* » «»' »'

» consider. ^/"w^ofV: '"''^- ^'

•»"> to 1599, in LV H .
""^"^ *"

*« arts wL ft^t^tblfpr"""' ""'" '•"

-inous Writings havet^ J^' """^ ™'"-

Oaughtef h. n,arri«l in ,6,8 T. '"' """*
"inely attached to the vou„j v ,

"° "^^ «*""

°««1 his great g«i„s J "*"•"• "" 'W''-
<" being h?^as^rg,^^ ->^- "J^' honour

his father-in-law t^, *
.

""" '^' "' being

also lets us into the inhm. •
?"*" Pacheco

he tells us tharVda^r^" °' "" '*"*• «">en

as apprenHc. aid S>" hr'"^ " "^^ "^^
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and some tinted, thus gaining much certainty in

portraiture.

Velasquez became court painter when he was only

twenty-four, while the king, Philip IV., was only

eighteen. The intimacy which sprang up between

the monarch and the artist was of long duration,

— they were in daily intercourse for a period of

forty years. He accompanied the king on many

of his expeditions for amusement, one of which,

the Boar Hunt, he immortalized in a delicate paint-

ing; this hangs in the National Gallery, No. 197.

His earliest painting of Philip which we have is

No. 1 129.

In 1649 Velasquez went to Italy, chiefly to pur-

chase pictures for his royal patron in Venice. Here

he came under the spell of Titian, whom he greatly

reverenced, ""here is a curious old poem by

Boschini, " La Carta de Navegar Pitoresco," in

which occurs an interview and an exchange of ideas

between Don Di^o Valasquez and Salvator Rosa:

" Proudly tfie master turned his head;
< In R^hael, forsooth,' he said,

•(You know I always spealc my mind,)

No wond'rous aptitude I find.'

•• • Nay,* said the other, * if indeed

To Raphael you refuse the meed,

Whom do you find in Italy

More worthy of the crown than he?

'
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" 'In Venice,' quoth Diego, • where
Who eeelM .hall find both good nnd fair:
Titian la over ail men lord.
To him the banner I award.'**

Hh «rli«- manner of painting. „ ™,y ,„„ ^^^ fro™ ,h«e two pi«„r« r.f.rr«. .o, wa, much^«r and dr.« Omi tha, of hi, later work. Th.

dunng fte nex. ftv«,j, y«,,. «. p,im«, ,«,'
mai and wom«,,_wh«, hi, pi«„re, wer« nota«ual portrait,, they „.„ ^,^ ,^ ^^
cherub, hovered around hi, palette. He did not

kings and booted knight,."

Vela«,uez doe, not paint a type to which henuUMs h,, atter, conform; he ha, a, many ,tyle,and touch., a, are re,uir«l for th. JTClL"
Of subject,. He paints either with what Sir Walter
Armstrong calls a " sm«.„ drag," or "

,taccato," athe case demands.

The most wonderful quality in Velasquez isperhaps that absolute truth to vibrating'natuewinch we „.,ghta.ll passive action. One Lis thai
even ,f a figure is represented in repose it is always
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the natural, short-lived repose of an unconscious

attitude, and not the artificial pose adopted delib-

erately for the purposes of conventional portraiture.

His people seem to breathe,— their eyes appear to

glance, and he catches the transitory without the

exaggerated movement.

Among his earlier pictures in the National Gal-

lery is his Christ in the House of Mary and Martha,
No. 1375, in which the name is misleading, as this

is really a picture of servants preparing a meal,

while, in the background, Christ sits, instructing

Mary and Martha, in another room. In the riper

second period, Velasquez painted the beautiful

Christ at the Column, No, 1 148, and the wonderful

portrait of Admiral PuIidoPareja, No. 131 5.

When one first looks at this picture, the impression

is simply that of a living man standing there in

a casual way. The whole composition is so direct

and obvious, that one feels inclined to credit the

story which is told of its impression on Philip IV.

Pareja was captain-general of the Spanish forces

in New Spain. When Philip IV. came into Velas-

quez's studio and saw this picture for the first

time, it is said that he started, and exclaimed,

addressing it: " What? Art thou still here? Did
I not send thee off? How is it thou art not gone?

"

Then, discovering his illusion, he stammered an

apology to the painter, saying: "I assure you, I
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•wntob attutt <n tonbon .„
«. d««vril" ProUbly ,hi. WM only . „..!
con,pl.n,«„ ,„ d™«.,ic fom,. Appro.ch ,h. cZ
A.n of ,h. p.in,„, who h« ™d. «,«. ,p^,!i

„'

the hWik. r«ult i- ..mined. Thw i,, p^b,„

technical point of view.

VelMqu« WM handicpped when he came to

trying beyond any that have ever obtained, andthe u« of ™„ge made a,, complexion, look an'
««.'. " mde^ Uiey were. The ladie, of the royal

Md few «.cq« aie royal I«Ii„ were p„„,e,i; „ thi

portrait-pamting.

of Phihp Old, No. 745. The modelling of this

«rher painting; ,t has ev«, «Mnething of the fa-
^J^^^^^vaporoso "made popular a liLlat^b^

vJ^jT'^T^'^' ""• '^«' '' '«"'»««' •»

nnw^h ,
*"* "• ""' "' "« "»"' "Wch areunworthy of the master, but one would like to feelthat the exquisite child was painted by him. Velas-

quez I, «.e artis, whom Wilki. considers .0IZ
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most helpful to British painters. " He is the only

Spanish painter wlio seems to have made an attempt

in landscape," says Wilkie. "Some of his are

original and daring." Of this quality we can hardly

judge in the National Gallery, the only pictures

approaching landscape being the Boar Hunt already

alluded to, and the Duel Scene, No. 1376.

In his later pictures, Velasquez is the first great

impressionist. Instead of earlier chords having

been resolved and brought to perfection, a new note

is struck. Velasquez died in 1660.

He is described as being refined and fastidious

in dress. At state functions he was always arrayed

in elaborate costumes, but invariably in good taste.

He wore many gems, and was proud to display the

Order of Santiago, its red cross being embroidered,

as was the custom, on his cloak as well.

After Velasquez one always turns to Murillo,

as the complementary figure in Spanish art. David

Wilkie expressed for all time the distinction between

the work of these two great artists. He wrote:

" Murillo is all softness, Velasquez all sparkle and

vivacity. . . . The latter has more intellect and ex-

pression, still Murillo is a universal favourite, and

perhaps only suffers . . . because all can admire

him."

Bartolome Esteban Murillo was bom of obscure

parents in Seville, in 1618. He began at the very

! .
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the prices of such pictures to-day, this sounds a

most modest sum. It does not refer to either of

the small pictures in London, but to a large painting

by Murillo which is now in Munich.

Like other famous painters, Murillo had " three

manners." That is to say, when he was young

he painted more cautiously, with less assurance than

in middle life, and when he was old he allowed

his facility to carry him to greater lengths of imag-

inary lights and shades and haziness of outline. In

his case, it is customary to allude to his earlier

work as being in his cold or " frio " style, his

middle period is characterized by his " calido " or

warm treatment, while his later pictures exhibit

his "vaporoso" or vapourous manner. This last

style, with Murillo, was not a sign of carelessness

or decadence, but it is especially typical of his

work, and has been developed by him much more

successfully than by any other artist.

Murillo soon became successful, and in 1648 he

married % wealthy and well-bom woman, and took

a legitimate place at the head of the Seville school

of painting, while occupying an enviable social po-

sition as well. His house was the centre of artistic

life in the city. In 1658 he founded the Academy

of Seville, the first of its kind that any artist had

been able to establish in Spain.

Of his religious pictures, on which the chief sta-
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tesque, and superstitious; what one considers

spiritual, seems to another earthly. We all admit

the apt expression of Ruskin, alluding to the

"brown gleams of gipsy Madonnahood from Mu-
rillo," but whether this gipsy quality is profane or

religious is a matter of personal theology. The
" bouquets of Cupid-like cherubs," to which Lucien

Solway calls attention, are undoubtedly there, as

they are in thr pictures by Correggio , whether we
like them or not, we accept them as characteristic

of one of the most popular and beloved artists who
has ever lived.

After a noble life of heroic determination and

pious courage, Murillo died in April, 1682. His

wife had died before him, and he left two sons and

a daughter. He was buried in the Church of Santa

Cruz, and his tombstone, by his own request, was

a simple slab, bearing the device of a skeleton, and

the inscription, " Vive Moriturus." All vestiges of

this memorial have disappeared, owing to the zeal

of " restorers."

Among the Spanish pic^res is a good Cavalier

Portrait by Mazo, No. 1308, and a soft, hazy

Assumption of the Virgin by Valdes Leal, No.

1291. The donors of this picture are to be seen

at either side, a mother and son. Valdes Leal was

left as the leading painter in Spain after Murillo's

death. In character, however, he was strikingly
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to Charles IV., and afterward to Ferdinand VII.
In early life Goya made no concealment of his

anarchistic propensities. He had many enemies,

and, after being found one morning lying in the

grass with a dagger sticking in his back, he decided

to go to Rome for a time. He worked his way
from Madrid as a bull-fighter on this occasion.

Goya was a would-be reformer. Like the strange

Belgian artist, Wiertz, he painted great human
satires, sparing neither Church nor state when he
would ridicule an hypocrisy or condemn an error.

As he was a man of fashion, he had intimate know-
ledge of the court intrigues, and knew the subjects

which he attacked. His taste was for sarcasm and
character-study, rather than for religious imagin-

ings. He was never successful with saints, but

he was a past-master in sinners. With a morbid
love for horrors and the fantastic, he is seen at his

best in the little picture. No. 1472, a scene from a
play by Zamora, in which a priest is visited by
demons, who force him to make a libation of oil

to the lamp of a grotesque goatish devil of weird

form. The little, terrified eyes of this false prophet

are positively haunting in their desperation, and
yet the comic element predominates.

No. 147 1 represents a picnic party of courtiers,

who, in their fine clothes, are no more dignified than

the brutish peasants, from whom Goya intends us
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to understand that they are only removed by an
wcident of temporal prosperity. The beautiful and
spirited portrait of Dofla Isabel Corbo de Pored
No. 1473. »» a fitting climax to our obmvation of
Spanish artists in London. In handling and tech-
mque. this and No. 195, are the equals of anymodem works, yet they were executed during the
lowest period of art. Goya died in 1838 in Bor-
deaux, where he had gone into volunUry exile. Hewas eighty-two years of age.



CHAPTER XIII.

FRENCH PICTURES IN THE BRITISH COLLECTION

French painting, like the Spanish, sprang from
miniature beginnings, dotting itself about like

gleaming gems in creamy, illuminated volumes,
through the earlier centuries, not developing into

actual pictorial form until the sixteenth century.

The earliest examples in the National Gallery are
an archaic Madonna, by an unknown hand. No.

1335. not remarkable for anything except priority,

and two stiflF panels by a little-known artist, Mar-
mion, Nos. 1302 and 1303. These were originally

the shutters to an altar-piece in the Church of St.

Bertin, at St. Omer, and are the only known exam-
ples of this artist's work. There has recently been
added a tiny brilliant decorative bit of early French
painting. No. 1939, which is almost like an illumina-

tion, and shows in its well-filled spaces ihe transi-

tion from book illustration to easel pictm ;s.

The first painter to claim our serious attf Ion

is the famous Franqois Clouet, to whom two por-

traits, Nos. 660 and 1190, are ascribed. These,
333
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To him this does not appear as an excellence; to
many critics it is regarded as the great message of
France to the arts.

A gap occurs in the chronology now, and not
until the seventeenth century may we trace the
progress of French painting in the National Gallery.
The founding of the Academy of Painting and
Sculpture in the days of Louis XIV. developed a
large number of artists, among whom the three
brothers Le Nain were prominent. We have here
one picture only by this family, — no one seems to
be inclined to say which of the brothers is respon-
sible for any one work. They seem to have la-

boured in harmony, and the name Le Nain is

usually employed collectively. No. 1425 represents
a family group, a mother surrounded by a flourish-

ing family. It is a very interesting bit of genre,
differing in various ways from the Dutch school,

and full of that comfortable bourgeois element of
respectable family life in France, which is so little

credited to that nation.

" There are very much finer pictures by Nicolas
Poussin in our National Gallery," says C. R. Leslie,
" than in the Louvre." This is undoubtedly a fact,

and it is a delight to use the splendid opportunity
of studying this great Frenchman which is afforded
us in London.

Bom in 1594, in the town of Les Andelys, and
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time in Paris working together, but they finally

returned to Rome to live, and Poussin died there
in 1665. In the " Correspondence de I'Abbe Ni-
caise," a letter, probably from P. Quesnil, con-
tains the following account of Poussin's death : " I

have nothing to send you except the news of the
death of the Apelles of our country, the illustrious

Nicolas Poussin. He was buried Friday at St.
Laurient, in Lucina, where all the amateurs,
painters, architects, and sculptors assisted.

Some one gave me a candle. . . . Poussin was ill

more than six weeks, and always in agony. . . .

I shall send you an epitaph which has been made
to his memory." Chennevieres also writes : " He
seemed to grow even greater, and kept, even to
the last, one of the most powerful minds the world
has known," while Salvator Rosa, writing before
Poussin's demise, says: "The people hen esteem
M. Poussin as belonging to another world than
this."

Poussin's preference for Rome as a residence was
based upon the fact that the atmosphere was more
congenial for studying historical subjects of early
periods; he writes from Paris :

" Studies of ancient
life are unknown in Paris, and who would do well
should keep away from this place." Even in Italy
the facilities for studying the antique intelligently

were limited. In Biblical scenes Poussin clothed
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He once said
:

" Raphael is an angel as compared
with us; he had a soul like one of the ancients."
Look first at Poussin's landscape, No. 40,— it is

heavy, austere, and uninteresting. But turn to the
Bacchanales, Nos. 39, 42, and 62, and a more
abandoned whirl of mirth it would be impossible
to imagine. There is great life, action, and pagan
enjoyment, but a self-consciousness which proclaims
that his paganism is acquired,— that it is not the
natural ebullition of an unmoral soul, but is inten-

tionally boisterous. Keats's "Ode on a Grecian
Urn " should be applied to these subjects

:

•• What men or gods an these ? What maidens loth ?

What mad pursuit, what struggle to escape I

What pipes and timbreb, what wild ecstasy I
**

Mr. Ruskin considers that the Bacchanales are the
btst of Poussin's works, "Always brightly wan-
ton," as he explains, " full of frisk and fire." The
gleeful young satyress in No. 42, trying to maintain
her seat upon the kicking goat, is a touch of sylvan
wit worthy of a Greek; while the ugly satyr, in No.
62, who is trying to kiss the frllen nymph, suggests
that even Arcadia had its bores. Here and there,

however, is a figure which lacks vital animation,
and betrays the use of the little wax models which
Poussin worked from, in order to get the light

and shade and the poses in his compositions. The
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sculpturesque results thus obtained may be noted
in his Cephalus and Aurora, No. 65, which has a
good deal of classic feeling and repose. He was a

.
close student of effects of chiaroscuro. One of his

mottoes was: "There are two ways of seeing
things. One is simply looking at them, and the
other means considering them attentively." He
never became careless, and by this very restraint

perhaps lost spontaneity, in which less accurate
artists have excelled him. As a partial reason for
this may be quoted one of his own observations:
" I am not sorry that people blame and criticize me.
Blame has brought me not a little profit. It has
made me go cautiously, which I have done all my
life."

It is pathetic to see that to the very end of his
life Poussin would gladly have grown and devel-
oped, had not his physical condition held him back.
" If my hand would only obey," he writes, "

I could,
I think, guide it better than ever; but too often I

have occasion to repeat Themistocles's words, who
said at the end of his Ufe: 'Man declines and
leaves the world just as he is beginning to do
well.'

"

As a colourist, too, Poussin was restrained and
careful. He did not often launch out on daring
schemes in the chromatic line. His principle was
that, when colour was too luxurious, the eye was

^1
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satisfied without the brain being stimulated to give
attention to the thought of the painter.

The ghastly and gloomy Plague of Ashdod, No.
i6s, is an earlier work, before Poussin had out-
grown the usual morbid preferences of a youth with
little actual worldly knowledge.

Of Caspar Dughet. or, as he is often called,
Gaspard Poussin, the adopted son and actual
brother-in-law of Nicolas Poussin, there are nu-
merous examples in London. The landscapes of
this painter are, however, heavy and unreal. He
is an especial bete noire of Ruskin, who satirizes
him at every available opportunity. F^libien says
that Gaspard's pictures may be characterized as the
remnants of Poussin's banquet. Look from one to
the other,— from the Abraham and Isaac, No. 31
to the view of La Riccia, No. 98,- from Abra-
ham's Calling, No. 1159, to Dido and ^neas, No.
95. and the same seventeenth-century artificiality
is to be seen in the blowing trees and the uninter-
esting colour. Dughet was a rapid worker, often
finishing a picture in a day. Ruskin considers that
his work is full of degraded mannerism. "Go
to Gaspard Poussin," he fumes. " and take one of
his sprays, where they come against the sky; you
may count it all round ; one. two. three, four,— one
bunch; five, six, seven, eight,— two bunches; nine,
ten, eleven, twelve,— three bunches; with four
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hand profile are inscribed the words: " Dg ees
deux profiles, ce cy est te meilleur."

Qaude GeIKe, better known as Claude Lorrain,
was bom in 1600. He was left an orphan at the
age of twelve years. He takes his name from the
Duchy of Lorraine, in which he was bom, although
he lived there less than quarter of his life. In
his youth he travelled extensively; he settled in

Rome in 1627. His progress was not rapid, but
was steady, and built on a genuine study of nature.

His pictures are compilations. Samuel Palmer,
an etcher, while travelling in Italy, writes: "I
expected to see Claude's magical combinations;
miles apart I found the disjointed members, some
of them most lovely, which he had suited to the
desires of his mind." He never mastered the human
figure, and in many cases other artists have painted
the figures in his landscapes. He was well aware
of his failures in this respect, saying that it was
his v.astom to sell his landscapes, but to throw in

the figures for nothing!

Steady, conscientious work was what finally

brought Claude to fame. His Narcissus and Echo,
No. 19, was his first order from England, and was
executed in 1644, and, in spite of Mr. Ruskin's
comment upon the principal tree as being " a faith-

ful portrait of a large boa-constrictor with a hand-
some tail," the picture, though rather darkened by
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"affords us an excellent example of the formal

rhythmic composition which has proved distasteful

of late days to many who still admire its colour.

This defect is especially noticeable in Nos. 1319.

1018, and 12. The latter is one of the paintings

beside which Turner wished his works to be placed,

as will be mentioned when we come to a study of

that artist. So between Isaac and Rebecca, and

the Embarkation of the Queen of Sheba, No. 14,

Turner's pictures were hung. The real object m

No 12 is not to portray this historic scene; it is

to show the vista of sunlit country through trees;

in order to emphasize the brightness of the sky,

Claude has painted his trees extremely dark, almost

to the exclusion of colour. Our attention is thus

directed beyond the trees to the stretch of free

landscape. No. 14 is the most noted picture ever

painted by Claude Lorrain. The sunset glow with

the haze of evening is here rendered as he alone

could render it. The Queen of Sheba is hardly

discernible; the real object of the picture is to paint

and to hold light. And the luminous quality is

nowhere more wonderfully realized than it is m

this brilliant composition. Of course, one must

make allowances for the darkening by time. Rus-

kin. as usual, laughs at the boats " having hulls of

a shape something between a cocoanut and a high-

hceled shoe," and at the " one schoolgirl's trunk
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peaceful and charming, with its winding river and

its castle-capped hill.

Constable made a copy of the Little Grove, No.

58, and in writing to a friend in 1823 he calls

it " a noonday scene which warms and cheers, but

which does not inflame or irritate."

Of the work of Eustache Le Sueur, we have a

specimen, rather crude in colour, in No. 1422,

—

a Holy Family. He has been called the French

Raphael, but his work is much more like that of

the Eclectic School of Bologna.

No. 903 is a good portrait of Cardinal Fleury,

by Rigaud. This ecclesiastic was the tutor of

Louis XV., and afterward became prime minister.

We come now to a consideration of an entirely

different type of French art, a phase which grew

up in the late seventeenth century, full of gallantry,

coquetry, brilliant costume, and joyous affected

ecstasy,— the stagey but delightful school of Wat-

teau, whose only representative in the National

Gallery is the brilliant Lancret. Watteau had been

the herald of this school of painters, of fetes

galantes, but Lancret followed him closely, and,

since we have no example of the original master,

we must perforce examine the follower.

Lancret, bom in 1690, began life as a die-sinker,

but became so bewitched by the painting of Watteau

that he abandoned his craft and devoted himself
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to painting. He succeeded so well in copying the
manner of the master, that Watteau himself was
complimented upon having produced such charming
works! This infuriated Watteau. but the Academy
admitted Lancret under the same title with Wat-
teau, as a painter of fetes galantes.

It would be impossible to select four more typical
French pictures of their period than these by Un-
cret in the National Gallery. Perfect epitomes of
the fashionable life of the epoch, they display the
delights, as then understood, of Infancy, No loim which court children are devoting themselves to
sports m imitation of their elders; Youth, in No
102, where the vanities are beginning to hold swayj
Manhood. No. 103. where the more advan. 1 attrac-
tions of courtship are engaging the attention of the
subjects; and Age, No. 104. in which the placid
older people sit amiably, while those less aged still
indulge in airy flirtation near by. These charming
httle panels are perfect fashion-plates of dress,
manners, and ideals of the France of Louis XV.
With the usual reaction, when public taste is

delighting in the extreme of high life, a painter of
the life of the common people arose, in contradistinc-
tion. This was Jean Baptist Simeon Chardin, who
was bom in 1699, and who worked in a diametri-
cally opposite style from those who produced the
fites gdanies. He painted chiefly still life and
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animals, but we are fortunate in having a most
charming genre subject, The Fountain, No. 1664,
as well as a characteristic bit of still life, in a study

of a bottle, a loaf, and a glass of wine. In the

larger picture, the cosy glimpse of an inner apart-

ment, where a woman is sweeping, and a little

child standing in that aimless way that children

will when they must make way for a broom, lends

an additional effectiveness to the picture, while the

chief figure is full of rustic grace, and the details

of the painting crisp and attractive. Chardin im-
mortalized the petite bourgeoisie, just as Watteau
and Lancret immortalized the gayer life of their day.

He was in oasis in his times,— he had no school

of followers, for the taste of the early eighteenth

century turned more and more toward the luxuries

and the extravagances which were destined to be
their own epitaph a little later in the country's

history. Chardin was pensioned by the king in

1752, and was provided with apartments at the

Louvre.

Boucher, the exponent of the classical whim bred
in the court circle, is the painter of the rather

sensual and unintellectual Pan and Syrinx, No.

1090. Of Boucher's painting, no one has given a

more complete pen-picture than Austin Dobson

:

•• A Versailles Eden of cosmetic youth

Wherein most things went naked save the Truth !

"
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It is smaU compliment to the taste of Louis XV.
and his court that Boucher was most popular, and
that he was one of the most prolific of painters.
By the painter Greuze, so well known to all art-

lovers of the world, the National Gallery possesses
only four charming heads. Unfortunately we can-
not here judge of the great capabilities of this
artist in rendering stirring scenes of domestic life,
and dramatic studies in emotional subjects. Jean
Baptist Greuze was born in 1725, -his life was
one long disappointment. He wished to be recog-
nized as a painter of historical subjects; he was
admitted to the Academy only as a genre painter
This was a blow to his pride, although there was
no reason why this position was not as desirable
as the other. He became rich, but had an extrava-
gant wife, and his fortune was squandered so that
he came to great want at the last, and died in
indigence in 1805.

AflFected as many of Greuze's studies of heads
are. this charming Girl Looking Up, No. 1019, is
entirely devoid of self-consciousness. The same
cannot be said of the mellifluous over-sweet No. 206,
with the impossibly inflated drapery about the head,'
nor No. 1154, in which a simpering child is fond-
ling a pet lamb. The bored expression of this
animal is probably unintentional, but it is diverting.
No. 1020 is perhaps the most familiar picture of

'!.!
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this master in England; the fair little child hold-
ing an apple and looking oflf with dreamy, mdan-
choly ga e, might be intended for a prospective and
forewarned Eve.

Qaude Joseph Vemet may here be seen in vary-
ing moods, as an interpreter of nature. He was
a landscape-painter and marine artist of some spirit,

and, although not attaining to the luminous magic
of Claude, he deserves a high place near the earlier

master. He was bom in Avignoo in 1714, and
spent the years between eighteen and forty in Italy.

He was sent for, in later years, by Louis XV., and
-n this return voyage a fierce tempest overtook
the ship on which he was sailing. Instead of being
filled with terror, Vemet was inspired to paint the
scene, and had himself lashed to the mast, that he
might record his impressions in his sketch-book.
So enthusiastic a student as this ought indeed to
be able to paint natural phenomena. Diderot likened
him in a fantastic way to Lucian's Jupiter; he was
considered a veritable magician of the elements. He
was the grandfather of the famous Horace Vemet
who worked in the nineteenth century. His pictures
in London have not the wild, stormy qualities which
characterize some of his works. No. 236 is a
peaceful view of a fete at the Castle of St. An-
gelo in Rome, while No. 1057 is a quiet river scene.
In No. 1393, Turkish and Albanian merchants are
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«t the foot of . fortification. The .tronr shade.«nd light, are those of maet
^

^Z^^'l"^,""^- °"'^ «»« Bonheur
» represented

;
her smaUer replica of the Horse Fair

We close our survey of the Ff«Kh pictures suit-

^y wja, the portrait of a wonan,-M^™ .^le Brun-. fa™„„, Ukeness of he,«df, No. .6«M^e Le Brun tells in her fascinatii^g me^^^"towsheca^e to paint this picture, which,S^«nTa«d w,U, No. 852, Rubens', Chapeau de P^lle«»ong a,e FlemiA painter, in this ^len, "m
cdl«,on the f«nou. Straw Hat, which ^ „.«"fy sold to an Eng!i,hn»n for a considerable

»*.aifrer.t'^:',l-rrd^;^
and the sun , lavs P«fh.». t . ' * ''

i»j— . vT .
'^"'»P» only a painter canJ«l8e of ,ts merit, and wonderful exmition I

ta^ed to Brus«>ls I made a portn.it of my«|f,^md«voured to obtain the same eilect. iVo^^
™y l.«d a «„w hat, a feather, and a garianS

"
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fidd-flowers, and held in my hand a palette. When
the portrait was exhibited in the Salon, I may say
that it added a good deal to my previous reputa-
tion."

Madame Le Brun quotes an amusing incident of
a very expert rail-fence painter, whom she once
complimented upon his diligence and rapidity.
" Yes," replied the fellow, " I would undertake to
efface in a day all that Rubens painted in his life!

"

Madame Le Brun lived from 1755 to 1842. She
was court painter, and passed through thrilling ex-
periences in the French Revolution. She held mem-
bership in the academies of Rome, Parma, Avignon,
Rouen, Beriin, St. Petersburg, Geneva, and Bologna!
No woman had been so honoured by public recog-
nition in her profession. She tells that she had
painted nearly seven hundred portraits, fifteen pic-
tures, two hundred landscapes, as well as numerous
sketches and pastels.
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LE BRUN PORTRAIT OF HERSELF





CHAPTER XIV.

BKGINNINGS OF THE BRITISH SCHOOL

In i8s5 a collection of English paintings was
sent to Paris for the International Exhibition. They
proved a revelation to the Frenchmen. "Ah!"
they cried, " there are only two schools of painting,— ours and yours! Other schools are founded on
ours; yours is an original school 1

"

Considering the late beginnings of French art,
we can hardly agree with this enthusiastic stated
ment; but it is true that British art is original:
it differs from the art of other countries, and is not
actually founded on any other school, although
foreign influence came over and inspired the British
to paint. Taine says that the British school is

" a
branch of the Flemish school, a gnaried and stunted
branch, which ends by dropping off, but m an en-
tirely original manner." The inspiration once felt,

English artists painted in their own way, and soon
became independent of Continental tradition.

The very earliest records of artistic achievement
include all the crafts and most of the arts ! In 1470,

aS3
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there was ordered for one of the churches " a new
sepulchre"; this curious erection was to comprise
an image of God Almighty, rising out of the said

sepulchre, with all the ordinance that 'longeth
thereto; item, a lath, made of timber, and ironwork
thereto; item, thereto 'longeth Heaven, made of
timber and stained cloth; item. Hell, made of tim-
ber and ironwork, with devils in number thirteen
Item, four knights, armed, keeping the sepulchre,
with their weapons in their hands, ... two axes
and two spears. Item, three pairs of angels' wings
four angels made of timber and well painted. Item,
the Father, the crown and visage, the ball with the
cross upon it well gilt with fine gold. Item, the
Holy Ghost coming out of Heaven into the sepul-
chre." This description of a work of art of the
^riod is only equalled by the directions of
Henry VIII., for a monument to his own memory.
The document reads: "The King shall appear on
horse-back, of the stature of a goodly man, while
over him shall appear the image of God the Father
holding the King's soul in his left hand, and his
right hand extended in the act of benediction."
The first real impulse to artistic appreciation was

brought to England through foreign artists, who
were imported to execute significant works. Sir
Antonio Mor, of whom mention has been made
was one of the earlier, of these. Hans Holbein,'
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«"iry VIII., who seems to have appreciated agr«. ar.,st, .v«, while he ye. remainrcTf^btoo^enng u,e effigy „, which an account has ^
wl^.l

'"™* "" "»<". "h"- - courtierwhom the ,rt,st had kicked down-stairs came to thetog to pk .. for justice. Henty. unwilling to h^ra word against his favourite, ™plied: "C^t „».ve„ p««a„ts I can make seven lords; butYca^
-l^mak. on. Hans Holbein even out of sZ
The first Englishman who is recorded as a painter

t^l K l!^ """"'"" *"*«• 'o whom tritate» paid by Doctor Donne:

By HUllinl dntw^ i, ^^i . hiUMr.
By > worse painter made. . . .»

•n.e two Olivers followed Hilliard, and JohnHoskms took up the succession, living until ^
fLnJ^r" "''"^" Portrait-painters, and

pa«ed, may be s.^ ,n many collections in EngUnd.

ap^^ceTd ^T '•• ^'" "^^ -^« •«»

IT^:Z ''^.''T''^
« *« greatest ofartists. He had much foUowing among the English,
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and his sway was extended in the reign of Charles
I., for whom he became court painter. If the prog-
ress of art had not been interrupted, as it so sadly
was in Charles's reign, the development would prob-
ably have been much more even and sustained.
Charles was a true connoisseur, and would have en-
couraged the best artistic talent in his kingdom.
Kmg Charles had collected magnificent specimens
of the greatest painters of the world, his walls glow-
mg with pictures by Titian, Tintoretto, Rubens,
Correggio, Leonardo, and Raphael. The icono-
clasts did what they could to destroy art in England.
King Charles's collections were disposed of by an
order of Parliament in 1645, which reads : " That
all pictures and statues as are without any super-
stition shall be forthwith sold for the benefit of
Ireland and the North ; that all such pictures as have
the representation of the second person of the Trin-
ity upon them shall be forthwith burnt." Pictures of
the Virgin were to be similarly treated. Fortunately
Cromwell interfered in person to arrest the com-
plete achievement of this tragedy, but much of the
historic beauty and priceless culture stored up with
these pictures was destroyed with Roundhead zeal.
A little later the "bugle-eyeball and the cheek

of cream," associated with Sir Peter Lely, held
sway; Sir Peter is represented in this galliry in
No. 1016, as has been noted. After him came Sir
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Godfr^ Kneller, a famous portrait artist "
Paint-

l.ve, and do not liv. themselves until they are

,J^" y^l ^°"'"' "' ^''"«"'^ »"«», No.

rtn o '"' ^"^"* P'""« '" *« NationalGal en-. Bettes died in ,573, and was a miniahtris

^
favour w„h Queen E&abeth, being a pupil M

Pa* No 6^;'s
™"' ' * '»"'^" »' CathU

. •

''"• '^5^' ^y a" «nkno™ artist of the six-eenh century, also, among these early piftures-
she » clad m ,h. elaborate costume of the peri^'of Henn- VIII. Next in order, as we may exTi^them here, is William Dobson. He wJ the firsEnglishman to attempt portraits on a larger scale*an mmiature and also to paint historic subjects.He was bom m ,6.0. He worked much on then« of Van Dyclc, to whom he was frculttoed H.S portrait of Endymion Porter, No
•249. displays that person, who was a friend of
Charles I., and p^ of the bedchamber, with hisgun and an attendant page. Endymion Porter him-
self was a vety versatile and interesting character,and a romanhc figure living in romantic sur
roundmgs.

Samuel Scott's paintings of London in the eight-
eenth century have great historic interest. There
are four of them here; No. 313 showing old Lon-

I
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don Bridge, with houses which were erected im-
mediately after the Great Fire, in 1666; No. 314,
old Westminster Bridge, which was built by the
Swiss, Charles Ubelye, between 1739 and 1750.
A detail of the above, that is, a portion of West-
minster Bridge, showing parts of two of its arches,
appears in No. 1223, while a view farther north,'
up the Thames, is seen in No. 1328. Westminster
Abbey a'so occurs in this.

Samuel Scott is known as the father of the
modem water-colour school. He was a great friend
of Hogarth, and left as good portraits of the out-
ward and visible London as Hogarth did of the
inner, if not the spiritual side of the city's life.

His portrait, by Thomas Hudson, may be seen in
No. 1224; the artist is in informal dress, holding
a drawing of a sea-piece, with some shipping.
Thomas Hudson had the honour of being the master
of Sir Joshua Reynolds.

In 1901 there was presented to the gallery an
example of the work of Sir James Thomhill, No.
1844, a scene from the life of St. Francis. Thom-
hill was the father-in-law of Hogarth, his daughter
eloping with that great painter before he had
achieved his fame.

Art was at its lowest ebb, composed chiefly of
copyists of other men's methods, when, in 1697,
William Hogarth first saw the light in the London
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whkh h. so well „„<i«toxl. He began early
to show h,s talent. As he says of himself: " My
«erc,ses when at school were more remarkable for
the ornaments that adorned them than for the ex-
enas. itself." There was a g«,.ral streak of artistic
tonperamen, in the family; Hogarth's father was
I. erary m h,s tastes, though unsuccessful, and oneof h« uncles indulged in satirical poetry, which
tas been d«c„bed as " wanting in grammar, metre,
sense, and decency."

Hogarth began humbly, and worked honestlypming slowly but steadily in the world of art It
IS amusing to hear the youth's purse-proud con-
tession: I have gone moping into the city with
scarce a shilling." he says. " but as soon as I have
received ten guineas there for a plate. I have re-
turned home, put on my sword, and sallied outagam w.th all the confidence of a man who had
tnousands m his pockets !

"

One great reason for his success was his absolute
fidehty to detail as a result of close examination.
As Tame has sa,d. with Hogarth "it is indispen-
sable, m order to impart interest to a physical tvoe

type. I have ever found studying from natureAe shortest and safest way of attaining knowledge
"1 tny art,'; said Hogarth. The next reason for
h.s popularity was his choice of subjects with a

't
j
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direct human appeal. He further says: "
I turned

my thoughts to painting and engraving modem
moral subjects, a field not broken up in any country
or age." Hogarth's idea was to treat his subject
as a dramatic writer would treat it. His picture
was his stage, and his characters moved for him
and struck tableaux for him. Charles Lamb was
right in saying that one looked at the pictures of
other artists, but that one read those of Hogarth.
He likens his nature to that of Juvenal.
On one occasion, Hogarth, being present in some

capacity at a tavern brawl, saw a man strike an-
other with a pewter-pot; the expression of the
msulted person so impressed him, that he took out
his pencil and sketched him then and there.

It is interesting to have here his own portrait,
with that of his pet dog, painted by himself. This
face, No. 112, displays a rounded, pugnacious
physiognomy, but with that keenness of eye which
characterizes the satirist. Barry says that he once
saw Hogarth, "a little man in a sky-blue coat,"
superintending a fight of street urchins on a comer.
He looks capable of this, and, indeed, his sympathy
is chiefly with the rowdy, whether it be found in
low life or in high life.

He wrote his first book, "The Analysis of
Beauty," in 1753. He himself appreciated the fact
that the venture had an amusing aspect. He writes •
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m tha volume cau5«| much discussion. It was^

His greatet success was in his three «eat serLo p.«j,r« Which „e„ planned for the'c^'ve^n"of a moral message; the Harlot's Progress theR^e s Progress, and the Marriage a la M^T' W^are fortunate in having this latter set of six mast^
P-eces m the National Gallery. While w. ha~m,e or space to analy„ all these wonder^l ht
of th«n,_the firs, of the series; it will ihowhow thoughtful and how consistent Hogarth w^wh«, he pa,nt«i a volume on a single canvas.
No. 113 represents the signing of the marriage~ Rehearse the facts which are told"sT

* s epuome of London follies of Hogarth's dayHere we have the two parents, who are arrangi™
the marnage of their children to advance their o^
prospects. The proud peer, wishing to increasedtody exchequer, has consented to the wedding ofh.s son with the daughter of a vulgarian -7r2
cmzen,whositsiBat«.seinthe^esencof.^
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but who is willing to give his gold that his child

may become a countess. The Rt. Hon. Lord Vis-

count Squanderfield rests one gouty foot on a stool,

while beside him is unrolled, for the inspection of

the citizen, the chart of his descent, which springs

from William the Conqueror. The girl's father

gazes in awe at this document, while his half-

starved clerk, who is a living testimony to the fact

that the rich man economizes in his servant's table,

is extending to the peer a mortgage on his lordly

domains; but the viscount, realizing the social greed

of his opponent, haughtily refuses this compromise,

pointing to his lineage as ample compensation, and
evidently demanding cash for the whole transac-

tion.

On the other side of the room sit the ill-assorted

pair; the vain fop of a lordling, admiring himself

in the mirror, has turned his back upon his pros-

pective bride. She, plebeian, blunt-featured, with

a weak, receding chin, is stringing her wedding-ring

idly on her handkerchief, while she listens to the

compliments of Lawyer Silvertongue, a smooth, un-

intellectual man of her own class. Every detail

of the picture proclaims the life and tastes of the

peer. A great portrait of an ancestor, d la Grande
Monarque, hangs in the central background. This

personage has apparently been figured in this in-

stance as Jupiter, as was the custom with court
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painters in dealing with egotistical lords, and hehdds a U,underbolt in his hand. This picture is a

^.
burlesq.^ on the prevailing taste in por-

traiture to which Hogarth's straightforward appeal
helped to put an end. Through the open winZmay be seen a building unfinished, with scaffolding
st.Il m place, but without workmen to continue. We

out, holding in his hand a " plan for the new build

Z ^k!
'• "°""" '^"* '^' construction hashad to be arrested for lack of funds. The atmos-

pheric Illusion in looking out of this window is
clev«-. As If to typify the iuture of the young
couple there are two dogs leashed together on the
floor, one w,shing to rest while the other wouldhke to prowl. The walls of the viscount's drawing-room are hung with various works of old masterl
-probably purchased through the persuasions ofdca crs. for the subjects are not in key with his
P^ferences. What has the Rt. Hon. in common
with Cam and Abel. Prometheus. Judith, or StLawrence? An amusing anecdote of London pic-
ture-dealers and their methods is told by Hogarth
«.d he evidently means it to apply to such men
as this. The prospective purchaser is examining

LrV.U? ^^ ""^''^ ^^ fo' »»!« byone Mr. Bubbleman. and he complains that she hasno more beauty than a cook maid. " Oh Lord
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sir! '• answers the quack, " I find that you are no
wnnoisseur. That picture. 1 1 ire you. is in AIes«>
BaJdovinetti'i second and best manner, boldly
painted, and truly sublime. The hair in the Greek
taste— " then, spitting on an obscure place, and
rubbmg it with a dirty handkerchief, he takes a
skip to the other end of the room, and screams
out m raptures, "There is an amazing touch!"
A dehcate humourous hint, which may escape one,
>8 the coronet adorning the crutch of the disabled
Lord Squanderfield.

Stage by stage in thea<^ six pictures, each of
which will bear as close an examination as this
one sees the tragedy developed. In No. 114. the
two bored young people, sick of each other's com-
pany; the vain young countess entertaining her
admirers in her dressing-room (Uwyer Silver-
tongue, as always, the chief object of her folly)

;

the death of the count at the hands of his wife's
lover, and the death of the countess herself, upon
hearing that her lover has been hanged for the
murder of her husband. All are equally convincing,
and deserve the closest analytic study.

Contemporaries rarely appreciate an artist. When
Hogarth offered Marriage k la Mode for sale, Mr.
Lane, of Hillingdon, was the only bidder. ' He
offered one hundred and twenty pounds for them
and. when he found that no one else arrived, he
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relate!
:

" I told the artis. I m.u!.; ,na' e tk. pouiida
guinea..

. Mr. Hograri: ..sncu m. ioyVmy
purch.=e." Fifty yean 'nr.r. A.r. ^nrcrst n JZone thouMnd inree hundr.^i a:.J ogii; one x)und.
for the same picturs. Fr vn. hs colltcti.n, they
came to the National G:A)r::y

One of the finest of Hogmh', cha..ctc izations.
although only a hasty sketch. ;. e Sni.mp Girl.
NO. 1162 The momentary, the instantaneous, is
remarkably caught in her attitude. Hogarth has
almost painted the strident voice which is proceed-mg from the parted lipsl It was drawn from life
in the course of a walk one day in Gravesend. and
«s prophetic of the impressionists of the nineteenth
century m many ways.

in fh°;
'•f 1 o^"^*''

°^ ^'^ ^*"^°"' ^* ^'^'m the role of Polly Peachum. Miss Fenton was a
noted success in this part, so that she was ev.r
afterward called by that name. In 1728. Gay wrote
to Swift. observmg: " The Duke of Bolton has runaway w.th Polly Peachum and settled four hundred
a year on her! " Miss Fenton was a very brilliant
woman, and had a highly dramatic career. Another
suge-portrait by Hogarth is the recently acquired
No. 1935, inscribed Mr. Quin.

Hogarth's Sister, No. 675. and his Servants (arow of s,x heads). No. 1374. are interesting asshowmg the artist as a portrait-painter, as is also
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No. 1 153, the Family of the Strodes, gathered
together in domestic entirety, accompanied by their
friend, the Archbishop of Dublin.

Although a bricky red shade sometimes obtrudes
Itself in his flesh-tints, Hogarth is in the main a
fine colourist. His colours, too, have stood the
test of time, which can be said of few later English
artists. Polly Peachum and the group of portraits
do not exhibit his colour at its strongest; but the
Shrimp Giri is a delightful scheme of browns and
grays, with reds, which, though quickly executed
IS handled with skill and taste.

On one occasion, a nobleman, not wishing to
accept or pay for his portrait, refused to take it

oflF Hogarth's hands. He received the following
note from the artist: "Mr. Hogarth's dutiful
respects to Lord . . . finding that he does not mean
to have the picture which was drawn for him is
mformed again of Mr. Hogarth's necessity for the
money. If. therefore, his Lordship does not send
for it in three days, it will be disposed of, with the
addition of a tail, and some other little appen-
dages, to Mr. Hare, the famous wild-beast man,
Mr. Hogarth having given that gentleman a con-
ditional promise of it for an exhibition picture, on
his Lordship's refusal." The price was paid, and
the picture destroyed.

In his Calais Gate, or " Roast Beef of Old Eng-
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land," No. 1464, Hogarth travesties certain political
and social discrepancies of the French; but one
would have to understand much of the conditions
of the day to appreciate all the points. He himself
wro e an analysis of his intentions regarding it, and
Austm Dobson has ably called attention to many
details. Among these should be noted a group of
fishwives, who, amused at the likeness of a skate
to the human face, are unaware that it looks very
tnuch like themselves, by which subtle touch the
humour of the situation is enhanced for the spec-
tator.

*^

A marked contrast is obseryable between this
satirical picture and the Sigismunda, No. 1046
with which it was exhibited in 1761. Hogarth's
wife sat for this picture, which has been very se-
verely criticized. But, in spite of Walpole, Sigis-
munda is, as Austin Dobson points out, "finely
coloured, sound in painting, and full of technical
skill. Considering that the attempt was made in a
direction so unfavourable to the peculiar cast of the
artist's talent, it is wonderful that he succeeded so
well." Hogarth attempted the heroic in Sigismunda.A picture by Correggio by this name had recently
sold for four hundred pounds, and he offered to
render one as satisfactory for the same sum.

Putting aside the subjects, which are usually
coarse and unrefined, one is ^azed in looking at

1^
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Hogarth's pictures, simply as technical achieve-
ments, to find them as delicate and refined as any
works painted in England. With little show of in-
tentionally startUng effects, Hogarth is an absolutely
true nuster of atmosphere, and can always paint
the difference between indoors and outH)f.doors
His drawing is somewhat extreme. It is usually
correct, but suffers from his habit of caricature. In
composition he did not greatly excel. His scenes
are too obviously laid out: there is always an
hypothetical audience to be considered. Hogarth

flrf
'

P Tt' ""' """ *'" '"* ^«^* °"^-^ in
early British art. Gainsborough, Constable, and
1 umer were the only others.

In 1768 a new impetus to artistic life was given
by the founding of the Royal Academy. This time-
honoured institution arose from a split in the older
Incorporated Society of Artists, and soon came to
have a far greater significance than the original
body. It may easily be seen how the new insti-
tution, with Sir Joshua, Gainsborough, and all the
leading men of the period, should dominate the
Society of Artists, when one glances at a catalogue
of one of the exhibitions of the latter. Such it«ns
occur as "Two birds in shell-work, on a rock
decorated with sea-corab"; "A Cupid crowning
two harts ''; " A landscape in human hair," with a
frame of various devices cut in vellum with sciV
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^ c<«,uini„g ,h. Lord-s Prayer in the compass ofa silver threepence." The king lent hi, counLanceand «,pport to the new body, and i. was esublishedon December lo, 1768.
At this time Richard Wilson was fifty-four years

^r^^h ri°"""
'''^'"''' '°"^-«^«' »"« Gains-^rough forty-one; these three men, then, may be«.d to be the beginnm of a new epoch in art ^they had reached nature life befoTe the acad«^

^" Zhfd^j'"""
*^' *'^ "- »««-^oy It can hardly be sustained.

Richard Wilson, born in 17,3 or ,7,4, was essen-«lly a landscape-painter. He showed early talent,^mg fignr« on the walls of his father's parsonage
w.th a charred stick when he was a child. Wh«,h,rty s,x years of age, this artist wir> ,„ Romehe M«ca of all landscape artists of that peri^i

lakes, and crumblmg rnins. Wilson was no ex-cept™ to the mle. His "compositions " have aU«« conventional grace which was so fashionib

"

Bm all landscape, whether natural or artificial was

.«us of Reyj,olds were all the rage; and WilsL'.

poverty m consequence. He w„ certainly „„ ap-precated during his lifetime, and. although th^prophecy of Peter Pindar has come true. ,h. 'J^

j
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of post-mortem fame is not very sustaining while
a man ,s wondering what he will eat next week.
Peter Pmdar s verse thus predicts for " old red-nosed
Wilson a future recognition and fame:

" But, honest WUmq, never mind,
Immortal praises thou shalt find
And for a dinner have no caase to tear.
Thou start's! at my prophetic rhymes ?
Don't be impatient for those times;
Wait tiU thou hast been dead a hundred yew.-

The artists and those of his owti sort loved and
appreciated him, but that did not bring hin in a
support A friend of his, Mr. Welsh, once said
to him, httle suspecting to what hard trials of pov-
erty he had been subjected: "You never come to
dine with me now." Wilson's reply was that he
oaly regretted that Mr. Welsh was not a picture-
collector. " I certainly do not understand them "
answered Mr. Welsh, "but, if you will dine withme on Monday week, I will order a fifteen-guinea
pichire from you with pleasure." Poor Wilson
took him by the hand, and said: "Heaven knows
where I may be by that time." The kind-hearted
Mr. Welsh comprehended the situation. " Are you
engaged for to-morrow? " he asked. " If yo„ will
send a picture to my house, and join me at dinner,
1 will gladly pay you the money to-morrow." Such
stones of suflFerihg are all too numerous in the
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history of art. It would be well if some young
aspirants would profit by them in time. There is
an mstance of one, who was so influenced by know-
ing of Wilson's hardships, that he. as Cunningham

"w?^ wl''
"™* ^°"^^ ""^ ^^'^ *« himself.

When Wilson with all his genius starves, what
will become of me?

' He laid his palette and pen-
cils aside pursued his studies at college, and rose
high m the Church." Wilson's good friends worked
in vain to help him to find a market for his land-
scapes. Mr. Paul Sandby even tried to sell a collec-
tion of his sketches to some wealthy pupils of his
own, and ended by being obliged to buy them him-
self.

Wilson, however, was not the sport of destiny
without some reason. He was often rude and un-
gainly m his remarks, justifying people in pre-
ferring to have little to do with him. When Beechey
the artist, invited him to dimier, Wilson tum^'
upon him, inquiring, brusquely. " Do your daugh-
tersdraw? All young ladies draw now." "No
sir." replied Beechey. "my daughters are musical."'
With a grunt of satisfaction. Wilson accepted the
invitation. On one occasion, he took Beechey across

"^et^T.^"^
°"\''"'' *^*='^'"^'"^' peevishly,

ihere! This is where you should view ? paint-
ing. If you wish to examine it with your eyes and
not with your nose!" Mrs. Garrick said- "Mr

ft

H
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W. on ,s rough to the taste at first, tolerable bya httle loi^r acquaintance, and delightful at last-
Unfortunately, few persons have patience to perse-
vere m an acquaintance which starts with such a
handicap. When George III. ordered a painting ofKew Gardens, Wilson deliberately introduced a

.h ! .rL!""''''
^"^ ^^"°"^ ^*^^''^" features, so

hat the fang, naturally dissatisfied, simply returned
he picture. Such eccentricities, while fascinating
to a biographer, do not help to establish a painterm public favour while he lives.

Wilson was called the English Claude. His pic-
tures have some sameness, the composition usually
consistn^ of a framed dark foreground, with fig-ur«. and a vista upon water and distant hills
One of the chief charms about his work is the

1^ i"^; u
""^' '"^ ^^"^ «^J°y^^ his labour,

and his touch ,s easy and sympathetic, showing
perfect control of his materials. Wilson painted
standing, and used only one brush and few colours
His greens have blackened from the amount ofmagylph usea, ^his was a general failure of Brit-
ish artists. He began by dead-colouring the whole

values to be given. When all was dry, he deepened
the shadows, and modelled somewhat, but still i„
the neutral brown: the third stage was finishing.
and adding various hues in the lighter portions
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His principle, as will be seen, was to bring thewhole picture along a stage at a ti^e, not albwing
himself to complete one part before another. Hi!

has been the rum of so many English pictures. Thishe used m an oyster-shell. His "tools" were
simple and primitive.

John Thomas Smith, who was a connoisseur of

Trl/rr" ^°"^*™Poraneous with Wilson.
aihrms that he was " a leviathan in his profession,"

"m re dt:VT'^^ *'^* ^'^^^"'^ P-^-- -e

vaTor 1 'u''*'''°"^
^•°"' P°««'" ^nd Sal-

vator, without the dignity of the one or the fire

^s aTt r'"^
' ^''" ^^ -" *^^^ - Wilson'!

case as ,„ „,„,y ^„ ^^^^^^ ^^.^.^ ^.^^^^^
Wilson was out walking with a favourite dog.when he was struck down suddenly by the illne^which proved fatal. The faithful dog ran home

although he was carried to his house and lived for

died in May, 1782.

»nrM°'^?.^*^°^^'
^'^ "°* ^PP^°^« of Wilson,and allowed himself to be a little unprofessional

at times m sharp criticism. " Our ingenious acad-
emician." he says, "

has u^^ •, ,

;«• J • .
. . . nas

. . . been guilty of
introducing gods and goddesses, ideal beings in
scenes which were by no means prepared to recdve

i

1!;
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•uch pOTonag.,." H. refers «p«ially to the D..
«mc..o„ „, Niob.-, andr«,. No. „o. H.^
*»t the Ken. » a storm, with p«>pi. iyi„» ^„,
apparently having be«, stmck by lightni^ L that

^rT,!:i: '"J""'"""")' "chosen .h« their
deaths should be imputed to a litUe Apollo, who

Srj" "' *^'
• "" *»' *<^ %™should be considered as the children of Niobe." Sir

Joshua also criticizes the cloud as being quite inad-

riir '^T"^ "" """""S ""'>'• "" •« » quite
"ght; but one wonders that, with so keen a «nseof the mcongruous. Sir Joshua should himsdf paint

^Z,'^'^'^' '" "" ''<«^'»' "« "»uldsetet Wbon as the special recipient for such d..

S r w,ll,am Poynter is of quite a different mind,

oZ '\'^""7»»ti<'" " ««ting the subj«« with
profound knowledge of nature.

Nos. 304 and 1064 exhibit Wilson in chaiacter-

J«.e
moods; No. .08 is a panting of the XofMycanas at Tivoli, which Wilson first saw in co.^

^e with ir Tr""' °' ' "W«ph,cal vaude.n . ?
of favourite sc«,ery thrown i«, but

IS soft and charming in effect.

Before ^sing to a study of Sir Joshua Reynold,and Gamsborough, we may review the other^pio
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tures of this period which it seems well to mention.
Pleasing portraits are No. 1281. Mrs. Brocas, by
Francis Cotes, and Mr. Henry Byne, No. 1198 by
Lemuel Francis Abbott. There are also good 'ex-
amples of English landscape paintings, in the works
by George Amald, No. 1156; two views of the
Somerset country, by Thomas Barker, Nos. 1039
and 1306; a very interesting study of the landscape
of India, by Thomas Daniell, No. 899, showing a
famous bridge in Bengal, with travellers crossing it

An agreeable Portrait of a Udy, No. 1491. is by
AUan Ramsay, son of the Scotch poet of the same
name, who is well known as the author of the
"Gentle Shepherd." No. 1186, an English land-
scape by Glover, is full of open air and daylight
almost as clear as that of John Constable, although
handled wit* more precision and less poetical charm.

No. 1658 is a study of oaks and rural country
life, by George Lambert, who began life as a
theatrical scene-painter. Stirling Castle, by Alex-
ander Nasmyth, No. 1242, is a good example of
«je treatment of Scotch scenery by a Scotchman.
He must not be confounded with Patrick Nasmyth
who worked later, and who was son and pupil to
this older mai;.

Very interesting, as showing the appearance of
Covent Garden Market and St. Paul's Church as
they appeared in the eighteenth century, is a curious

1

}f
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painting, No. 1453. by B. Nebot. a little-known
artist, presumably an Englishman. The picture has
for centre of interest a street-fight. A good bit of
rural England is seen in No. 1452. a landscape, in
which the central object is a gentleman in hunting-
suit holding his horse. It is the work of George
Stubbs, R. A., who was a painter principaUy of
animals, in the late eighteenth century.



CHAPTER XV.

WYK0LD8 AND GAINSBOtOUOH

Snt Joshua R^vnolds was the son of a clergy-man. He was bom in Devonshire in 173, h-

^Z^ ThT ''"''^' ''* condemnation of anoutraged, though secretly proud, father. One of
ti^«.e drawings which remains, has upon the back

idwTr"' "^-^yJ-huaoutofpure
Idleness, but we must note that the drawing wasou-efuly preserved, and probably the old pfrson

ciated h,s clever son. Reynolds was as popular andas lucky in his enviromnent as poor ^„ ^as
unfortunate. He was a pupil of Hudson, a ^ime^of some reputation, of whose work a soecim^Tn^o,
be seen in No. 1224.

^

Remolds was fortunate enough to have the oppor-

was enabled to become familiar with the mat
meters of Italy. Venetian art attracted him moreto any other. . He used to recommend the study
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of tlK gnu masters even more than nature; inA» he «,d Hogarth were d-ametricUy op,^He was always striving for what was ta^
alyz«l several old tolian p^ntings, in order toWer the trick which he helieved that they e.^

"Consider the object before you more as made
"P of hghts and shadows than of Mnes," he used to
«y. His colours were terribly fleeting, even in hisow^MeHme. He r.ali«d his own IrtJ^i,^'
as to permanence, and said that he "came off wi*

Sn^ Joshua ought to be paid for his picturei by
annual .mtahnents,- a, l«,g as they lasted! Hehad a chance to change his methods in his later

rr'at^""^"""-""'- "̂^«

treataent sometimes abnost to the detriment of

In r ,?
^'" •' "° P^"'" "»« variable

than Rej^olds; the difference betwe«, his bestw«ks and his least happy p^ductions is unusu^

hi^ ^^J""
"°* ™'^ '""''* ••" "8*". which is a

K .h» , ; "*"""' "'" "*"''' ""ays crackf they are laid too heavily, while, the lighte, being
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full of opaque colour, hold together better. Indeed.
h.s tecteical methods make us sigh. for. by reason
of his fleetmg pigments, the world of art has lost

l"tth"' ^l"^ * ^'^^ ^^'^^ groundwork;
while this was still wet. he would sketch upon it
a rapid suggestion of the portrait to be painted,
using only lake and black with flake white. In the
second sitting he would add Spanish yellow, and
the fugitive lakes and carmines. He used only a
brush of hair. Unfortunately, he employed numer-
ous vehicles, oils, and varnishes, which have worked
havoc with time to aid them. Even wax was in-
troduced into some of his experiments. Blake com-
posed a sai:ire. which hinges upon the fugitive qual-
ities of his portraits

:

"Wh« Sfr Joihu. Reynolds died aU nature was degraded.The king dropioed a tear into tbe queen's ear, and aU hi. nic
turei— fatledJ"

""l»«c

But in spite of these drawbacks he was the most
popular painter in England. Sir George Beaumont
advised a friend to have a portrait by Sir Joshua-
being met with the usual objection, that Reynolds's
work was apt to fade, he replied: "Never mind.— even a faded picture from Reynolds will be the
finest thing you can have!

"

At the founding of the academy in 1768, Refyn-

1
iU
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olds was elected its first president.-a position
which he held for the rest of his life. It was as
president of the academy that he delivered his fa-
mous " Discourses on Art" The first of the dis-
courses was delivered to the academy in 1769. Each
year following another was added. This artist is
almost as celebrated for his " Discourses "

as for
h.s pictures. These admirable essays, still helpful
as practical disquisitions on art subjects, are full
of valuable instruction.

Reynolds was always glad of the criticism of
people who knew nothing of the technique of his
art, for they would more clearly voice the public
impression of his work. When a man who knew
nothing about art asked, " Why is half the face
blade?" Reynolds, instead of relegating him to the
shades of the ignorant, felt at once convinced that
the error was his own. and that his shadows were
too heavy, no matter how many artists might rave
over the depth of tone, and he would alter his work
with the humility of a genuine lover of truth.
He was enraged at the commercial views of Doc-

tor Tucker, who had announced that a pin-maker
was of more use in the world than Raphael. "

It
IS as much as to say that the bricklayer is superior
to the architect I" he cried, and complained that
such a sentiment set the means higher than the end.
as the object in attaining wealth in this world was



tlT !!^' ^ '^"^ '° "»J°y ^'^her things.
Reynolds became Icing's painter in 1784
While painting one <ky. he suddenly felt thepower of vision leave his left eye. This was in

17^. the beginning of the tragedy of his life waswiUi this terrible revelation; in a few weeks Z
eft eye was entirely blind, and the other almost

the blind Sir Joshua and the deaf Beethoven. Re-

his time the great artist ended by taming a little

Irfend
'
"""^ '° '' *" '^ '' ""''' * «•«»

Reynolds's last appearance at the academy to de-hver a discourse was marked by an unwonted dis-
turbance; a beam in the floor broke, and the
aud.«ice was in great danger. Lords, students, and
academicians were in a state of inextricable en-
tanglement. There was almost a panic among

dignified ,n his advanced age. sat quietly until orderwas restored, and then resumed his lecture. The
oondusion of this lecture was his famous tribute
to Michelangelo. " I should desire." he said. "

that
the last words I should pronounce in this academv

' .
might be the name of Michelangelo." AnJhe never spoke there again. I„ alluding to the

r.
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f?

accident to the building afterward, he remarked
coolly that, if the floor had really fallen, every manm the room would have been killed, which would
mean that art in Britain would have been put back
two hundred years!

He was ill for a long time, but he bore the trial
with splendid fortitude, never repining, and realiz-mg from the first what the end must be. His re-
signed cheerfulness was possible because of his life's
motto: "The great secret of being happy in vhis
world is not to mind or be affected by small things."
He died m 1792, and was honourably interred in
the crypt of St. Paul's. London.

Sir Joshua used to say that study was too stern
a word to apply to painting.- that it was too me-
chanical an art to be dignified by the term "

intel-
lectual. But this was only because he himself
found It second nature to grasp ideals which cost
most painters a lifetime of study and application.
Ruskin considers him one of the seven supreme col-
ounsts in the world, and the prince of portrait-
artists.

Perhaps the most ideal of his pictures in the
National Gallery is the charming portrait group,
called the Graces Decorating a Statue of Hyr--
No. 79. In reality, this represents the three lovely
daughters of Sir William Montgomery. The cen-
tral nymph is the Hon. Mrs. Gardner, the figure
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on the left, the Marchioness of Townsend, and
the third, Mrs. Beresford. These patricians are
figured as the Three Graces, but they are no artless

children of the grove; they are English aristocrats.

These ladies, all hiving made satisfactory matches,
were portrayed as offering their appreciation to the
god of matrimony. Where many artists paint
flesh firmly, and still life lightly. Sir Joshua paints
his accessories with a firm hand, and treats flesh

with a charming evanescent softness emphasizing
its living and moving qualities. No Englishman
before Reynolds had ventured to paint gay, cheer-
ful landscapes as backgrounds for his portraits.

This mythological flight of fancy, exquisite as it is,

is inconsistent with Sir Joshua's harsh criticism

upon Wilson for painting classical figures in his

Niobe without due excuse. He himself committed
the anachronism of painting the two Grevilles as
Cupid and Psyche, the Duchess of Manchester as
Diana, Lady Blake as Juno, and Miss Norris as
Hope. Reynolds seems to have felt that merely
to portray nature was not enough; he was fain to
give some more dignified name to his works than
that which by right belonged to them. For in-

stance, No. 162, the Infant Samuel, is hardly treated
as a historical subject; it is the simple picture of
a little child saying his prayers, and the name is

unconvincing and unnecessary. The two pictures,

^h
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Not. 106 tnd 107. are probtbly both studies from
the head of a workman named White: but one of
them is denominated a Picture of Count Ugohno,
whom all readers of Dante will remember for his
hideous death by starvation in the Tower of Hunger
in Pisa, while the other bears the title of the
Banished Lord. Taine calls this "a sentimental
elegy after the manner of Young f " Both the heads
are beautiful pieces of work, and. independent of
their alleged subjects, are noble studies from life.

It was in portraiture that Sir Joshua's genius
was displayed at its best. Instead of copying every
line photographically, he uses the higher art; in
studying a face, he—

"... finds die ntn
Behind it, and so paints him that his fae«^
The shape and colour of a mind and life,

Lives for his children ever at iu best"

No one can look at the magnificent portrait of Lord
Heathfield with the Keys of the Fortress of Gibral-
tar, No. Ill, without feeling that the intrepid
soldier, with his heroic grasp upon the great key
of the impregnable rock, stands before one as in
the flesh. It is usually conceded to be one of
Reynolds's greatest portraits, the most conspicuously
known being the great painting of Mrs. Siddons
as the Tragic Muse,— this canvas, however, is not
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in the National Gallery. There is a study, though,
for one of the attendant figures, that of Horror;
No. 1834 is a sketch made from himkelf by the
master, and was introduced into the background
of the great portrait. Mr. Henry V^ughan be-
queathed this drawing to the National Gallery in

1900. The original picture is in Grosvenor House.
There is a graceful story of Sir Joshua's compli-
ment to Mrs. Siddons. When she beheld the fin-
ished portrait of herself, she noticed a curious
brocaded effect upon part of the border of the robe.
As she approached to determine its true significance,
she found it was the painter's signature in fuU.
One can hear in imagination the great artist,
bowing before the tragedy queen in his genuine
admiration, explaining, "I could not resist the
opportunity of scndmg my name to posterity on
the hem of your gam tnti

"

Sir Joshua always set out with the determination
of making the most of his subject. He claimed that
it was no excuse for an artist to plead that his
subject was a bad one. He observed that there
was always nature, and this was sufficient when
other attractions were absent. When he had to
deal with such themes as the Portrait of Dr. Samuel
Johnson, No. 887, this motto stood him in good
stead. No subject less picturesque could be con-
ceived,— and yet, what a splendid picture ! Doctor

'4
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Johnion greatly respected Re-noldis intellectual
endowment., saying that, when Sir Joshua told him
•nything, he was possessed of one idea the more
Boiwell, the faithful biographer of Johnson, may
be seen here, too, limned by the master. No. 888.
The portrait of Admiral Keppel. No. 886. also owes
Its charm to its sincerity, for the bluflF old sea-dog
was no more romantic-looking than the others.
Reynolds had sailed with Admiral Keppel himself,
when he visited Venice at the age of twenty-six in
'749.

The Portrait of C ptain Orme, leaning on the
neck of his horse, is a good picture, although the
charger is somewhat invertebrate. This is No. 68i,
and represents the captain life-size; it is imposing.'
CapUin Orme was aide-de-camp, with Washington,
to General Braddock, in America, in 1755.
The equestrian portiait of Lord Ligonier, No.

143. may be classed with this one, although they
are not similar. It was an early work of the artist.

Reynolds, however, always liked this picture him-
self, and said he had taken the scheme of light and
shade from a wood-cut on a ballad-sheet!

There are two portraits of Sir Joshua Reynolds
himself here; one. No. 306, was painted for Mrs.
Thrale, and is an earlier view of the master; No.
B89, in brown, is a more mature liken ss.

The Portrait of Two Gentlemen. No. 754, repre-
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«enu two young m«n. who were connoiMeurt of the
period, radically different in their hi.tory. hut with
he love of art in common. Rev. George Heddes-

fr^h'^M ^J''' *• * P*'"**' ""^^^^ Sir Jo.hua.
•« the elder of the two. at the left; he wm twenty-nme at the time of the portrait, painted about ijy^,

fyWe. who became the victim of an unrequitS
infatuation, which drove him insane, so that he died
«n an asylum. The ease and grace of the arrange-
m«,t of this picture makes it linger in the memory;
and the calm face of the elder man. with his long
chm. ,s m mtercsting contrast to the countenance
of nis companion.

Those paintings, which, for lack of a better name.
we usually call " fancy pictures." are among the
most popularly known of Sir Joshua's creations.
His charming httle cat-chinned Robinetu. No. 8oa
an «irly sketch from the Hon. Mrs. Tollemache.'
holding her tame bird, and leaning on its cage, is

InTrV''^""**' " " ^'»° No. 307. which is
called the Age of Innocence. The creamy texture
of the draperies in this lovely study is one of its
chief attractions. Reynolds's sympathies went out
to the refined and well-bred; his people are as
fascinating to us as to the artist.

Love Unbinding the Zone of Beauty, sometimes
called the Snake in the Grass, No. 885. is a delight-

sX\
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ful specimen of Reynolds's imaginative work. The
girl, with a coquettish glance from beneath her
raised arm, is seated on a mossy bank, while Cupid
is toying with her sash, about to unfasten it. In
the grass in the corner, at the right of the canvas, is
seen the reared and hissing head of an adder. Al-
though the austere Cunningham alludes to this as
a picture which he cannot " hope to describe in the
language of discretion," it seems to our maturer
vision to be harmless and charming. An allegory
it is; no one will combat its teaching, although
It is capable of more than one interpretation.

The beautiful wreath of angel heads, No. 182,
that bouquet of rose-hues, in all shades, from the
delicate tea-rose, in its golden glow, .0 the rich
pmk of the Mermet, is a repeated portrait-study
of little Frances Isabel Gordon. It was presented
to the nation by Lady Gordon in 184 1. It was a
late work of Sir Joshua, and, according to Ruskin,
" ineffably finer than ever the Greeks did." This
celebrated picture, a photograph of which is in
almost every home, is as nearly a spiritual con-
ception as Sir Joshua was capable of. As a general
rule, he had not that subtle imagination to picture
the unseen in a convincing way, which is the chief
attribute desirable for a religious painter. He por-
trayed life as it was about him. One of his many
mottoes was, "Labour is the only solid price of
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farP-/'; he worked conscientiously, and seldom rose
to the imagery and sentiment of this matchless
child-head.

Thomas Gainsborough, bom in 1727, was as
great as Sir Joshua, and in some respects has been
considered in advance of his famous contemporary
As IS the case with most of the great Englishmen,
his talent showed itself early. When his school-
master refused him a holiday, the boy, nothing
daunted, copied his father's writing, and handed a
slip to the master, which read, " Give Tom a holi-
day." Tom was accordingly sent off. and spent the
day gleefully and innocently sketching from nature.
When his father discovered his son's talent for
forgery, he exclaimed. "Tom will be hung!" but
when he examined the drawings, he remarked,'
Tom will be a genius!"

Mr. Betew. the silversmith and picture-dealer
used to glory in the fact that he had been in^
strumental in disposing of some of Gainsborough's
early pictures, saying: " I have had many a draw-
mg of his in my shop-window before he went to
Bath. Ay, and he has often been glad to receive
seven or eight shillings from me for what I have
sold! " In 1760 he moved to Bath, where he lived
until 1774, when he returned to London for the
rest of his days. When he was only nineteen, a
beautiful giri happened to pass across the field which

i
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owner to te,^sT .' , "" '"^«' *« fo"™'owner to teach him to play upon iti When Gains-borough heard a musical instrument whichte^I^h« mually purchased it incontinently. Cs^ ft

'

or^ms. wri.«: "The next time I «t^^*
h^T«."T '" *' "'"^^ °' King David Henad hired a harper in Bath _«,• . .

soonharplessi"
'"**'-*« ?«-fon»r w*i

to a fri'l**"'"
'° '^^ ' '«" "°" Gainshor^ighto a fnend ,n ,758, in which he says: " You pleS

tlema, Mr. Edgar, a lawyer, had ordered a^d^ceived from the artist) ' than a,e ™„ghn«s^fZ
surface, for «,at part being of use in p^gl*'
of ^- t li'

' ""P" "'""«• •» -^at a jud«of paintmg know, an original from a copy hi tashort, b«ng flie touch of «,e pencil, whichiL^



to preserve than smoothness. I am much brtt«.

k.nd than to see an eye half an inch oat of its

sme^fft" f °'"™' "^ "^ *»' «'» «"™rmeit off«„v., than to say how rough the pain.

on"toJ^' r, 1,°' ""' *""*" "»««»«"'

^ief rt^',
*^"«''»«'- "O*. whether in mi-<*^ef or m mnoc«,ce it is hard to determine: "Itele «,«.ght you w.„ , uwyer „h«, I said that

fate to ask your pardon now; but, really, sir I

rr r ™! °' ^' •"""""» '"o"' » hoL

;r:e«ite""''f
"' "^ "-^

'
-""^^j'uu were m the wool trade."

Zoffany-s portrait of Gainsborough, No .^,should be observ«i while w. JsMyJ^I:

.ct^,*"GaS:;r^Lftt- r*" °' *'

«on ^«y ^noyed Z. '^ --«.-^
naitly. They are a couple of rogues! Th„have «,ery one's face but th«r own! "He und^
wth .t; ,n a Irtter to Garrick he says: "I ta«

i.ii
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been several days rubbing in and rubbing out my
design of Shakespeare; and hang me if I think
1 shall let It go, or let you see it at last"
He and Reynolds did not agree. The well-or-

dered Sir Joshua looked with some disapproval on
the impulsive disorder of Gainsborough's manner
of behaviour; instead of hard work, such as Reyn-
olds always advised and employed himself. Gains-
borough depended more upon dash and inspiration,
--and he had so much of each that they served
his turn as well as Sir Joshua's more sincere
methods. Sir Joshua had an admiration for him.

^^r-'p ,""""' ^^'"^ ^°^ ^^ P'-^"*^ his
eitects, Reynolds would say; while the more ener-
getic Gainsborough burst out. looking at Sir
Joshua'swork:"D_himf How various he is

!

"

Owing partly to his rapid exertion, and partly
to his peculiar method of hatching. Gainsborough's
pictures have not cracked, even in the shadows. In
this he has been more fortunate than Sir Joshua

Petty rivalries abounded among academicians.
At a dimier. for instance. Sir Joshua is seen tonse and propose a toast, in order to annoy Richard
Wilson: "The health of Mr. Gainsborough -tie
greatest landscape-painter of the day ! " whereupon
he is followed by Wilson, who adds, sm-lily • « y^— and the greatest portrait-painter, too I

" No lovewas lost then between rivals: is it now?



In 1784 Cinsborongh had a tiff with the hangine

«v^ sending another work to their «d,ibition,.
Whatever nay have been the irriuting cause it i,«"y to see that there was fault on his ^e by
P|««.ng fte note which accompanied his last' ex^ .0 t^-

^:"»"'"<^ present, his comp„."ems .0 the gentlen»„ appoin,«l to hang pictures

r,^,h«
.""'"«*'• "' »««' "ore whilst 4

Sr," "^r*" >"•*"' •" *« ""ibition-Th.s he swears by God. Saturday morning." Thisn« very conciliatory attack was answer^ by hi.
Pictures bemg quietly returned; and that severed
^«»nect.on between Gainsborough and the Acad-

at the tnal of Warren Hasting,, he felt an icy.«>*<» the back of hi, neck. When he Jr^^d'

^1' u; T"^"^ *• '•«•• »<> '»»d »small wh,te patch. This proved to be a quick-growmg cancer, and in a short time it end^ ,h.
«;.!».•, Hfe, a.th«.gh he lived to be six^^e ye^^'

for S,r Joshua, wishing to be at peace with hisgreat nva. at the last A touching'^.T.l!!::

U
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have been, when the two great artists met at this
solemn moment. They parted in perfect harmony.
Gamsborough'3 last words to Reynolds being: " We
are all going to heaven, and Van Dyck will be
of the company! " He died in 1788. Sir Joshua
Reynolds and Richard Brinsley Sheridan were
among his pall-bearers.

The famous Market-Cart, No. 80, is a combina-
tion of landscape and figure painting, such as is

most characteristic of Gainsborough. It has the
brown and green of which he was so fond, and the
masses are more considered than the detail,— in
this he is prophetic of impressionism. The Water-
ing-Place, No. 109, has these same features. Both
are among the most essentially British landscapes
in art, while another study full of the same charm
is No. 309, also called the Watc ^-Place. In
No. 310, with the sunset light restfng on man
and horse, is seen an elegy of evening relaxation
after the strenuous day, full of sentiment, and
painted tenderly. Examine all his landscapes,—
they will repay you. Great Comard Wood, known
as Gainsborough's Forest, No. 925. is noble and
dignified. Sir George Beaumont, a keen lover and
appreciator of aesthetics, compares Gainsborough's
landscapes with Grey's "Elegy." The parallel is

striking here. He has been criticized for intro-
ducing into the picture the shadows of trees and
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objects, the originals of which cannot be seen;
but this feature seems to me to enhance the charm
felt from the depth of a forest, continuing as it
does the impression of close-growing trees, anddomg away with the feeling one often has with a
forest painting, of standing on the edge of awood and looking in. It proves that the spectator
IS m the midst of the thicket, instead of standing
in an outer clearing, and I can imagine no un-
p^sant sense of curiosity breaking in upon the
charm of the scene.

As a studio expedient, Gainsborough used at
times to collect features in miniature like those of
a landscape. -rocks, herbs, bits of looking-glass,
-and make them up into little models to assist
him m his compositions. Even donkeys had been
led into his studio to serve as models! One of
tfie free idyls of the fields is No. 1488. where two
donkeys are ridden by rural peasants. -it is gen-
uine English genre painting. Another of the happy
rustic pictures, for which Gainsborough was justly
famous, is No. 311, of Country Children.
No. 308, known as Musidora Bathing Her Feet

IS in illustration of Thompson's lines:

" For, lol conducted by the laughing loves
This cool retreat his Musidora sought;
Warm in her cheek the sultry season glowed,
And, robed in loose array, she came to bathe
Her fervent limbs in the refreshing stream."

. I>^
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It ii supposed that the renowned Lady Hamilton
sat for Musidora; this is one of only two nudes
extant by Gainsborough. One can only regret that
there are not more. The legend that this was taken
from Lady Hamilton is not without foundation,
for the illustrious Emma, when she was a young
adventuress, was engaged to pose without draperies
in the Temple of Health conducted by Doctor
Graham, who had his establishment under the same
roof with Gainsborough. Nothing would have
been more likely than that the painter should avail
himself of such an opportunity.

In colour, Gainsborough was original. Cool
blues and greens and golden tones prevail over
the ruddier shades. Speaking broadly, the chief
characteristic of Reynold's colour is golden light,

while that of Gainsborough is more of silver. He
painted women and children better than he did
men; his male portraits and studies have some
touch of effeminacy as a rule.

Nothing more dashing or more shimmering can
be conceived than the Portrait of Mrs. Siddons,
No. 683. The stately and yet witching elements,
both traits so well emphasized by the high black
bridle and the rakish hat, pervade the personality
of this noted stage favourite, and the whole por-
trait is unsurpassed. The story that his famous
Blue Boy was painted as a proof that one could
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Wegnolta «n» aaliwboroaab m
do th, «,« opporite in colouring Jron, that pre-

ft» matchleu porirwt, which crefully defict .11

of .bwlutely „,i,,.ctory harmonic, . . *, k«,
of blue (with .h. exception of ,h. ™, .4„.i„.^*e only ,u«tion.bI. no., in ,h. picn.™). Hish«dl,„g ,. qu.,e hi, own. I, i, no. b««i upon ft.fonnul« of „y Khool. In ft. hair of MnTsid-
don. ,. «em., en clo« in.p«,ion. „ if h. had don.
a g«a. d«il of unn«™„ry Kmching and imlc
^. hn..work: bu. a. , li„„ di,unc .h«. ma*,,

<ld.gh.ful way, and a ligh.. living quali.y i, ft„
«»p.r.«l. Mood and f.ding ar. ftu. 'n,o« to6e ituatd m hi, work .han .rained dcill. While
he wa, pamling Mr,. Siddon,, h. mad. her laughby ^claiming: ••i>_ (,_ „„^ ^
hlZ"'"' "«'»-*«"-'>'«« of mak^
t»5 d™p.n« par, „, hi, «hen,e, in which he i,quailed only by Ruben, and Van Dyck
The Parirf. Clerk, Oipto, b ft. ,rf,j«, of ,:,.

P^c. u and ,«der por.rai.. No. ;&. Living in

n»d. from ,. one of hi, happi«. por.rai.,. The
gentle femmm. ,uah> i, ,„, ou. of place hereftan m many of hi, portrait of men. There wa.

^.h
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a carrier named John Wiltshire, who u^ed to take
Gainsborough's pictures from Bath to London. He
refused a regular fee for his services, saying: " No,
no, I love art for its own sake; when you think
I have earned it, give me one little picture, and
I shall feel more than repaid." Gainsborough was
so delighted with the man's spirit that he gave him
several, and this delightful Orpin was among them.
Once, Gainsborough, wishing to paint a horse, bor-
rowed one from Wiltshire; as a graceful return
for the carrier's loan, he painted a horse and
wagon, with himself and family in the cart, and
sent it to Wiltshire as a present.

For animal studies by Gainsborough, one turns
to No. 1484, a study of an old horse, and No.
1483, a painting of dogs. The first of these, al-

though not beautiful, suggests the tired drudgery
of a working-animal with great comprehension.
The other is especially interesting, as it represents
the two pet dogs of Gainsborough and his wife.

The story goes that, when words had passed be-

tween his master and mistress, Fox, Gainsborough's
dog, used to be entrusted with a little note of
apology, which was conveyed to Tristram, Mrs.
Gainsborough's pet. If Mrs. Gainsborough ac-

cepted the expressions of regret and repentance

which were contained in this note, she would send
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an answer to that effect by Tristram to Fox. who
delivered it to his master!

While Reynolds saw things in colour. Rembrandtm hght and shade, and Holbein in ouUine. Gains-
borough saw all these elements together, and form
did not predominate over colour, nor chiaroscuro
over either. He has great balance, and his com-
positions and plans for pictures have great sim-
phcity. They are directly to the main point, and
tree from by-play or secondary interests.

i-jLiJ
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CHAPTER XVI.

THE EARLY NINETEENTH CENTURY IN ENGLAND

The British school, as will be seen, developed its

own ideals and standards. A certain mellow qual-
ity in colouring, at least among its eariier pictures,
is observable; in this quality it is allied to the
old masters rather than to modem open-air im-
pressionism. Sir George Beaumont used to say:
"A good picture, like a good fiddle, should be
brown."

George Romney was only eleven years younger
than Reynolds, and is a connecting-link between the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. He lived until
1802. A follower of Reynolds, he indeed caused
the older master to look to his laurels on several
occasions. He had more sweetness than force,—
indeed, British art at this period was somewhat
lacking in painters who could portray the mascu-
line characteristics. His artistic abilities displayed
themselves first in music and in wood-carving. By
degrees he moved into the more conventional chan-
nel, and became a portrait-painter. Romney's

300
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master in Lancashire was a "rollicking fellow,"
who eloped with a girl, leaving his pupil behind
quite ill,— the resn't, says a chronicler, of "his
exertions in assisting the escape of the bride."
So, when Romney was nursed through this sick-

ness by a compassionate girl, he followed his mas-
ter's example, and married her immediately, quite
from impulsiveness. It was rather an imprudent
step, for at that time he had no visible means of
support. Leaving her and their two children in
the North, he went to London, at the age of twenty-
seven, and devoted himself to his art. Soon he rose
to be recognized as second only to Reynolds and
Gainsborough. " Romney and Reynolds divide the
town," said Lord Thurlow, "and I am of the
Romney faction." His was a great success. Reyn-
olds used to allude to him as " the man in Caven-
dish Square." It is unexplainable why, at his
zenith, he did not send for his family, but he never
did so.

A lady who had had her portrait done by Rom-
ney wrote to a friend that every one was delighted
with it, adding, naively: " I have reason to be so,
for it is handsomer than I ever was in my life."

Nearly all his faces have a tendency, however, to
approach as nearly as possible to his ideal type,—
that of the beautiful and frail Emma. Lady Hamil-
ton, who sat for him constantly, and with whom

ft
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he was bewitched. Romney's "divine lady" ap-
pears twice upon the walls of the gallery; once^
as a Bacchante, in No. 312. and again, in good'
contrast, m a rough sketch. No. 1668, where the
expression is almost tragic.

Perhaps the most varied career ever experienced
by a woman was that of Emma Lyon. The daugh-
er of a poor servant, she began life as nursemaid
n the family of a country doctor, soon afterward
takmg a position as serving-maid in London. In
the same house lived, as cook, one Mary Jane
Powell, who was destined to be a great actress;
and years later, when Emma Lyon, as Lady Hamil-
ton, entered Drury Lane Theatre ablaze with
diamonds, she received a mock heroic curtsey from
the leading lady who was then reigning on the
boards --none other than her early companion in
the kitchen. Two such cases of social evolution
•t would be difficult to match. Emma Lyon re-
ceived a good education at the hands of Mr. Gre-
ville. the first lover whose home she honoured with
her presence While under his protection, she met
Romney. who was engaged to paint her portrait,
and an infatuation seized the painter at once. He
used to study her in all positions, and in all kinds
of characters. He says, in a letter : "The pictures
I have begun are Joan of Arc, a Magdalen, and a
BaccI ante, for the Prince of Wales." The lady
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was versatile in her posing, and used to portray
antique statues at evening entertaim«ents. with the

skill. When her extravagance had caused the
fina.K

^1
rum of Mr. Greville. Emma was passedon to his uncle. S,r William Hamilton, who after-

ward married her. Romney always spoke of her
as the divme lady." and from the esthetic point
of view she certainly must have been all that apamter could desire. How much there was in their
attachment beyond a platonic love for art. has
never transpired. After the conspicuous episode
witfi Lord Nelson. Lady Hamilton, middle-aged
and stout retired into private life and penury, and
died m a Calais lodging-house, almost as humble as
the cottage in which she was bom. The meteoric
flash of her wonderful prime is preserved for all
lovers of beauty, chiefly by Romney. although many
o her artists of the period rejoiced to depict her
glories as well.

The chief characteristic of this master is graceHe IS almost as charming in this respect as Greuze.
and IS less mannered. If he adhered a little too
closely to one model, he could not. at any rate
have chosen a more faultless one. He was a
dreamer, but his dreams were realized in an in-
carnation of the evanescent witchery of feminine
beauty, and, even if this be his limitation, it is

' iff- 'a
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a limit likely to hold popular favour for many a
generation yet to come.

Romney's colouring in his accessories is /ery re-
strained, and this is one reason why his "

settings
"

are so •'becoming." The subject's face has its
beauty all the more enhanced by the subordination
of surrounding tints. He loved soft dark creamy
white, and an occasional glint of blue or green is
often all the positive colour that appears in a por-
trait. Soft browns predominate in his backgrounds
and the charm of his colouring usually makes up
tor an occasional anatomical inaccuracy
A thoroughly worthy family portrait is No. 1396,of Mr. and Mrs. Lindow. It is an early work o^^e master, and is harder in its precise lines than

nZ 'r?'^*"'-^^-
T^* ~Jo""ng is realistic, and

not based upon an ideal scheme. In the Parson's
Daughter, however. No. 1068. Romney has planned
a delicious cool scheme of tawny shades and green
as soft as sea-water; this picture is usually re-
.^arded as a "fancy head." but some consider it a
portrait of Mrs. Pope, the actress. The green and
Jan tones of this lovely tondo of theTson"s
Daughter suggest soft autumnal harmonies, al-though the giri herself is as fresh as a June rose.

about this delightful little person have enshrined

, (
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ROMNEY.— THE PARSON'S DAUGHTER
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b» unong the met popuUr ««npl« of British

No other t«t of Romnq,', abUitiM „c«,t aconsideration of hi, portraits i, qui,, fair L,hi!was his «p,i., „„ „j „„,, ^ «^-. « *»
Child. No. ,667, a charming picture i„ LT^kand gr«,, with on. bold dash of scar... far dolm the comer, on the litUe girl's ,hoe, is a perfe,^"«n,p,e of this painter at his best. Vhe w^nd^

2J" .*' """ "' "•" ""O'^'d, and themothers refin«l, aristocratic bearing is enhanc^

Lady Craven^oo, No. ,669. i, a beautiful studym low tones. This lady was a talented writer of
P'ays, and, although her matrimonial expe^'^c^
w^ie somewhat ch«,uered. she wa, reportS aT"an..abl. person, and was a great friend of HoraceWalnole. M„^ Mark Currie, No. ,65., the bri^of .few months when she sat for Romney in her

sTf^Iandf
" '""" '"" --coloured ribbl

RoZ
»<• fascinating to-day as she was in .789.

to fe«erl K° ' """^"""^ "'««« *" ab^

«>rrectly. When it was possible to avoid it, he
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preferred not to write. His power lay in his won-
derfully accurate vision, which in his case took

the place of all the usual training. He was abso-

lutely impulsive. His temperament was as un-

trained as his character. His ideal was to paint

great historical pictures, but he never rose beyond
portraiture.

In 1794 Romney began to fail perceptibly. His
mind weakened, the symptoms of his disorder being

a rash and boastful series of undertakings on a
gigantic scale, which all fell through. While a

morbid activity dominated his brain, his hand lost

its cunning to a great extent. His right hand

became partly disabled, and, whether the victim

of partial paralysis or of some drug, Romney b^^an

to deteriorate. He was subject to a slight mental

infirmity, which took the form of a suspicion of

unknown enemies,— a usual manifestation in cases

of insipient morbid insanity. The most charitable

way to account for his coldness and indifference

to his wife and children is to assume that his mind

was always slightly deranged. This shrinking

from imaginary persecutors was probably one

reason why Romnfy never made an attempt to

become a member of the Royal Academy. The
smallest criticism had a very depressing effect upon

him, and accounted for many unfinished pictures.

When he got to the point when he felt the need
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of some one to care for him, he put his pride in
his pocket and started North to find the wife whom
he had deserted for so many years. This lady,
with commendable charity, received him tenderly,
and nursed him until his death. He was imbecile
for months before his final dissolution, which took
place in November, 1802, in his sixty-eighth year.
Two attractive pictures are Nos. 1402 and 1403,

-- laundresses at work, one washing and the other
ironing, so daintily, and in such a festive guise,
that one is inclined to believe that the report of
their being really portraits of two court ladies is
true, and that these votaresses of the " simple life

"

posed for Henry Morland merely for amusement.
Henry Morland was the father of the famous and
erratic George Morland, of whom more hereafter.
An interesting study of light is the picture by

Joseph Wright of Derby, No. 725, representing an
Experiment with an Air-Pump. When Wright
oflFered to exchange pictures with Richard Wilson
Wilson replied: "With pleasure; I will give you
air, and you will give me fire." And there is firem this domestic scene, with its weird effect of
light coming from the centre,— a curious problem,
the candle being hidden b<»»^ind a bowl of water.
The air is just being restored to an exhausted
receiver, in which a parrot, which had been sub-
jected to the test, is seen fluttering, almost dead.
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The two young girls by the table have been over-
come with emotion at the thought of losing their

pet. As a study of centrifugal lighting, the picture

is very clever.

John Singleton Copley was bom of Irish parents
in Boston, Mass., in 1737. His father died while
he was a boy, and his mother then married a man
of artistic tastes, Mr. Pelham; his stepfather was
Copley's only known teacher. His boyhood was
spent in America, where he married. He went to

London in 1774, his wife and children afterward
joining him. There he passed the remainder of
his life. His success in England was immediate.

During the first few months he wrote to his wife :

" I have just returned from Mr. West's, where I

took tea. He accompanied me to the queen's palace,

where I beheld the finest collection of pictures, I

believe, in England. I have had a visit from Sir

Joshua, and from Mr. Strange, the engraver. Lord
Gage is out of town, I have not therefore seen him
or Lord Dartmouth, but shall be introduced to the •

latter next week by Governor Hutchinson. ... I

dine out every day." With that true zest for hos-

pitality which characterizes the best Englishmen,
these good people welcomed the man of such great

talents who had had so few opporttmities. One
can understand their enthusiasm in displaying their

riches of art to him, and his appreciation of their
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the home of culture Md art .vhich it afterward be-oime and Copley's son stated that, with the excep-^of h,s own pictures, his father had not seen any
good paintings until he was nearly thirty

Copley's personal appearance was pleasinr- hewas not a large man. and his build was slender-
he wa. always appropriately dressed, in good style.'
b^t not conspicuously. His bearing was aristo-
cmtic. and the expression of his face decidedly
prepossessing. He visited luly in 1774. H. trav-

kq^t a diary of their trip, which is amusing, if
cynical He gives a description of Copley u he
am>eared on the road, which ill accords with the
fa«,d.ous. well-dressed gentleman painter at home!He had on one of those white French bonnets."

being pulled down over the ears; urder this was
a yellow and red silk handkerchief, with a large
Cathenne-wheel flambeaued upon it. . This
flowed half-way down his back. He wore a red
brown or rather cinnamon greatcoat, with a
fnars cape, and worsted binding of yellowish
white; ,t hung near his heels, out of which peeped
his boots

;
under his arm he carried a sword, which

he bought m Paris, and a hickory-stick with an
ivory head."
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Although Copley's fame rests chiefly on his

portraits, we cannot judge of his work in that

branch in the National Gallery, for his only pic-

tures here are large historical pieces. One turns

naturally first to the famous great canvas, No. lOO.

The tragic episode which forms the subject of this

picture is the death of the Earl of Chatham, after

his celebrated speech in the House of Lords, in

which he protested against the taxation of the

American colonies. The incident was a dramatic op-

portunity for an artist; and Copley has used it well.

The peers standing about are all portraits; this

fact militates against the action of the picture to

a certain extent, for of course no man wished to

have his likeness perpetuated in an extreme atti-

tude and with the distortion of facial expression

such as would have been more natural under these

trying circumstances; but the result is dignified

and noble. An engraving of this picture was sent

to George Washington, from whom Copley re-

ceived a most gracious note, which we cannot re-

frain from giving here. It is dated

:

" Philadelphia, Dec. 12, 1792.
" Dear Sir : -r . . . I received a few days ago

your acceptable present of the print representing

the Death of the Earl of Chatham. The work,

highly valuable in itself, is rendered more estimable
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in my eye when I remember that America gave
birth to the celebrated artist who produced it. For
the honour you have done me in this mark of your
attention, I pray you to accept my best thanks and
the assurance of my being, sir, your most obedient
and obliged humble servant,

"George Washington."

The Death of Major Pierson is portrayed in
another large historic painting. No. 733. This
gallant young officer fought with much ardour in
the defence of St. Helier's in Jersey, when it was
mvaded by French troops in 1781. While Major
Pierson was successful in defeating the attack, he
was shot by deliberate aim of one of the French
soldiers. The black servant who accompanied him
instantly turned and shot his master's assailant.
The moment chosen for representation is when the
negro is shooting the Frenchman, Pierson having
just fallen among his faithful followers. Copley
went to Jersey to study the topography of St.
Helier's before painting this picture. An exact
view of the town is seen in the background. In
the central group twelve of the figures are actual
portraits. The Great Duke himself pronounced this
the best picture of a battle that he had ever seen.
The National Gallery happens to have only

tragic episodes from the hand of Copley. Still
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another battle is to be seen in No. 787, the Defeat

of the Spanish Floating Batteries at Gibraltar, by
Lord Heathfield. We have seen this hero at closer

range as painted by Sir Joshua; here he appears

on horseback, on a narrow jetty of land, surrounded

by his troops, while the other half of the canvas

is occupied with a naval engagement. This is only

the sketch for the finished picture on this subject,

which hangs in Guildhall. In his passionate love

for absolute truth of detail, Copley took the journey

to Gibraltar to study the setting for his picture,

so we may feel sure that this small promontory

does in reality exist at some part of the coast

where this defeat might have been possible, al-

though the arrangement is somewhat strange from

a pictorial point of view.

Copley was terribly slow as a portrait-painter,

and nearly wore his sitters out. He had a habit

of first laying his palette with every tint, completely

mixed, which ke should want; and, as he insisted

upon matching every shade from the subject direct,

many hours were spent in this preliminary. One
lady had sat to him fifteen or sixteen times; Cop-

ley was called from the room for about ten minutes,

and requested her not to move during his absence;

but she, overcome with curiosity to see what prog-

ress he had been making in all these weeks, got
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up and peeped at the canvas, and was amazed to

find that it was entirely rubbed out!

Copley's slow execution led to the fantastic story
that he once began a family group, and was so
long about it that the wife died, and the gentleman
married a£ain,— that the first wife was then re-

modelled as an angel, and the new one introduced
sitting by her husband; some have even gone so
far as to add that the second wife also had to
be enshrined in the clouds, and still a third face
substituted, and that Copley had great difficulty in

making the owner pay for all these quite necessary
alterations

!

Copley's technique was conscientious, the paint
laid on thick, and then smoothed down so as to
obliterate the brush-marks. Compared with the
great British artists, we have to admit that his
style is hard and cold. His colouring, too, lacks
charm and glow, but it is accurate, though unim-
aginative. But he is individual, in being almost
self-taught, and that is something, in an age when
nearly every one was trying to work in the manner
of some one else. His early work is harder than
his work after he went to England, and where he
had opportunity to see what others had done. He
became much more like the contemporary British

painters in later life than he was in the beginning.
His modelling of heads was very clever, and his
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eyes are always true and expressive. As a pioneer,

in America, he was remarkable; if he had had the

same early advantages as the other great English

artists, who knows but he might have led among
them? As it is, he is recognized as standing well.

Copley was saddened in his later years by seeing

his fame waxing cold. His pictures became less

popular, but he continued bravely to paint through

genuine love for his art. He died in 1815, having

attained his seventy-eighth year.

Gilbert Stuart is "the only American painter,

unless we count Copley as such, who is included

in the collection of British pictures in this gallery.

Two portraits, one of himself. No. 1480, and one
of the artist, Benjamin West, No. 229, hang here.

Henry Fuseli, who painted the picture from the

"Midsummer Night's Dream," No. 1228, was a

strange eccentric,— one of the most amusing char-

acters in English art annals. The date of his birth

is uncertain, and he himself shifted it about, saying,

when asked his age, " How should I know? I was
bom in February or March,— it was some cursed

cold month, as you may guess from my diminutive

stature and crabbed disposition
!

" Fuseli was al-

most as devoted to literature as to art; his " Acad-
emy Lectures" are delightful reading. But, like

many a blunt wit, he had a truly poetic soul un-

derneath his forbidding mask. His pictures are
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intensely dramatic. When he was asked what
CEdipus was afraid of. in his picture of (Edipus
and His Daughters, he exclaimed: "Why! afraid
of gomg to hell!"

In the picture in the National GaMery, Fuseli is
«n genial mood, and the composition is spirited and
gay. The scene may be brought vividly before
one by referring to the opening scene of Act IV.
Titania and Bottom, with his ass's head, are sur-
rounded by their crowd of fairy retainers, and the
spirit and even the letter of the text is carried out
with tender zeal, although the nymphs are em-
phatically of the period of the artist himself. I„
nearly all historic paintings, the error is made in
depicting the coiffure of the times in which the
picture is painted, rather than that which would
better suit the period in which the action takes place
and this gives the heads a modem look

Fusel! indulged in a flirtation with Miss Mary
Wollstonecraft. which caused his wife to be ex-^ely jealous. While she was expostulating with
him one day. Fuseli observed: "Sophia, my lovewhy don't you swear? You don't know how much
It would ease your mind! " He enjoyed painting
imagmative subjects better than actual scenes.O Nature! " he used to exclaim. "She always
puts me out! " He was quite a wag in his blunt
*nd crotchety style. He repeated a sentence in
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Greek one day, and then, turning to a learned pro-
fessor, who was present, " You can't tell me who
wrote that," he said. The professor acknowledged
his ignorance. " How the d could you know ?

"

chuckled Fuseli. " I made it up this moment!

"

Fuseli became professor of painting in the acad-
emy in 1799, and he was made Keeper of the Royal
Academy upon the death of Wilton the sculptor.
In this position he was able to criticize and assist
the young Thomas Lawrence, when he was a
student. He died while on a visit to the Countess
of Guildford, in 1825, having been a prolific painter
all his life, a good writer, and a conscientious
student.

Sir George Beaumont, who so generously do-
nated his gallery of pictures in 1826, was himself
quite a painter, and two of his landscapes may be
seen here, Nos. 105 and 119, the latter being a
Shakespearian subject, Jacques and the Wounded
Stag.

Until 1900 the National Gallery had no example
of the work of Robert Smirke, who was a fame js
illustrator of Shakespeare, Cervantes, Milton, and
others, living between 1752 and 1845. In 1900
Mr. Henry S. Ashbee presented two delightful
illustrative pictures, scenes from Don Quixote.
In No. 1777, Don Quixote is shown overcome with
amazement at the strange narrative of the countess.
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This countess, it will be remembered, was really
one of the duke's stewards, dressed as a woman,
with the purpose of playing a trick upon the un-
suspectmg cavalier, whom he informs that the
beard on has face is the result of cruel enchantment.

fnH '^^V r' '^' '"'"'^•^^ ^"^'^ the duchessand Sancho Panza.

where he worked and sketched, spending his spare^me ,n .Uustrating. He was more invested in
portraying the softer emotions than those of themore turbulent passions, and his work has a restfuldiarm of peace and soft mirth running through
.t. which makes him stand out as the e^ent of
d,«rfutaess^He was a simple and unconventional

t^\ ?",!.
"""""^ •" """ '» 'hurch, gotmamed took his bride home, and went around to*e academy as usual; after the school closed, he« casually mvited his fri«,ds to come home withh.m and meet his wife. " Guilelessness " was «n-mlly conceded to be his leading characteristic,ms quality IS felt in his Greek Vintage, No ,17where the young nymphs and swains, anything butGreek m motive, are dancing in an inane butam«ble way Many of his small pictures here are

^'L J""'"^
'"''''^ '" British dress. In

1900 Mr. Henry Vaughan bequeathed a number of
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pictures by Stothard, one of which is a group of

Shakespeare characters, No. 1830, amongst whom
may be distinguished, progressing from left to

right across the picture, Malvol'o and the Duchess,

Maria, and Sir Toby and Sir Andrew; the lovers

in "Love's Labour's Lost"; FalstaflF, Bardolph,

and Pistol are in the back, and Prince Henry on the

right. On the other side are Rosalind, Celia, and

Touchstone, while Prospero, Miranda, and Caliban

are also seen; Lear with his daughters, Edmund
with Kent and Edgar, Hamlet and Ophelia, and

Macbeth and his lady, are at the right. Romeo and

Juliet are the subject of a separate composition,

No. 1835.

His sketch for Intemperance, or Mark Antony

and Geopatra. is a charming bit of colour, in a

decorative style. No. 321. But his most significant

work is his famous Canterbury Pilgrims, known

to every one through the engravings which are

so often seen. The picture. No. 1 163, had a noted

career from the first. It was exhibited by itself, at

a shilling admission, in many of the leading towns

of Great Britain. It may be considered as his

masterpiece, on which his fame chiefly rests. It

is full of humour, and is as much in the spirit of

Chaucer as any production of the early nineteenth

century could be. The relaxed figure of the Wife

of Bath, chattering so inconsequently to the monks.
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Th«-. w three &,, ,„„„;„ ^ gRaebum one, No. .,46. . full-Ienph „f a mTZ

fishing. The third portrait No rfiJ
Mrs Lat,„,« « *u

*^ *"• ^°- '837, represents
ivirs. i^uzun, at the aee of sisventii-n tu

KJ. I . . .
josnua Reynolds, who, recoenizimr

«y » «r' ;:T"'^ '^^^ ""<«« -"road,say s^ and you shaU no. want it." Ra.bu™ „»,'
able to d spense with this generous offer butT

^o ft/°*r '" "«"' •" •"'reduce andw«t olBUy under the b.« auspices. He b«an.e

^d 1Tl:f 'T""
°' »« '" *• "O"" of

,3T
and Scotland. He only visited London

in n;l! :;
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Academy of Arts in South Carolina. Being also
a fellow of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, it

is to be seen that he was appreciated in his lifetime.
As an architect and landscape-gardener. Raeburn
was also clever. George IV. conferred knighthood
on him in 1822, when he was sixty-seven years of
age. He remained all his life hale, vigorous, and
temperate, of a singularly lovable disposition. His
tastes were simple and wholesome; he was an in-
veterate lover of fishing, and used to make little

tours for this purpose in the country made famous
by Walton and Cotton in the " Complete Angler."
It was after an excursion of this character, in
company with Sir Walter Scott, whose portrait was
the last work of Raeburn, that this good man was
taken ill, and died after a week's languishing, in
1823.

James Opie was a marvellously precocious stu-
dent. At ten he could solve difficult problems in
Euclid, while at twelve he opened a night-school,
where he taught scholars twice his own age. He
was a son of the village carpenter, and was bom
in Truro in 1761. He began his artistic career
early, too; an amusing incident of his childhood is

related. Opie wished to draw a picture of his
father in a rage; and he deliberately teased him,
running in and disturbing him at his reading, until
the mood had reached such a climax as he wanted
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to portray I Opie was heralded by Peter Pindar,who brought h,„, to London, a, "the Cornish
Wonier, as Caravaggio and Velasquez in one I

"

"The CornUh boy in tio-minM bred,
Whoee native genioe. like its diemond., shone
In secret, till chance gave him to the sun,"

soon became a popular and fashionable portrait-
painter. He was twice married; his first wife
eloped, and he was divorced, but with his second
wife, who was very beautiful, he lived in great
contenljnent. We have only portraits by which to
judge him m this collection, but he also painted
many famous historic and dramatic pictures

Opie's portrait of William Siddons, No. 784. is
significant as presenting to our attention the like-
ness of the husband of the brilliant actress, Mrs.
Siddons. Siddons himself was but an indifferent
actor, but an excellent husband and father Mrs
Siddons's private life was rendered very happy by
him. Rev. Bate Dudley characterized him a- "

ad— rascally actor, though seemingly a good fel-
low. At the time of his death, Mrs. Siddons
wrote to Mrs. Piozzi: "May I die the death ofmy honest worthy husband; and may those to
whom I am dear remember me when I am gone as
I remember him."

Opie was a great natural philosopher, and used
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to electrify even such sitters as the celebrated Horn?
Toolce with the brilliancy of his axioms. He was
essentially free from vanity as to his own talent,— his wife tells that he was never satisfied with
a picture; that, after a portrait was finished, he
would throw himself down in dejection, exclaim-
ing: "I am the most stupid ot created beings I

I never, never shall be a painter as long as I livel
"

He had a splendid conception of chiaroscuro, and
his portraits are always lighted so as to bring out
all the strong points of character in the faces. The
portrait of Opie himself. No. 1826, is painted, less

to proclaim his own appearance to the world, than
as a study of strong lights on a down-turned face.

No. 1408 is a portrait probably of William Opie,
the younger brother of the artist. It would be
difficult to compose a more ideal and beautiful
picture of a youth. The broad touch of the artist

is seen at its best in this striking work. Equally
fine as a study of light and shade and as a render-
ing of texture, is the likeness of Mary WoUstone-
craft Godwin, No. 1167. William Godwin, the
clever author of "Caleb Williams," and other
works, may also be seen in No. 1208. The gen-
tleman is not handsome; as Southey said of him:
" He has large noble eyes,— and a nose,— oh, a
most abominable nose!

"

Opie's rather dashing style of work brought upon
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him the caaure of the qoaint Fuseli, who mutteredm hu broken Enrfish- "Th. f.ii
° ™"™™.

noiint, h.,. .I.-
*'"" "" »'low can't pamt

^t^.W. T '"" """'"'"•• "<• "'•"hef«.nts thieves «ul murderer,, he looks in the glaas!

"

He wrote „ essay on the " Cultivation of the FineArt, m England," i„ which he strongly «^n-nds the founding of a National Galls'^
Opie died of congestion of the brain in .807-

tad set ,n, c„t.a«d, during a ludd interval, ft.

:S?i^°L'^j:'-'^'"—-X

—

wofta ofT. !^ "?' "' "^ characterisdc
works of fte better class, from the hand of theP«flWe but original Geo.^ Morland, wh«evagabond genius did not always accept su h r^

*«»« which we recently noticed. Geoi^ was

hoo4 a« h,, proud father ruined hi, life by ov^-wortang h,n, Cutting him up in an attic, and onlyanow,ng fl,e boy ,„ feave hi. painting ani dra-vTgfor an hour at twilight. Thi, course of treatZf™y led fte you«, .„ ^^ „^, .^fStoys hfe ,nto that hour; and. with this end in«ew^ta. pals would assemble under his windowm the afternoon, «,d George would let down to
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them by a string some drawings of improper sub-

jects which they would go oflF and sell; so that

by sunset they had a sum of money ready to enjoy

with the young artist. His life quickly ran into

various excesses in this way, and at the age of

seventeen he left his home and fared forth to seek

his fortune. He became the boon companion of

stablemen and pot-boys, and, although he was very

successful and facile with his brush, he was not

a favourite in good society, for which he expressed

utter contempt. Decent people bored him ; he was,

in fact, a low character. He married a very good
girl, but paid her little attention after the first, and
her influence had no appreciable effect upon him.

In No. 1030 Morland has painted a stable with

that absolute realism which a man accustomed to

live in the atmosphere of hay and horses alone

could reproduce. In its line it would be impossible

to improve upon it. The sentiment in this picture

is decidedly Dutch, especially in its method of

lighting through the door; but it has Moriand's

own touch. No one could better render the shaggy
coat of a pony. It is considered his best achieve-

ment, and the careless disposition of the objects,

as one would be sure to see them in a stable, is

wonderfully natural and observing.

Morland used to cook his own food and eat it

from a chair in his studio, so that he might not
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be interrupted in his work, or leave his easel. In
the same room he kept pigeons, dogs, and even
p;gs; he drank plentifully of strong liquors, but
virtuously abstained from tea, as he said it made
his hand shake! At one time he had a perfect
private menagerie in his home. He kept an ass,
foxes, hogs, goats, monkeys, squirrels, guinea-pigs
and dormice. The two grooms and a footman
whom he maintained must ha\?. had plenty to do,
for he also kept eight horses.

He used to place his companions as outposts to
watch for interesting-looking passers-by; when
they thought a wayfarer was of a suitable type
they would beg him to come in and sit for Morland'
who always treated these sporadic models to beer
and cheese, and often ended by enrolling them
among his regular followers. In spite of his de-
baucheries, his skill prevailed, and he was never
lazy or idle; only convivial and inconsequent. He
produced four thousand pictures in his short and
merry hfe; diligence was his one virtue. A solicitor
once advised him to examine into his genealogy, for
he was entitled to a baronetcy. " Sir George Mor-
land! " cried the painter. " It sounds well, but it
won't do. Plain George Morland will always sell
my pictures, and there is more honour in being a
fine painter than in being a fine gentleman!

"

By degrees he sank into untidiness and careless-
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ness about appearances; his jovial companions were
ready to strip him of his large earnings; so that
after awhile creditors began to pursue him, and
he, becoming nervous, constantly changed his place
of residence. He finally descended to painting by
the day for picture-dealers; a rather ghastly anec-
dote is told of his being engaged at " four guineas
a day and drink." His employer was obliged to
sit by him, and dole out liquor while he worked.
He would thus paint until he was quite tipsy, and
then demand his wages, and stop work, no matter
what time it was, so that much tact was required
in the dealer, to keep him cheerful, with sufficient
wine to satisfy him, while he preserved him from
incompetence until he had got a day's work out
of him

!

Sometimes, when flying from creditors, he would
join a band of gipsies for a few days, or go and
live quietly at some little wayside cottage, making
frirads with the children, and appearing quite as
a simple rustic to the trusting people. Such open
country life and homely sport are exemplified in
the fine picture called Rabbiting, No. 1497. The
Village Inn, too, No. 1351, is very rural and
charming.

He died in delirium tremens in a spunging-house,
when he was not yet forty-two years old; and yet,
in s: - of his neglect, and his vicious ways, his
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wife was so much overcome with grief at his death,
that she went into convulsions, and expired herself,'
and they were both buried in one grave. He had
composed his own ep.iaph: "Here lies a drunken
dog." Poor Morland! It was appallingly simple
and true.

Richard Westall's portrait of Philip Sansom, Jr.,
as a child. No. 1414, is one of the loveliest in-
carnations of baby life in the gallery. The quaint
little child is gathering flowers, and the picture is

harmonious and fascinating.

There are four cattle pieces by James Ward,
R. A., two of which, although they go under other
names, are really studies of oxen. The first Land-
scape with Cattle, No. 688, shows much more cattle
than landscape,— this picture was exhibited in
competition with Paul Potter's famous Bull, but
the comparison is unfavourable. No. 1043 « a
curious study of a cleft in the limestone mountain,
a white bull being introduced in the foreground
to act as scale. The view of Harlech Castle, No.
1 158, is very "distant," the foreground being oc-
cupied by a fallen tree and the cart of some wood-
cutters, which are much more important features
in the composition than the building in the far
landscape. James Ward has been compared with
Landseer as an animal-painter. He lived to be
ninety-two years old, dying in 1859.
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CHAPTER XVII.

LATER BRITISH PAINTERS

We will glance now at the pictures of the Nor-
wich school, an interesting side-issue of British

art, quite by itself, and dominated by its own
peculiarities.

John Crome, the founder of the Norwich school,

was bom in a public-house in 1769. He began
life as an errand-boy, but commenced to draw soon
after, while apprentice to a house-painter. He
soon developed enough talent to enable him to

become a local teacher, and he and his pupils

formed a little academy, called the Norwich Society

of Artists, for the study of the fine arts. Small
exhibitions were held, and its reputation spread.

He continued to paint signs for inns, and an ac-

count-bode has been preserved which contains such
entries as "For painting Ye Lame Dog, is; for

writing and gilding Ye Maid's Head, ss." He
taught his pupils to study nature, and to paint the

country which was about them, instead of yearning
after Italian lakes and Alpine views. While Crome
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visited London frequently, he preferred to spend
his ife among his native heaths and hills, and the
result ,s that Norwich scenery has been embalmed
for postenty by his skilful hand.
No. 689 is Crome's famous Mousehold Heath

a picture with a strange history of vicissitudes. It
was bought by a dealer, who considered that it
would be worth more as two pictures than as one
so he cut it down the middle. In the course of
time the two halves came into possession of an
intelligent art-lover, who joined them together
again. The seam is still visible down the centre
and probably a small portion of the picture had to
be sacrificed. Crome's chief charm is his absolute
fidelity to nature, with a feeling for "air and
^ce,"— this is the key-note of Mousehold Heath

rL^m- '^" *m!\?'P*^ uncompromisingly realistic.
The Windmill, No. 926. is a homely scene, on the
downs; but the donkeys in the chalk-pit give a
peculiar eflFect to the perspective, and the picture
is not so good as Mousehold Heath. No. 807 a
View at Chapel Fields, is delightful in to„7and
teelmg. and the range of trees recalls faintly the
Avenue, by Hobbema. although the situation is
entirely different. The light through the trees is
exquisitely rendered. The Welsh Undscape. Slate
Quarries. No. 1037, is a curious study of a re-
markable condition of nature, while No. 1831
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Brathey Bridge, Cumberland, is a noble and dig-

nified picture of a rocky stream set about with
stately trees.

Crome died in 1821, his last words being, " Dear
Hobbema, how I have loved yout" His advice

to his son, who was also a painter, was: " Paint;

but paint for fame. If your subject is only a pig-

sty, dignify it
!

" Crome was alluded to by George
Borrow as " the little dark man in the brown coat

and the top-boots," who, having " painted, not pic-

tures of the woi.a, but English pictures," will some
day be considered as " the chief ornament of the

old town."

Two good examples of John Sell Cotman may
be seen in the National Gallery, No. iiii, a River
Scene, contrasting curiously in its calm tranquillity

with Na 1458, a Galiot in a Gale, which is bois-

terous and stormy in the extreme. Cotman was
one of the Norwich school, which, with Crome at

its head, stood so high as a local influence. Cotman
had also literary and antiquarian tastes, and edited

many valuable works on historic arts and crafts.

He had a wonderful apprehension of the pictur-

esque, and could convert what would usually be a

commonplace subject into a picture full of interest.

Sir Martin Shee's portrait of W. T. Lewis, the
actor, as the Marquis in the Midnight Hour, is a
fair example of his work. No. 677 was bequeathed
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to the gallery by the actor's son, and was received
»n 1863. Sir Martin had connections with the
stage, and a strong dramatic talent himself, which
has enabled him to portray with great spirit a
mobile face full of comedy possibilities. He wrote
a tragedy, among other literary ventures, but when
after the death of Sir Thomas Uwrence, he was'
elected President of the Royal Academy, public
sentiment regarding his literary talent may be de-
tected from the following epigram:

•* See Painting crowns her sister Poesj;
The world is aU astonished ; so is Shee I

»•

John Jackson's portraits of Rev. William Hol-
well arr, No. 124. and James Northcote, the
Artist, No. 1404, are interesting. The Salvator
Mundi, No. 1382. was presented by Rev. John
Gibson, of Brighton, in 1892. The portrait of
Northcote was owned by Lord Carlisle, who hvaig
•t beside Van Dyck's head of Snyders; and Chan-
trey says: "Our countryman's reputation for fine
colouring loses nothing by the comparison." Jack-
son exhibited a hundred and forty-five pictures
between 1804 and 1830. He was much in vogue
as a portrait-painter. He used to paint the entire
picture first in black and white, and then tint it
as If he were colouring a photograph. In his later
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years he became the victim of a slight religious
mania.

Sir William Beechey, the first artist since Reyn-
olds upon whom was conferred the honour of
knighthood, is represented by three admirable por-
traits, Mr. James P. Johnstone, No. 1670, and Mr.
Alexander Johnstone, No. 1671, being pictures of
two members of a family. They bequeathed their
likenesses to the nation. Beechey was preeminently
a portrait-painter, and was not led into the error
of many good painters of faces, who try to create
a great imaginative work. A portrait which he
painted of a nobleman was rejected by the hanging
committee of the Academy, upon which the owner
ordered the picture to be sent to court, where the
king was much pleased with it. So his apparent
failure really brought Beechey into prominence,
and he was commissioned to paint many portraits
of the royal family. Beechey was of a convivial
nature, and complained often at the growing
sobriety of his companions. He said that, when
he was young, no Academy dinner was considered
complete until at least one duke and one painter
were under the table! Arriving in Constable's
studio one day, Beechey sputtered out in his wonted
way

:
" Why, d it, Constable, what a d fine

picture you are making! But you look d iU,
and have a d bad cold f

"
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Z^^Zl '^' "^ ''°"*'"' *' Sculptor.No. ,«,. Nollekm, WW , „r«,ge character, crow^gra.n«i and y« lovable, M may be «e„ from ^,
M of the am,o,phere of London ,r. ,i . of^
nm««„h cen ur.«,. This pic,„e ha. immortal-

The painting, of Sir AuguMu. Callcott, R A
.hre'°H,"^^'

"* **" '"^y^ h-e. 'no 1^-

^ud.« n»y be seen. CaUco« began life a, a chor-

W Wn,^ T' "' •"' "«"" »"V.ran»n,W h,m to another fom of expression later
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WM evenly shed throughout his compositions, and
the figures were thrown out as telling points. No.
340, Dutch Peasants, is a special insUnce of this

prindple, as is also No. 346, the Entrance to Pisa
from Leghorn. This latter is very negative in

colouring, while in the first the predominating
tone is green, of a shade peculiar to Callcott, with
but two touches of primary colour,— the red
bodice of one peasant and the petticoat of another.
This scheme of colouring may be said to be ideal,

for it is not based upon nature; it is almost colour-
ing conventionalized. He studied from drawings
instead of from nature. The results are eflFective,

though capricious. No. 348, the Coast of Holland,
is usually supposed to be a copy of the work of
some Dutch painter. There is a. little foretaste of
the works of some of the pre-Raphaelites in No.
344,— the Benighted Traveller. It is only a sketch,
however.

Patrick Nasmyth, the son of Alexander Nasmyth,
the painter, was bom in Edinburgh in 1786. He
was also a landscape-painter like his father. Na-
smyth, though bom in Scotland, moved to London
when he was but twenty, preferring English sub-
jects to Scotch ones, and he painted there until
his death in 1831. He had many drawbacks;
owing to an accident to his right hand, he was
obliged to paint with his left. H- became deaf
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tolZ^^^^Tl' ""^^ *" •"'^""'^ ~«"'nf him

doubtedly sometimes reaorted to the bottle for

ttn?™. K. 'u*^
"^•^ °^ **•• "»«^ <=<»»Po«i-

^Z^'^uT^"'''
No. 380 represents . little

cottage which formerly stood i„ Hyde Park, andone feels that the Complete Angler must have^ at home m the very propitious little Angler's

.It' ri'"^
'" ^°- ^'- Nasmyth has been

^^ate t^'^^'J'''^'
-<^ therTis aJZ

In No. U7B and ii;6. the beautiful English
country .s rendered in all its charm, and in No
1828 Nasmyth's affinity with Hobbema is espe-
cially staking. The soft rural sentiment is f^
Zl K

°1' "^ ^** '^^' «" ^^^^ was
caused by influenza, contracted while sketching i„
the op«, , He died during a thunder-storm,
having insisted upon being raised up in bed so thahe could see the raging of the elements.
Juhus Casar Ibbetson has left us an interesting

study of Smugglers on the Irish Coast. No. 1460
Ladbroke. one of the Norwich school, is representedm a landscape view of Oxford, No. 1467
Thon«« Whitcombe. who was a prolific painter

of the eighteenth century, produced the lai^e picture
of the Battle of Camperdown, No. 1659 Inl^I

H .
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naval engagement Admiral Duncan's flag-ship,

Venerable, is in the centre, while the Dutch vessel,

Alkmaar, is burning. In the foreground may be
seen the English ship, Hercules.

John Qiristian Schetky, who lived from 1778 to

1874, has immortalized, in his picture, No. 1191,
the tragic Sinking of the Royal George, off Spit-

head, in 1782. Every schoolboy knows the poem
upon this subject, " Toll for tlie brave," etc., de-

scribing the tragic event when Admiral Kempen-
feldt and eight hundred men sank with their ship.

John Hoppner's lovely Portrait of the Countess
of Oxford, No. 900, is an exquisite bit of this

painter's work; he was a great favourite of Sir

Thomas Lawrence, who acknowledges himself

greatly indebted to Hoppner as an artist.

No more eccentric or weird character has ever

appeared in art than William Blake, with his clever

inventions and his curious visions. Bom in 1757,
he became an artist at the age of ten, and a poet
at twelve. Both these arts went hand in hand with
him through life. He discovered a method of
printing from copper by using a raised line. This
process, common now by means of photography,

was entirely original with him. He tells how the

inspiration to try this inverse experiment -n copper-

engraving came to him. He was designing one
evening, lamenting the difficulty and expense of
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engraving his plates, when a spirit appeared before
him, as spirits were in the habit of doing when-
ever Bhke had an original idea. "Write the po-
etry directed this practical apparition, " and draw
the designs upon the copper with " (a liquid
whjch Blake always kept cret). "then cut the
plain parts of the plate down with aquafortis, and
this will give the whole, both poetry and figures,m the manner of a stereotype." Blake's volumes
were all printed according to this process.
He married Katherine Boucher when he was

twenty-six. She proved to be the one woman in

tfjTt ,

''' '""''' "'^•°"^'7- She entered
into all his plans, and made the path smooth forhim to indulge his hobbies. The story of their
meeting is amusing. At an evening party, Blake
was recounting a love-adventure in which he had
been badly treated. Katherine Boucher said- "Ipi^ you from my heart." " Do you? "

said Blake.
Then I love you for that." The lady replying

amiably. "And I love you," their cour^Vl^^
at once. *^ ^

One day a customer called to consult Blake. He
found him and his wife sitting in an arbour at the
end of their garden, quite unadorned by any cloth-
ing. About to withdraw, he was detained by Blakewho explained: "We are only Adam and Eve"'

f.
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But the neighbourhood was much scandalized at

this extreme exponent of the simple life.

Blake's picture of the Spiritual Form of Pitt

Guiding Behemoth, No. mo, has never been quite

understood. As Blake was a great sympathizer

with the American Revolution, it seems as if this

picture must have been intended to represent the

post-mortem task of Pitt in directing Behemoth,
" that angel," as Blake says, " who, pleased to per-

form the Almighty's orders, rides on the whirl-

wind directing the storms of war. He is command-
ing the reaper to reap the vine of the earth, and
the ploughman to plough up the cities and towns."

Blake himself says that the picture is a " compo-
sition of a mythological cast, similar to those

Apotheoses of Persian, Hindoo, and Egyptian
antiquities." The picture has been called an " iri-

descent sketch of enigmatic dream." The colour

is certainly visionary and splendid. It is liquid

fire— flickering and golden ; the medium is water-

colour, for Blake disapproved of oil, claiming that

a water medium is stronger and more durable.

No. 1 164 is the Procession to Calvary; the fig-

ures are finely decorative, and the design and
outlines restrained and dignified. No other artist

is at all like Blake; his works are absolutely in-

dividual, and can be recognized anywhere. His
one great principle was respect for outline, — the
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" sharp, wiry bounding-line " as he called it. His
visions were not without form and void, but were
apparently most tangible. He describes an angel,
who mtroduced himself as Gabriel; Blake ques-
tioned his identity, observing, " But you may be
an evil spirit

!

" Upon which the voice of the spirit
replied, " You shall have good assurance." Then
Blake continues, in his mystic poetic vein: "I
looked whence tne voice came, and was then aware
of a shining shape with bright wings, who diffused
much light. As I looked, the shape dilated more
and more. He waved his hands, the roof of ray
study opened, he ascended into— he stood in— the
sun, and, beckoning to me, moved the universe"
Possibly this " angel standing in the sun " was par-
tially incorporated in the Spiritual Form of Pitt
As to the sanity of William Blake, there is some
room for divergence of opinion.

Second only to Sir Joshua in the perpetuation
of his fame as a portrait-painter. Sir Thomas
Lawrence still holds his position in the hearts of
the English. He was bom in 1769, at Bristol. His
parents were people of refinement, and good-breed-
ing was one of the happy inheritances of this artist
who, m this respect, comes with welcome relish
after Morland and such eccentric geniuses as
Blake or Fuseli. Possessed of great personal
beauty as a child, the young Thomas's temperament

. fl
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first displayed itself in dramatic ability, and he used
to recite poems with much effect at small gather-
ings. His father kept an inn, and the child en-
tertamed the guests in this way, and also by draw-
ing sketches of them, which showed such promisem portraiture that his father determined to have
him educated as an artist. At the age of twelve
years he was sufficiently advanced in this art to
have his own .tudij in Bath, where he had sitters
who enjoyed the, novelty of his precociousness,
and. at seventeen, he himself, though not in a spirit
of vanity, admitted that he feared no rival but Sir
Joshua. He mounted steadily in public favour, the
king and queen becoming his patrons; by the time
he was thirty, he was at the summit of a great
career. The family anecdotes of his own precocity
had always entertained him; on an early drawing
which he sent to an admiring friend, he wrote:
Done when three weeks old, I believe." Reyn-

olds said of him: "This young man has begun
at the point of excellence where I left off."
One of the houses where Sir Thoma^ was al-

ways welcome, was the home of Mrs. Siddons
the actress. His portrait of her. No. 785, shows
the stately stage-queen in a more sympathetic and
human guise than most of her portraits. There
is a mild scandal, that Lawrence made love to
Mrs. Siddons's eldest daughter, and then wantonly
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and n,», b, uk«, „i,h a gra.„ of «1,
"*'

;nu«d^o po,.«ve ..H.. ,-. ,,3 ^. . „^,„

^ a tachdor ,11 w, days, .hough ard«,.Iy d^

wnt« H. coald not write a common answer to

tone of a Mlel-dou^r, the very commonest con-

TkT "" •"" '" *« »ft. low whisper, »dw-ft that tone of deference and interest wWciI
wunusualandsocalculatedtoplease."

SirTTiomas

«W h,m a "fa^painter," and that is what he
««1».nly was, m perfection. Opie, less sympathetic.
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observed that "Lawrence made coxcombs of his
sitters, and his sitters made a coxcomb of Law-
rence."

Of the portraits by Sir Thomas Lawrence, we
have a goodly array to inspect. Most of them are
likenesses of notable English characters. Sir
Thomas was one of the most facile of painters,

and his works remaining are numerous. His large
portrait of Benjamin West is interesting and im-
pressive, and was executed to order for the Prince
of Wales in 1811. It is No. 144, and represents
the great artist at the age of seventy-three, stand-
ing by his easel, on which is a sketch of Raphael's
cartoon of the Death of Ananias. A duplicate of
this painting was sent to America. Sir Thomas
Lawrence succeeded Benjamin West as President
of the Royal Academy after the death of the latter

in 1820.

No. 129 is a likeness of Mr. Angerstein, the
banker, whose collection of n^intings was purchased
for the nation in 1824, and formed the nucleus of
the National Gallery, as has been stated. The
portrait of Mr. Philip Sansom, No. 1413, is a fine

rendering of a good English gentleman of the
period, in his coat of black and his breeches of
kerseymere. A red curtain enlivens the composi-
tion in a somewhat conventional way. No. 922, a
Child with a Kid, is a lovely ideal rustic portrait
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of Udy Giorgiana Fane, at the age of five, as
the inscription shows. It is a work of Lawrence's
earner days, having been executed in 1800. This
lady bequeathed this charming idyl of her child-
hood to the nation in 1875. Why a peeress should
elect to be portrayed as a rural child, about to
engage m the task of a blanchxseme, is only known
to the romantic souls who planned the picture
Miss Caroline Fry, with a fine melodramatic ex-
pression upon her upturned face, appears in No
1307. Miss Fry was an authoress of some note
chiefly upon religious subjects. Her "Autobiog-
raphy " is her most important literary bequest She
afterward became Mrs. William Wilson, and the
portrait was given by her husband. It is a pleas-
ing harmony in low tones of blues and browns.

Sir Thomas Lawrence's method of procedure
was to make first a full-sized drawing of the por-
trait he contemplated painting; the next day he
began to paint, commencing with the features, and
finishing and then enclosing them with the bound-
ing-lme. He always stood at his work, and con-
centrated all his attention upon it, never entering
into conversation with the subject during a sitting
Very characteristic of his method is a sketch of
the Princess Lieven, No. 893; the head was always
finished, and then the clothes and background
treated as little as was consistent with the effect.

' C
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Reynolds, in his old age, warned Sir Thomas
not to use certain pigments, which he had discov-

ered, to his cost, were fugitive; therefore the works
of Lawrence are better preserved than those of the
greater artist, though they have not quite the same
magic hues and colour sentiment. Sir Thomas had
little historic feeling. He had no ambition to paint

scenes of the past; he was the exponent of the
fashion and style of his own day, and, as such,

is himself a significant figure in art history. He
was an indefatigable worker, having on one occa-
sion painted continuously for thirty-seven hours;
it was on a portrait. He began at seven in the
morning, continued all that day and night, and up
to eleven o'clock in the evening following; all this

standing or walking about. His personal deport-

ment and his works both partook of certain qual-
ities; they were both graceful, and observant of
charming details : both were a trifle overpolished,

and savoured a little of affectation. Lawrence was
not so fertile as some of his contemporaries in his

compositions; he is less original in the use of land-

scape, and his treatment of light and shade is not
striking. He had a facile way of resorting to little

tricks, like that of splitting up his brush into many
fine points in order to paint furs or hair; but he got
his effect. He was called upon to paint not only the
English royal family, but the heads of many Euro-

f ^ V
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pean courts. When he came to be sixty, he was
in such demand that the tax upon his strength,
which had not been too great in youth, proved
more than he could well endure. He lost his health
by degrees, and at last succumbed to a series of
sharp attacks of illness, dying in January. 1830.
He had been sitting up listening to reading, when
he suddenly fell from his chair, and his last words,
to his faithful servant, were: "John, my good
fellow, this is dying."

When one comes to deal with Turner,— the re-
doubtable Turner, who has been the theme of so
many rhapsodists and the idol of the soul of John
Ruskin,— one hesitates to make any contribution
toward the literature already extant upon his merits
and defects. To treat of Turner in a few pages
seems an unwarrantable liberty. We hope for par-
don if we fail to cast much new light upon a
subject already illuminated on all sides and from
all points of view, by every shade of enthusiast.

Strange to say, this great apostle of the pictur-
esque was born in an ugly part of London, in

1775. the son of an unassuming hair-dresser.
Joseph William Mallord Turner had none of the
early environment which sometimes seems to have
determined the future bent of an artist's genius.
The only available touches of nature with which
he could have been familiar as a boy were the river

tit
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Thames along the wharves, and the inadequ *

floral display of St. James's Park. Even his home

influences were trying, for his mother was a violent-

tempered woman, who finally went insane. Still,

in spite of all handicajM, Joseph drew on the walls

of his school, and exhibited all the usual symptoms

of youthful artistic endowment. In due course of

time he joined the Academy, and his first picture

to be exhibited, in water-colours, which he usually

preferred, was No. 459,— Moonlight, a Study at

Millbank. He had not departed from hi. native

surroundings for his inspiration,— but he had

clothed it with his own visionary apparel. In this

first picture, Turner has used rather warm tones

in his moonlight, and the result is not inartistic,

although the picture has little actual merit.

The second picture, in order of their production,

is Na 472, Calais Pier. It is dashing, full of

energy, and composed as if to guide an etcher,—
it is in decided values of light and dark, and not

concerned with subtle gradations. His Clapham

Common, No. 468, is a pastoral and straightfor-

ward study of trees; this was an early picture, as

wbs also No. 461, Coniston Fells, and No. 465,

a Mountain Scene. No. 469, too, is a realistic and

striking sea-piece, full of animation.

In his works after about 1802, the quality of

the dreamer is more marked in his pictures; up to
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that time he attempted little beyond the r, alisMc
His portrait of himself. No. 458. at tlf a-je ot
twenty-seven, suggests a curious <XMri.ti,at.o.' .,*

the Oriental and the commonplace. 1 he eye: aw"
the angle of the brows are almost Japan&?t i.i con
tour; the mouth and nose are heavy, and tht Ir-g
cheek-line very unprepossessing. Still, the face ;

a strong ugly one, and the careless hair and attire
more in harmony with the face than a neater and
more conventional setting would be. He is said
to have been a strange-looking little man, short and
stubby, with no ray outward and visible to suggest
the inner and spiritual. Ugly, peculiar, both in
appearance and manners, he shunned social inter-
course. He went frequently on sketching-tours.
to make illustrations for magazines and engrav-
ings; he travelled chiefly on foot, with a bundle
slung on a stick, like the traditional portraits of
Dick Whittington. After travelling extensively in
England, and fully acquainting himself with her
topographical treasures, he went into France, Ger-
many, Italy, and Switzerland. His famous collec-
tion, the Liber Studiorum, although in London, is

too extensive a production for us to examine within
the present limits. It is supposed to exhibit all
the varieties possible in natural scenery.

When he sent a picture to the Academy, it was
frequcnUy unfinished; he waited until varnishing-
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day to put in the last touches, sometimes planning
these according to the requirements of the hanging,
and its proximity to other paintings. On one occa-
sion Jones had a very vividly coloured picture,
which was hung close to Turner's. Turner mounted
on his flight of steps, palette in hand, murmuring,
with a chuckle, "I'll out-blue you, Joney!" and
painted in a brilliant sky. Jones, to baffle him,
then changed his own picture to a low tone, which
made Turner's look absurd. When the little artist

arrived the next day, he quite appreciated the joke,
and admitted that Jones had got the better of him
this time.

When Turner was painting in the Academy, he
would spy about at the different palettes, and, when
he saw a "luscious knob" of bright colour, he
would swoop down upon it and bear it off, to use
upon his own work.

He kept his pictures stacked in his own house,
and, as his roof leaked, they were exposed to con-
stant vicissitudes from drippings and mildew. It

is remarkable that they survived at all. He would
rarely sell one of his pictures, although he was
glad to make money by engraving and illustrating.

When he was induced to part with a painting, he
would go about despondently, saying: " I have lost

one of my children to-day!

"

Turner hated scientific perspective, and vould
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never study it; the yearning love for beauty some-
times revolts before the drudgery of mechanical
accuracy. And there are plenty of people who can
see only this lack in Turner's pictures. He based
his work upon the model of no preceding artist; nor
did he go straight to nature for his inspiration.
In his seething brain there seemed to be a new
creation of the power of vision, and things hitherto
undreamed of in pictorial art were transcribed by
him upon his weird canvases. Nature with a veil

of mysticism was presented to" eyes accustomed
either to imagination or nature treated separately.
It was his original genius which first fused the two
into tangible form, and painted interpretations

rather than statements; dreams about Venice in-

stead of the Grand Canal as any one may see it;

the poet's idea of a storm instead of our associa-
tion of mud and mist; thought was predominant,
and reality secondary.

The Tenth Plague of Egypt, No. 470, was
painted in 1802, and the artist's imaginative power
is here manifest. The dark low shadows, and the
brooding sky, are fit concomitants for this baleful

subject. The few figures in the foreground only
serve to emphasize the desolation of the scene, while
the light on the distant towers increases the gloom
of the foreground.

The Shipwreck, No. 476, is hardly more bois-
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terous than the Calais Pier; but where one is filled

with the buoyant fresh wind of fair weather, the

other is dominated by the hurtling blast of the
angry elements,— in one life is invigorated and
stimulated, and in the other it is destroyed. An-
other breezy water-picture is Spithead, No. 481,
where a ship's crew is seen recovering an anchor,

while men-of-war lie moored at peace. The buoy
at the left of this picture is that which marks the

spot where the Royai George went down, under
brave Admiral Kempenfeldt, whose portrait by
Schetky has been noticed.

The Blacksmith's Shop, No. 478, serves chiefly

to demonstrate that Turner's genius lay purely in

imaginative landscape and ideal subjects; the plain

genre subject is uncongenial, and probably painted

in emulation of Wilkie; it is quite mediocre.

There is a good deal more attention paid to vast

flapping sails than to the nominal subject of the

picture. No. 480, the Death of Nelson. One can
discover the hero lying wounded among his men,
but he is so inconspicuous a dot in the picture that

one feels that Turner was more convinced of the

majesty of the fleet than of the man. It is a paint-

ing of a naval battle, and should be recognized

as such, the historic moment selected being only an
incident in the composition and intention of the

picture.
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The Goddess of Discord in the Garden of the Hes-
perides, No. 477, is a comparatively early picture.
The landscape and figures are really quite classi-

cal, and the fossil-like dragon lying along the top
of the rock is a most original conception. Nothing
could be more decorative in tree-form than the tall

dark clump on the left of the garden. For simple
beauty of form, it would be difficult to find any-
thing more majestic than this section of the canvas.
No one can look at Jason, No. 471, awaiting the

full appearance of the dragon, without remember-
ing how Ruskin calls attention to the nameless
horror embodied in that great single coil of the
reptile. Here, too, the appeal is to the imagination,— the exciting moment of suspense is more inter-
esting than the moment of action, for perpetual
contemplation in a picture.

Turner's other classical subjects in the National
Gallery are numerous. The picture called the Bay
of Baie is purely imaginary as to the locality painted,
and is called by its name arbitrarily, the gladness
and light in the composition being the only char-
acteristics of the spot. The greatest of the classical
pictures is the splendid masterpiece, Ulysses De-
riding Polyphemus, No. 508. Ulysses is putting oflF

to sea, leaving the Cyclops blinded, infuriated,—
" While raging be repeats his cries,

With hands uplifted to the starry skies.**

/•-i
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Rich and yet delicate the colours glow; purple and
blue, with golden lights in the sky; the metaUic
green of the surging waves, with the gilded galley
propelled by its scarlet oars, makes an ensemble as
gorgeous as an illuminated missal, and yet as tender
as a fiery opal.

Turner's imagination runs more easily to classic
idealism than to the religious; his Holy Family,
No. 473, is quite commonplace.
He felt so strongly the spirit of rivalry with

Claude, and was so convinced of his own supe-
nority, that he bequeathed two of his pictures on
condition that they should hang on either side of
Claude's masterpiece. These two pictures are No.
479, Sun Rising through Mist, and No. 498
Dido Building Carthage. The sunrise is replete
with that mysterious light that the artist loved,
handling it as few painters have ever done. The
pale liquid gold of the mist-shrouded orb and its

reflection in the water are among the atmospheric
marvels of art. It is rendered with the sympathy
of one who loved nature, and who was accustomed
to early rising. In his studies of mists, Turner
delighted to use a thin scumbling of white, which
makes literally a veil over the brighter colours
beneath, and is a perfectly sincere way of super-
posing a fog. Dido Building Carthage is equally
charming in its glowing lights; but the subject
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has departed from nature, and the scene is not
famihar to its author; his brain alone is responsible
for It, and there are certain freaks of perspective
wh>ch are almost amusing. -for instance, how
could the sun possibly round the comer and shine
on the concave wall at the right? It is very
effective, but palpably false. It is. as Leslie said
too much like a very splendid drop-curtain. One
must return to the room where the Claudes hang to
examme these two pictures, owing to the conditions
made by the artist.

This feeling of rivalry with Claude may be the
irntatmg cause which made Taine write as he did
of the Turner gallery. "An extraordinary jum-
We, he says, "a sort of churned foam, -place
a man m a fog, in the midst of a storm, the sun in
his eyes, and his head swimming, and depict, if you
can, his impressions on canvas." Then, he declares
you will have an idea of Turner's art. The French
critic has this impression of the English painter;
we can easily compare it with the views of the
English critic, Ruskin, who is equally harsh upon
the subject of Claude Lorrain!

Turner's tendency was always to generalize; he
slighted detail, and in this was an impressionist.
This lack of realization grew upon him, in his
later works, so that they are extremely vague,—
a mere ghostly scheme of a scene takes the place

ki#
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of portrayal. An unprejudiced observer must a
tainly admit that Turner's earlier pictures are mo
sane than his later ones; but it is said that sani
is granted in its completeness to only about one o
of five human beings, so there will always be plen
of a ivocates for Turner's late works.

mong his cheerful and entirely sane works,
Bh^ Sands, No. 496. with its crisp curling wave
tei, or of the light wind that blows the clouds ;

acf a way that the foreground is under a dai
shadow, while the sunlight is seen breaking upc
the tance with inimitable charm. Another beat
tiful p ece ' I real nature may be seen in his famoi
Crossi ig the Brook, No. 497, a lovely bit of Devoi
shire landscape, which was painted at the time c

his transition from his first and more natural styh
to his later and visionary manner in 18 15. Turnc
was walking with a friend one day, when they cam
to a spot from which this view was visible. Afte
enjoying it for a short time. Turner said to hi

companion: " We shall nothing finer than thi

if we stay till sundown,— let's go home." It wa
the subject of his next picture.

The Field of Waterloo, No. 500, is weird an(
fantastic; No. 506, Dido Directing the Equipment
of the Fleet, is equally so, although in a difFerem
spirit. The green, oily water, with its misty light
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and the odd-shaped mass of dark on the left
terminating in a woolly tree, is unsatisfactory
There are some pretty fanciful sketches from

h^erary subjects; one, No. 514. is an interesting
problem which Turner set himself, called Watteau
Painting, the idea of the artist being to illustrate,
as he has cleverly done, the passage from Du
Fresnoy's " Rules for Painters "

:

"
Sf'*'*!'

*''*° '* *'°*» *»* uMtalned liutn clearMay bMr an object back or bring it near."

Effects of fiery glow are accomplished in No 517
the Three Brothers in the Fiery Furnace, and in
wo. 558, a Fire at Sea, and 550, an Angel Standing
in the Sun. Some of his moi* lurid studies may be
accounted for by an anecdote told of him by an
eye-witness. This gentleman saw Turner gather
some children about him, and then fill three saucers
with red, yellow, and blue water-colour. He told
the children to dabble their fingers in these saucers
and to play wi^h their coloured fingers on some
clean paper. Delighted with this opportunity for
a mess, the children cheerfully obeyed, and much
merriment ensued. Suddenly Turner cried " Stop » "

He took the paper, added a rock or two, and pre-
sented a landscape to the astonished spectator This
story will be readily credited, and even applied, by

ii;
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n»ny people who look at some of the chromatic
novelties here displayed.

«»romatic

The golden shimmering dreams of Venice. Nos
370, 534. and 535 are as opalescently lovely as

No^ th. Fighting Temiraire Tugg«I ,o H.r^t Berth, IS a picture of the diwbled n«n-of-war
be.ng taken out of commission, its day, of adven-

T.r"': '^'^'y *« »»'"'« has giv« a
ghostly, d«ithlike quality ,o ,h. old ship, i„ fa'"ntra« wW, ,h. little «,ten,rising black ^g whfch

*«nat,c. and absolutely impossible; both sun and-»o»«st reflection, arbitrarily upon the wa..;wherever the artist wants them tol The vessels
^..«> lighted in a way ..uit. out Of the :Sorder of things; but, with all its technical faults

^7 °' ^""^^ "«' «• pictures, -niet^:

Hctl^r.'^.T i'

'^"'^ n^rvellously.-i, is« extremely diflicult problem to paint a dear colour

He ^" "
'r'"""^-

^' "' "" "ere succeed!

l«trr r^ *l
••"-r-ation with subst«Ke;

later the substance disappears

eleL"«f^r'„^T'
"^ ^^- ''°- 538. <"• abstract

nh«r,T r " **""'' """O h«fo« our
physical eyes. No one can deny that the su«es-"O" • a»t of damp«s; no L c«, d«yT
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1^7 r*^"-
Wtat n»« doe, A. paiTcUim? I„ h,. own uratic and original way (« 1«

^ .»"«npted. but accomplish*!, thia strange im-!««<». Why h« not pain, a, good a rX to

o^wto can make it do ») a, music ha, to^
I«oduce the emotton, of a morphine dream or UieP-hafon, of an «her.hew?A» U-^c;:;^hy to see a portrait of a locomotive and ra^av

a^^'."' * " • '*""«• «« Turner d7d nS^attempt u, pamt a locomotiv^_ he tried, and w^
T*:^°

portray Rain, Steam, and Spe^ *

JTTT ^•"f^"^'"' °™« him too far.Wl»^.I»dl we «y of such unparalleled phenomena

«om? Or, No. 530, which is another, even more
«»fcm,tsdevelepment? Orof No. 53., atd^^on. a study of darkness and the other of lirt'f;(Turner u«d to wear a worsted comforter Sl
» that the ends constantly swept over his oale«.
depositing litue dip, of colour! hi^c^^ "^

^t^ *r.*^" '"k as if he had^"Wited with the comforter on canvas I)
^^
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Punch caricatured this phase of Turner's art with
great appreciation, in the following title for an
imaginary picture by him :

" A typhoon bursting in
a simoon over the whirlpool of Maelstrom. Nor-
way; with a ship on fire, an eclipse, and the effect
of a lunar rainbow." When a critic once com-
plained to Turner that he had never seen such skies
as he painted, " Possibly," muttered Turner, " but
don't you wish you could ?

"

When Turner got old and broken in health, the
reticence which had. been his peculiarity all through
life became almost a mania. He deliberately dis-
appeared, so that inquiring friends could find no
trace of him. It was only a short while before his
death that the fact transpired that he had retired
under an assumed name to Chelsea, where he was
discovered in lodgings. It was too late to render
any of the needed assistance. He died the very
day after his friends found him. He had been a
miser, but with the laudable motive of laying up a
great fund to bequeath to poor artists. His death
occurred in 185 1.

There has never been a landscape-painter who
was a more perfect exponent of the delights of his
own land than John Constable. Bom of honest
parents, in 1776, his life began in his father's mill,
and until 1799 he lived quietly and uneventfully at
home in the country. After that he went to Lon-
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don as was the custom of artists, but his life was
smiple. and he never attempted to paint the un-
known or the imaginary. Benjamin West said to
him, when an early landscape was rejected by the
Academy: "Don't be disheartened, young man;
we shall hear of you again. You must have loved
nature very much before you could have painted
his. Constable said that his first lesson was when
West told him not to forget that " light and shadow
never sUnd still." He benefited by West's advice
and the result is that the leaves of his trees seem'
to glmt and dance; the eflfect of sparkling little
lights m his foliage has been termed by some rather
carpmg critics, " Constable's snow."

Constable was amiable and ready to take sugges-
tions from any one. In his diary he recounts an
amusmg interview with Varley. when Constable
purchased a drawing from him, "Varley the as-
trologer told me how to do landscape, and was so
kind as to point out aU my defects. The price of
the drawing was ' a guinea and a half to a gen-
tleman, but only a guinea to an arHst'; but I
insisted upon his taking the larger sum, as he had
clearly proved to me that I was no artist!

"

As we look from one to the other of the land-
scapes by John Constable, -the Com-Field. No
130; the Valley Farm, No. 327; the Hay-Wain.
No ..... > *

1207, it is almost like taking a walk or a
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journey ,n England, so absolutely real are the a
mosphere and physical features. Constable mai.
taned: "There is always room enough for
natural painter. The great vice of the present da

In No. 130. the Com-Field, and, indeed, in al
his pictures, he departs absolutely from the ol<
notion of brown effects in nature. He paintec
green where he saw it. and yellow where he saw it- and he saw the distant cornfield of a most de-
I.C.0US yellow. In spite of all the sunshine, too,
he manages to retain that cool, damp earthy quality
whach ,s so characteristic of English country, si
that those of us who are fortunate enough to look
back upon an English childhood can almost feel
he baJmy coolness, and smell the air laden with
the subtle primrose breath, which has to certain
temperaments a message which is almost religious.
Constable felt this British nature-worship, and was
never influenced, as were Wilson or Turner, by the
Italian atmosphere, which, although fascinating,
has a charm entirely different; he read aright the
mtention of the Almighty with regard to the phys-
•cal surroundings of his own natio., ,d his tern-
perament was in harmony with an environment
not to be matched elsewhere on earth. The painters
of the brown-fiddle school " used to laugh at his
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"dampness," which is neither more nor less than
vinhty. wd FuseH called one day to the Academy
porter: Bnng me my umbrella.-! am going
to see Mr. Constable's pictures!"

Constable had not large fame in his own day.
but he knew that he painted truth, and his simple
heart was satisfied with his own honesty. He used
to say: "My picture, will never be popular, forAey have no handling; but I do not see handlingm nature. H.s artistic conscience was clear --
he knew that he never resorted to tricks and what
he called " fal-d.,a, and fiddle^le-dee." It he
recognized when he had accomplished a work of
ment. and. with the soul of a true artist, he was
content

While he was working on the matchless Valley
Farm. No. 327. he made this entry in his diary-
I have got my picture into a very beautiful state:

I have kept my brightness without my spottiness,
and I have preserved God Almighty's daylight,
which ,s enjoyed by all mankind, except only lovers
of old dirty canvas and snuff of candle." And the

ZTL'^^'l
^'"^ '°"^"^' ^°^ ^°""^' ^ft«»- a".

18 the best policy, and his sincerity and genuineness
have made their appeal to those who know best.
Look at the trees in this picture. They have the
spring and buoyancy that come from a knowledge
of the life of the vegetable kingdom. They are
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as different from the trees of Claude or Pouuin
as a portrait by Sargent is different from a charcoal
drawing of a plaster cast. It hardly occurs
to us to ask whether ConsUble's skies are well
painted,— they are simply skies,— so absolutely
real that our attention is not called to them.

Constable was an exponent of the great secret
of a genuine aesthetic truth,— that warm colours
are not essential to warm effects. He can use cool
colours, and yet, by infusing the whole with a glow
of sunshine, produce the impression of actual heat.
Warmth in painting does not depend so much upon
colours as upon their qualities and relations one to
another. Examine No. 1824, which is a study in
blues, and the lovely little Barnes Common, No.
1066, and you will recognize this fact.

Constable tells us in his interesting diary that,
on a coaching-tour through the vale of Dedham,
" a gentleman in the coach remarked, on my saying
that it was beautiful: ' Yes, sir, this is Constable's
country.' I then told him who I was, lest he should
spoil it!" His modesty and also his realization
of his own lack of popularity are manifest in this
anecdote. Dedham Vale may be seen here, in No.
1822.

The life of this artist was so without incident
that one might suppose that it had been lacking in

interest; Constable, however, had a quick mind and
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WM. ««7-d.y h.pp«„„g. which m«,y m« do not

Hi. di,ry WM . compMiot. to him .Iwav.^
h.M«.i„. thought. „« jo.t«i ^^^tLV,

iBink of St. Paul ,n a full-blown wig, ,hovd hat •

•p™., round Wly, double chin, .tj^ J Jll

«J
«,d impcriou. n»nn.r; drink^gT^n'^^

^P« the operation of the Curate's Resid«,ce

JZ'T "" *^°*"*' " '•"««'•« " ^"P"-»«t.ng the nwnument which wa. er«:ted to theT^ "'Sir Jchua Reynold, in .he paA o

-«h
._^««. he liken, thi. grove to the ai„e, of
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In lemal tmall studies in the National GaUery,
it is evident that Constable had in mind the larfer
pictures which he afterward painted. It is in-

structive to note the changes and evolution in the
final works. His life may be said to have been
b u'led on the south by Salisbury, for he never
went abroad, not even to visit Italy. He wm
absolutely satisfied with English scenery. Salisbury
Cathedral, No. 1814, was painted in 1823. The
gentle nature and attractive kindliness of this

. worthy man fay be summed up in a remark made
by a cabman to Leslie, when he wu driving him
home from Constable's funeral. He said: "I knew
Mr. Constable, sir, and, when I heard that he was
dead, I was as sorry as if it had been my own
father,— he was as nice a man as that, sir I

" Con-
stable died in 1^37.

Sir David Wiikie, of whom his old friend Leslie
said, after a close intimacy with him for twenty
years,^ " He was a truly great artist and a truly good
man," is endeared to all our hearts by his picture
of the Blind Fiddler, which all of us must have
seen in our childhood, in engravings. Pleasant, full
of humour and sunny good-temper, his wholesome
painting. No. 99, comes to us as an old friend. We
know well the old itinerant n^usidan, the merry
young father, the cheerful children, and the aspiring
baby, who has reached out his arms ever since 1807

1
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Like his life, Wilkie's art is restrained and con-
servative; none of his characters overact, none of
his schemes of colour are exotic, he does not paint
violent or rollicking scenes, but, as in the Village
Festival, No. 122, the whole atmosphere is that of
temperate mirth. The Duke of Hamilton consid-
ered the Blind Fiddler as one of the greatest treas-
ures of the National Gallery. But Wilkie is not es-
sentially British. All of his pictures are in the Dutch
spirit, and therefore he is not as complete a national
figure as Constable. His subjects, of course, are
entirely different, but even if the two men had
chosen the same themes. Constable would always
have painted an English scene, and Wilkie a Dutch
one.

The portrait of Wilkie by Thomas Phillips, No.
183, shows us the outward appearance of the artist,

as he looked when he was forty-four. Wilkie was
the son of a Scotch clergyman, and his devotion to
his dear parents has always been one of the loveliest
traits of his character. The " wee "Sunny-haired
Davey" was mischievous and natural as a child.

Developing early his talent, he left home to study
in Edinburgh. He made steady progress, and in

1805 he went to London to set up as a painter.
He was only nineteen, but a Royal Academician
described him at this time as "a raw, tall, pale,
queer Scotchman," but with " something in him."
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Wilkie's early days were marked by necessary
frugalities; he painted many of his finest works
on the bureau in his own bedroom, pulling out the
lower drawer for the canvas to rest upon, to save
the expense of an easel. A friend, calling upon
him one day, found him acting as his own model,
sitting quite nude on the side of his bed, and sketch-

ing himself by the aid of a mirror; another time,

his economy made him pose to himself as an old

woman, and when Bannister, the actor, happened to

come into the room, he explained: " I can't move,
lest I spoil the folds of my petticoat! " His fame
was, however, in no way impeded by these petty

hardships, nor was the lack of proper equipment
ever visible in his pictures. When Wilkie once
saw an artist preparing to paint his own portrait,

and turning away the collar so as to exhibit his

throat, he observed: " Don't do that! You'll look
as if you were going to be shaved!

"

Wilkie experienced that happiness which is so
often denied to genius, of being able to return to

his native town after the world had crowned him
with its laurels, and of finding his dear ones still

alive to welcome him and to appreciate his fame.

Often this day of public recognition is delayed for

an artist, so that all those who would the most have
rejoiced over it have died, and strangers alone are

left to sing his praises.
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bofLT 1T^ •" *' ^"^^ Acad«ny in ,8„t)ut his health Mve out af fi,« • ,

work w« laho !
'^ *'™®' ^° that hiswork was labour and sorrow. He decided to travel

visited France, and later Holland and Itahr- he

was presented at Edinburgh and . -

«* u:
^viniuurgn, and a naive accountof h s r«ep„„„ by ,h. ™„„an:h is found in^

.0 h,s s,s.er. " At firs.," he write, "
the ki

'1^

long i,st of afflictions, which seemed to pile uoonone another, broke him down aeain r^ T^
prodded himself with a g„ide-b«.k. he rj^'

«^L? ht '°r •

""" °" *" «P««tiorhe

^*""'°" 0' "»'««<= ««gious pictures on h"

of Bible scenes should be "acquainted with tf^-ntn. whose histoiy and aspect they^st
teach These were his last written words Hewas tak«, sudden,, „, . ^^ ^ ^^ J^"^^

^He

I

I
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on his way home without a struggle. The ship was
in Gibraltar Bay at the time; the ship's carpenter
constructed a rude coffin, and the engines were
stopped, at half-past eight in the evening, while the
body of the great painter was reverently committed
to the deep. Let us go again to the Turner paint-

? ig; and, with this scene in mind, look at the picture
called Peace, No. 528. It represents this quiet
burial at sea. The poetry and pathos of the situa-

tion appealed to Turner, and he has treated it

worthily.
'

Only six of the many works of Landseer are
now in the gallery at Trafalgar Square, most of
his pictures having been removed to the Tate Gal-
lery, where modem British art has its home at
Millbank. Three of the.«- paintings are of dogs,—
his favourite subjects, o of lions, and one a
study of a horse. So the great animal-painter is

characteristically shown. Edwin Landseer was
bom in 1802, and, as he showed no love for books
as a boy, his father used to take him out into the
fields and allow him to make drawings from various
animals, instead of insisting upon other schooling.
Therefore his progress was rapid and early; his
first picture to be exhibited at the Royal Academy
was painted when he was but thirteen. Fuseli,
Who was the president, used to call him lovingly
the " littie dog boy." In 183 1 he was taken into full

il
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"Koibewhip in the Acadonv Hi. r»
uneventful; he spent ™ if'

'''* **» •»*"

branch of art ex^t """l '"""P'*' ^^ other

and. when U.ert^r'"" <'--staIlci„g p,„i„.

P-n to the kee^TtoTo H T' "' """"^ ^-' •"»

Lan<I«»r wasT^ '" P/«fe«nce to shooting it!

After losing theSZL ,1^^^ '™'" ""'' *'™.
^g^^

*^ "*'"<»»«» of h,s eyesight, he died in

Rather hard and cold ;„ , i. .

»« does not n,ake a ve; s^;'^"'
^"O-'''

"motions, in sDite of ,h.V'i^ '«**! to the

Ws brutes w^ h„

* *"'
"" *"' '"^'""^

pathetic, and this ™isp"4w ont^ """^ •" ^
what has frnstraieH M. • ! *. '"""'Senw » just

Ws ani^a,, JrtS;"'"'--'- Had he painted

"ow in then, ^ t"e™Ll7' I'J"""'
"''^ '»

*ouId be much more^n^' 'T" ""''"'°"'- *«
In the selection, at T^fata" ^ '"'""f"*'we aie fortunate in /. "'"«"' Square, however,ortunate ,„ b«„g spared this idiosyncta,;
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of the artist. The scene of the Shoeing of a Horse,
No. 606, is simple and straightforward, as is also
the Sleeping Bloodhound, No. 603, which is re-

markable for having been painted in three days
from a dead dog which had been killed by a fall.

The dog had been a great favourite at Wandsworth,
and fell twenty-three feet from a balustrade, where
it had been sleeping. Landseer seems to have been
fated to paint dogs who died from falls (rather
an unusual form of death for a dog, tool). The
two little King Chartes Spaniels, No. 409, belonged
to Mr. Vem ., and were both killed in this manner.
The well-known No. 604, Dignity and Impudence,
needs no introduction. Every child is familiar with
it. The Studies of Lions, Nos. 1349 and 1350, are
splendid drawings, niar'*! as sketches to assist Sir

Edwin in designing the four lions at the base of
the Nelson Monument in Trafalgar Square. These
sketches were in the possession of Mr. Thomas H.
Hills, who bequeathed them to the gallery in 1892.

Sir John Everett Millais and George F. Watts
are the latest of the British artists whose works
have been retained, and there are only two of Mil-
lais and one of Watts, for these men belong prop-
erly to the more modem school. The delightful

old Yeoman of the Guard, No. 1494, still hangs
here, and every one recognizes the " Beef-eater's

"

costume which is thus immortalized. The soldier
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by Millais is No ,fi« r ^* °"»f Pi«nre

did" ^U^tn^lf*"" r*'*^ """'«' *'^ 'P'">-

hav.Z. '"'*""' systematically, he winnave seen specimens of the art of n,. kT
« can seldom be studied i"!',;^-''
Egypt, through Greece tn u i

' ^'°™

G^r-ny. thf K^-Stn : '^^^sr '""^

England; he „i„ have ha^ p^i^, ^'"h-

""*

of this historic colJbn "^T '^"'"'''"''

should hein ,„
™ "°"

• " 'he National Gallery

nilnds rec«Ve w™;^™* .'"KfETrr"*quest of thA ar* L- ,
iiurope m

^ ot the art, which can only be acnn.V^V ky-rs Of parent and settled indu^^^it'^^^ff^^

I:!
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some good." In those days of hazardous and dif-

ficult travel, this observation was a sensible one.

Although one can hardly hold with Leslie to-day,

that the National Gallery would take the {dace of

foreign experiences, still it might mean much more

in the lives of many than it does. Its message,

though not final, is a wholesome one to any earnest

lover of aesthetic culture.

THE «ND.
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Unbc.

AMwet^ Urautl, 373; Mr.

Aettttt, &
Amolo, ai.
AU>, HieriiM d". ijy; Work

Mtgi. 31; The Chritt in
Glory, 32.

ail.

Angerstem, a.
Apellei. 6, 113.
Aretino. SpineUo. 36-37, 31 ;

Michael, a6^.
Anosto, 71, 9a,
Armstrong, Sir Walter,

Arte de la Pintura," aii-

Ashbee, Henty S., 316:
Avwcanip, igo-igi; Winter

Pictures, iga

Bakhuiten, Ludolf, 307, 306:
Dutch^hipping,'^'

**•
Barker, Thomas, 375.

Barry E M., 3.
Bartolommeo, iFVa, 43: Ma-
donna, 43.43. ^'

377

Money Chancers, 13a
Beaumont, Sir George, 3. sia

scapes. 316,
Bewifum,, 81; Esther before
Ahasuerus, 81,

B««Aey, Sir William, 371.

SSsTS*^
33a; NoUe.

"?n7'iC'3cl^^ ^--^

opher, 19a.
Bejjue. Jehan te, 13.
B«nmr, Gentile, 105-107;

Bd^fnl^'V M.Iatini7/(?'

108, no; Portrait of Don
Leonardo, 105-106; mI-
donna, 106: Blood of Re-

Garden, 106; St Peter
Martyr 106.T07.

Be mi, Jacopo, 10a, 105.
Bellon, 91.

"

^\^^' '^' ^<*«>»».

Berchem, NicoUs, 306:
works of. 306 "•*«'•

Berck-Heyde. 306.

1

ill
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Bibiena, 138; Interior of
Theatre, 1^

Bigio, Francu, 54, 55; Por-
trait of Young Man, 55.

Blake, William, 379, 335-339;
Pitt Guiding Behemoth,
538; Procession to Cal-

Blanc'durin^ 183.
Bles, Henri, 161; Crucifix-

ion, 161; Magdalen, 161.
Boccaccino, 130; Procession

to Calvary, 130.

Bol, Ferdinand, 186; As-
tronomer's Portrait, 186.

Bologna, School of, 62, 63.
Bonaventura, Segna di, 76;

Crucifix, 77.
Bonheur, Rosa, 251; Horse

Fair, 251.
Bono of Ferrara, 68; St.
Jerome, 68.

Bordone, Paris, 115; Portrait
of a Lady, 115; Daphnis
and Chloe, 115.

Borgottnone, laa: Virgin and
Child, laa; Marrtage of
St Catherine, 12a; Other
works, 122.

Borrow, George, 330.
Boschini, 220.
Both, Jan, 205-206; Works

of, 20^-206.
Botticelli, 38, 42, 48-54, 78,

87, 123; Portrait of Young
Man, 49; Madonna, 49-50;
Mars and Venus, 50-51;
Assumption of the Virgin,
Si-Sa; The Nativity, 52-

Boucher, 248-249; Pan and
Syrinx, 248.

Boucher, Katherine, 337.
Bouts, Dirk, 151, 154.
Bronzino, 56, 60-61; Portrait
of a Boy, 60; Venus, Cu-
pid, Folly, and Time, 60-
61 ; Knis^t of St. Stephen,
6z.

Browning, 6-7. 46-47, 64, 79-
Brownmg, Mrs., 12-13.
Buonaccorso, Niccolo, 77;
Marriage of the Virgin, 77.

Buonarroti See Michelan-
gelo.

Burae-Jones, Sir Henry, 34a
Bylert, 201.
BjTon, 17a
"Byzantine Guide to Paint-

ing," 7-9. 75-76, 213.

Caliari, Paolo. See Vero-
nese, Paul.

Callcott, Sir Augustus, 333-
334; Dutch Peasants, 334;
Entrance to Pisa, 334;
Coast of Holland, 334;
Beniriited Traveller, 334.

Calverfy, C. S., 20&
Canaletto, 142-143; Works

of, X4Z
apelle, 20B; Works of, 208.
Caravaggio, 135, 137-1^;
Supper at Emmaus, 137.

Carpaccio, 108; Madonna,
10&

Carr, Rev. W. HoUwiU, 2.

Carracd, Agostino, 133-135;
Works of, 134-I3S.

Carracci, Annibale, 133-135;
Christ and Peter, 134; St.

John in Wilderness, 134;
Scene from Tasso, 134;
Silenus and Fauns, 134;
Apollo and Pan, 134;
Temptation of St An-
thony, 134.

Carraca, Ludovico, 133-135,
217; Susannah and ue
Elders, 131.

Carracd, Scnool of, 63, 13a-

^133. 141.

Castagnp, Andrea, 34, 35;
Crucifixion, 35.

Catena, 107-108; Infant
Christ, 107-106; Warrior
Adoring Infant Christ, 108.

Cennini, Cennino, lo-ii, 15,
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»•*»» «; Spirits and
Souls of the Righteous. 23Champaigne, Philips ' j*

Richeheu, 241.
Chtrdin, 247-348; The Foun-

379

tain, ajST

Charies V (Spain). ,,Jr
^-imabue, Giovanni, 12-is. 16

f'63, 741 RuiellaiVa-
JjOM. 12; Madonna. 13.

°SS«S, I'fMSois. 232-234;
Works of 232.

**'

Cologne, School of. 145; st.

*«on. 158; St Dorothv andSt Peter. 158; Crucifixion,

Colonna, Constable, 140
Ccmeghano, Cima de, 107;»t Jerome, 107; Ecce««no. 107; Madonna. 107:
Iwreduhty of ThonSs!

CoMtable. John, 24s, 246,

^J Barnes Common. 362

Major Pierson, 311; De-
.featof theSiM;niih,'3ia
CttWes. i77-i7«f; Worfe of.

170. '

I??''"*"' '*^' °°"**"'

C^Jreio. 6s, 69. 114, lag.
]¥>' ^33, 141, 228. 267:
Midonna with Child, i^
1^1 tcce Homo, 120;
<A<onjr m the Garden, i^

CMimo. Piero de. 43-461 «6'
Death of Procn's,l3 . pS'
trait of Warrior,' 4^.:/°'

C<Msa, Francesco del, 64, 6«;
St. Hyacinth, 64. '

"* °5'

Costa. Lorenzo, 65, 67, 60;Madonna, 65.
" "»»

& ^""'^'^ ^S; Mrs.
Brocas, 275.

Cotman, John Sell. 330;
River Scene, 330; Galiotin

r^ Gaif- 330.
tjram, Ralph Adams, 53.
Cranach, 165; Works of, 165.
Credi. Lorenzo di, 39, 42, 54;^Madonnas. 54.

^' ^'
Cnvelli, Carlo, 39. 98, 99-102.

104, bt Sebastian, 39;
Annunciation, loo-ioi: Al-

?/-&r^waJS'. xor^"-

^K.!ho/d°^5;atf-^i

Chapel Fields, 329; Welsh
Landscape, 329; Brathey
Bridge, 330.

'

Cunningham, 271, 28a

Windmills. 20s; Other
works of. 205,

donna,^,
Darnell. Thomas, 275.

P^A"'"**' ^Si; Double
?^"!*>.iSi; Death of

& »/*'"• *Si; Magda-
len, 151-152.

Dawl. Gerhardt, 156-157.

Saints, ,56; Marriage of
St. Cathenne, 156-157.

Delacroix, 170.
Delen, Dirck van, 207.
Dietrich, 178; Itinerant Mu-

sicians, 178.
Dobson, Austin. 248, 267
Dobson, WiHiam,^7; Por-

I

:i

i ;l
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trait of Endynion Porter,
aw.

I^ofci C«rJo, 13a; Virgin
and Child, 132.

Domenichino, 140-143; To-
bias and Angel, 141; St
George and Dragon, 14a;
Stoning of St Stephen.
142.

D(Miatello, aS.
Donck, aot.
Donner, Doctor, 255.
Dossi, Dosso, 71-73, 73;
Adoration of Magi, 71;
Muse Inspiring Poet. 7i.

Dou, Gerard, 19^199; Por-
trait, 198-199; Poulterer's
Shop, 199; Other works
of, 19a

Ducao di Buoninsegna, la,
IS-18, 74, 77; Anniinda-

VS^fs.^^'^J' Madonna and
Child, id 17.18: Christ
Healing the Blind, 16, 18;
Transfiguration, 16, 18.

Durer, Albrecht, 148, ifia,

164-165, 167; Portrait of
His Father, 164.

Dutch, School of the, i8i-
i&L a09; Christ Blessing
Children, 186; Interior of
Art Gallery, aoi.

^,W*'; WUliam, aoi;
Works of. aoi.

Ebers. Professor. 4-5.
Eeckhout, 188; Chiefs of
Wine Guild, 18a

^enumt, Lord, 13a
El Greco. See Theotocopull
Emmanuel 75; Holy Money-

Despisers. 75.
Empoh, 132; St Zenobio,

13a.

^*^'*5??.'. '55; Madonna
and Child. 155.

Enchus, II.

Erasmus, i<S3.

Eschenbach, 145.

Fabntius, 186; Adoration of

^/^P**?**.'' »86J Nativity
of St John, 186.

Femra. School of, 62, 63,

F*t "**'» Gaudeiuio, 130;
Risen Lord, 130.

landers. School of, 145, 154,
169; Exhumation of St
Hubert, IM-ISS; Adora-
tion of the Kings, 155;
Optimism and Pessimism,

e.
'SS-i^.

Foppa, Vincenzo, laa; Work
of, 12a.

Ford, Richard, 221.
Forli, Melozzo da, 84-85;
Music and Rhetoric, 84-85.

FranoBsca, Piero della, 38,
83-84; The Nativity, 38,
83-84; Baptism of Christ,

^83;. Portrait, 83.

^700?. 65-68; Altari>iece,
^65-66; Pieti, 66. 67.^^
Fraser, Sir William. 84.
Fromentin, Eug^e, 18a.
Fuligno, Niccolo da, 8a;

Crucifixion, 82-83.
Fungai, Bernardino, 80; Vir-
gin and Child, 80.

Fuseli, Henry 314.316, 333,

SJ>,
301 ; Midsummer

ights Dream, 314, 315.
Fyt, Jan, 177.

Gaddi, Taddeo, ai, 33, 34;
Baptism of Christ, 33.

Gainsborough. 85, aSL afio-
a99; Blue Boy. 8^;
MarketMrart, 294; Water-
mg-place, 294; Great Cor-
nard Wood, 294; Country
ChOdren, 295; Musidora,
?K-a96; Portrait of Mrs.
iddons, 296-207; Parish

Qerk, 297-298; Animal
Studies, 298.

Garofalo, 72-74; St Augus-
tme and Child, 73-74;
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^""'fu/V^I' 7^' Christ

i" *«^Garaen 74; Ma-
donna Enthroned, 74.

Gelee, Claur"e. 5w Claude
i-orrain.

Ghirlandaio. Domenico, 40.
_.4i, .59; Paintings of, 40.
Giorgio, Francesco di, 81:
Virgin and Child. 81.

Giorgione, 108, iio-iii, 113,
119; The Young lOiight
III; Castelfranco Ma-
donna, III; Garden of
Love, 111; Adoration of
Magi, lu; Venus and
Adonis, III.

Tki'^iA^^' ''' ^' *3.
,ao, 31, 144.

Giotto, School of, 19, 28.24,
26; Fr«jco, M.23; Coro:
nation of the Virgin. 22. 21

Giovanni. Matteo di, 78^80:

g^ Sebjstian. 80; Ecc^
Homo, 80; Assumption of
Virgin, 80-81.

Glover, ^5; Landscape. 275.Goya. Francesco, ^231;
Scene from Zamora, 230;
Picnic Party, ^; Dofta
Isabel, 231.

Goyen, 202; River Scenes,
202. '

GozzoU, BenoMo, 33.34; a1-
tor-piece, 33; Abduction
of Helen, 33.

Grandi, Ercole, 68^; Altar-
Pjece, 69; Other works,
09.

'

Gregory, Sir WUliam, 104.

1^' ^?^ 303; <5irl
Looking Up, 249; Other
works 249, 2Sa

Grun, Hans Baldung, 164;

Guardi, 143-143; Works of,
I43-.

38X

Guercino. 135; Angels Weep-
>ng over Christ, 135.

Hackaert, 206; Stag Hunt.

Hals, Frans. 189-190; Works
of, 189.

Hamilton. Emma, Lady. 301-
303.

"^

Havard. Henry, 181.

Lif'
**^' ^"^^ °' ^*'"

HenrJ' vBl 255.

r-1*^' Francisco, 217;
J-hrist Disputing with
Doctors, 217.

HiIHard, Nicolas, 255.
Hobbema, 203-204, 320:
Avenue at MiddlehaSis
"3. 329; Showery
Weather. 203-204; Brede-
rode Castle. 204; Other
works of, 204.

I

f,°'^'?"t 0/ Hogarth. 260;

JJ^""^^. * Ja Mode. 261'
»S; Shnmp Girl. 265, 266;

f°r'"»i*'
of.Miss Pentoii

^ih^r- Qum. 26s; Ho-
«^fcfc^"**''' ^S; Ho-
garths Servants. 266; Fam-
ily of the Strodes 266:
Calais Gate, 266-267; Sig-
ismunda, 267,

" -^b

^^V"i Hans. 16S-1&, 2«,
399; Ambassadors, ifa-i^:
Dance of Death, iS;
Duchess Christina, 1691

Hondecoeter, Melchior de,
209; Works of. 209.

Hojithorst. Gerard von, 163:
Peasants. 163.

°^'

Works of, 200.
Hopnner, John, 336; Portrait

°^ Countess of Oxford,

goskins, John, 255.
Hudson, Thomas, 258; Por-^t of Samuel Scott,
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,

Huysmans, i;a

Ibbetson, J. C, 335; Smug-
glers on Irish Coast, 8.
335.

Jackson, John, 331-332; Por-
traits of Carr and North-
cote, 331 ; Salvator Mundi.
331.

Jameson, Mrs., 203.
Jans sens, ComeUs, aoi:
Aglonius Voon, aoi; Cor-
nelia Remoens, aoi.

Jardm, Karel du, ao6.
Jordaens, 177; Portrait of
Baron de Lmter, 177.

Justus of Padua, 25; Altor-
piece, 25.

'

Kneller Sir Godfrey, 257.
Konmck, ao6.

Ladbroke, 335.
Lamb, Charles, 260, 261.
Lambert, George, 275.
Lanani, 127; Holy Family,

Lancret, 246-247; Panels of
Life, 247.

Landmi, 24; Altar-piece, 24-

Landseer, Sir Edwin, 327.
368-370; Shoeing of Horn
370; Sleepmg Bloodhound,
?7o; Kmg Charles Span-
iels. 370; TDigni^ and Im-
pudence, 370; Studies of
Lions, 370.

Lanza, Luigi 74^.135.
Lawrence, Sir Thomas, 331,

§30. 339-345: Portrait of
Mrs. Siddons, 340; Por-
trait of Benjamin West.
342; Portrait of Mr. An-
ferstein, 342; Portrait of
ir. Phihp Sanson, 342;

Child with a Kid, 342-343:
Portrait of Miss FI^jJJ;

Leal, Valdes, 328-229; As-
surapuon of the Virgin,

Le Brun, Madame Vigfc.
251-252; Portrait of Mme.
le Brun, 251-252.

Works of, 17a
^'

Le Nam, 334; Family Group,

"^Si-k '*• "^ "*
« Sueur, Eustache, 246:
.Holy Family, 246.

,J?' p'rohimo da, 100, iss:
Virgm and St Anne, 109.

Licmio, 120; Portrait of
Young Man, 120.

Lingelbach, 200.
Limji, Fra Filippo, 35-37;
Vision of St. Bernard, 35;
Virgin and Child, 36; \tt-
nunciation, 36; St John
the Baptist, 36

St Franas in Glory, 3a
Lombardy, School of, 122.

, 123. 126.
^

Longhi, 138; Fortune-teller,

Lorenzetti, Pietro and Am-
brosio, 77-78; Works of,

Lorenzo, Fiorenzo de, 85;
Work of, 85.

Lorenzo the Magnificent, 42.
Lorrain, Claude, 205, 235,
*t2-245, 250, 353-353; Nar-
gcissus and Echo, 342; The
fueen of Shd>a, 344-245;
t Ursula, 345; Cephalus

and Procris, 345; Other
works, 344, 345.

Lotto, Lorenzo, 115-116;
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Brothers Delia Torre, ii6;
Portrait of Juliano, ii6Familv Group, ii6.

^ujgi, Andrea di, go: Ma.
donna, go.

' ^' ***

Omst and the Doctors,

''Duich^te.,f-;»!
&.S„.^"S'' ^87 iSe

Manni. 9,; Annunciation.

Mantegna, Andrea. 98, go

in°"Jh2' r?^'^^^'
Ago?y

in the Garden. 102-103:
Virgin and Child, 103Triumph of Scipio, 103
Samson and Delilah 103

f^^' /^' Portrait ofardinal Cerri, 139.
Margantone of Arezzo, o-io
". 12 16, 76; Mado^a,'

J-7,
9: Lives of the Saints,

Marino. 335,
Marmior 333.

Altar-pieces, 109.
^'

Massys, Quinten. 159-160;Wur and VirginT 159-

MazoiaaS; Cavalier. 228.

Iff'To; Christ and the
§«<^ors, 70; Virgin, J5!

- -0«ier works, 70, " ' ' '

Medici, Cosimo de, 37,
M«nl,nc, Hanv, 15,-^54, 159.Madonna and St. Gwrie
Jg-iS4; Other woS 5f,"

Men^. 133.
Messina, Antonello da, 104.

383

los; Salvator Mundi. 104:

SW.ToJ'' ^°*' C'""-

Metsu Gabriel. i„; Music
lesson, 197; fhe Duet.W. Drowsy Undlady,

«i. Madonna and Child
S9, Entombment of Our

tJ^^' 52:60.
Miens, Frans van. 108 •

^
Dutch Lady. 198

'
'**'

**«"s. Willem van, 198;
.,The Cat, 19a

^'

lSt',w^''vJ°''n Everett,
370-371; Yeoman of the

Sr'ril'^?^**-^^!; Portrait
of Gladstone, wi.

Modena, Bamaba da, 25-
Descent of the Holy Ghost;

Monkhouse, Cosimo, 25.

^»rdisx^'
^''^•-

iS"°'
'*"' ^*- Bemardine,

{J°'pn. J. Pierpont, 95.Morfand. Geor^, 307^^ ^v
^i.^^P''

The Stabk. JS;Rabbiting, 326; The W-
-.'age Inn, 326.

at"^ ^^^' 307; V'orks

W^k^'of^xS""' ^'^ ^«'

""Worirof. ?2S"*"'~' ^^'
M or one, Francesco, lao;
Madonna, 120.

' -">

t^^l'h'^"'' ^39; Por-
traits by, 120-121.

fl^^^n 'Sr? St. Giles,
157; Dqwsition, 157.
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Moucheron, 206; Garden
Scene, 206.

MurUIo, 234-238, 229; Beggar
Boys, 22s; Nativity ofthe
Virgin, a^- St John. 227;
Holy Famtly, 227-2^

Nawiyth, Alexander. 375;
Sterhng Castle, 375.

Nasmyth, Patrick, 375, 334-
MS: Rustic Cottage, «s;
Anglers' Nook, 335; Other
works, 335.

Nebot, 276; Work of, 376.
NeeflFs. 177.
Netscher. Caspar, 197; Blow-
ing Bubbles, 197; Maternal
Instruction. 197; Lady by
Sptnning-wheel, 197.

OggicMino, Marco da, 137;
»ladonna and Child, 137.

Opie, James, 330-333; Por-
trait of Siddons, 331 ; Por-
*«»to* Opie, 333; Portrait
of Wm. Opie, 333; Por-
traits of the Godwins, 333.

Orcania, 2f ^i; Coronation
of the Virgin, 34.

Oriolo, Giovanni, 70; Por-
trait of Leonello d'Este, 70,

Ortolano, 70; Portrait of St.
Sebastian, 70-71.

°aoi*"
^*"'

'
^°'^ °*«

Ostode, Adriaan van, 191-193;
The Alchemist, 191-193.

O'^de, Isaac van, 193;
Frozen River, 193; Pas-
toral, 193; Other works

^of, 193.

Ouwater, 155.

Pacchia, Girolamo di, 81;
Madonna, 81.

P^hiarotti, 80; Nativity,

Pacheco, Francisco, 311-314.
ai6, 319.

*

Padovanino, 138: Child and
Dove, 138; Cornelia and
Gracchi, 138.

Palmer, Samuel, 343.
Panna, Lodovico da, 131;
Head of a Monk, 131;
Panels, X31.

Parmiffiano, 130; Vision of
St Jerome, 13a

Passavant, 154.
Pater, Walter, 190.
Patinir, 160-161; Crucifixion,
360; St Christopher, 160;
Other works of, 161.

Peel, Sir Robert, 203.
Perugino, 3-4. 85, 86-90, 91.
93; Great Altar-piece, 3-4,
88; Madonna, 88; Ma-
donna Crowned by Angels,
88-89: Baptism of Christ,

^89; Fresco, 89.
Peruzzi, Baldassare, 54.
Pesellino, 54.
Petrie, Flinders. 4.

rnillips. Thomas. 365: Por-
trait of Wilkie. 3^

Piagnoni Painters, 43, 34.
Pindar, Peter. 370. 331,
Pinturicchio, 90-91, 93; Ma-
donna, 90; Return of
Ulysses, 90-91; St Cath-
enne, 91.

Pioirtbo, Sebastian del, 119;
Raising of Lazarus, 119.

Pisano, Vittore, 103; St
Georm and St Anthony,
103; St Hubert, 103.

Plmy, 6, 141.
Poel, 194; Ruins of Mill, 194.
Poelenberg, Cornells van.

roo; Women Bathing,
Poliziano, Angelo, so.

Pollaiuolp. 38-39; St

190.

-^. ^~ »,. — Sebas-
tian, 38-391

Pontormo, Jacopo da, 54, 55-
57. 60; History of foUffiii
55*
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Potter. Paul. 304; Works of.

Poussin.Dughet. Gaspard,
ajS. 840.241; Abriham

^n^' *^' Abraham's
Lalling, a4a

Poussm. Nicolas, 334-340
P3l Bacchankles, 3^
Cephalus and Aurora, 2w
Plague of Ashdod, 2^0^^'

Poynter. Sir WilliarnT 60.

Raebum Sir Henry. 310.
3^1 Works of, 31a

Raibolini, Francesco. j"--
Francia.

^*2J??^«*
"^1'*"^ ^S; Por-

trait of a Lady, 27s

tmeMadonna, i; Visionof

sid5° m!^^'^''*' ^' An-
siaei Madonna, oime- c*
Catherine, 95 ;'p^;?4 of
Julius II., 95-96; Garvagh
Madonna, 95-96.

***"*«'ndt. i?6. 182-186, 192,
f99; Portrat, 182-181 18?'
Jewish Rabbi .83;''^:

JS: n/i'^T^'l Merchant,
184.; . Old Lady, i8s ; De-
Pojitum. ,8s; Chrfst and

«i" ral"' «'?S; Adora-
tion, i8s; Women Wad-
A*' . ^Hl Tobias and
Angel, i86.

38s

The Infant Samuel, 383;
Studies from a Head, 38^

sfHl?"i5*'y'^:M7s:
«J^ n"*' ,^-a85;^ortrait
01 ur. Johnson. 285-286:
P^rt^J o(, AdmirarK^-'
pel. a86; Portrait of Cap-

s'"
0"ne.?86; Portrait

ot Lord Ligomer, 386;
^rtraite of

, Sir Joshua
386; Portrait of Two
Gentlemen, 286-287: Rob-
netta. 287; Age U Inno-
«nce 387; Love and

uX'^'r^r^' Frances
Isabel Gordon, 288.

axV?' S^'t.PP^' "7; Pieti,
317; Shepherd, 217.

R'cq. 138; Sleeping Venus.

Rjcmer. Jean Paul, 50, 57.

^Jjaldo, 139; Works of.

Roberti, Ercole de. 68-
Paint.n« of, 68. ^ '

~f?*'' J*<=°P*>- ^'* Tinto-
retto.

Romano, Giulio, las-i^e-N^phs Attending /upitVr;

R«ii, Guido; 63, 138. 171;

Ih^ru^'. ^i St. Johnand Christ Chid, 13a

«o «; ^"^i 299, 301,

?)^oSJ^ ^'^^ 2^^3; Graces
iJecorating a Statue, 282;

&^°*' Portraits of the
Lindows. 304; The Par-sons Daughter, 304-10? •

Lady with% Child? .3?!;'

5fjS:
Crav«,, 30s;' &/sMark Cume. 305.

Ronsard, 233. *

2?^^fe°''' 539-140. 220.
235 , Works of, 13d

Rottenhammer, 162; Panand Syrmx, 162.

*^^|3A«demy. 268, 278,

^
i5?"' J^^'^k '75. 176,
177. 321; Chapeau de
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unq)h of SUenui, 171;
Peace and Ww, 171 iHforlnn of War, 171; firaten
SMpent 172, ,97; judg.

of Sabines. 17a; Last
Judgment, 17a; Conver-
Mon of St Bavon, 172-173;
Triumph of Oesar, 17a-
173; Suniet, 173; Chiteau
S.«

Stem, 173-174; Holy
Family, 174; Landscape
174-
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